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Foreword

The idea of unifying the diverse research activities concerned with
Biscayne Bay in Greater Miami, Florida, is not new but no organized attempt
to achieve this unity was made until the Chairman of the University of Miami
Research Council appointed a Biscayne Hay Ecology Committee in March, 1974.
The original committee was chaired by Dr. James C. Carpenter of the Rosenstiel
School of Marine and Atmospheric Science and consisted of ten scientists and
engineers representing the broad spectrum of research interests in the Bay.
In July, 1974, Mr. Thomas V. Bilhorn, then head of the University Sea Grant
Advisory Services, offered Sea Grant financi.al and staff assistance in the
event that a workshop on Hiscayne Bay could be planned. During the year, Dr.
Carpenter's group held a series of well-attended evening seminars at which
various members of the faculty presented their work on Biscayne Bay.

As a consequence of the success of the original series nf seminars, the
Research Council encouraged the committee to continue its coordination efforts
on Bay research, and appointed Dr. Anitra Thorhaug, Department of Microbiology,
as chairperson in March, 1975. In the summer of 1975, Dr. Thorhaug's committee
moved rapidly to a decision to hold a public symposium on Biscayne Bay. It
was determined that not only should the presentation cover all areas of. known
research on the Hay but that there should be an attempt to answer questions
about the needs of future research activities by indicating not only what is
known about the Bay but just as importantly, what is not known.

As a further response to community needs, the symposium was planned in
two separate but related weekends: Symposium I, chaired by Dr. Thorhaug, which
was to present all the known research information on the Bay and to publish
the presentations prior to the actual forum; Symposium II, co-chaired by
Drs. David Cartano and Thomas Clingan, was designed in the American Assembly
type format to permit debate on managerial decisions relating to the Bay, using
the published papers from Symposium I as a text.

Symposia I and II, as well as the published papers, are jointly sponsored
by the University of Miami Research Council, and the Rosenstiel School of Marine
and Atmospheri.c Science, with financial assistance from the University of Miami
Sea Grant Program and the U. S. Energy Research and Development Administration.

Eugene H. Man
Dean, Research Coordination

and

Director, Sea Grant Program
University of Miami



Preface

Intensive planning for Symposium I began in the summer of 1975. Later
in the fall, Sea Grant offered to underwrite publication of a volume of
Symposium I papers to be entitled, "BISCAYNE BAY: Past/Present/Future."

The idea of using Biscayne Bay as a model of subtropical estuaries,
although very appealing, had to be discarded in favor of focusing directly
on Biscayne Bay itself.

It soon appeared that the material to be presented orally in Symposium
I would have required a week to deliver and the written papers could have
filled several volumes, so strict priorities were weighed and time and space
constraints imposed.

The problem of how much time to devote to each sub!ect was difficult to
resolve. The balancing of "hard" science with "soft" science also was a

difficult task but it began to resolve itself as lists of speakers were
assembled.

We hope this volume will meet at least part of the needs expressed by many
groups. The questions of "What ia known about Biscayne Bay?", "What are the
processes occurring in the Bay?" and "Where do we go from here?" have been
addressed by the writers. Extensive bibliographies are included for many sub-
disciplines. Most important, a synthesis of the physical, geological, and bio-
logical processes and man's uses and interaction in the Bay begins to emerge
for the first time in this volume.

We wish to acknowledge the financial support of Sea Grant, and the U.S,
Energy Research and Development Administration. The Research Council and
the School of Marine and Atmospheric Science of the University of Miami, are
sponsors of the Symposia and this collection of papers.

Particular appreciation is expressed to the Organizing Committee which
arranged Symposium I and the editors and authors who spent many hours preparing
this volume.

Anitra Thorhaug
Editor
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GEOLOGIC SETTING AND RECENT SEDIKENTS OF I'KE
BISCAYNE BAY REGION, FLORIDA

HAR0LD R. NANLEss
DIVISION OF KARINE GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS

ROSENSTIEL SCHOOL OF MARINE AND ADlOSPHERIC SClENCE
UNIVERSITY OF KIAKI

KIAKI, FLORIDA 33149

ABSTRACT

Biscayne Bay, Card Sound, and garnes Sound are underlain by a shallow, north-south trending late
Pleistocene bedrock basin 2 to 6 meters in depth, It is bordered to the east by a ~idge farmed by the Key Largo
limestone, to the northwest by a ridge of the Oolite member of the Miami limestone, and to the southwest by the
lov platform of the Everglades. The Basin was first invaded by the sea about 6,000 years ago during the post-
glacial Holocene rise of sea level. Sedimentation that has taken place during the subsequent pe.iod of slowly
rising sea level has been controlled by sediment supply and bedrock topography through its influence on wave
energy, tidal currents and wind-driven circulation.

Six major Recent sediment regimes are recognized on the basis of sediment type, sediment body geometry and
depositional controls,

 I! Longshore drift of sand froe the north has provided an influx of quartz-carbonate sand from the north
during the past 4,000 years, This has created the string of sand island barriers bordering northeastern
Biscayne Bay. Protection provided by these islands has generated surficial swamp, flat snd lagoon environments
along the hayward side. A ridge of Pleistocene Key Largo Limestone underlies the northern sand island barriers.
This ridge   a! provided seaward protection for lagoon sedimentation prior to about 4,000 years and  b! guided
the southward sand drift since,

�!  !uartz sand deposits, derived from the Pleistocene Pamlico san'd of the mainland Atlantic Coastal
Ridge, dominate several environments in northwestern Biscayne Bay where quartz sand  a! hss washed directly
into the bay area and  b! haa been reconcentrated from eroding mangrove peat shorelines,

�! Tidal bars and belts of calcareous sand and mud formed  a! along bay margins in energy shadows behind
shallov bedrock thresholds  Safety Valve and Cutter Sank!,  b! in association vith tidal jets extending into
the Bay from passes through the marginal limestone ridge  Featherbed Banks!, and  c! es ebb and flood deltas
adjacent to Csesara Creek, Broad Creek and Angelfish Creek. Sediment produced by organism coaaaunities on these
tidal bars and belts is important to their maintenance.

�! Broad mangrove swamps border those protected shorelines having no focus of freshwater influx. Narrow
eroding sweeps occur along windward shorelines. Areas receiving moderate discharge from the Everglades had
 prior to human intervention! narrow marginal mangrove swamps with a broad freshwater marsh of calcitic mud or
savgrass peat behind.

�! The open bays, away from these earginal sediment buildups contain two sedimentary environments. A
quartzose calcareous sand forms a thin veneer over Pleistocene limestone surfaces less than 3 to 3.5 meters in
depth. blhere bedrock is deeper, seagrass carpeted lime  calcareous! mud has accumulated to a depth of 3 meters.

�! Non-tidal mud banks, capped by chains of mangrove islands segment southern Card Sound and Barnes
Sound.

Future research should focus on  a! fine grained sediment character and dynamics,  b! detailed mapping
of bio-sedimentary environments,  c! detailed reconstruction of the depositional history of certain sediment
regimes and  d! biogenic influences on sedimentation,



INTRODUCTION

Biscayne Bay is»nique among the urbanized coastal environments of the United states. It dit fere in fa«c
f«ndaments1 ways. First, Biscayne Bsy, although somewhat estuarine in character, is noc a drowned river val lev,
Ic is  or was prior to man's intervention*! dramatically influenced by the freshwater infli>x from the vvergla>h-
syste>s � both by surface and groundwater flow.

Second, freshwater influx did not carry large amount of mineral detritus int.o the bsy. Ur I ike oc'.
escusi ies, Biscayne Bay has never been s coastal marine catch basin for great vol«mes of riverbor»e scdime>c
carried in upland runoff.

Third, Biscayne Bay is similar in geometry to the typical lagoons of the Atlantic oi' Gulf coast � el,»gatv
psr a 1 le I Co the coast . In Bise ayne Bay, however, s rigid pre-exi st in g lime st one topog r aphy dr I inn s tl.-
depression filled in by Biscayne Bay waters snd recent sediments. GoastaI lagoons co the»orc» are superinduce'L >
on a mobile pre-existing sand substrate and topography � one that can hoch be modified by race>it pr.>cessna
a«d provide sediment to recent sedimentary environments.

F»urch, organisms living wiChin the Biscayne Bay region provide essencially all of che sedimenc thee
accumulating in t' he Bay. Within Biscayne Bay calcareous and siliceous skeletal remains of be»thic orga»is»>s
produce Che sediment  Ginsburg and Lowenstam, 1958; Stockman, ec al, 1967!. In the marginal ma»grove swasips s»d
freshwater marl flats, calcium carbonate precipitation, possibly in conjunction with algal mats produces fino
calcareous mud  Gleason, 1972; Barron, 1975!. Only in northern Biscsyne Bay is detrica I scdime»c in f1«x
important and this comes not from river influx but from sand drift ing so«ch along the ocean beaches the Ie»gti>
of peninsular Florida from an ultimate source in the southei'n Appalachian mountains. Dominance o I I»ca ',
sedimenc production in Biscayne Bay contrasts sharply with other lagoon and estuarine systems of the continental
United SCates in which most of the sediment is carried into the area by river influx  estuaries! or oc«an
processes  lagoons and estuaries!.

In many ways the sedimentary environments and processes of I'his marginally tiopicaI. Bay are more akin co
those of the Florida Keys and the Bahamas than to the coastal environments to the north. Realizing this
uniqueness is essential to understanding the contained sedimentary environments and to assessing how
«rbanizaci»n affects them.

Scdimentologic st«dies in the Biscayne Bay region are few and mostly either superficial  in conj«nction
with biological research! or focused on a very small area. Vaughan �910! provides a very general early
description of sediments in Biscayne Bay and Sanford �909, p. 229! coeeeents on the distribution of quartz sand
loiig mainlaiid beaches MCHulty   1955 ~ 1956 1957 ~ 196 1 1970! and IfcH« lty, Work and Moore   1962 !, in scudi es

on pollution and benthic ecology, have broadly described the distribution of surface sediment types in northern
Biscayne Bay.

Bush �95S!, in conjunction with foraminiferal scudies, atteiepted to map sedimentary parameters of central
and southern Biscayne Bay. Eardley and Goodell �968! attempted computer analysis and mapping of sedimentary
attributee of Card Sound, Both studies failed to use either diving observations or aerial photographic analyses
to aid interpretation snd extrapolation of data, snd results are of limited value.

Kelly and Boersma �968! and Kelly �969!, in contrast, used extensive anaLysis of aerial photography to
delineate the distribution of biotic-sedimentary environments in Biscsyne Bsy. Ball �967! described sediments
of the "Safety Value" mud bar belt. Hof fmaister and Nulter �965! have described and age dated che fossil
mangrove "reef" at the north end of Key Biscayne. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers �961, 1966, 1969! present
some sedimentary analyses in conjunction with various beach nourishment proposals,

In 1969 the author described the sedimentary environments and general depositional history of Bisceyne
Bay, Card Sound and garnes Sound including the marginal swamps  Wanlees 1969, 1970, 1974 ~ 1975!. The text of
the 1969 report is used extensively in this article, updating observations and interpretations where possible.

A recent study by Warzeski �975 and in preparation! on Caesars Creek Bank, marginal to southern Biecsyne
Bay provides valuable new insight into the late stages of the sedimencary history a»d sedimentary dynamics of
the Biecayne Bay region,

Research to daCe provides a usable general understanding of the sedi»>ence and deposiciona I history oC the
Biscayne Bay area. We have as yet little understanding of the process of sedimentation in th is complex coasta l.
system. Especially lacking is an understanding of the character of fine grained sediments and processes of fine
grained sediment dispersal and accumulation.

>Th ~ pp ~ tc pt t d t th tu 1 haar., »' t yap� > d t t pi t
man's involvement with the Bay. Unless otherwise noted, the present environments are described ae they weri.
prioi to man's modification, The impact of man on this natural sedimentary system is discussed in another paper
by the author later in this volume.



GEOLOGIC SETT IHG

South Florida rests on top of over 4,500 meters of fossil shallow water limestones and evaporites  Applin
and Applin, 1964; Puri and Vernon, 1964!. These accumulated during the past 130 million years ae southern
peninsular Florida gradually subsided about a hinge or structural arch in the Deals area  Preeeler, 1947!. This
thick sequence of limestonee and evaporites record a long history of shallow marine sedimentation generally
similar to that found in South Florida and the Bahamas today.

Sediments making up this thick deposit are mostly derived from biogenic  skeletal! or physical  evaporite!
precipitation from marine waters passing across the broad peninsular platform. Although far removed from land
derived sediment  fram weathering in the Appalachians!, quartz sands occasionally crept down the peninsula much
as it is doing today along the east and west coasts.

During the past 1 million years the gradual limestone building process has been complicated by sharp and
repeated vertical migrations of eea level se portions of Earth'e water was alternately taken up in and
discharged from polar glaciers. Glacial eealevel fluctuations repeatedly dropped some 100m below present level
leaving the peninsula high and dry exposing the calcareous substrate to rein~ster solution and lithification
and then roie 3 to 90 m above present sea level spreading marine carbonate environments across part or all of the
South Florida peninsula. Limestones beneath South florida record this period of sealeve! fluctuation by
alternating layers of marine limestone and subaerial soil crusts  Perkins, 1974!.

We are presently at a nearly stable high sea level stand following a glacial period of lowered sea level
about 20,000 years ago. The previous high stand s! of sea level occurred 95,000 to 125,000 years ago during the
Sangamon interglacial. Authors are in general agreement that sea level stood about 8 meters above present sea
level during same period between 125,000 and 115,000 years aga. This inundated the entire peninsula south of
Lake Okeechobee, Several lines of evidence sleo suggest that, after a brief eealevel retreat, a second and
possibly third sealevel high occurred at about 95,QQQ  Princess Anne! and 80,000  Silver Bluff!,

The marine sediments that accumulated during the Sangamon interglacial high sealevel stand s! are
important far they were lithified essentially preserving their depositional morphology leaving dep casions that
were to become Biscayne Bay and the Everglades and ridges on which the mainland and Florida Key'e cities rest.

The interior of South Florida was a 3-5 meter deep bank blanketed by seagrase-stabilized shelly lime
 calcium carbonate! mud, probably very similar to the present interior of Great Bahama Bank  Hoffieei,ster,
Stockman and Multer, 1967; Hoffmeister, 1974!. This shelly lime mud is preserved as e shelly limestone, termed
bryozoan facies of the Miami Limestone  ibid.! and can be seen in the dredge spoil of western Dade County.

Intense skeletal production, calcium carbonate precipitation and sediment reworking produced two major
elongate sediment ridges towards the southeastern shelf margin - an outer coral limestone ridge  Key Largo
Ridge! and an inner oolite � quartz sand ridge  Atlantic Coastal Ridge!. The resultant depression between is the
limestone basin now filled by Biscayne Bay, Cai'd Sound and Barnes Sound  Figure 1!.
Ke Lar o Rid e

In most cases coral reef growth is focused on the exposed margin of a platform open ta deeper water. During
the Sangamon interglacial, however, a major line of coral reef growth occurred some 4-8 km in from the margin
 see Hoffmeister and Multar, 1968; Stanley, 1966!, This line of reef growth, broken by channel passes, is
preserved as a discontinuous ridge, extending from north of Miami Beech south to the lower keys. From Soldier
Key southward this arcuate coral limestone ridge ie largely emergent and forms the Florida Keys; north of
Soldier Key the ridge extends ae a submerged feature beneath the Safety Valve, slightly seaward of Virginia Key
and beneath Miami Beach.

General crose-sections of the ridge, termed the Key Largo Ridge, are shown in Figures 6 and 7,
Characteristically there is a sloping rampart to the seaward and an abrupt rise to the crest where emergent.
Bayward the Ridge drops sharply coeenonly to 4 meters below sea level within 50 meters of the crest. Sanford
�909, p. 214! termed the coral limestone of the Ridge the Key Largo Limestone,

Along Elliott Key and Key Largo, the Key Largo Ridge is a quite continuous single ridge. In the Old Rhodes
Key area the Ridge becomes broad and complex and three major tidal channels cut across the Ridge. Irregularity
of the Key Largo Ridge here suggests that the channels were present during its formation.
Atlantic Coastal Rid e

The landward "Atlantic Coastal Ridge" extends along the mainland shore of South Florida through Ft.
Lauderdale and Miami to Homestead where it swings inland well into the Everglades. The ridge is 3-8 meters in
elevation and 3-15 kilometers in width, North of about 250th Street the ridge is composed of fine
unconsolidated quartz sand  Pamiico Sand; Cooke, 1945! but to the south calcium carbonate rapidly increases and
the Ridge is a cemented limestone from Miami southward, The limestone ridge ie composed of ooid sand grains�
spherical, concentrically laminated grains af calcium carbonate. The broad ridge is dissected by transverse



channels or vales partially sediment filled. These are interpreted as fossil tidal channels such as transverse
the actively forming colitic sand shoals of Cat Cay area, Bahamas. Possils and sedimentary structuree preserved
in this colitic limestone indicate that the oolitic limestone is of shallow marine origin snd very comparable to
the shallow, tidal-agitated oolite banks forming today in the Cat Cay area, Bahamas  lloffmeister, Stockman, and
Hul ter, 1967!.

Resultant Basins

Between the Key Largo Limestone ridge and the oolitic limestone-quarts sand Atlantic Coastal Ridge is an
elongate shallov basin nov filled by Biscayne Bay, Card Sound and Bernes Sound. At the south end of Biscayne Bay
a very shallow limestone platform protrudee eastward from the Oolite Ridge dividing the basin into two
sections - Biscayne Bay Basin to the north and Card-Barnes Basin to the south. The limestone of this shallow
platform is a coarse calcareous sand containing abundant corale. It ie interpreted as having formed during one
of the late Pleistocene high sea level stands in response to increased vater circulation funneled through
channel passes across the coral ridge in the adjacent Old Rhodes Key ares.

Biscayne Bay Basin is 3-6 meters in depth, being deepest in the vicinity of Key Biscayne, Prom the Coral
Cables area north the basin remains deep across its width. To the south the Basin floor gradually slopes
eastward from the Oolite Ridge to a deep axis just vest of the Key Largo Ridge. The deep axis of Biscayne Bay
Basin deepens from Elliot Key north and Bakers gaulover South to the vicinity of Key Biscayne. Probing end core
borings through Key Biecayne indicate that the deep axis of the Basin is continuous with a channel cutting
seaward across the submerged Key Largo Ridge ia this area. Three additional features complicate the limestone
topography of the Biscayne Bay Basin � an elongate ridge 1-2 meters in depth, extending north-south along the
middle of northern Biscayne Bay, a lov northeast trending hump beneath Black Ledge snd another low north-
east trendiag hump bayward of Turkey Point.

The Card-Baraes Sound Basin is a nearly flat continuous basin 3 � 5 meters in depth extending southward
beneath Cross Key  the route of highway U.S. 1! into Buttonwood Sound. To the north the Basin rises sharply
onto the shallow Arsenicker Keys Platform except near the Key Largo Ridge where the deep basin axis extends
northward end joins with the Biscayne Bay Basin. To the vest of Card Sound the Basin is bounded by the
Arsenicker Key Platform, This platform fades southward, so that the Basin vest of garnes Sound extends as a
very gradually shel!owing surface into the gvergladee,

Subse uent Modifies iona

The striking feature of the limestone topography in the Biscayne Bey region is that it largely preserves
the depositional morphology produced during the iaterglacial high see level stands 80,000 to 125,000 years ago
As sea level retreated, leaving the South Ploride platform emergent, rain water superimposed three important
modif ications onto the depositional morphology. Pire t raiavater dissolution snd reprec ipitstion in
conjunction vith vegative soil formation cemeated the calcareous surface and slowly produced a very hard
reddish limestoae "soil crust" over the surface  loiter and Hoffmeieter, 1968!. Second, rein water dissolved
solution holes or pipes deep into the underlying limestone, Thousands of these small holes, 5 to 10 meters in
diameter, dot the limestone surface of South Florida. These are now mostly filled with sediment. Their
abundance can best. be seen in aerial photographs of southern Siscayne Bay, There are in addition some very
large solution holes 60 to 100 meters across, In South Plorida these are all filled with Recent sediment. The
Bahamas contains similar large solution holes many of vhich are not sediment filled. These, called "blue
holes"  Nevell et al, 1959!, extend 75 to 100 meters below present sealevel, These small snd large solution
holes were the primary pathvaye for draiaiag the South Ploride and Bahamas platforms during low sea level
stand.

Solution hole  sink hole, karat! drainage is typical of limeetoae terrains, and it is striking to sleo eee
dendritic  breaching channel! drainage patterns on exposed limestone portions of the Biscayne Bsy bottom. The
dendritic channels are cut into the limestone and bifurcate up slope. Channels sre mostly continuous with
tidal creeks penetrating the marginal swamps. Whether the dendritic channels formed during lowered sea level
stead or during the recent marine inundation is not certain. Tannic acid released from the mangrove margin of
tidal creeks may well have "etched" the chaaaels during the recent rise of sea level.

HOLOCENK SKDQIKMTARY RSGBIKS

Following the wisconsin Glacial episode, eea level rapidly rose from about 100m to neer its present level
 Pigure 2!, Sea level first invaded the deeper reaches of the Biscayne Bay Basin 6,000-7,000 years ego. At
4,000 years BP  before present! sea level has come to vithin 2 meters of the present level; within 1 meter by
2,700 years BP. It has since gradually risen to ite present, aear stationary, level.

During this nHolocene" or "Recent" rise of eea level, six general sedimentary regimes have formed in
response to physical and biogenic processes acting ia the Bay area  Piguree 3-5!. These regimes, defined by
sediment type aad depositional environments are:



1! Quartz-Carbonate sand island barriers and associated environments generated by coastal influx of
sand from the north  northeastern Biscayne Bay!;

2! Quartz sand accumulation within the bay  western Biscayne Bay!;

3! Tidal bar belts of calcareous mud and sand  marginal tc and dividing central Biscayne Bay and Card
Sound!;

4! Paralic and freshwacer swamp and marsh deposits  adjacent to protected bay margins!;
5! Open bay calcareous mud blanket and sand veneer  Biscayne Bay, Card Sound and Barnes Sound!; and
6! Non-tidal mud banks  marginal to and dissecting Card Sound and Barnes Sound!

In attempting to visualize the growth history of these sediment regimes, one must understand that sea
level rise over the pre-existing limestone topography produced a constantly changing pattern of depositional
controls and bottom sedimentary and biotic environments.

SAND ISLAND BARRIERS AND ASSOCIATED ENVIRONMENTS

Northeastern Biscayne Bay is bordered by a string of sand island barriers and associated shoals, flats,
swamps, channels and lagoonal environments, These formed as the result of an influx of clastic  derived!
sediment from the north and offshore. The bulk of this regime is composed of medium to coarse grained sands
that are a mixture of quartz and skeletal carbonate grains. Quartz grains are subrounded and frosted.
Skeletal grains consist mainly of mollusc fragments, foraminiferal tests and Haiimeda  calcareous algae!
plates. A large portion of these calcareous grains are rounded and highly polished. This g neral sediment
type is distinct from other sediments in the Biscayne Bay area, but is very similar to that found on the ocean
beaches further north.

Influx of this "longshore clastic sand" has been the dominant influence on the formation of   1! the sand
island barriers of Miami Beach*, Virginia Key, and Key Biscayne, �! s subtidal sand spit extending southeast
from Key Biscaynea �! the tidal bars associated with Bear Cut and Norris Cut and �! the resultant protected
lagoon, flats and swamps on the bayside of the islands.

Miami Beach, Virginia Key and Key Biscayne have formed during the last 4,000 years by gradual southerlyspit extension as sand was carried in from the north. They represent the southern most extension of the nearly
continuous string of sand island barriers along the Atlantic coast. These differ from more northerly barrier
islands in several ways. They formed on top of the now submerged northern extension of the Key Largo Limestone
Ridge; sand comprising the islands contains a higher percentage of calcareous grains than found in beaches toth th;gap,peataadig i b t dbh'dtheb'ad t tt tb~gtina
marshes and detrital mud lagoons to the north.

The submerged Key Largo Limestone Ridge presently lies 3-5 m below sea level under Miami Beach, less than
1 m below sea level just seaward of Fisher Island and northern Virginia Key and 3-5 m below sea level beneath
the littoral sand platform seaward of southern Key Biscayne. The ridge has not been found in the central Key
Biscayne area,

Sand Island Barriers

Core borings ofthe Recent sedimentary sequence beneath the barrier islands provides a general insight
into their depositional history but leaves several important questions unresolved. West  bayward! of the
submerged Ridge, the Pleistocene limestone surface is overlain by a thin band of woody peat, a thin sandy layer
  of fine � grained angular quartz and fragile, unworn foraminiferal tests and mollusc fragments! and 1-2 meters
of carbonate mud, homogenized by burrowing organisms and permeated by seagrass rootlets  Figu re 7B, C!. The
contained molluscan and foraminiferal assemblages indicate this mud zone formed in a shallow, protected lagoon
comparable with modern northeast Florida Bay, Shells from this basal carbonate mud yield a carbon-14 date of
4,200 years BP  from a sample 494 cm below present sea level beneath northern Virginia Key!.Longshore clastic
sediment, as defined above, is completely absent from this basal sequence,

The top of the protected lagoon mud deposit lies 4-6 m below present sea level beneath the barrier
islands, It is sharply overlain by longshore clastic sands that made up the bulk of the island sequence. To
the east of the Key Largo Limestone Ridge, t' he basal mud unit is absent and longshore clastic sands extend to
the rock surface.

At the time the basal lagoon muds were forming, some 4,200 years ago, sea level was about 3 meters below
the present level, and the Key Largo Limestone Ridge would have been slightly emergent. The Ridge thus
provided the necessary protection from offshore wave energy during accumulation of the basal lagoonal mud. If
a longshore clastic sand body also flanked the seaward margin of the ridge at this time, it would have provided
additional protection. This seems unlikely, however, because hurricane surges and washovers should have



spread this distinctive sand into the hayward lagoonal muds  as happens today!, This is not observed.

Longshore clastic sediment forms the body of the sand barrier sequence, directly overlying bedrock to the
east of the Key Largo Limestone Ridge and sharply overlying the basal lagoonal mud to the west of the ridge
 Figure 7A-0!. Core boring samples show that the sand sequence is well layered throughout, however no
distinction has been made between nearshore marine and beach depositional origin. awhile the body of the sand
island barriers are composed of an essentially uninterrupted sequence of bedded sand, a number of sediment
types become present towards the surface reflecting the varrety of sedimentary environments superimposed
during the late stages of barrier island formation.

Strand lines, representing old beach ridges, are clearly revealed in pre-development aerial photographs
of Virginia Key and Key Biscayne. These arcuate strand lines record the step by step southward cape-accretion
growth history of these islands, Key Biscayne's growth has been an alternation of rapid southward extension
accompanied by seaward progradation and cape development with strands swinging bayward, Once formed, these
strand ridges are stabilized by vegetation, Older ridges are lower than more recent ones because of
inundation by gradual sealevel rise, Aerial photography is not available of Miami Beach prior to development,
at which time the surficial strand line history was destroyed, Miami Beach is a very narrow island strip as
compared to the islands to the south, and likely had little seaward progradation following formation.
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surface of the barrier islands. While red mangrove peat elsewhere in the Bay is free of calcareous matter,
peat of the barrier islands does contain a significant amount of longshore clastic quartz and carbonate sand.
Mangrove forests are abundant on the bay side of the barrier islands, but generally have less than 30
centimeters of peat beneath. Red mangrove peats extend about 1 meter below sea level beneath and just landward
of the oldest strand lines. At several localities on the eastern shoreline of Virginia Key and Key Biscayne,
where recent erosion has been extensive, this fibrous peat is exposed as an eroding bank. These are areas
where the recent beach and strand line have migrated  eroded! landward sufficiently to expose bayside peat
deposits beneath or west of older beach ridges.

Man rove Root Rock

Hoffmeister and Multer �965! have described an exposed lithified sand platform at the north end of Key
Biscayne. The framework of this rock, which they term a "fossil mangrove reef", is composed of lithified casts
of the rootlets of the black mangrove, Avicinnia nitida, overlain by a cemented sandstone crust 3-5 centimeters
in thickness, Less extensive intertidal outcrops of this also occur along the erosional outer beaches of
Virginia Key and Key Biscayne. Recent coring through the "reef" by the author shows that the cemented
sandstone is a very well sorted longshore clastic sand with well-preserved fine scale laminations dipping
slightly seaward. The "reef" platform at the north end of Key Biscayne contains lineations that are continuous
with the oldest strand lines of the island. This lithified platform is interpreted by the author as an old
beach-dune ridge deposit, the lower parts of which were brought within the intertidal zone with slowly rising
sea level. Black mangrove forests colonized the interstrand or dune depressions, the roots penetrating the
beach sand. The buried roots were subsequently replaced by a carbonate "paste" 1000-2000 years ago
 Hoffmesiter and Multer, 1965, p, 85 1!. Exposure following recent erosion has caused case hardening of the
paste resulting in the rocky platform.

Storm-tra ed Mud

Storm trapped layers of sediment occur near the surface on Key Biscayne aud Virginia Key. These form
broad layers of laminated calcareous silt with plat debris concentrated along bedding planes. This material
accumulates during high storm tides of hurricanes as sediment-laden storm waters cover much or all of the
sedimentary barrier islands. As much as 5 centimeters of silt was deposited over parts of Key Biscayne during
the minor storm tide of Hurricane Betsy in September, 1965  see also Craighead, 1964, p. 9!.
Littoral Zone

Seaward of the beach and seasonal offshore bar off Miami Beach, the sand bottom rapidly deepens until it
intersects the underlying Pleistocene limestone surface at a depth of 5-8 meters less than 0.5 km from the
shore. The zone of active longshore drift is in the very narrow beach-offshore bar zone.

Virginia Key and Key Biscayne beaches are bordered by a broad, shallow littoral sand platform extending as
much as 1.5 km seaward of the shore. Much of these littoral platforms are carpeted with dense seagrass growt'x
beneath which unusually fine grained sands are accumulating. The seaward flank of the littoral platform is a
rippled mobile sand that drops off sharply, again exposing the pre-existing limestone surface less than 0.5 km
to the seaward. Both the beach and the flank of these littoral platforms are zones of active longshore sand
transport.



Tidal Inlets

Bear Cut passes between Virginia Key and Key Biscayne. Across ite narrow portion it cuts to bedrock 4-
5 meters belov see level. Bear Cut digitates hayward among an arcuate flood tide sand delta. Kbb tidal flow
has bulged the seaward littoral sand platform seaward, The time of origin of Bear Cut is uncertain but may have
been within the past 1,000 years as storms and changing longshore current patterns reworked the newly farmed
barriers.

Southerl Offshore Trendin Bank

Longshore clastic sediment extends south from Key Biscayne as a shallow eubtidal sand bank lying
I kilometer east of the Key Largo Limestone Ridge aad the Safety Valve  Figures 5, 7B, 6!. This bank narrows
southward and fades, in the vicinity af Soldier Key, onto a broad sand flat 6-8 Tnetere in depth. The sand bank
is pushed seaward by the ebbflov discharge through the series af tidal channels cutting the Safety Valve. It
is not certain whether longshore clastic sediment drift is actively extending this bank southward or whether
waves and currents break up the barrier island extension at this point.
Protected La oon Shoal

Within northern Biscayne Bay, behind Niami Beach end Virginia Key ie a shallow lagoon I � 2 meters in depth.
Sediments in the eastern half of the lagoon are e shelly, sandy lime mud that grades eastward into longshore
clastic sands of the island barriers  Figure 7A!. The vestern limit of this lagoonal lime mu I ie a narrow,
submerged bedrock ridge extending north-south along the center of the bay  Figures I and 7A-C!, To the west of
this ridge, clean quartz sand fills the bay to a depth of 1-2 meters  see "Quartz Sand Deposits"!.

Bedrock lies 4-6 meters belov see level in the eastern portion of northern Biscayne Bay giving a sediment
thickness of 2-4 meters, Probing indicates that here, as under the islands, a peat layer and a band of coarse
sand form the basal sequence over an irregular bedrock surface. Lagoonal muds and muddy sands overlie this.
The lover portions of the lagoonal muds are similar to and probably continuous vith the basal lagoon deposits
beneath the islands. The upper portion of the lagoonal muds in northern Biscayne Bay is much sandier.
Longshore clastic sanda become an important admixture, constituting as much ae 30 per cent of the sand
fraction, This sand vas probably introduced into the lagoon muds by storm surges washing across the barrier
islands. The upper half of the lagoonal sequence is thus a grey, muddy, quartzose shelly sand in which
eeagraes rootlets are abundant.

QUARTZ SAND DBPOSITS

Quartz sand occurs in varying amount in nearly all sediment accumulatione in Biscayne Bay, Card Sound and
Barnes Sound except in freshwater marsh marie and peats. This quartz is medium to very fine grained, clear and
angular, a sharp contrast to the "longshore clastic sand". The source for this quartz, sand is the Pleistocene
Pamlico Sand  Cooke, 1945, p. 51-58! that forms the Atlantic Coastal Ridge at the very northwestern corner of
Biecayne Bay  Vaughan, 1910!. There are several areas in the bay where this introduced quartz sand forms
nearly pure sand bodies, free of calcareous admixture.

I! The deep bedrock depressions and channels of northern Biecayne Bay contain basal sequences of nearly
pure, unconsolidated quartz sand  Figure 7C, E!, This may well be a relic pre-Holocene feature. Core
borings through Virginia Key and along Government Cut have encountered Pleistocene quartz sands, in some
cases, less than a meter below the limestone surface. Where channels or solution features removed the
surface limestone, Holocene sediments would directly overlie these quartz sands and be difficult to
differentiate from them.  See also Wanleee, 1969, pp. 63, 64!

2! The northwestern part of Biscayne Bay Basin is filled with a nearly pure qwartz sand sequence  Figures
3 and 7A-D!, Carbon-14 dating of a black fibrous peat band 360 cm below eealevel in the quartz sand
sequence adjacent to "Vizcaya" yielded an age date of 4,270 � 100 years BP  Figure 7C!. This lies very
close to the sealevel curve of Scholl et al �969! and indicat'en that the quartz sand body accumulated in
close association vith eea level. The environment and pracess of sedimentation is not understood.
3! Quartz sand beaches and shoals occur along the mainland shore from the north end of Biscayne Bay southinto Card Sound  Figures 7DW, I, J!. South of the Cutler area the beaches are spotty, occurring mostly
on eroding peat shoreline projections. These quartz sand shore deposits are less than 2 meters in
thickness capping an eroded mangrove peat platform. Seaward of the intertidal quartz shoal the calcareous
content of the sediment increases sharply.
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natural tidal inlets cut across the sand island barriers, Norris Cut passes betveen Fisher Island and
Key. It appears to have farmed during the Great Hurricane of 1935 as a etormvaehover  Chardan,this

It likely remained shallow because of the shallownese of the limestone Ridge lying just to the
Dredging in the 1920' s deepened Norris Cut to nearly 7 meters   see author ' s article on Impact, this



The mangrove peat and its subsequent erosion is considered responsible for these quartz sand deposits in
the following manner. Storm tides of winter storms and hurricanes spread large amounts of quar tz-
carbonate bay sediment across marginal mangrove swamps. The acidic environment of the red mangrove peat
quickly leaches all calcareous material leaving only quartz grains and organic material  Goodell and
Gorsline, 1961, p. 84; Craighead, 1964, p. 9!. Subsequene erosion of the peat along the retreating
mangrove shorelines leaves a pure quartz sand, the lighter organic fraction being washed away. This
treadmill process both formed these beaches and is the mechanism for natural renourishment. Southward
littoral drift is also important along the !Iatheson Hanzzock to Black Point sector.

4! Offshore, in central and southern Biscayne Bay, quartz sand forms two shoals atop two gentle humps
in the bedrock surface. The northern shoal is known as Black Ledge; the s«thera, Pelican Bank, Origin
of these features is uncertain. Selective physical concentration of quartz grains on a shoaling ridge,
suggested by Wanless   1969, p. 68! is a nice theoretical idea but rather unreasonable in practice. A more
likely possibility is that mangrove shorelines, retreating across the bay with ri s ing sea level were
isolated and then obliterated from these bedrock highs, leaving their concentrated quartz shorelines, now
reworked, as the only evidence of their former presence.

TIDAL BARS OF CALCAREOUS BUD AND SAND

Calcareous tidal bars have formed in five areas of Biscayne Bay in response to threshalds and channels in
pre � existing bedrock topography and resultant tidal  or storm! current anomalies. These are: Featherbed Bank,
Safety Valve, Cutter Bank, Caesars Creek Bank, and Broad-Angelfish Creek shoals  Figure 3!.

Featherbed Bank � Safet Valve Com lex

Featherbed Banks

In south-central Biscayne Bay, the Pleistocene Key Largo Limestone Ridge is slightly emergent  forming
the Ragged Keys! and cut by natural chaanel passes. Two elongate sand bodies, the Featherbed Banks, extend
bayward from near two of these passes. These sand bodies, here termed "stringer shoals", extend well into the
bay nearly transverse to the trend of the bedrock restriction. The shoals broaden and terminate across the
deep bedrock axis of the bay, Hand probing and coring has shown that there is ao anamalous bedrock relief under
the Featherbed Banks  Figure 8!.

The sediment of the elongate stringer shoals is a medium to coarse grained skeletal carbonate sand  Figure
7G!. Plates of the calcareous green alga, Halimeda, and mollusc fragments are the predominate constituents.
That the sands of the stringer shoals are, at least in part, of clastic origin is demonstrated by   1! the
fragmental aat'ure of much of the algal plates and mollusks, �! the presence of quartz-carbonate aggregates
 fragments of bedrock! in the coarser size fractions, and �! the abundance of angular quartz in the finer
fractions. guartz accounts for about 25X of the total sample.

In contrast, the sediment in the western cup shaped terminus is an algal-plate lime mud  Figure 7G!.

Each stringer shoal is interpreted as having developed in association with tidal currents which were
constricted and direceed by channels through the bedrock ridge. A mechanism of twin tidal jets with a single
eddy feature between is suggested for the initiaeion and exteasion of these stringer shoals  See Wanless 1969,
p. 72-76!. This mechanism is similar to that proposed by Off in 1963 for the formation of rythmic series of
sand tidal ridges. There is supporting evidence that the transporting sediment and depositing currents are
from the channel passes. The southern stringer shoal is still active. A breach through the shoat was formed by
storm tides sometime before 1940. Field observations and aerial photography in 1967 show that movement of sand
from the east along both flanks of the shoal hae nearly reconnected this breach. It is not certain whether day
to day or storm currents are the significant control on the formation and maintenance of the Featherbed Banks.

The role of clastic
current jets responsible
stringer shoal is now cut
dissipating as the result

sedimentation appears to be so important to these sand bodies that when the tidal
for their formation are cut off, the shoal will not be maintained. The northein
off to the east by a small arcuate shoal. The stringer shoal to the west is slowly
of wind and tidal currents.

These two calcareous sand and mud banks are quite distinct in geometry, sediment composition and texture,
They are considered together because they are a striking example of the changing influence that preexisting
topography has had on sedimentation during the Recent rise of sea level  Wanless 1969, 1974a!. Featherbed Banks
are a series of skeletal carbonate sand shoals trending perpendicular to the axis of Biscayne Bay in an area
where the Key Largo Limestone Ridge is partially emergent  Figure 8!. The Safety Valve, to the north, is a
mud bai' belt trending parallel to the Bay axis in an area where the Key Largo Ridge is completely submerged.
Between is a critical area of overlap of these two distinct sediment bodies.



S...'.! ty Valve

To the north the Pleistocene Key Largo Limestnn<» Ridge is a«i»merged 1 � 3 meters below WLW, perrsitting
unrestricted tidal circulation over the Ridge  Figur<. 8!.

In this crea a well � developed carbonate >»rud ba= belt. the Saf< ty Valve   LL kilometers in length by 1.5
L»ilometers in width and up to 7 me ters in thickness!, p;.rail> 1s the h<'drock ridge end Lies along its hayward
side  Figure 7E!,

Quite evenly spaced tidal channels abour. L00 meters ~n widti and 8 tn 6 met<-r.-, in depth have formed
perpendicular to the belt.

Core boring samples from the Safety Valve are rs«s»tly nr. algal-p Lute carbonate muds in which over g !X is
finer than 62 rsicrons, The sand fraction consists of Locally derived who 'e plates,>=. thE. calcareous green alga
<I 'I d u <' . »> d f >' ' p < .stay .. > '';:». l >. < g t, > >. ff' ' t
abundance of calcite and quartz is preser.t to sugg-.s» an «»ts»de so<»r«e f< -. muct> nf the finer fraction.
Coralgal-sand, reflecting the present Por ites   fi nge r c<>ra 1! - � Sonioliti»on  b! anchrng coralline algae
environment, forms the upper portion of the sediment >equence along channel rzargins.

A dense growth of the seagrass, Thalass is, cov<- r s the snr Lace «f tL»e mud bar belt . The thick rhizome
systems are exposed along undercut channel margins. Coring h,»s shown .L»at seogr ass was .<bundant throughout the
growth of the mud bar belt,

This mud bar belt is interpreted as having initinr ed as > sh. L<>w 1 ike;i.pnsi L b< t»i» <.', ti e protection of the
submerged bedrock ridge. Increased trans latory cur r< nts pa.:s ing «v-- the st»allow bedrock threshold suddenly
drop in velocity in the deeper water of the bay and '> posit .He scdim<»nt.

The cover of turtle grass, through its sediment «>r rapm> nr. anI b' r»<L»ng ahiL ity, has aide-> in the growth of
the mud bar belt and has been responsible for extensi«n of tire Lid,!1 bar belt ahorse the level of protection
provided by the bedrock ridge.

Additional protection to the mud bar belt is now provided by rsedium-coarse grained skeletal sands
blanketing the tidal bar belt along its eastern  seaward! s<srgin  Figure 7E!. These accumulated as seaward
storm spillover lobes.

Transition Zone

Between the two previously described areas is a transition zone . Here the crest. of the bedrock ridge lies
t!-I meter below MLW  Figures 7F and 8!.

Here relic pseudo-transverse sand stringer shoals are .ncorpor;»ted into <» presently developing mud bar
belt which parallels the bedrock ridge and lies entirely along its hayward side. Corsposition and texture of
the bioclastic sands of the relic stringer shoals are similar to that of che active stringer shoals to the
south. The presently developing mud bar belt in this area is an algal � plate mud similar to that of the mud bar
belt to the north.

Tidal channels cutting rhis tidal bar complex ere irregular ».n form. They orrginally trend through
breaches in the stringer shoals  south!. As the mud bar belt d<!velops  to the north! and becomes more
restrictive to circulation the channels re-cut transverse to the tidal bar belt.

This zone is interpreted to be in a cransition fr<»m Featherbed Bank type to Safety Valve type
sedimentation. When sea level was slightly lower, the Pleistocene limestone bedrock ridge was partially
exposed and was restrictive to circulation. Stringer sand shoals formed in association with passes in the
bedr'ock ridge and extended into the bay to the deep bedrock axis where they broadened and terminated. These
stringer shoals became inactive and the mud bar belt was inir,iated as sea level recently encroached over the
bedrock ridge permitting unrestricted circulation of tidal currents. The now inactive stringer shoals have
become incorporated into the mud bar belt but are dissected by tidal channels through them.

To summarize, the gently northward sloping crest of ti»e Pleistocene coral limestone ridge which forms
the seaward boundary to Biscayne Bay has had a changing infl<»ence on the formation of Recent sediment bodies
within the bay during the Recent rise of sea level.

  ! As sea level initially encroached over the ridge, tidal currents were restricted to natural channelf]!

passes, and bioclastic sand stringer shoals were produced trending <r»ore or less perpendicular to the trend of
the pre-exieting topographic relief. �! With continued rise of eea level and compLete submersion of the
ridge, an algal-plate lime mud belt was initiated pars! Le Ling the ridge and lying along its baywerd side, The
now inactive stringer shoals became incorporated into the mud bar belt, though were badly dissected by tidal
channels through them. �! With further submersion of the ridge with respect to sea level the rsud bar belt
grew upwards completely burying any evidence of the relic stringer shoals. With the extension of sand
spi over lobes seaward of the bedrock ridge, th<! ridge d i.scnr r inued being the»Lominant influence onsedimentation. These sand spillover lobes will now </etermine the tr;nd oC future sedimentatio th S f ta in in e aety



Gutter Bank

Cutter Bank is a small east-west trending, tidal bar belt situated at tbe south edge of Areenicker Keys
Platform. Pleistocene limestone is exposed to the north and south, Small tidal channels cut transversely
across Cutter Bank. Mollusc shells are a dominant constituent of the sandy carbonate mud of the tidal bar
belt. Halimeda plates are not common. Seagrasses form a moderate carpet on the surface,

The origin of this small feature is interpreted to be the same as for the Safe ty Valve tidal bar belt
sediment accumulation in a wave and current energy shadow behind e threshold of bedrock topography,
Caesare Creek Bank

Caessrs Creek cuts across the Key Largo Limestone Ridge at the north end of Old Rhodes Key  Figure 3!.
Carbonate mud deltas occur seaward and bayward of the pass. The ebb-tidal delta extends over 3.5 km seaward of
the Key Ldrgo Ridge. Warzeski   1975, in preparation! found that the body of this massive bank is a carbonate
mud ebb-tidal delta that has rapidly extended seaward over the past 4,000 years. The sudden and rapid growth
of the bank since this time is considered to be caused by storm discharge of sediment laden waters from
Biecayne Bay once sea level had come within 1.5 to 2 meters of present level, the bedrock sill depth on the bay
side of Gaesers Creek. Thick eubtidal mud layers scattered through the bank sediment are interpreted as major
hurricane surge deposits.

A 10-30 centimeter thick storm layer, 10-20 centimeters below the sediment surface, extends across most of
Caesera Creek Bank, Warzeski relates this to the 1926 hurricane which caused a massive discharge surge at
Caesers Creek. The Bank interior was still largely free of seagraee cover in 1940 aerial photographs.

Whereas the bank itself is interpreted to be caused by detrital mud efflux, the channel fesrgin levees and
the bank margin rima are sites of intense coral-algal skeletal production.

Broad-An elfish Creeks

Small tidal banks occur seaward and hayward of Broad end Angelfish Creeks at the south end of Old Rhodes
Key  Figure 3!. These have not been studied but their growth history is certainly an interaction of local
biogenic sediment production and detrital sediment influx aided by eeagrass stabilization,

COASTAL SWAMPS AND MARSHES

Along the shorelines bordering Biecayne Bay, Card Sound, and garnes Sound, psralic  poiyhaline! and fresh
water swamps have collected autochthonous  in situ! and allochthonoue  detrital! deposits of peat and calcitic
nd. Fh '*t b k hp l p d ' tdby th odnnngto,~gh' h ~t. l
where a fresh water body is absent behind the mangrove swamp barrier  ae to the west of Key Largo!, the mangrove
forests may be 3 to 4 kilometers wide. Along the mainland  western! shore of southern Biscayne Bay, Card
Sound, and Barnes Sound, where fresh water flows from the west across the shallow bedrock platform of the
Everglades, the coastal mangrove swamps are restricted to a few hundred meters in width. Along the edges of
tidal and drainage creeks, however, these barrier mangrove forests may penetrate several kilometers inland.
Landward of the paralic mangrove swamps, fresh water swamps extend to the west over a submerged but gradually
shoaling bedrock platform.

fh f h t P *oh t '*dby P h f g, N d, d Pk
rush, Eleocharis spp. Where saline conditions are beginning to encroach, dwarf red mangrove trees will be
present and towards marine waters they may dominate the environment   Craighead, 1964, p, 14; Schneidcr, 1966,
p, 964; Spackmsn, et al., 1964, p. 23!. The fresh water swamps are dotted with "hammocks" where hardwoods and
shrubs have developed in association wth irregularities in the bedrock floor  Craighead, 1964; Scbneider,
1966, p. 963; Spackman, et al., 1964!,

The following account is largely excerpted from Wanieee �974b!.

Ca abilit of Man royce in the Production and Maintenance of Peat Accumulates

fh d o g, ~kh'* h ~l*, c loni l g, g � h p d, fl t' g dl' g. Fh'
seedling floats vertically and extends 10 to 15 cm below the water surface, It may anchor where it touches
bottom. Red mangrove colonization is therefore limited to protected waters 15 cm or lees in depth at low tide,

The fibrous peat of the red mangrove generally accumulates in the upper half of the tidal range in south
Florida but accumulation may extend throughout and slightly below low water level where tidal range is small
 Scholl, 1964!,

f bgd ly tl ghtd.pb*P
of the black mangrove thus accumulate within the upper one third of the tidal range.
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Once an area of mangrove peat is eroded to s depth of only one-half meter below low warer level, the
mangrove cannot build back. A mangrove shoreline can, thus, only recede during a period of rising sea level

ld in the presence of intermittent moderate wave energy, unless very shallow mud or sand flats form, over
hick red mangroves can again take root,

Nangroves must be considered not as aggressive land builders but as a passive sedimentary environment,
offering some resistance to erosion, in which peat accumulates predominate if the area is protected from strong
jlhysical agitation and detrital sediment influx. Basic prerequisites for mangrove colonization and subsequent
pexi accumulation aze  a! a bottom very near tidal level,  b! protection from major storm energy or
intermittent shore erosion, and  c! minor detrital sediment influx.

Swam Environments

The marine to brackish paralic swamps bordering the south Florida coastlines are dominated by the red
g ~hh' h ~ta. Bl k g,a * g ', h t* g,~tl ' pa, d

huttonwood msy be important inland from the shoreline where the surface is higher.

Coastal swamps in the Biscayne Bay region can be divided, based on environmental setting, inta the
following three types:

1! Swamps bordering emergent land masses receiving no significant freshwater influx are dominated by
paralic mangrove forests ranging from a few hundred meters to over 4 km in width   examples: west of Key
Largo or Key Biecayne!. Very broad swamp areas coeeeonly enclose small isolated t.akes.

2! Swamps bordering emergent land masses receiving some freshwater runoff from the Everglades commonly
have a fringing mangrove barrier only a few hundred meters in width separating marine waters from a fresh
water swamp. Along the edges of tidal or drainage creeks the barrier mangrove forest reay penetrate
several kilometers inland. Landward of the paralic mangrove swamps, freshwater swamps ext nd inland over
s gradually shallowing bedrock platform- Dwarf red mangroves and scattered mangrove or buttonwood
hammocks are present in the seaward zone of many freshwater swamps  Craighead, 1964; Schneider, 1966;
Spackman et al,, 1964!.

3! Coastal swamps extended out on recent marine sediment accumulates are characterized by red mangrove
forests, Examples of such environments are mangrove colonization on cuspate or anastomoeing mud bands
 Barnes sound; eee tton-tidal Hud Banks!.

Swam and Harsh Sediment

Fled mangrove peat is an autochthonous reddish-brown fibrous peat composed primarily of rootlets  Davis,
1940!. Along exposed shorelines, such as the mainland coast of Biscayne Bay, fibrous red mangrove peats are
dark and contain a fine organic hash, largely detrital debris washed in during storms.

Paralic mangrove swamp deposits may also contain darker brown ta black peat of the black mangrove and
huttoouood d th y hl k, ly h o g ** y t t th g dga, Clad' ~ . Bh
darker peats generally only form behind the outer red mangrove belt where they accumulate on top o f red
mangrove peat or other sediment that previously built to near high water level.

Freshwater swamps marginal to Biscayne Bay produce several types of sediment accumulates. The most
important are eawgrass peat, freshwater calcitic mud, mangrove peat and peats associated with hasseocks.

Sawgzass  Cladium! grows only in quite shallow, fresh water. A fine, black autochthonous peat accumulates
where this sedge has farmed a dense cover over the marsh surface for a considerable time,

Where Cladium is present in only moderate abundance or where Eleachazis  the spike rush, more
characteristic of slightly deeper water! forms a sparse cover to the swamp, calcitic mude coeeeonly accumulate
  Schneider, 1966; Spackman et al., 1964 ! . The calcitic mud forms in association with "algal mats" . These mats
of living periphyton are composed of "a complex mixture of filamentous and colonial algae, diatoms and bacteria
plus entrapped organic and inorganic debris"  Speckman et al., 1964!. While these algal mats  largely blue-
green algae! seem to be responsible for the formation of the calcitic marl, it is not yet understood whether
the calcite crystals are secreted by a specific alga or bacterium  Dachnowski-Stokes and Allison, 1928! or are
precipitated in a physico-chemical manner within the total micro-environment produced within the algal mat
 Spackman, et al., 1964, p. 18 Gleason, 1972; Barron, 1975!, Freshwater aragonitic snails, Helisoma, ~ph ea,
and Planorbis are common in calcitic eetds,

Brown to reddish-brown fibrous peats are present but not abundant in the fresh-water swamp environments
and record isolated patches  hameacka! of mangrove, buttonwaod or hazdwood forests. Hany of these formed in
association with irregularities in the underlying bedrock. Detailed descriptione of hasmxgcks and associated
sediment accumulation are given by Spackman et al.,   1964! snd Craighead �964!.



Swam s Borderin Emer ent Land Masses Receivin No Si nificant Freshwater Influx

Accumulation in the Lee of Mobile Topography

Mangrove peats have accumulated on the lee side of the mobile sand barrier islands of Key Biscayne,
Virginia Key and Miami Beach. These peat accumulates begin only after a seaward barrier strand has been thrown
up to provide effective protection to the area behind. Peat accumulates resulting from regressive snd
transgressive barriers are recognized.

~g' . K y g y, tl l'. * th* ly h ' ' l d l g th Atl t', ' l g ly th
result of southward extending cape accretion  Ball, 1967! during the latter part af the Holocene. Mangrove
peat accumulates coymsonly overlie a cross-bedded shallow~ries sand and occur behi.nd a seaward-expanding
series of law beach ridges. Peat accumulation is not a continuous thick sequence but rather an alternation af
fibrous mangrove peat layers and shelly muds frogs shallow lagoons  Figure 9!. The significance af these sharp
alternations is not clear but may record growth expansion and storm erosion retreat af a mangrove swsisp fringe
over the leeside mud flat.

~Yresei . I th* that ly t g '   y' g' ' K yl, f'hr g p ~ t
commonly caps a shallowing lagoon or washover sand along the island's lee side. The peat accumulate itself is
then overridden by the transgressive island strand  Figure 9!. Landward barrier rsigration is corsmonly
sufficiently rapid  with respect to sea � level rise! to re-expase the peats and lagoonal muds on the seaward
shoreline at a level only slightly below that of its origin. Fibrous peats contain a small to large amount of
detrital sand, and sand washover layers may interrupt the peat sequence,

Accumulation in the Lee of rigid Topography

The emergent, linear ridge of Key Largo Limestone provides continuous protect.ion to a coastal mangy >vy-
swamp as much as 4 km in width along northern Key Largo  Figure 7, cross � sections 3, K, L, right side!. Rcyi
mangrove is exclusively present at the bayward shoreline and is dominant throughout the swamp. Black and white
mangroves and some buttonwoods are locally important where peat has accumulated ta near high tide level,
Within the swamp, shell layers af whole and broken Anomalocardia cunimeris are concentrated on small, grassy
openings in the swamp that are slightly above sea level and associated with black allochthanous peat
accumulation.

This paralic mangrove swamp consists of a nearly continuous sequence of fibrous mangrove peat above the 3
to 4 meter deep bedrock surface. At the bayward shore, red mangrove peat extends to bedrock and roots of the
red mangrove penetrate cracks and holes in the bedrock, Behind the outer mangrove barrier, is a 20 to 30 cm
thick basal sequence of carbonate mud containing freshwater gastrapods and patches of black-brown peat. This
is commonly topped by a thin shell band, Fibrous mangrove peat then overlies these basal units and extends to
the surface. A broad mangrove forest has survived in this area since marine wate rs first entered the Card-
Barnes Sound bedrock basin and provides a goad example of an equilibrium  non-migrating! swamp accumulate.
Accumulation Along Unnourished or Unprotected Windward Shorelines

Mangrove peat enviranments along windward shorelines have continuously retreated during this Haloc*ne
sea-level rise because of exposure to persistent small waves from prevailing winds and intermittent larger
storm waves. The present peat accumulate shoreline is eroded back to where the landward shoaling bedrock
platfarm effectively dissipates much af the wave energy, Such a shoreline in south-central Biscayne Bay has
migrated much further landward than adjacent shorelines to the north or south. In some zones the peat
accumulate is absent  Figure 3!.

The record of such totally transgressive peat environments is preserved, if at ell, as small peat lenses
in pockets in the rock floor. Freshwater ar terrestrial peat commonly fills these pockets prior to
transgressive encroachment of paralic peat making e preserved recard of this transgressive paralic swamp even
more unlikely.

Accumulation Along Mourished Windward Shorelines

Peralic swamps along much of the mainland shoreline of Biscayne Say, Card Sound and Bsrnes Sound extend
well seaward of the emergent limestone. Preservation of such accumulates appears related to protection
provided by nearshore sediment banks  Figure 7E and G, left side!, The emergent coastal ridge of Pleistocene
oolite limestone lies within 2 km of the mainland shoreline in central Biscayne Bay and has essentially
isolated the coastal mangrove swamp from the fresh water body of the Everglades to the west. The entire swamp
deposit here is thus that of a marine to brackish water paralic mangrove swamp. The isangrove swamp barrier is
broken by numerous tidal and drainage creeks, These bedrock floored creeks are connected ta sisall backswamp
bays ~here the swamp is broad. Red mangrove forests are generally dominant along the shoreline and bordering
the creeks and bays and are present throughout the paralic forest. Black mangrove, white mangrove, buttonwoad
and other trees of more restricted range conmonly dominate within the swamp complex. Black mangrove trees
occur at the shoreline in same areas, an indication of shore erosion of the swamp complex.
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Seaward of the mangrove forest bordering central Biscayne Bay is an eroding peat bank capped by a
protective quartz shoal and beach. Dufing high storm tides, wave energy may spread this sand, along with mud
and organic hash  mainly Thalassia blades! suspended in the water, into the swamp complex producing a mixed
autochthonous  mengrove! and allochthonous  grass hash, send and mud! accumulate, The sand shoal and beach
retard erosion of the swamp by absorbing much of the wave energy.

Coring through this mixed peat margin reveals a similar brown to black fibrous peat with moderate quartz
sand extending nearly to bedrock. Red mangrove rootlets bind this peat but are mixed with woody detritus and
organic hash, Mangrove peat sequences further landward within the paralic swamp complex are a more typical
autochthonous reddish-brown fibrous mangrove peat with little allochthonous organic detritus,

As the ridge of oolite limestone is approached to landward, sawgrass, cattails, reeds, ferns, low shrubs
and weeds characterize the surface environment. Sawgrass ~ cattails and reeds may occur naturally . but the ferns
end shrubs indicate draining of the marsh  Davis, 1940!, Man-made drainage canals do penetrate the swamp
throughout this area. The landward peat accumulate is a brown to black fibrous peat which may have formed in
rush marshes  Davis 1940! prior to draining  see Tees, Wanless and Chardon, this volume!.

Coastal Swam s Borderin Emer ent Land Masses Receivin Moderate Freshwater Runoff from the Ever ledes

Along the mainland side of Biscayne Bay, Card Sound and Baraes Sound, freshwater swamp deposits have
accumulated behind a narrow perelic mangrove swamp fringe. This freshwater swamp is a marginal eastern
extension of the expansive swamps af the Everglades. The specific geometry of paralic and fresh~ster swamp
accumulation seems to depend on the degree of shoreline exposure and presence of associated nearshore marine
accumulates.

Along exposed coasts  east and north facing! of southern Biscayne Bay  Pigure 7F, H and I, left side!,
bedrock lies only about one meter beneath the mangrove fx'inge shoreline. An exposed peat platfnrm adjacent to
the shore in some areas indicates erosion. In other areas red mangrove prop roats exe spreading over the very
shallow bedrock floor. Red mangroves line the several small creeks which penetrate landward far into the
freshwater swamp.

Along western Card Sound, the narrow paralic mengx.ove swamp fringe is straight end nearly unbroken.
Bedrock lies 2-3 m beneath the eastern edge of the swamp and is exposed offshore, A small rise, in the rock floor
occuxs under or just landward of the fringe  Figure 7 J, left side!. The shore commonly hes a narrow, erosional
peat bank veneered with fine quartz sand.

The seaward edge of the paralic swamp fringe becomes irregular in southern Card Sound and Barnes Sound. A
complex zone of mud keys, brackish bays and cuspate mud banks separates the Sound from the mainland mangrove
swamp fringe  Figure 5!.

Fibrous mangrove peats extend to or nearly to bedrock at the shoreline in Card Sound  Figure 7J, left
side! end parts of southern Biscayne Bay  Figure 7H, left side!. Landward is a sharp to gradational transition
to freshwater dex'ived calcitic muds. In several traosecte the mangrove peats expand  transgress! over the
freshwater calcitic muds in the upper part of the sequence  Figure 7H, J, and K, left side!. Along Barnes Sound
and other parts of southern Biscayne Bay, the fibrous mangrove peat surface at the shoreline is underlain by
freshwater calcitic mud  Fxgure 7I and K, left side!. In southern Biscayne Bay this transgression leaves
behind a cotally eroded sequence except where preserved in bedrock pockets,

Swam Accumulates in Local Protected Pockets

Narrow Channels and Pockets in the Bedrock Floor

The deep axis of the bedrock basin filled by Biscayne Bay is 4-7 m in depth and extends norch-south along
the eastern side. This deep axis and several subsidiary troughs in the rock floor appear to be relic dendritic
drainage channels in the bedrock surface, Buried mangrove peat accumulates are preserved in ox' along the
margins of these bedrock troughs  Figux.e 7D and G, center!. These peace farmed when marine waters were first
entering the Biscayne Bay basin and have been preserved there because of the protection of the bedrock
irregularity.

Hemmocks  tree islands! Dotting Freshwater Swmsps

Peat producing hammocks commonly overlie karst solution holes and other bedrock irregularities in the
freshwater swamps. Hardwood forests dominate the hammocks fer inland  ox pine and palmetto where subjected to
fire!. Mangrove mey dominate the hammocks near the coast. Some mangrove forested hasxxacks adjacent to Barnes
Sound are underlain by a mangrove peat sequence extending co bedrock  Figure 7I and L, left side!. Others are
underlain by calcitic muds, but these may have migrated seaward by dawncurrent seedling propagation  Figure
7J!,

Throughout Biscayne Bay, Card Sound, garnes Sound and Florida Bay, coring has revealed mangrove and
freshwater peats preserved in small to large karst solution pockets in the underlying limestone bedrock
demonstrating that paralic and freshwater swamps have been present throughout the Holocene rise of sea level.



However, as sea level rase, the bedrock setting became less restrictive to water movements into and within rhe
bays. Increased wave and current energy eroded most of these early sealevel-associated swamp accumulates
leaving little more than scattered pockets of peat as evidence of the transgression.

Discussion

The patterns and geometries of swamp accumulation described are related to the complex pre-existing and
evolving co-existing topographic influence on wave and current patterns, detrital sediment movement, and
freshwater drainage, Caastal mangrove swamps are a passive sedimentary environment, offering some resistance
to erosion, in which peat accumulates predominate if the area is protected from strong physicaI. agitation and
detrital sediment influx, paralic mangrove peats adjacent to marginal freshwater influx are commonly narrow,
continuous barriers fringing a calcitic~d dominated freshwater swamp deposit, Where there is no adjacent
freshwater influx, the mangrove peat accumulate is narrow to broad and may either extend to the emergent
topography or yield inland to a freshwater peat accumulate.

Hangrove swamps and resultant peats, although largely passive in their occurence, are, once formed, an
important influence on adjacent sedimentary environments The narrow mangrove fringe along the mainland shore
of Card Sound provides effective physical separation of wave energies and to some extent water exchange between
the Sound and the freshwater swamp behind. Hangrove forested shorelines throughout South Florida absorb much
for the wave energy from winter storms and hurricanes. Mangrove fringes thus provide physical protection to
environments behind, even though the shoreline itself may be seriously damaged,

OPEH BAY SEDIHEHTS

The open portions of Biscayne Bay, Card Sound and Barnes Sound are striking in the extensive lack of
sediment accumulation. Away from the marginal sediment buildups, over 50 percent of the Biecayne Bay Basin and
the Card-Barnes Sound Basin has less than 15 cm � inches! sediment cover over limestone bedrock  Figure 4!.
Sediment accumulation that has occurred is confined primarily ta the deep bedrock axes of Biscayne Bay and
garnes Sound. Two basic sedimentary environments are recognized -- sandy areas of non-accumulation and areas
of lime mud accumulation  Figure 3!. Depth of the bedrock surface, exposure to wave energy and seagrass
stabilizatian appear to control the distributian of these environments.

Sand Areas af Hon-Accumulation

Say bottom having less than 15 cm of sediment cover over bedrock is considered an environment of nan-
accumulation  Figures 3 and 7E-L!. Bedrock is generally exposed in these areas with sediment filling
irregularities in the bedrock surface. Seagrasses are sparce or absent except where sand has filled isolated
bedrack depressions.

Surface environments are typical of semi � protected marine rock battom cosmdunities found throughout South
Florida and the Bahamas  Ginsburgp 1956, pp. 2398, 2402; Hewell, et al., 1959, pp. 19-21; Cloud, 1962, p. 33;
Purdy and Imbrie, 1964, p. 2!!. Calcareous sand producing algae Haiimeds incrassata and Halimeda monile occur

oth t. Rh' * ' * t. C 6 t d P d ' 6 lt ~P' ll, ~th' h l, Ud ttt, thd
Acetabularia! sponges, alcyonarians and corale  mainly Porites furcata and Salenastrea ~ha des! occur only in
Biscayne Bay and Card Sound away from the mainland,

The sediment veneer is a quartzose calcareous sand. Subangulsr quartz is medium to fine grained and
comparable to that elsewhere within the Bay. Quarts constitutes 40 � 80 percent of the sand in Biscayne Bay
decreasing to the south and east; 30-40 percent in Card Sound and 10-20 percent in Barnes sound.

Calcareous sand fraction is dominated by molluscs and benthic foraminifere.

Triloculina carnata characterize the sandy areas of non-accumulation. In Card Sound the arenaceous forms are
2 hd t ddth t d th 6 'tdd t. 2 6 *d~tthd*pp,dthhh
dominate a foraminiferal assemblage also containing Sortidse and Mili olidae, suggesting that brackish
conditions are present during a part of the year.

Distinct mollusc communities are not evident. The common genera observed are Laevicardium, Hucula,
Lucina, Telling, Bittium, Chione, Codakia, and Hodulus. In Barnes Sourd Lucina and Caecum dominate  see also
R ll tip, t l., ~2962

A large amount of the mollusc fragments and foraminiferal tests are blackened and are suggestive of
reducing conditions within the sand pockets. The occurence of these blackened grains increases markedly to the
south into Card Sound and Barnes Sound where more protected conditions prevail.

Plates of Halimeda are present but nowhere abundant. Ostracods are present througho»t the areas of non-
accumulation. Coral and echinoid fragments are present in the coarser sand fraction.
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The mud fraction  less than 62 microns! constitutes less than 10 per cent of the sediment type. Low
magnesium calcite forms greater than 50 per cent of the mud fraction and increases to the south, Aragonite
shows a marked decrease in abundance into Card and Barnes Sounds, while quartz   less than 62 microns! becomes
more abundant especially in these more protected areas,

A maximum sediment thickness of 15 cm was chosen as the lmiit for areas of non � accumulation for two
reasons. First, the bedrock surface is highly irregular and throughout the Biscayne Bay area has a local
relief of at least 10 to 15 cm and often much greater. Thus, even ~here persistent currents or wave energies
are present, sediment will be present in the protection of depressions in the irregular bedrock surface.
Second, Thalassia does not appear to establish extensive grass beds unless a sediment thickness of at least 20
to 30 cm is present, Where Thalassia beds are present, the sedirsent sequence is thicker and more muddy.

Lime Mud Accumulation

In the eastern part of Biscayne Bay north of Featherbed Bank and along the deep bedrock axis in southern
Biscayne Bay and Barnes Sound, sandy to silty lime muds have accumulated, generally tfg s thickness of less than
2 meters  Figures 3 and 7K-H, K and L!, Here the bedrock surface Lies between 3 to 5 meters below sea level.

The surface environments in areas of lime mud accumulation in Biscayne Bay are characterized by a moderate
to dense cover of Thalassia disrupted by excrement rsounds of burrowing shrimp. During much of the year the
blades are covered with growths of epiphytes which aid in the entrapment of suspended particles  G insburg and
Lowenstam, 1958, p. 313!, In addition numerous calcareous microorganisms grow attached to the Thalassia
blades. In these deeper waters, the meshlike root system of Thalassia does not form so dense a network as is
found on the Safety Valve. the Thalassia beds do, however, appear to bind and protect the sediment from severe
erosion during storms. Aside from the winnowing of a few centimeters of the surface sediment, the areas of
lime mud accumulation in Biscayne Bay appeared virtually unaffected by the passage of Hurricane "Inez" in
October of 1966,

Calcareous green algae are present in the bottom lime mud cosssunities and locally form dense populations.
Halimeda incrassata, Halimeda monile, Penicillus spp., and Udotea spp. are abundant throughout central
and southern Biscayne Bay, With the exception of Halimeda, the c'alcareous algae are absent from the sandy lime
mud communities in Barnes Sound.

Coring and probing in the areas of lime fsud accumulation. A basal unit of coarse sand, 10 to 20 cm thick
overlies bedrock and is similar in composition to the sands presently found in adjacent areas of non-
accumulation. Upwards, this sand grades into a sandy to silty lime mud.

To the north of Featherbed Bank, where 90 to 95 per cent of the sediment is finer than 62 microns, the
sediment may be classified as a sandy carbonate mud. Here, the mud fraction is composed of nearly equal
amounts of magnesian ralcite and aragonite. Calcite is a minor constituent and quartz is present only in trace
amounts, the sharp decrease in low Mg-calcite as compared with the adjacent areas of non-accumulation reflects
the absence of bedrock as an immediate sediment source in the areas of lime~ud accumulation. The sand
fraction is composed primarily of plates of Halimeda incrassate, molluscs, Foraminifera   principally
miliolids! and ostracods. Quartz constitutes only about 3 per cent of the sediment.

Along the deep axis of Biscayne Bay south of Featherbed Bank and in garnes Sound, less than 100 cm of
sediment accumulation has taken place. Here, the sediment is much sandier with only about 50 per cent being
finer than 62 microns. The mud fraction is similar to the adjacent area of non-accumulation, except quartz is
absent. The fine fraction is dominated by calcite which may be derived either from erosion  by boring or
browsing! of the bedrock or from calcitic mud of the fresh water swamps which has been washed into the Bay
during storms. Magnesian calcite and aragonite are both present.

In areas of lime~ud accumulation in garnes Sound, shell material dominates the sand fraction, Similarly,
lbta a add~Elk'd' d t th f f* l * big, '' d atigb k' h dt . N bl k* d
molluscs or Foraminifera were observed in areas of sandy mud accumulation suggesting aerobic conditions in the
sediment.

The cores taken in the lime mud to the north of Featherbed Bank indicate that extensive burrowing and
reworking of the sediment has taken place, Grass rootlets are present in section, but not to the extent found
in the tidal bar belt. Sandier sediment is present filling some burrows and occasionally forms thin layers.
The sandier nature of the surface sediment may reflect winnowing associated with the abnormal number of
hurricanes  four! that have affected the Bay in the past three years �964 to 1966!.

Discussion

Why has no sediment accumulated throughout large areas of Biscayne Bay? These areas have been subjected
to marine conditions for 2,000 to 4E000 years and presumably, during much or all of this time cosmunities of
sediment producing organisms similar to those of today have prevailed. The lower limit of non � accumulation
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�5 cm! coincides closely with the 3 to 3 5 meter bedrock depth contour. In other words, where bedrock is
shallower than 3 to 3,5 meters, open Bay lime mud and/or sand accumulation hae not ceken place.  Exceptions to
this general rule are some of the localized build-ups of certain bars and shoals discussed in previous
sections!.

It is not resolved whether seagrass or purely physical processes limit the distr ibution of lime mud
accumulation.

Wanleas �969 pp. 105-108! proposed that the 3 to 3. 5 meter upper limit for lime mud accumulation
represents the upper stability limit of the Thalessia rhizome "sod" system which protects the sediment beneath
from winnowing and transport by wind-wave induced water movements. Recent work by Wanless �975! shows
 a! that moderate to dense seagrass cover does offer significant stability to sand substrates and  b! that if
the cover is lost the finer sands will be rapidly lost from the area. lt is not certain how this applies to mud
bottoms of moderate ta sparce seagress cover.

It is also possible that fine sediment accumulation in Biscayne Bay may simply be largely controlled by
physical processes, the observed accumulation being a balance between

~  mud produced in the Bay + mud influx! - $ mud discharge from the Bay!.

NON-TIDAL NVD BANKS AND KEYS

Narrow arcuate mud banks, many of which are capped by mangrove island chains border western south Card
Sound and garnes Sound  Figures 3-5!. These mud banks are not underlain by anomolous bedrock topography
 Figures 7K and L!. limestone bedrock bottom is exposed or nearly exposed off the flanks of these mud banks.
Nud banks have a core of shelly carbonate mud. Seegrasses cover the subtidal surface. Nangrove flats, shell
beaches and algal flats form the surface environment where the banks extend above sea level. Fibrous mangrove
peat snd algal-laminated sediments extend lese than one meter below sea level beneath the banks. Shell beaches
are superimposed on the bayward side of more exposed banks in end above the tidal zone.

The mangrove peninsula separating Card and Barnes Sounds, though compatible with the anastomizing mud
bank plan, appear not to be underlain by mud, Probing indicates that a woody peat comprises the 3-4 meter thick
sediment sequence beneath it.

The mud banks and keys from Card Sound south into Florida Bay are mostly arcuate features defining end
enclosing oval to sub-circular bays. Goreline �964, pp. 134, 139!, utilizing the work of Fleece �962!
suggests that slow, counter-clockwise gyral circulation patterns may be responsible for the formation of the
anastomizing mud banks of Florida Bay. Wanlees �969, pp. 116-118! attributes the mud bank dissection of the
Card-Barnee Sound Basin to circulation cells similar to those responsible for the formation of cuspate spits.
Sand bordered lagoons are commonly segmented into sub circul« bays by the joining of cuspate spits fram
the two sides of the lagoon  Zenkovitch, 1959!, He observed that sand spits, being dependent on bedload
movement of sand grains, grow by a combination of accretion and erosion of the shoreline. Mud banks, such as
those in Card and Barnes sounds, in contrast, are composed of suspended transported sediment and may not be
dependent on gradual spit accretion for growth, Rather, they may have grown in total response to circulation
cells set up in the bay,

Price recognized that the size and interval of cuspate spits are determined partly by the original plan
 dimensions! and partly by water depth of the lagoon. Similarly, the shape and size of the mud-bank bounded
sub-circular bays are related to the pre-existing shape and depth of the Card � Barnes Sound Basin. Card and
Barnes Sounds, along the Basin axis, are largest and deepest. To the west the sub-circular bays become smaller
and smaller with decreasing depth,

Mud of the banks mey be largely derived from storm scour and redistribution from the rocky bottom
communities of the sub-circular bays. Sponge and alcyonarian spicules, produced only on rocky substretes, are
important constituents of the bank muds.

How long the mud banks have been important sedimentary bodies segmenting the Card-garnes Sound Basin is
not certain, Care borings through island capped banks along the western side of Barnes Sound show that the
banks are actively migrating. This is destroying the banks history prior to about 1,500 years ago  eee
Wanless, 1969, pp. 114-116!.

RECONMENDATIONS FOR FVTURE RESEARCH

Research to date provides an adequate general description of the geologic setting, sediments and
depositional history of Biscayne Bay. Future research programs should focus on the bio-sedimentary dynamics of
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the Bisceyne Bay system. The following gape should be filled towards a goal of understanding both the short
and long term processes, patterns and rates of  a! sediment production, dispersal and accumulation, and
 b! sediment body erosion, accretion end migration.

1. Fine grained sediments:

a! Description af fine-grained sediments and their distribution;

b! Documentation of rates and patterns of fine-grained sediment transport and of flux between different
sectors of the system.

c! Documentation of specific biogenic influences on fine-grained sediments in different sedimentary
environments.

2. Sediment regimes:

a! Detailed mapping of bio � sedimentary environment distribution.

b! Analysis of morphology and of historical changes in sediment bodies as a key ta understanding the
long term integrated circulation patterns of the region.

c! Detailed examination of depositional history of certain sediment regimes to determine their specific
influence on the Biscayne Bay system  especially Safety Valve-Featherbed Bank area!.

3. Biogenic influence an sedimentation:

a! Evaluate the specific role of seagrasses, benthic coxssunity sediment production, burrowing organisms
and shore vegetation on the dynamics of each sediment regime.

This list reflects a two-fold approach to subsequent research. The first is to focus on sediment dynamics
to gain a usable understanding of how the system works. The second is to use the integrated record of the
resultant sediments and sediment bodies to reconstruct the controlling physical, chemical and biological
processes of the system.
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Cross-sections of mangrove peat accumulation behind  A!
regressive and  8! transgressive mobile protective
barriers during sealevel rise. From Wanless �974b!.
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STORM SEDIMENTATION IN THE BISCAYNE BAY REGION

E. ROBERT WARZESKI
DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY

STATE UNIVERSITY OP NEW YORK AT BINGHAMTON
BINGHAMTON, NEW YORK 13901

ABSTRACT

The Biscayne Bay region ia a low energy environment, characterized by mild climatic conditions during
most of the year. Three climatic energy levels are recognized: I! prevailing mild southeast and east winds,
2! winter cold fronts, 3! rare major storms  hurricanes!. Sediment erosion and transport occurs almost
entirely during 2! and 3!.

Dominant northerly winds of cold fronts cause southward longshore drift of sand along beaches, and
southward transport of unstsbilized sands on the bay bottom. Muddy sediment stirred into suspension by wave
agitation tends to be redistributed I! from the bay bottom as a whole to seagraas beds, 2! to seagrass
co~ered tidal deltas and tidal bar belts, and 3! out of the bay. Waves breaking, along unprotected shore-
lines contribute to erosion and shoreline retreat.

Wave agitation and srorm surge during hurricanes are the ma!or agents which modify sedimeat bodies in
south Florida. Hurricane waves both winnow huge amounts of sediment from the bay botrom and reef tract and
erode exposed shorelines, Breaking storm waves can shatter coastal mangroves snd damage buildings
flooded areas. Storm surges msy cause erosion where channeled through tidal passes or other gapa in bar-
riers, Surge takes the form of a tidal wave under certain circumstances, in which case it may devestate
buildings and vegetation in low-lying coastal areas, Receding storm surge deposits silt layers up to 10 cm
or more in thickness on flooded land areas, Suspended sediment is also deposited on tidal deltas and ti,dal
bar belts, snd carried offshore by storm discharge and subsequent tides,

Man-made land features are generally mora vulnerable to storm damage than natural sediment accumula-
tions, the latter having been conditioned by many hurricanes over centuries, Bridge abutments, causeways ~
and land-fill islands that constrict the flow of storm surge are commonly washed away. "Natural" shorelines,
where man's influence has hampered natural systems which prevent or repair storm erosion, are also vulnerable
to storm erosion.
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INTRODUCTION

South Florida and The Bahamas are "low energy" environments experiencing a mild, sur!ny climate through-
most af the year, Careful examination af Bfscayne Bay on a typical summer day makes it clear that very
little physical sedimentation--erosion, transport, and redeposition of sediment.--take place under these
conditions, The water is clear except fn the northern bay where man's influence is fc-lr. rrost. Swift ccrr-
rents in tidal passes carry little suspended sediment and merely shift channel bat t!m sands hack and forth
as the tides change, Yet the bay has ample evidence of sediment movement.! tidal del raw,;hannels cut in
sediment banks, accretionary beach ridges on Key Biscayne, and eroding mangrove pe at exposed bevond the
present shoreline.

The purpose of the present paper is to bring together existing lf terat!!ra, primarily from rhc past 10
to 15 years, which bears on the dynamics of sediment movement in the Biscayne. Bay region, and to tic the
sedimentary processes to the atmospheric conditions which cause them, The Bf sc syne B, v region is taken here
as the Bay itself, Card and Barnes Sounds, immediately adJacent. Low � Lying land areas, and tidal Passes con-
necting to the ocean. Much of this literature concerns apecitrc areas other than the Biscayr!e Bay region
but is relevant to sedimentary processes here.

Ball �967! recognized that high energy events--storms--play a major zola in physical scdimentacian in
south Florida and The Baharaas. Barley and Goodell �968! and Wanless �969! concjuded that intermediate to
high energy events, including cold fronts and hurricanes, are important in sediment transport and deposition
throughout the Biscayne Bay region. Warzeaki �975, 1976! and Wanless �969! found that this has been the
case ever since the post-glacial rise of sea level first began to flood t' he bay between 6000 and 7000 years
ago.* Ball et al. �967!, Craighead and Gilbert �961!, Perkins and Enos �968! and Pray  '1966! documented
the major sedimentary significance of hurricanes, Ball et al. �967! concluded that traces of these storrzs
make up a disproportionately large part of the Holocene sedimentary record in south 1'Iorida when compared
to the actual percentage of time that they affect the area.

Existing knowledge provides a good generalized picture of sedimentati.on within the Biseayne Bay region,
A more detailed understanding which will allow prediction of the impact af man � made modifiear fons awaits
work on I! water movements within the bay during storms, 2! concentration and composition of suspended sed-
iments during storms, 3! rates and processes of shoreline erosion in different parts of the bay, and 4! na-
tural systems which prevent or counteract shoreline erosion, Modeling techniques for predicting circulation
within Biscayne Bay under various wind conditions have already been developed  Dean, this volume! and ear!id
be used to study effects of cold fronts. More complex models might concefvably predict movemer:ts during
hurricanes of various strengths and paths. Turbidity studies await standardization of the technology for
measuring turbidity, ao as to allow comparison wfth results of other investigations as well as an actual
research effort within the bay. Research which bears on 3! and 4! has been underway off Ke Biscayne and
Virginia Key for several Fears  Nanless and van de Kreeke, pers. comm.; 1973!. An expanded effort encom-
passing other parts of the Bfscayne Bay region is necessary, however, to produce information usable in set-
ting bulkhead lines or predicting the results of development in the region as a whole.

DISCUSSION

CLIMATIC ENERGY LEVELS IN SOUTH PLORIDA

Climatic conditions in south Florfda are divisible into three energy levels or inta!!sir ice, each of
which has a distinct sedfmentological significance, These are I! prevailing mild southeast and easr winds,
2! winter cold fronts and 3! rare maJor storms  hurricanes!. Sedimentation during prevailing law energy
conditions is essentially limited ta in situ production of carbonate sediment by benthic. organisms, and
biological reworking of sediment  bioturbation! by the infauna. Significant erosion and transport of sedi-
ment takes place only during intermediate and high energy events � primarfly cold fronts and hurricanes.
Because the frequency, wind patterns and strengths of these two types of disturbances are radically differ-
ent, their effects upon the sediments of south Florida and the Biscayne Bay region are also distinctly
different.

Cold Fronts

Winter cold fronts pass over Biscayne Bay an average of ance a week during the period from November ta
April. The following description of an average cold front is based on Mooers and Fernandez-Partagas  in
preparation!. An average cold front affects wind patterns in the Biscayne Bay region for 4 to 5 days,
involving a slow 360 clockwise rotation of wind direction  dir'ection fram which the wind is blowing!.
Winds rise above ambient throughout this period, reaching maxima roughly half a day before and after passage
of the front itself. Maximum winds ahead of the front are from the southwest and reach 8 m/sec, Maximum
winds behind the front are from the northwest and reach 10 to 15 m/sec. Northerly winds after frontal
passage are of greater duration than southerly winds prior to nassage. Maximum winds durin� an exceptional
cold front can reach 20 to 26 m/sec  Fernandez-Partagas, pere. - omm. 1976!,

* These ages are, by convention, in radiocarban years and are uncorrected, They ere raughlv equivalent to
7500 to 8500 "earth years" before present.
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Wave agitation winnows surface sediments throughout the Biscayne Bay region during passage of a cold
front. Breaking waves on shorelines and bars transport longshore sands and cause shoreline erosion.

Winnowing is most effective on open, seagrass-free bottoms. Seagraases, particularly the turtlegrass
Thalassia testudinum, act as a baffle to currents and wave surge, partially shielding the bottom. Large
quantitits of mud  silt and clay-size carbonate and organic detritus! are stirred inta suspension. Much of
this sediment is removed from Biscayne Bay, Card Sound and Barnes Sound by ebbing tides over a period of
several days, Trapping of suspended mud by seagrass carpets on tidal "deltas" and on the Safety 'Valve ti.dal
bar belt contributes to the growth of these features.

Aerial photographs show that dominant northerly cold front wtnds cause a slow southward drift of turbid
water within Biscayne Bay. Water is drawn in over the Safety Valve and through the northern tidal passes.
In addition to noticeably raising the water level of Card and Barnes Sounds, this piling up of water to the
south augments discharge of sediment-laden water from Caesars Creek, the southernmost tidal pass of Biscayne
Bay. Partly as a result of this, the creek's ebb tidal "delta" � Caesars Creek Bank � is larger than any
other in south Florfda  Warzeski, 1975, 1976!.

Sediment which remains within the Bay and sounds is preferentially redeposited on seagrass-covered
bottoms due to lower turbulence within the mesh of Thalassia blades. Storms thus yield a net transfer of
mud  silt and clay � size sediment! from the bay bottom as a whole to seagrass beds. This factor plus partial
protectfon of the bottom from winnowing by Thalassia causes the higher percentages of mud found in seagrass
stabilized substrates by Lynts �966!, Barley and Goodell �968!, and Wanless �969!.

Northerly winds from cold fronts also cause dominantly southward longshore drift of sand aIang beaches
in the Biscayne Bay region end of unstabilized sand across the bay bottom. Southward Longshore drift. has
caused southward accretion of barrier islands along the northern pare of the Bay over the past several
thousand years  Wanless, 1969; Shepard and Wanless, 1971!, It provides a continuing supply of sand ta nour-
ish beaches except where natural processes are cut off by man. The distribution of fine quartz sand in laose
bottom sediments of Biscayne Bay, Card Sound and Little Card Sound documents southward movement of sand
within the bay and sounds  Vaughan, 1910; Earley and Goode Ll, 1968; Wanless, 1969!.

Shoreline erosion during cold fronts is difficult to separate from that during hurricanes.
Hurricanes

Sedimentary effects of rare major stores--hurricanes and very rare, extremely powerful hurricanes �00
or 500 year storms!--are more profound due to the far greater energy of hurricane winds. As a result,
hurricanes are disproportionately represented in the sedimentary record of south Florida  Ball et al., 1967!.
Hurricane force winds affect the Biscayne Bay region at highly irregular intervals, averaging once every
7 years  Dunn and Hiller, 1960!.

Hurricanes are characterized by extreme wind velocities, from 33 m/sec to over 100 m/sec. They exhibit
a counterclockwise wind circulation about an eye several 10's of kilometers or more in diameter. Winds of
30 m/sec or mare pound a section of coastline extending 75 kilometers or more away from the eye  Gentry,
1974!. The sequence of wind directions experienced by the Biscayne Bay region during a hurricane will
depend upon tbe path of the storm: its direction of approach and whether the eye passes the north, south
or over the bay. Hurricanes striking south Florida usually approach from the southeast to east, or south-
west resulting in initial north and east winds followed by south and west winds  Ball et al., 1967; Gentry,
1974!. Storm surge and high energy wave action due to hurricane-farce winds are important agents of sedi.�
ment erosion, transport and redeposition,

Wave Action

Intense hurricane wave agitation reworks loose sediment throughout the Biscayne Bay region. Thalassia-
stabilized muddy sediments are resistant to wave surge, and sustain only minor damage. Waves of Hurricanes
Donna and Betsy, fn 1960 and 1965 respectively, winnowed a few centimeters of sediment at most from sesgrass
beds in the inner reef tract, Florida Bay and Biscayne Bay  Pray, 1966; Ball et al., 1967; Wanless, 1969!.
Huge quantities of silt and clay-size sediment are stirred into suspension, to be carried landward by storm
surge and seaward by ebbing storm discharge and tides.

Nore extensive damage may occur due to breaking of waves against the shoreline, and in flaoded areas.
Breaking storm waves generate short term, high velocity currents capable of shattering shoreline mangroves,
damaging buildings, hurling large pieces of debris about, and eroding deeply fnto sediments slang the shore
 Craighead and Gilbert, 1962; Ball et al., 1967!. Craighead and Gilbert �962! attribute excavation of
"moats" commonly observed around mangrove islands in Florida Bay and elsewhere to the latter process. Ball
et al. �967! found mangroves on the seaward side of Rodriguez Key, offshore fram southern Key Largo,
splintered and uprooted after Hurricane Donna,

Mangrove destruction during hurricanes and wave surge during both hurricanes and large cold fronts
cause erosion of mangrove-stabilized shorelines in the Biscayne Bay region. Sediments overlying bedrock in
the bay and sounds and along the present mainland shore record a history of shoreline retreat during the
post-glacial rise of sea level  Wanless, 1969!. Retreat has been greatest where protection from waves of
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onshore storm winds is least--central and southern Biscayne Bay. An exposed platform of mangrove peat a1ang
par-.s of the mangrove fringe bordering this section of the bsy indicates that eroefoa is still taking place
 Wanless, 1969!.

Erosion in natural areas, however, ie generally significant only an a time scale of centuries or mare.
Thfe is not the case where man has hampered natural systems which prevent or counteract storm erosion.
Beaches vhere the long shore sand supply has been cut off by jetties or grains are unable to recaver fram
damage sustained during hurricanes and winter cold fronts. Shorelines from which protective shallow off-
shore seagrass bede have diminished may experience accelerated erosion. The northeast shore of Virginia Key
is an example of both of these problems. The jetties of Government Cut shunt the zone of longshore and
transport far offshore' preventing replenishment of the beach. Sesgrass cover offshore from Virginia Key
hes decreased radically in area over the past decades  see Wanless, this volume!, This seagraee bed loss
may be related to cutoff of the long shore sediment supply. The net result of these factors has been sub-
stantial retreat of the northeast shore of the island. Mangrove peat originally deposited in the swamp
behind the beach was exposed snd erodfng fn places along the shore prior to the 1973 beach replenishment.
In the absence of natural nourishment, future storms are likely to remove this beech as well.

Developed areas where bulkheads are placed tao close to the shoreline are also vulnerable ta shoreliue
erosion, partfcularly when combined with grains. Winter storms tend to erode beaches back, shifting sand
ta offshore bare. Where erosion reaches bulkheads, reflection of waves off the bulkhead excavates a umaat"
along ft. Groins, by keeping the zone of longshore drift offshore, prevent natural replenishment. Hurri-
cane vaves striking such an exposed bulkhead will undermine it. This occurred on parts of the beach on Key
Biscayne during Hurricane Betsy in 1965  Wanlees, pere. coma., 1973!.

Storm Surge

Storm tides and currents associated with them are the most damaging aspects of hurricanes in coastal
areas. Hurricane winds generate mass flov of shallow coastal waters. Onshore vinds pile storm tides of
several meters or more against small sections of coastline, causing severe flooding in lowlying areas. Off-
shore winds tend to lover the coastal water level. Winds blowing along the axis of coastal bays may farce
water inta ar out of these water bodice, Storm tfdee of 2 to 3 meters have occurred within Bisceyne Bay,
Card and Barnes Sounds during Hurricanes Donna in 1960 and Betsy in 1965  Perkins and Enos, 1968!. The eyes
of both of these Storms skirted to the south of the Biacayne Bay region. Extreme tides af 4 meters or mare
vere recorded vfthin the bey during major hurricanes which passed directly over Biscayne Bey in 1926 and
1945  Gentry, 1974!.

Constriction of mass, wind-induced flow in narrow gape between islands produces localized high energy
currents. Currents are further enhanced if wind directions and coastal morphology combine to generate high
storm tides on one side of the barrier while lowering the water level on the other. Hurricane Donna in 1960,
provides an excellent example of this. Her effects are discussed in detail by Ball et al, �967! and
Craighead and Gilbert �962! and are suwearized below,

Hurricane Donna passed northvestward over Florida Bay end Cape Sable. Initial northeast winds flushed
water out of Florida Bay into the Gulf of Mexico, dropping the water levels to 0.5 m below MLW in the
southern part of the bay and much lower in the northern part. At the same time a storm tide of up to 4
meters above MLW built up along the southern side of the Florida Keys. Extremely paverful currents flowed
hayward through passes betveen the keys. This situation was reversed after the eye passed and wfnds shifted
180o  Ball et al., 1967!. A 2 to 2.5 meter � to 8 feet! tidal vave svept over Cape Sable as water swept
back into Florida Bay. The water reached 4 meters above MLW in the Bey, and subsided in the reef tract,

The location and magnitude of storm tides end the strengrh of assaciated currents in the Bfscayne Bay
region depend upon the path and strength of the hurricane. The greatest effects result fram a powerful
storm moving directly onshore over Biscayne Bay  Ball et al., 1967!, as dfd the 1926 hurrfcane, Such a storm
would generate a hfgh storm tide in central and southern Biscayne Bay �.0 meters at Dinner Key in the 1926
hurricane!. Initial northerly wfnds and high water fn the central bay would produce southvard flow, raising
the water level fn southern Biscayne Bay, Card and Barnee Sounds as well. As the eye of t' he storm moves
across the bay, offshore vinds to the south of the eye would depress water levels in the reef tract to the
south  Gentry, 1974!, causing extremely high velocity dfscharge from Broad, Angelfish and Ceassrs Creeks.

Poverful storm discharge fs potentially an important agent of erosion. Natural sediment bodies have
been conditioned by smny hurricanes, but still may, rarely, be affected. Horris Cut appears to have been
formed when the Great Hurricane of 1&35 passed directly over the bay  Chardon, this volume!. Wanless �969!
concluded that new channels in the Safety Valve tidal bar belt are cut durfng major storms. Warzeski �975,
1976! found clear evidence of exceptionally powerful storm discharge fram Caesars Creek within the past
several hundred years. Cores through Caesars Creek Bank show that seagrass cover vas ripped out and sedi-
ment eroded over much of the bank. A mud storm layer was deposited afterward, probably by waning currents
of the same storm. This erosion is attributed to the 1926 and/or 1935 hurricanes on the basis of the storm
layer'e shallow burial, and aerial photographs showing incomplete recovery of seagrass bede by 1940,

Artfficial obstructions to flaw are not adapted ta such currents and may experi ace severe erosion.
Currents through tidal passes in the keys during Hurricane Donna removed hundreds of cubic meters of fill,
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undermining the overseas highway and nearby homes  Ball et al., 1967!. Water flowing southward from Card
and garnes Sounds into Florida Bay washed out two section of U.S. I during Hurricane Betsy  Perkins and Enos,
1968!, Portions of the Biscayne Bsy region such as northern Biscayne Bay, where man-made features would
severely obstruct the flow of storm waters, are particularly vulnerable to a direct strike by a major hurri-
cane.

Hurricane "tidal ~aves" such as that which struck Cape Sable during Hurricane Donna can devestate
developed areas along the coast. Greatest damage in the Biscayne Bay region would be inflicted on the keys
and islands on the ocean-side of the bay. Low-lying parts of the mainland coast would be hard hit as well.
Waves af this type would result primarily from a 180 wi<id shift after initial winds had blown water away
from the share. A storm would have to approach frn<n an »dd direction, such as the narth ar northeast, in
order to produce a mainland "tidal wave" in the Biscayne Bay region.

Much sediment stirred into suspension or eroded during a hurricane is redeposited on land by high storm
tides or tidal waves. Hurricane Donna left a silt. iayer 0 to 1 3 cm in thickness extending up ta 8 km into
the Everglades and silt layers up to 6 cm in thic kness o» various keys in Florida Bay  Ball et al,, 1967!,
Hurricane Betsy generally deposited thinner and less extensive layers in the Florida Bay region  Pray, 1966;
Perkins and Enos, 1968!, but left up ta 5 cm of si it on Key Biscayne  Wanless, 1969!. Similar layers have
been found in core borings through Key Biscayne, indicating a history of sporadic hurricane deposition over
the last 3000 to 4000 years.

Storm silt deposits are an expensive and annoying a<de effe< t in developed areas, but are important
geologically. Supratidal storm deposition is an 'importa»t process of land-buildi»g in south Florida  Ball
et al., 1967; Craighead and Gilbert, 1962!.

Silt layers are deposited on submerged tidal deltas and tidal bar belts as well. Deposition is due to
a combination of  a! waning current energy as the storm passes,  b! decrease in velocity  and therefore
sediment carrying capacity! of currents beyond narrow tidal passes, and  c! trapping of suspended sediment
by seagrasses. Layers are rarely preserved in the manner of that found near the sediment surface in
Caesars Creek Bank  Warzeski, 1975, 1976!. Deposition ir. intact seagrass beds and subsequent burrowing af
benthic organisms prevent formation or preservation of discrete layers. Despite this lack of preservation
of direct evidence, the growth history of Caesars Creek Bank,  Warzeski, 1975, 1976! and inclusions of storm
transported fine quartz sand in the Safety Valve tidal bar belt  Wanless, 1969! indicate that starms,
including hurricanes, are a major source of fine sediment for those sediment bodies.

Sedimentatian in the Biscayne Bay region occurs in discrete "eventsu associated with passage of coId
fronts and hurricanes. Little or no erosion or rransport of sediment occurs during prevailing mild climatic
conditions.

Cold fronts, by virtue of the consistency of their wind patterns and their frequency �0 to 40 times
per winter � November-April! have a major rale in surface sediment movement. Dominancly southward langshare
drift of beach sands, and southward movement of sands on grass-free parts of the bay bottom are products of
strong northerly winds after passage of a cold front. In addition, there is a net transfer of mud stirred
into suspension by cold front winds I! from the bay bottom as a whole to seagrass beds, 2! to seagrass-
covered tidal "deltas" and tidal bar belts and 3! out of tbe bay. Wave surge of hurricanes a»d cold fronts
combine to erode exposed parts of natural mangrov< shore] ines, and may cause serious erasion of shorelines
crested or affected by man,

surging waters lose energy and retreat, 2! as storm
Deposits are rarely preserved except on land where

Silt layers left by retreating storm waters are
cm- They are generally restricted to areas near the

Sediment deposition during hurri, canes occurs i! as
waters enter a much broader and/ar deeper body of water
they are not subject to subsequent biologic reworking.
usually 5 cm or less in thickness, and rarely exceed IO
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Hurricanes, through wind-induced large-scale flow and wave surge, are the agents of major modifications
of sediment bodies, such as cutting of channels> rapid sediment accretion and erosion. Hurricane erosion
occurs as a result of 1! high energy storm discharge through tidal passes and other gapa in barriers, 2! wave
surge, and 3! "tidal waves". Storm discharge is a threat chiefly to artificial constrictions of flow such
as causeways, artificial islands, and bridge abutments. In extreme cases, it may wash away or undermine
buildings. Wave surge is a threat  a! to natural shorelines which lack bars, seagrass beds or nearby islands
to protect them,  b! to seawalls and bulkheads placed too close cn the shore, and  c! to boats, buildings
and vegetation near the shoreline, "Tidal waves" would tend to occur where water was first blown away from
shore and then blown back after the 180 shift in wind direction as the storm passes. The Biscayne Bay
region could be subjected to such a wave only if a strong hurricane approached from a» odd direction, such as
the northeast. The chief effects of a tidal wave from the east would be 1! destruction of vegetation and
homes an the barrier islands and bedrock keys along the buy's ocean side and on the unprotected mainland
shoreline of central Biscayne Bay, 2! landward transport af loose sediment � beach sand, vegetation and man-
made debris.



'horeline, but may reach severSJ. kj>lpmaters inland in lov-lying areas such as southern Dade County.

The author gratefully acknow'.edges the patience, suggestions, and encouragement of Dr. Harold Wanless.
Jose Fernandez-Partagas and Christopljer Mpoers kindly helped the author to understand the properites of
cold fronts, and J. Fs!tnandez-PRrtegas reviewed the meteorological descriptions of cold fronts and hurri-
canes herein. Finally, I gratef>l>lly acknowledge Sea Grant for publication of this symposium,
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ABSTRACT

The concentrations of vanadium, iron, copper, cadmium, zinc, and lead have been determined in
organisms, water, and sediments of Card Sound, Florida. Multiplication of these specific concentrations
bv the amount of organisms, water, and sediment has led to an inventory of Card Sound for these elements.
Highest amounts of each element are found in sediments, followed by water and thun living organisms. The
trace element inventory of turtle grass h a e ud um was highest for all elements, followed
closely by sponges, with large rooted algae approximately an order of magnitude  ten times! lower. Phyto-
plankton, epiphytes, and invertebrates constitute a minor part of the biological trace element inventory.

The significance of the living organisms of Card Sound, Florida as well as South Biscayne Bay is due
to their ability to concentrate trace elements as they grow and die. In the biological process of photo-
synthesis, the plants of Card Sound and Biscayne Bay incorporate more trace elements in a year than con-
tained in the biomass at any given time. For all of Card Sound, the minimum uptakes by photosynthesis
are the following: iron, I.P x 10 ; zinc, 3.5 x IO ; vanadium, 1.3 x 10 ; copper, 3.7 x 10 ; lead, 3.5
x IO ; and cadmium, 1,0 x 10 Kg yr . The turtle grass after death and decay accounts for most of the
movement of iron, lead, and cadmium from the sediments into the water. There is a strong possibility,
yet to be proven, that turtle grass pumps more trace elements into the water directly than has been
accounted for by our methods. If this process is true, then turtle grass assumes even greater importance
in the cycle of trace elements than these results indicate. Our preliminary data indicate that phyto-
plankton and epiphytes  small plants which coat turtle grass! produces about one-third of the photosynthesis
of turtle grass even though they are present in very small amounts compared with marine grass. These
two biological groups cycle most of the vanadium, copper, and zinc of Card Sound. The least well known
of the biological groups identified as important to trace element cycling in Card Sound, the phytoplankton
and epiphytes, are in need of intensive work on abundance, rate of photosynthesis, and trace element con-
centrations.

Tidal flows transport more trace elements/day  between 2.5 times more iron and 110 times more copper!
into and out of Card Sound than biological incorporation. Much of this water, however, only exchanges
directly with a small part of Card Sound, so that biological flow of trace elements remains important. In
South Biscayne Bay, there is a greater tidal volume exchange so that water movements may be more important
than biological activity. Preliminary results over three continuous days of intensive analysis indicate
that there is a net outflow of zinc and cadmium through the tidal exchanges of Card Sound and a net inflow
of iron, copper, and lead. Most of the above information for Card Sound is probably true for the adjacent
and very similar South Biscayne Bay, except as indicated.

�! This research represents part of the dissertation requirements submitted in partial fulfillment of
the Doctor of Philosophy degree in Marine Science at the Rosenstiel School of Marine and Atmospheric
Science, University of Miami, Florida.

This paper prepared for the Sea Grant
Symposium on BISCAYNE BAY, April 2-3, 1976



INTRODUCTION

The estuarine zones of the world are the essential geochemical link between the continental land masses
and the oceans. It is through these zones that almost all the products of continental weathering must pass
before being introduced to the deep oceans. The alternate pathway, aerial transport, plays a minor role
in comparison with water transport. It is important to determine the nature of the processes which control
the transport of continentally derived material as it passes into and through these zones .

The estuarine zones serve as vital links in both coastal and open ocean fisheries by providing a
rapid growth area for young fish and crustaceans. hese zones also accomnodate such diverse functions as
water recreation and waste disposal. The potentiaIIy dangerous impact of man's activities on these zones
is increasingly obvious in many areas, especially those associated with coastal metropolitan centers . It
is of vital economic and public health concern that the continually accelerating degradation of certain
estuarine zones be assessed  Lippson, 1973!. Equally important is that baseline studies of estuarine
areas near expanding urban centers be initiated before substantial changes occur,

The extent of our ignorance about estuarine biogeochemistry is indicated by the recent suggestion
that at least some estuaries may have a net input of trace e'ements from both rivers and the ocean  Turekian,
1971!. This implies that chemical and biological processes within the estuary leading to deposition of
the elements are more efficient than their removal to the deep ocean. This has obvious implications in
regard to dumping certain elements in estuarine zones .

The current state of knowledge of trace element biogeochemical cycles in estuarine zones is limited
to a few isolated studies  Duke et al., 1966; Parker et al., 1963; Parker, 1966; Cross et al., 1970;
Wolfe et al., 1972!. Identification of major reservoirs in the above studies has indicated that the com-
plex interactions which must be correlated to understand the dynamics of the system are currently beyond
our capabilities. The recent review of Wolfe and Rice �972! only indicates the type of information and
procedures needed to develop trackable solutions to understand the very complex nature of cycles in estuar-
ine zones. Clearly, then, one of the most important requirements of estuarine trace metal research is a
first approximation assessment of the qualitative and quantitative dynamics of their transport between
the water, sediment, and biota of an ecosystem .

In this work, a sequence of procedures has been developed as a necessary first step in the estimation
of major biogeochemical processes which occur in a small bay, Card Sound, Florida. The procedure  Segar
and Gilio, 1972, Cilio and Segar, 1972, and Gilio and Pellenbarg, 1972! adopted is similar to the simult-
aneously developed approach of Wolfe and Rice, 1972, and Wolfe et al., 1972. A water-sediment-biota com-
partment model was constructed combining chemical analysis data, and both species biomass, and net product-
ion data to estimate net trace element flux between compartments. A number of assumptions have been based
upon the best available knowledge.

Trace Elements

The elements selected for study were vanadium, iron, copper, cadmium, zinc., and lead. They were
chosen primarily for their analytical trackability and the wide spectrum of chemical species they exhibit
in the Card Sound system. The chemical speciation of these elements within the water, sediment, and biota
compartment of Card Sound is a problem which is not solvable at present. Although the elements in this
study were not chosen primarily for their importance in current pollution problems or for geochemical
balance considerations, most of them fall into one or both of these categories. Cadmium and lead are
frequently significant contaminants in industri'al and urban activities and are known to be toxic to
aquatic organisms at fairly low levels  Eisler, 1971! . Zn and Fe are found as radioisotope releases in
our nuclear technology, Virtually no reliable data exist for V in aquatic ecosystems, yet current pollution
control devices remove particulates of V20 from fossil fuel power plant stacks. Most of the V 052 5generated in power plants adjacent to estuarine zones passes quickly into the adjacent waters  ieger and
Pellenbarg, 1973!.

Card Sound Florida

The location of Card Sound as a visibly unpolluted shallow embayment south of a rapidly growing urban
development provides a baseline to judge the progressive changes in biota, sediment., and water interactions
so clearly evident in the waters adjacent to the developed area  McNulty, 1970! . Card Sound may currently
be characterized as containing diverse biota of high biological production  Bader and Roessler, 1971, 1972;
Thorhaug and Roessler, 1975!, and low trace element content in the sediments  Segar and Pellenbarg, 1973!,
thus amplifying the role of biota as a conveyor of trace elements within the system. The normal water re-
sidence time is estimated at 1-2 months  Lee and Rooth, this volume!, thus providing a possible steady
state aquatic system. These factors combine to provide an ideal location for a first approximation study
to determine the major processes of trace element biogeochemical cycles in an apparently unpolluted estuary.

Card Sound is a shallow subtropical estuarine embayment located on the southeast coast of Florida
some 50 km to the south of Miami  I'ig . 1! . The Sound is about 9 km long and 5 km wide and is linked with
two similar bodies of water, Biscayne Bay to the north and garnes Sound to the south . The three basins arc
separated by shallow  less than I m in depth! flats so that water exchange between the basins is limited.
Card Sound has a relatively uniform depth averaging 3 m, with the deepest areas reaching about 5 m . An
extensive shallow bank, Card Bank, comprised of loose sediments and covered with turtle grass  Thalassia



testidinun! divrdes thc.. Sound it sed f into a z ajor basin to the r:orth and a smaller section to the south,
known as little  ard Sound. Ttie only cirect connectior.s between the Sound and the ocean are located at
the north end of Kev i.argo, wi;i et! forms the eastern boundary of the Sound. A series of tidal channels are
cut tt;rough the barrier islancis at this p ! int, principally Brc!ad Creek ar d Angel f ish Creek. Key largo is
a low lying carbonati oolite rock platform covered wir.h vegetation consisting mainly of mangrove swamp
 p ' 'p lly Rh'* p~h. 1', ~L1 ' .,:, d A 1 ' .* ' 'd ! 't' .' d* f
marsh grass  Juncus sp.! farther inland. This area drains into Card Sound and in addition a drainage
canc	,:he ."1odi1 Land Compan; Lanai er.rers the Sound in the center of the wester:: siiore. line Florida
Power and Light Discharge CanaA was constrt« ted just nor h of the Lhtodel Land Company Canal and operated
b!n an in ter in basis between 7/7 2 anci 3/73, unti 1 permanently closer  of f f rom its connection with Card
Sound upon completion of an enclosed cooling canal system. Almost all ri!e samp'es and the biological
data used in rhe present study were gathered prior ' o rhe opening or af 1 or the closure of tl!e canal.

North of Card Bank the edimen s are only a few centimetc.rs thick wtxilc soutt! of the Bank, on the
Bank rtself, anci along ttfe eastern si!ore of the Sound, the sediments are deeper and nore flocculent.
The maximum sediment depth found on Card Bank is about 3 m  sonless, 1969; and in this volume! . The
sectiments in the Sound are diiferent fron those of the adjacent oceanic shelf ir that they contain ap-
preciable quantitics of tine grained quartz thought to bc: wave � induced and water- transported ti'trough
rhe bays from the PazJico Iorr..ation r.o tl!e r.orti. of 11iami  Early 6 Coodall, 1968! . AJ though there is
consid~rable variation in composition, all of the sediments of the Sound consist of variable proportions
oi calciun carbonate materials such as shell anti coral fragment.s and Halineda plates, organic detritus
and quart.z. Clay minerals are nor. present in der.ectable concenr.rations in the Sound sediment.s.

The biota of the embayn.ent is dominated by a r.urtle grass  Thalassia testudinun! community occurring
throughout t 1!e Sound. Dense standing stocks are found in thick organic-rich sed i sent areas with lower
st ocks in sed iment-thin areas . 'I'he macrob iota in tt!e turtle grass community include the marine grasses
Pi 1 '. t td dHldl~bt'', d Lh ' 1 lb P ' 'll! H'ttr.,H1'. d
incrassata, and Laurencia oitei. Various sessile animals such as sponges, 1:t!ondriila nucula, lrcinia
ff*. ' 1,:d ~H' . ~, d h ." htP ~PL* ' . d» t d ' th
shallow sedinent area in the norti! central and northeastern part of the Sound. This sessile and attached
tliora is somewhat: depleted in the turbid, high sedinenration rate area to rhc sourh of Card Bank and the
di eiy eastern basins.

Tt!e nubile animal populations in Card Sound are extremely diverse, including such crustaceans as
~ hor f 1oridanus, Neano e ackardii, Pa urus benairensis, and Panulirus ar s!s. Fish such as Acanthostracion
H' d ' * ',ll' ~th ' u, bd . b t a d &~by b. d, ~l'1 ., d ' ll
echinoderms, coelenr.crates, and polychaetes are also found. However., only the porif era are of quantitive
importance to the total biomass with the f ish, rtolluscs, and crustacea being of snaller biomass and the
coelentrates, ec.hionoderms and polychaetes having essentially the least biomass .

Salinities in the Sound can vary considerably in response to local rainfalt and evaporation. During
thc. South Florida rainy periods of early summer and fall, inshore salinities may be near zero while those
a ic w tens ot meters offshore car. fall as low as 15 ppt. During late spring, intensive evaporation coupled
with low rainfall can produce salinities of up to 45 ppt in the eastern half of the Sound. However, the
normal salinitv range is from about 32 to 38 ppt. The interior war:er of the Sound exchanges predominantly
with Barnes Sound and lower Biscayne Bay . The circulation within the Sounc is cortrolled by tide and wind
action . Tidal exchange witii the ocean takes place in a limited area in the northeast corner of the Sound
through Broad and Angelfish Creeks. The interior body of water in the Sound normally exchanges only
slowly with the ocean. Sone of the interior water is exchanged with the water from the similar bays to
tl!e north and south. Estimates of the flushing time of the Sound by the ocean vary considerably, but
apparently this flushing is slow, taking approximately 1-2 mo . under norrral wind conditions. Infrequent
large storm systems may flust! the Sound etfcctively and the strong northerly winds associated with the
several winter cold fronts which occur every year, may lead to increased exchange and the flushing of
Card Sound water south into Barnes Sound . In this situation, however, the Sound is refilled mainly with
water from lower Biscayne Bay and not the ocean.

During the sampling phase of this investigation, 1971 and 1972, the Card Sound ecosystem was largely
undisturbed by man . A lit!ited residential development on Upper Key l.argo wit.h a boat basin, the intra-
coastal waterway and the htodel Land Company Canal, comprised the maj or part of man's influence on the
Sound. The residential community on Key Largo consists of approximately lf000 dwellings with 2,500 people
and ttleir sewage disposal is handled by a treatment plant. In addition to these influences, small commer-
cial sponge and lobster fisheries are operated in the Sound.

HETHODS

Saal lc Collections

Samples of biota, detritus, water, and sediment:s werc collected within the framework of tt!e Card
Sound stations indicated in Figure I .

All field collections were made to prevent trace element contamination. Plastic collecting pails
and polyethylene trowels were used to collect, wash, and store the samples. Field workers wore poly-
ethylene gloves throughout sample handling. Sub-samples were collected from three different areas about
15 m distant from each station. '1'he sub-samples were corrbined upon collection and washed with clear



sea water to free roots and rhizomes of attached sediment, sealed in labelled whirlpacks and put under
ice. Certain sub-samples were not combined but treated in an identical manner to composites. Water
samples were collected by either of two methods. In deep water, the f irst diver swam at a constant rate
to the bottom with a freshly acid-washed opened polyethylene bottle. In shallow water, an acid-washed
bottle attached by a pole was put overboard at the bow with a forward boat movement sufficient to eliminate
boat and motor contamination.

Sam le Pre aration and Anal sis

The general outline of the analytical method used is from Segar and Gili o �973! . Several significant
differences from the published procedure were used in this research. .'fore specific details in the chemical
and biological analysis of Card Sound samples will be available  Gilio et al ., in prep! . A pure ammonium
pyrrolidine dithiocarbamate  APDC! was synthesized from redistilled A.C.S. grade pyrrolidine and carbon
disulfide. Flame atomic absorption spectrophotometry  dual beam! was used for most iron analysis but
concentrations of all other elements required an atom reservoir atomic absorption mode initially incor-
porating a Perkin Elmer  HGA-70! heated graphite atomizer with a deuterium arc background corrector and
a variable ashing temperature . Slurry sample analysis of microbiota in a HGA-2100 atomizer was undertaken .
Only a matrix interference on the iron absorption peak in the flame mode was observed as a function of low
pH. This problem was corrected by 11-fold dilution with double silica distilled water .

Phytoplankton samples were collected in 8 i acid-washed polyethylene bottles, and stored on board the
vessel in a shaded area; the water samples wer H.'. Hillipore filtered by positive pressure between 6 and
11 hours after collection . Particulate green - ' low matter retained on the filter was washed with double
silica distilled water in acid-washed polyethvl ene jars, freeze dried and saved for ana] ysis . Microscopic
examination of parts of the unwashed filter revealed some diatoms, manv microflagellates and almost no
detritus. Epiphytes were collected after heavily encrusted ;"hai~as-,ia blades were freeze dried in whirlpacs.
The epiphytic constituents dislodged easily from the intact Thai, -.: i.. blades and collected on the bottom
of the containers as a coarse-grained powder .

Accurac and Precision

The accuracy of trace elements in one type of biological tissue  SRM 1571-NBS Orchard Leaves! has
been certified for Fe, Cu, Zn, Cd, and Pb by several analytical methods  Cali, 1971! . Comparison of
the analysis of NBS certified results with the chemical analytical procedures utilized here are given in
both Table 1 and in Segar and Gilio �973! . The results indicate that the method used here is accurate
for Fe, Cu, Zn, Cd, and Pb analysis from an organic matrix with about the same imprecision as the certified
values. A data workup error in Cd in the referenced paper was corrected in all data of this work. Re-
covery from an inorganic matrix yielded 102% for Fe, Cu, Zn, and Cd, well within the i-,.precision error of
analytical procedure .

The error of imprecision in the analysis of the environmental samples is reported as the relative
standard deviation  R.S.D.! defined as   Sx/X	00%!. The imprecision for all six elements in the analysis
of major components of the Card Sound ecosystem averaged less than 10%. Specifically, the error in Thal-
assia was 7 .6% for 45 samples . Corresponding values for Penicill us and water were 9 .6% �1!and 9 .6% �7!
respectively.

Biolo ical Standin Stocks and Productivities

In general, standing stock and net production data for Card Sound biota for 1972 were taken from
Bader and Roessler �971 and 1972! . We acknowledge and thank the following investigators who kindly
permitted use of then unpublished data in 1973 when the biological analysis was performed: A. Thorhaug
 Thalassia!, R . Smith  sponges!, S . Bach  calcareous macroalgae! and Wanless  sediment depths! . Only
those taxa deemed important to the present biogeochemical investigations have been discussed here. Zoo-
plankton, detrital consumers and carnivor'es, although extremely important as part of functional life
units of the Card Sound ecosystem, will be discussed in a future publication .

Fxtensive field work determined Thalassia testudinum blade abundance and net blade growth in Card
Sound for 1971 and 1972  Thorhaug, 1973; Tho rhaug and Stearns, 1973 and in this volume! . The referred
data only concerns the western half of Card Sound. Since the inventory developed here is based on the
entire Card Sound ecosystem, an extrapolation of the relevant data for the eastern half was made. The
results of the extrapolation are summarized in Table 2.

A conversion of blade abundance to total Thalassia plant stock may be made using the conversion factor
of total dry weight/blade dry weight. The data of Jones �968! shows that the combination of green blade
shoots and non-green blades constitutes approximately 46% �4-58%! of the total dry weight of the plant and
that the roots and rhizomes average 54%. The roots only grow by apical growth  Tomlinson 6 Vargo, 1966!
and the rhizome does not appear to grow continuously  Stearns and Thorhaug, personal communications! . Thus,
the root and rhizome system has been assume! constant in biomass with little net production on an annual
basis . The mean rhizome and root biomass/m may be calculated and assumed constant for the maximum and
minimum standing stocks.

The mean standing stock of Thalassia blades for the entire Card Sound ecosystem was calculated from
the fol' owing equation:



wei hted mean n6m>ber of blades �a00! x 0.032 dr wei ht = dr wei ht of blade
2 2m blade m

2 2 .Th value calculated gas 77g dry weight oi blades/m . The total Thalassia plant biomass/m is
77/.46 = 167 g/m or 90 g/m of rh'zome tissue. This value of 90 g/m has been added to the blade standing
stock numbers to obtain the entire plan". biomass in I'able

Calcareous Nacroulgae

Bach �975! has recently conducted an extensive field study of six calcareous macroalgae in Card
-2Sound. The total mean standing crop of 11.1 'g dry weight m - consisted of Halimeda incrassata, H. monile,

H~tr, P ll ~tt, ~gh' * h~lh ', 6 Ud t fl b*ll . Th' d' g t k
converted to biomass m by adding a 15Z weight factor for the rhizoids neglected in standing stock
calculation. The calcareous macroalgae biomass as reported in Table' 4,5, and 6 are grouped into the
.h ll 1', d p ' .d P..-F'r..t ", ~R. Ir, .6 U. fl b ll r. 9. d 3.1g d y tl 'ght 2

respectively.
Thy .>et primary production cf these same sl>acies was calculated from Bach's 1975 data and equalled

-1
13 g m yr . Direct harvest data were selected as being most consistent for all the species. Field esti-
mation of net primary production by the life-span standing crop method and density growth methods were
well within an order of magnitude of the direct harvest data  Baci>, 1975! . The annual net production
of 8.6 g m yr was estimated for the Halimeda species collectively and 4.3 g m yr 1 for the Penicillus
group.

Sponges

Standing stock was determined by two distinct methods in Card Sound. Analysis of the trawling data
2of Roessler et al. �972! gave a sponge density range of 48-162 g wet weight/m-. The second, possibly

more reliable method employed scuba divers to make visual counting al f>ng permanent transects  Smith, 1973! .
A significant di fference in spongf biomass measurements was found by Smith to bc correlated with
substrate. Hard substrates had substantially higher numbers of. the very large S hecios on ia ves aria
and corresponding tfigher biomass.

Thc t rawl data and visual transe<'t data were treated in identical manner for converting species sponge
nut>ber/m into 8 dry wt/m2 sponge biomass. The number of predominant sponges by species was multiplied
by respective mean wet weights to obtain a wet weighted average of sponge/m . In the use of Smith'~ data
two extreme situations were calculated, a high sponge density area, station 0504 at 0.291 sponges/m and
the low density area 0207 at 0,089 sponges m/-. The high sponge density averaged 690 g wet weight/m and2

the low density was 190 g wet weight/m2. Rleight dif ferences between the two areas is due to the higher
1R'r. d ba f ~St c~*~. 4 g' g p g t d' g r. k f h d d *fr. b tt

distributions gave 530 g wet weight/m
Ph tgr*th f Sgiaa 'gd13 / t P*g/dydt 'df 16 thlyP'd

in Card Sound. Vo significant variation was found as a function of size from 100 to 2,700 g wet weight
of this species  Smith, 1973! . Also, no clear trend in growth with time of year was evident nor was
temporal variation more than twofold. Assuming that the measured S. 8raminea growth is a valid estimate
of the sponge community of different species in Card Sound and that growth is constant for all size
ranges, the following formula may be applied to yield growth per unit sponge per day:

~t' ht ~ d y = g d y 'ght p g /d y
CC day wet

where: wet weight cc values are from Rocssler �972!. Dry/wet ratios for sponges from Card Sound were
determined in this study and will be reported in future publications. The area weighted net sponge growth

2 lfor Card Sound was determined to be 0.06g dry weight m d

i piphytes

Epiphytes on Thalassia blades in the south Florida area are primarily Rhodophytes, some Phaeophytes,
and lesser numbers and biomass of Chlorophytes and Cyanophytes  Husun, 1964! . Two types of epiphytes on
Thalassia blades are those which are exclusively found there  calcareous disc-shaped Rhodophytes! and those
small forms which may spend their entire life history as Thalassia epiphytes . The former species are con-
stant members of the ecosystem while the latter are seasonal, reaching greatest biomass and production in

ly p ' g  H, 1964>..'lib 1 b * . dth 1 '1* F ltll f 1 d~p. 1 1' ~ if*
calcareous discs about .5 cm in diameter. These forms are very low in biomass in Card Sound but increase
greatly in the Carib!ean area. The high wave energy and shallow water environment of Barbados contained
10.4 mg carbonate/cm of blade and a production of 2800 g m yr  Patriquin, 1972! . However, such high
energy areas are restricted in Card Sound to a smai! percent of the total system. A more characteristic
value for Card Sound would be closer to the 180 g m yr oi carbonate estimated for Jamaican waters  Land,
1970! . Pomeroy �960! estimates that the Thalassia epiphyte production is negligible in Boca Ciega Bay,
Florida.

The best estimates of epiphyte stock and production for Card Sound are provided by extensive differ-
ential manometer experiments of Jones �968! for Bear Cut, Florida. However, this area is in a higher
tidal energy system than Card Sound with resulting higher biomass and production of Thalassia and its
epiphytes. Calculations from Jones' data gave an average value of 0.36  range .26-.45! g dry wtm day
and 10 g dry wt/m stock. These are very rough estimates and as such represent the least well known bio-



Comparison of APDC � IMBK  ketone! treated SRM � 1571  NBS Orchard Leaves! with NBS certif ied
results. The indicated limits on certified values are equal to the entire range of observed re-
sults or 2 standard deviation  95% confidence!, whichever is larger. For the work reported here,
the Fe, C i, Zn, Cd and Pb limits are at 90% conf idence. The numbers in parenthesis are the number
of samples.

Table l.

NBS Certified u /SRM � 1571

300 + 20

12+ 2

25+3

0.11 + 0.02

45+3

Cu

Cd

Pb

Table 2. Estimates of blade production in all of Card Sound as extrapolated  I! and calculated �! from
Thorhaug 's data for the Western half . Values taken from Thorhaug �973!  Tables 7, 9, 10! .
Thermal effluent stations not considered in either blade abundance or blade growth for 1972.

THALASSIA BLADE PRODUCTIONABUNDANCE

BLADES/m �!
2

SEASONAL MEAN
BLADE GROWTHDATES

/m/da + Sx

1971 11/23-12/31 0.621600
2.505/20-6/16

annual mean

3200
1.63 + .36

0.88

2400

1972 1/26-12/24 1600
2.665/22-6/24

annual mean

3200

1.70 + .392400

two year mean ~ 1.67 g/m /day
2

Table 3. Trace element concentrations for marine organisms of Card Sound, Florida as determined in this
work. Numbers in parenthesis are the number of samples.

Elements u / dr wei ht! g Standard Error of the Mean

Fe Cu Zn Cd PbMacrophyta

Thalassia testudinum �6! 1.6 + 0.33 a! 0 72 + 0 16

0.59 + 0.16

1.1 + 0.21

320 + 46

Laurencia oitei �4!

Penicillus ca itatus �4!

12 + 2.4

1.2 + 0.17

0.70 + 0.26

420 + 75

560 + 77

Halimeda incrassata �!

Rhizo hora man le �!

1.2 + 0.56230 + 75

3.1 + .88 .044 + .028
2.3 + .52 .24 + .11
2.2 + .58 .017 + .0059
8,1 + 5.9 .056 + .055

.39 + .11

.79 + .23

.23 + .17
.099 + .0072

1.3 + .67
5.8 + 4.6

0.81 + 0.79
0.52 + 0.46

100 + 76
71 + 20
12 + 5.6

140 + 0

.43 + .29

.52 + .22

.48 + .41
.056 + .055

Microphyta

Ph to lankton  d!

E i h tes on Thalassia

.33.20180 + 8012 + 8.00.33 730

blades  e!

Macrofauna

Detritivores and Carn vores �!

0. 59.20420 150 + 5921 + 9.496

0.39 + 0.15

,36 + .15

28 + 20 0.19 + 0.08

24 + 9.8 .44 + .18

41 + 8.9

530 + 150

7.4 + 0.67

3.7 + 1.5

0.77 + 0.07

2.8 + 1.5

Notes:  a! Possible error due to a high Cu blank;  b! Live leaves;  c! Dead leaves;  d! Values for V, Fe, Cd,
and Pb, 15-fold lower than Bowen's 1966 data. Cu and Zn values determined in this study as 15-fold
lower than Bowen's values;  e! Values same as Laurencia oitei.

Leaves  b!
 c!

Seedlings in water �!
Decaying stems in water

�!

8.5 + 1.2

96.0 + 58

4.8 + 0.72

2.4 + 0.78

260 + 20 �!

11 + 1.0  9!

24 + 2  9!

0.11 + 0.03  9!

44+ 5 �!

0.00039

0.00078

0.00068

0.00055

0.00083

0.00071

18 + 1.3

34 + 5.1

12 + 3.5

3.7 + 1.2

20+0 021

.20 + 0.047

.11 + 0.012

.16 + 0.12



logical par acne ters ot product on nnd standing - Lvi!1 vf n«C,.'cd Svll»d . vates:, wi < fi t!lc «xc cption o tho
benthic microalgae. From J ines �968, Figurc '. 8!, the gross !nznus respira rior. values Rave .45 g dry
wt m " day assuming 172 epiphvt: and a lower Ih' Lassie f rodilc ion, !!c» e b on ass ir. Bear Cut exceedec
that of C lid So' n . A simi 1,i -a' ulcit'cc .' r<x" Ji>n«.-   '9 ~ 8,: I <ii < '. !,, ivi. Ci. 26; m - day I He also
col>el.l<'!«d t!.at ! uix-'r.'.uzi production of up i pi>y ten Ln Bear Cut was one-I h! r d t vne-f our th that of Thai assia,
vr 0.37 tv 0.43 as applied tv <urd Soiindi.

st<<»ding> stiic I "- ir. ti <1 epiI>< ytcs vn T!ialasnla b. aden was -a'rlil:t d from tne fo' lowing formula:

0.0~8 ~ ic«t i. t x '. 0 <".ii x BOO t>i >des x d~r' � ! = '0 g drv wt

blad> II> w«t  ! !

where: 0.028 we,". wt,'cm is from I:::; ~>re .I, '< n«s ',' '. 968! . LO cm/L>I.<des ' s es  im.end ' ol. Card Sound by
2vclr f 1e ld ohsur <ation» . 800 bl, .I« /n«l c <. n.i s ' r»!i 2,400 3!..ides / i  See I't:alas sin section! � by 3 blades/stem

only one which was "overed w' I I, ep I phy tes, «'ry we' ra' io for liurenci a. Since much of ttio materia at. Bear
Cut is res tirred carb«nate mud, u f act o" v: 1/' was app~ I «u: r < he ill:er ini r . Card Souru systen>. Thus,
r!.e «pibionts oi. Thalassia ar .. es" imated at 10 + i g/m

Phi to>. ' ani. ton

Bent!>ic I! 1c rvalgae

'I'he niu .hodology for <.he I
has not been adequately worked
ductivity for the Card Sound b
other mostl. sandy environment
syst.c.m  Mclntyre et al ., ' 970;
arc. not considered significant
cycling elements cvmplc:tc'iy wi
considerable work be:«re their
ecosystems.

<=t< mnina ivn of biomass a<id prirnari productivity in <.he I cnthi c micr»algae
out. How< ver, re«ent f to! 3 data p!rtially substantiate a low primary pro-

enthic microa'. gae  Carp<<at<.r, personal communication! . Extensive work in
s have st:»i,.i ttiat in general tt:c. benthic. inflora and fauna are a closed

Fenchel and !Liedl, 1970; F«nct>el 1968, 1969!, Thus, the benthic microbiota
cont: ibutors to the cycle o< trace elements as they have been assumed to be

t'!iin the sod i!sents . Tt c role of the her chic mi croalgae and bacteria needs
role is pr;per Ly identif ied in biogeoctien ic.ll cycles of coastal marine

RESUL'!'S

1'race ele>nent concentra .ions

A summary of the trace element concentrations for the <..a�'vr and minor biomass organisms of Card Sound
is given in Table 3. In general, ' tie various taxoromic gr»ups concentrate trace elements in I.he decreasing
order of iron, zinc, vanadium, copper, lead, and cadlniurl. Sil>gl««lcnent differences among the various in-
iiabitants of Card Sound were signif icantly difterent  + 2 ' Sx! in only a few species specif i- cases. The
macrophytes, Thalassia testudinur<, I aurencia ovitei, Penicillus ~ca itatus, and Halimeda in«rassnta, are all
rein?.ively similar to one another in trace element concentrations and variances. Ttie trace element con!.unt
of Rhizo I;ora man le leaves and seedlings is signi fi<>an .ly lower in varadiu<n, iron, and zinc than in the
marine macorphytes, but similar to them in copper, cadmium, acid Lead. These results were found for  h!
live 'eaves,  c! decaying leaves in the littoral zone, and bott> newly released seedlings and rotting stems
in tiie water. Phytoplantcton and epiphyt.es f rom Card Sound have presented analytical diff iculties which are
currently being solved by a direct analysis of the organisms in an acid slurry follow!ng I!ie method of Seger

Th<-' st«riding stuck o < phy t »pi a<>kt ol, I » C <re! S, >u»d w is <i. ermi ned in two separate inves tigatio ns  Bunt
«t «1 ., 1972; Reeve al>d Cospec, 1973! . Thc si;iila. 1 ty in bo< ll results le»os conf i dence to the rc'1iab I lity
of these measurements even thougii in the opinion nf many workers ir. the f'i«id, phytoplankton measurenents
of biomass and primary productivi!.; may !>e crude estimate.. > -curate tv on'y ~ SO'<.'  Rile!, 1972! . Never-
t!i«! ess, this important. para i eter must. bi 'n egrnted into the entire s! stem. R«. >e anc! Cnsper �973! em-
p>layed  ;F/A glass I i I.t«rs tv cvl lect p!iy' vol an! tvn au<.' de  e m ne chloropliyl I a by I he I r 'ct>romatic met!>od
of 6 tr ickland and Pal sons   1968! or .-an>pl es ' r«i zen for iip t,> 3 nlonti>s . This tin:e delay is the max'mum
<lllowable  .ime to c et reliable chlorophyll. d«  tminai.ion  SCOR/L<.'>ESCO, 1966! .

A mean c.hl<>rophyll i value of C.36 nig 'ln and a range oi 0.06 � 0. 73 was ob<. ined in bimonthly sampling
of ' »ur pooled Card Sound s at.iona f rom ','06 ~ 71 to I,'15/7'  Reeve and Cosper, 1973! . Bunt et al. �972!
at eragi'c! ttil'ee Card Sound stat. Lvns ! vr 1 !! depth inter. ais � rn deptti! for 6 s inpli»g pel ivds fr< n: 12/70

1L/71 for an annual m an ot 0. >7 r 8, h';>rvnh; I! a m . Cvnversivn if mg ci>loro >liyll a/m into dry weiglit
pliytoplankc c!n was r<ade by mu' t > pl ' ca< ion vf 60 mgC/rg chlorophy! I a  StrickLa! d, 1966! and 2,7 total weight/
rng C  J<<!r'e, -en, '966! . Averaged vv" r 3 m depths ., tti« twv annual osti!ia< es vt ptlycoplankton star>ding
stock .are �.14-0. 28! 8/n!2. T!ie higher est i n ite 0. 28 I s pro! er red because of a change in f il ter types to an
unspecified pore size during field sampling in the lower est<mat'on. Even 0.28 8/mz may be low because of the
possible inittal loss vf the high »ann»plank'vn bionas on i".i /A glass tiber f il  «rs   ;ilio, 1966! .

The monthly primary prnduc t > vn <>< th«phyt»p ankton i>as I.een determil.ed by the C-14 m«<hod  Strickland,
1968! tor Card Sounc! from 2/71 to '1,'71  Bl'n<. <'!. <ll., 197'2, Table R! . Thc mean prilnary production of 0.34
8 m d was averaged for day length and c one ertud t'roni organic C t» dry weiglit. Tt>is C-14 method estimates
primary prvduction somewhat closer;o net than tii«gross productivity. Comparison of ttiis value with the
st.anding stock gives a regeneratio!1 tin:e ol' ! 0 li . !ini lar determinativn in estuarine and coastal waters of
  corgi a gave regeneration times at so oi libou' ' <lut �< rge»sen, !966! . Thus, these measurements in Card
S«und, although sub�'ect to much si<s! «mari<. e<-r< r,:lr«,:i>mparable tv other suet'. n easurernents.



nnd Centi llo �975!, To date only copper and zinc have been accurately determined for these groups from
Card Sound. Concentrations fvr the other elements of Card Sound phytoplankton were estimated at th»
same 15 � fold lower factor that copper and zinc were found to be compared with the phytoplankton compilation
of Bowen �966! . Epiphyte concentrations fnr vanadium, iron, cadmium, and lead were taken as those or

Uetritivores and carnivore. were represented by juvenile carangids, a La odon rhomboides and Panulinus ar us
 muscle onlv! . In the fish and crustacea, the d" ta suggest a well developed regulatory mechanism s! for
iron, coppf.r, and vanadium. Both iron and vanadium are found in very low concentrations compared with
all the other marine organisms analyzed from Card Sound. Zinc and copper are higher than in the macro-
phytes and sponges, consistent with the f indings of Bryan �964, 1966! for bioregulation of these elements
in decapofis. Cadmium and lead values are, however, similar to the marine nfacrophyt.es anci mangroves. Thc
d ~', ~fh~~f., D d th ', ll 1' 1* ' fd, H.. lhfdt, Ch d fll dl . d
~S* ' .. '1 S t. tt h'Sh .1 f th ' php f f t.. A th
surprising result is that all the marine organisms of Card Sound concentrate each element to a similar
degree indicating the existerce of similar mechanisms for uptake or removal, the notf d exception being the
f isn and crustacea with well developed removal mechanisms for some of these elements.

C d h dolt

The inventory of trace elements in Card Sound is given in Table 4, as the product of the standing
stock of each compartment and the specific concentrations of Table 3. The high organic carbonate sediment
contains most of the trace elements of the ecosystem while the water content is about an order of magnitude
less for copper, zinc, cadmium, and lead, and roughly three orders of magnitude less for iron and vanadium.
The biota collectively contain the smallest inventory of any of the traC..e elements considered in this
work  see Table 5! . The vanadium and iron biota inventories are similar to the total water inventory,
whereas the zinc and cadmium are one order of magnitude lower and two orders of magnitude lower for copper
and lead . For all elements, an obvious correlation exists between the inventory of the water or sediments
and the biota which inhabit that environment. The biota reflect to a high degree the trace element aerial
concen trat ion o f tile ir t=nvlronffffdnt .The inventory of trace elements in the living biomass of Card Sound is seen to be in many cases a
function of the standing stock of that biomass, as a result of the similar trace element concentrations
among the biota. Thfalassia is the dominant organism of Card Sound and this is reflected in the inventory
of this species compared with all the other species. A notable exception is the higher iron aerial con-
centration of the sponges. Zinc, cadmium, and lead aerial concentrations for sponges rank second to
Thalassia but are exceeded by epiphytes for vanadium and copper. Epiphytes rank third in the trace element
biota inventory. Current work may result in modifications of the importance of epiphytes to the ecosystem
since both epiphyte biomass and trace element concentrations are the least accurately known of the items
of Table 4. The calcareous macrophytes are similar to the macro-epiphytic Laurencia oitei, in the inventory
of iron, cadmium, and lead and about an order of magnitude lower in vanadium, copper, and zinc. Phyto-
plankton and detritivores combined with carnivores are the least important contributors of trace elements
to the biological inventory of Card Sound. Ahaacrodetritus consisting of Thalassia blades and minor amounts
of calcareous macroalgae is not considered in this inventory since preliminary observations indicate that
the bulk of the macrodetritus leaves the ecosystem as wind-driven blades which concentrate along the
mangrove shoreline in the supralittoral zone. In summary, the similar concentrations of trace elements
contained withi.n turtle grass and sponges, combined with the preferred different habitats of deep peri-
pheral sediment areas and the central, shallow sediment area, respectively, result in a rather homogeneous
biological inventory in Card Sound.

Internal C clin b Biota

The metabolic cycles of the biota in Card Sound cause a dynamic recycling within the ecosystem. As-
suming for the present a steady state condition in the water, sediment and biota compartments, then bio-
logical interaction with the two other components results in transfers of trace elements from the sediment
into Thalassia or from the water into the other biota directly or through the established detrital based
food webs of Card Sound  Thorhaug and Roessler, 1975! . The magnitude of the processes of internal cycling
of trace elements along the three major components of the Card Sound ecosystem is clearly recognized as a
function of biological net production  Table 6!. The processes of primary production are of higher mag-
nitude than secondary production by macro and micro fauna, such that these groups are of minor importance
to internal cycling of Card Sound trace elements. The dominant role of Thalassia in internal cycling is
consistent with its rank as the highest net primary producer of the Card Sound ecosystem. The microphytes
of Card Sound, although the least accurately quantified of the groups identified as significant recycling
agents within the ecosystem, have been estimated at roughly one-half the net primary production of turtle
grass. If this estimate proves reasonably accurate in future research, the internal cycling of vanadium,
copper, and zinc are primarily regulated on an annual basis by microphytes whereas Thalassia blade growth,
death, and decay to detritus account for the highest internal fluxes of iron, cadmium and lead. The
demospongia of Card Sound, although of high trace element inventory, are minor factors of net trace element
recycling as a consequence of slow net growth rate. The calcareous macroalgae and the macro-epiphytic
Laurencia, as well as the higher tropich levels of the food web, appear to have little influence on the
net internal cycling of trace elements in Card Sound. � 2 -1

Ffet primary production in Card Sound produces a total trace element flux  mg m yr ! of iron, 310;
zinc, 61; vanadium, 23; copper, 6.4; lead, 0.61; and cadmium, 0.18  Table 7! . The annual transport of
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 '2! Jo»»e15n �97S!.

�!   lllculatcd I'r<!m I!ach �975!. Includes I I;llimcda incrass;na {S.5!. I I. !nonilc   1.5!. and I I. opuntia   1.4!.
�!  .'alculatcd I'rom 1!ach �97S!. Includes I'cnicillu» capitatus �.7!. Rhipoceplralu» phoc»i» and I:dote;1

11;!he I 1um {0.48!.
 S!  iilio.. In prep.

I:lcmcrlts in!~/m !
CU

6.7 X 10'

1.2 X 10

0.76

Pb

3.4 X 10

I.S

0.16

Compartment
Sediment

Water

Biota

Fe

6.3 X 10

S.2 X 10
1.5 X I 0"

Cd

23.

0.21

0.068

V
80 X 10'

2.6

2.7

Zn

1.4 X 10

2.6 X 10

7.0

'I able!. Three compartment model of trace elements in Card Sound, I:lorida. All values are total element concentrations of'the
whole organisms summed I'or all biomass, entire water column and entire sediment and entrained pore water. 'I'he average
sediment thickness of sediment in the Sound i» 4 i cm.



I'able 6. 'I race transition «lemcnt nct mass tran»I'er to sediment or water components  rom direct death and decay,
t1oatation and decay andior taunal consumption and fecal production . 'I'ahle was derived as the product ot'the annual nct
production data for Card Sound and the mean trace transition element concentrations both derived in this work.

Compartment
l.n I'hCu

Macrophyta

Thalassia blades 200.609. 0.97 O. 12

I.arrrencia

poctei
0.0022 0.0065O.l 3 0.374.6

Penis illus group 4.3   I ! 0.021 O.OOS2 O.OS2 0.00047 0.0047

Halimeda group 0.0378.6 �! 0.00014 0.0100.021 2.0 0.0060

630 0.]22102 Sub-comp

Microphyta

0.036 0.1 I27.F,piphytcs

phytop1ankton

180. 17. 76.

0.0400.024120. 0.040 28. 1.4

300 17. 0.155.2 0.060100X 'Suh-comp

Macrofauna

71. O.OS9 0.50 0.0092

0.0043

0.078'Sponges 0.0076

0.0076Detrit i vorcs dk

Carnivore»
6.6 �! 0.180.270.005 I 0.049

0.12 0.68 0.140.1 3 0.010X Huh-comp

0.19I otal �! 320.960. 0.6261.

Notes:  I ! Calculated from Bach  975! as Penicillus capitatus  S6%!, Rh~iocephalus pho«nix �7 '0!, and Udotea
11ahcllurn � %

�! Calculat«d from Bach  I 975! as H. incrassata  94'o!, and H. nronIlc �%!
�! Assumed ingestion ot'0.18 g drv wt 'm!dav since most members of this group are juveniles which ingest

their oa n hody v eight! day  !orgcn»cn, 1966! of which 10 % is net production.
�! Fxcludes detritivore and carnivore group as only initial uptake via primary production from v ater or sediment

i» relevant to nct transfer.

Annual
'.Net

I'roduct ion
I,g.' rrl !vr'

'I'race I.'lement Minimal Net Biological Incorporation   mg/m /yr !



trace clem, n hroug. t.:.e denti' ied ' iological processes into bio!.:< account f< r less than 1<.' o! r ' i t 1
inve;< ~ ry o. 1 of tI e e!en: s. This ndicates a vu y s ow turnover time fo the s:-dimenta!!' tra
elec ants, chich I ~ predicted upon to!.. ai <rage de",th o; 46 cm a: d a hom<igenenus ph! siochemical ' r--
. ue'! < lcm< n ..e s im as- utpt ions an lied t, the w .I e cor I on nt represent a m«ch more rap d t r <o. e
all e'amen . In al' cas, L magn ud;!n<i tureo' er times of trace elet!er.t Lr <r.s"ort between th< se ..
iment, water and "iot-< o' C rd =ound are minima1 values.

DISCIISs T<JN

Cncertaintv cf "'< del

Two series oi intercon!!ecLed b',igeo<!hemical cvcie~ of trai e elements in Card Sound have b»': ! JF< f «
in this work. The exact. nature <:I '. c .'uter! el ationsi>i s is being reso v<'d. TI al!:,sia blade a<"-. is -io
does result in trace ele...en: tra!.sfe. s fr m -edim. ct to wut<.r. The predoz!in nt east � s <utheas! erly winds
pil e up floating, dec-.ying blad . in: I e supralittoral o < of the mang! ov fringe along the r'e- t rn h< r«.
Vo signif icant differences n a l.mite '. number oi analy-es ha:.e been found as 'I"!glassie decays !n L .e wa' er,
but the absolute deere.:se i . detrital . eigiit. argues for some release of trace el< ments to th<! war< r. S!! h
a process inter onnec's rhe sedim'nt-bi. ta:.yc!e w'th the wat.'.r-biota cycle. Ongoing work i!dicates
act 've decay .' ne for b ir'. Thales ia blades .!!!d Rhizoohor,< mangle blades in the intertidal and ad <ac+a'
subli!.total zon< s along Lhe ma! gr vo f ing~. The nr<'duuti.'.! of sm,<ll detri tal oarticles of hiRh nutritiona'

v i!ue occurs th~ re. Re! u.. of trace el«-c<:ts pr coed" ! hrough small detri ta1 p!r L <el es circul a; inc wi: b-
in the Sound by way f <"ind and advect.i. e processes to the more open parts of the ecosystem. An undeter-
mined fra.tion of th! s,-'-garic detritus sett' .es out directly into the sediments and the rest returns Lo
the aqueous phase t. attain si ..:e dynamii equil I br:um w ' t!< the vari< us physicochemical forms of the wate:
 !art; 1:, 1971; Siegel, !971; Hil! ero, ! 975! . The water phase is also influ<n< ed to some degree by mixture
with idal water exchanees.

Thu magni tud< of thc biog. oche«<ideal cy< les of C,<rd Sou<!d are subject to much uncertainty. There is
high rariani e in the t! ace .'ement con< cntration data .<nd higher variance in the biologic.l data. Since
much of the biologic;<1 data is b .sed on d! r< ct ruetho,I., f:ounting, thi; variance reflects the ! atural
hei eroger!< ity oi t.he existing Card Sound ecosystem. The annual mean calculated fluxes may not be found
tru< on anv given day in si tu, I ' such me <surements «old indeed be currently undertaken with any accuracy
and precision in this s.st.m.

lwo factors indicate '. hat thc calculated tr.!ce alex!ent fluxes are too low compared with the real eco-
system. .";cRoy et al. �972! found that Zostera marina "pumps" phosphate out of sediments and into the
water. Similar findings are expe< ted for Ihalassia and it is not inconceivable that trace elements will
be "p<m!ped" ! rom the sediments into the water . The functional anatomy of osmoregulatory cells in Thalassi a
blades  Jagels, 1973!, and its high transpiration rate  Gossner, 1971! argues for a gross trace e'ement flux
through Thalassia blades mu«h higher than that given by net primary production values. The second under-
estimation of the calculated biogeochemic<!1 Eluxes concerns the secondary production of heLerotrophs. Lon-
sideration of ecological ef fi iencies at 1'0 .  Steele, 1973! tlcga t< s most of the < gested and/or excr..ted
Lrace elements flows. Current calculations based on fragmentary li!..ra!ure data indicate that gross ele-
mental flows througt< th« heterotrophs nf Card Sound will not significant!y alter the present concep!.s; but
"pumping" by Thalassia, if f >und, ma> be of great significance.

The degree to which the Card Sound ecosystem is open to tidal flushing and mangrove litter inputs is
an important factor in determining the accuracy of t!ie three � compartment, biogeochemical model of Card
Sound trace elements. Preliminary work determined the total trace elem<nt co .tent of the wate" for t.hree
su<:cessive days in 1972, sampling both high and low tides. These resui ts  Table g! indicate that under
predominate wind and sea conditions in Card Sound, there are net outflows of zinc, cadmium, and lead and
net inflows of iron and copper. These data, coupled with similar mangrove dat.a, indicates that the Card
Sounc ecosystem is act.ing a: a sink for iron and copper and either a source for zinc, cadmium, and lead to
the open sea or a conduit for these elements from the land to the sea. Thc turnover times correlate with
physical oceanographic data  Lee and Rooth, in this volume!, indicating an approximate closed water com-
ponent of the ecosysten except the tidally flushed northeast portion, for all these trace elements when
compared with rapid biological uptake rates via primary production . The water to biota cycles are thus
conceived to operate under rather uniform trace element water concentrations, reducing concentration de-
pendent incorporation phenomena  Riley and Roth, 1971! .

Perhaps the largest error in our flux estimates arises from not being able to define and subsequently
analyze those physio<.ochemical forms of the water and sediments which are biologically incorporated in
photosynthetic processes. Since our calculations are based on total trace element concentrations of the
water and sediment system, our results are lower estimates of the real system's biogeochemical cycling
rates.

As commonly conceived, the sediments and biota of Card Sound are sinks of trace element while the
water acts as a source. However, from a dynamic point of view, a sink may be defined as having a time
dependent net input ranging from positive to zero, whereas a source would range from zero to negative.
Only at st<.ady state could zero net fluxes be found, which implies complete internal cycling and a net
production/community respiration eq~<al to one. Brock �967! considers an ecosystem as both open and at
steady state. Only mature systems in !.his context are true ecosystems and successional changes in eco-
system are considered embryological stages of their development. Such successional systems are open and
not at a steady state. The Thalassi~dnminated ecosystem of Card Sound rep"ese" ~ a climax e' svs'mn in
I:lorida estuarine environmen!.s. The "ater budget data !r di at s that this e .n~yst ~ zs open <' tr ~ <



'I'able 7. Annual potential biological � sediment-water interaction in Card Sound, Florida. Two major irtternal
cycles are indicated as occurring through biological net primary production. A major net movemcnt of' iron,
cadmium and lead transfers from sediment into 'I halassia blades . Most of the vanadium. copper and zinc cycle from
the v,atcr into cpiphytcs, phytoplankton and macroalgac 1'hc potential turnover of the water is much greater than
that of the sediment. Note � Columns 8 9 = 100"o of biotic flux.

Fluxinflux

biota %

sediment

I= lux

sediment

to biota

!' sed im ent water

content

water

�/5! �/7!�+5!

nla/tll
7

nlo/111 /yr
'I

tll 8! n1 mg/m /yr nlg!m /yrI:.Iement o/o/o/o o/

V 80x 10 22.S2 130.18.

Fe 6.3 x 10 200. 0.032 76.52. 280. 310.I 10.

0.97 O. I S 120. 5.'f 120 . 15.6.4

260.0.78 I 20. 82.61. 18.

2.1 290,0.520.12 0.063 0. 18 66.

0.4:I 0.1 3 28.360.1.5 0.1 7 0.61 72.

1 able 8. Short term - 3 continuous days- water budget of Card 'Sound, I lorida. Trace element inputs from the f. Iorida
Vower and I.ight discharge canal have been canceled out of these results.

Cu 6.7 x 10

/n 1.4 x 10'

Cd 2.3 x 10
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Figure 1. Map of study area and locations of Card Sound Stations.
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TIDES LN BISCAYNE BAY

J. VAN DE KREEKE
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ABSTRACT

The importance of the tide in Biscayne Bay derives from its function as a mechanism to renew the waters
in the bay. The tidal amplitudes and the current velocities are determined by the ocean tide, the geometry
of the bay and, in particular, the flow conveying characteristics of the inlets, shallo~ banks and cause-
ways. Tidal amplitudes decrease and phase legs increase going from north to south, As a first approxima-
tion water Levels in each of the basins, North, Central, and South Biscayne Bay and Card Sound fluctuate
uniformly; the ma!or changes in amplitude and phase occur across the shallows and causeways se,arating the
basins. Information on currents is scarce and limited to North Biscayne Bay, Card Sound and the inlets
Government Cut, Bear Cut, Angelfish Creek and Broad Creak, As a first step to improve our understanding of
the tides in Biscayne Bay it is suggested to l! determine the order of magnitude of the tidal velocities in
Central and South Biscayne Bay. 2! develop a simple model making use of the observed uniform rise and fall
of the water levels, in the various basins,
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INTRODU<CTION

I'or the purpose of this paper Biscayne Bay is de.fined as the ay~rem of int< r-c<?n»cited basin : Nor rh
Biscayne Bay, Central Biscayne Bay, South Biscayne Bay, a»d  ,'ard Sound; see Fig. 1, Typi< al dimensions for
these bay areas are: length 50,000 ft, width 25,000 ft., and depth 10 I' t. The 1??ur«l,?ries hetw< e?? the vari:» s
bays are formed by either causeways ar shallow banks, both restricti«g the fl ow and c«han e «f « ter between
the respective basins. Exchange with the ocean takes place < ia a number af inlets of «hi< h tbe most prami-
nant are Baker's Hau1over, Government Cut, Norris Cut, Bear Cut, Caesar Creek, ! road Creek, and a c«mplex of
channels referred ta as the Safety Valve, Following is a de criptian of existi?<g <lata seta «f ware<' levels
and currents. For the location and period of operation of tl?e meas??ring stati«<?s r<.f<.rr«1 t<? i» this
section see Fig. 2 and Table I respectively.

The tidal motion in a semi-enclosed basin such as Biscayne Bay ? s forced by th<. ««can tide at thc open
boundaries. A typical record of the ocean tide as measured by the m ster tide gaug<? 'i'I ac tl?e .< iaml l?arbor
entrance is presented in 1'ig. 3. The NOAA-NOS tide table lists the average mean a?<d spring tidal range for
this statian as respectively 2.5 ft and 3 ft. In addition to the tide information <?r <liar?i harbor entrance,
water levels at the ocean station Ocean Reef  'N7! are available. Predicted t.lmes and !?eights oi I?igl? and
low waters for the bay area stations T2 � T15, may be found in the NOAA-NOS tide tal?les, lalues of <?ean
and spring tidal ranges are listed in the same volume . A number of < ontinuous ? ec«?'di,»g < ide gages, desi g-
nated Ul-U6, are maintained by the U. S, Geological Survey.

During the period July 1, 1967 thraugh June 20, 1968 the United States Geological Survey measured
water elevations in the bay at ten stations designated S2-S7. Information on t.idal ra»ges and phase lags
for the various stations as presented by Schneider �969! are listed in Tabl.e Il. The relatively small
differences between the mean tidal range and time lags within each basin suggest that. as a first approx-
imation the water levels in each basin may be assumed to flue.tuate uniformly and differen< es in tidal ranges
and time legs in the Biscayne Bay system are primarily a result of the shallows and causeways separating the
various basins.

A similar measurement program was carried out by NOAA-NOS as part of the Florida-NOA'< Coastal Boundary
Mapping program during the period April 1970 - April 1972, Waterlevr-Is were measured every 6 ???In<?tes at
the stations Nl-Ng. The major objective af these measurements was t<. determine tid-'?I datums, The pre-
viausly mentioned ocean station, Ocean Reef, was part of the same program. The data is c<?mplemented by a
three-day series  March 1 � 3, 1973! of water levels measured at 10 stations along the western shore af
Biscayne Bay  Thurlow, 1973!.

Information on tidal currents is restricted to North Bis<ayne B?v, Card Sound and some ct the inlets.
Results of current measurements in North Biscayne Bay extending over one tidal period are reported by Mela
et. al. �957! Generally, velocities in the bay are less than 1.5 ft7sec. Velocities are ??!i»imam ?<ear the
79th Street Causeway, marking the areas of influence of Bakers lla??1«ver Inlet and Government Cu . Maximum
current velocities in the inlets are 8 ft/sec far Baker's Haul«ver I»1<.t, 6,2 ft/sec for  lover»ment Cut and
3.3 ft/sec for Bear cut. Although not explicitly stated these values probably ref'et to maxiru<m surface
velocities. Daily predictions of times and magnitudes of maximum currents in favernme»t  ,'»t may be found
in the NOAA-NOS Tidal Current Tables. The only current records having a length considerably larger than
the tidal period are those measured in Card Sound during the period March 5, 1971 - April 14, 1971 by Lae
and Rooth �972!. These results for Station A and Angelfish Creek and Broad Creek, t«g«ther witl? informa-
tion on wind are reproduced in Fig. 4. Results of current measurements < arried out in Hear r«t during tl?e
same period are not presented here but are available from the University of Miami, RS<<AS, Division of
Physical Oceanography, It is obvious from the velocity records that tidal modulat.iona in the interiar of
Card Sound are greatly affected by variable wind-induced currents. 'I'hc order af magnitude «f the tidal
currents at Sta. A is 0.5 ft/sec. Currents in the inlets are clearl < tide-induced with maximum velocities
on the order of 3 ft/sec. At the time of the current measurements several tide recorders were operational
in Biacayne Bay  see Table I!, Velocity and waterleve1 measurements <:arried out wi tl? tl?e specific. purpose
of determining the hydraulic characteristics of Broad <.reek and asso< iated channe1.s are reported by Taylor
�971!. Similar experiments were carried out for Card Bank and Cutter Bank by Ringe �974!.

On March 10, 1973 vertical velocity pz'ofiles were measured in f<?ur stations ac<ass Hear  ut.. The
measurements extended aver a full tidal cycle. The flow rate computed from the vel«rit y data, together
with the water levels in Bear Cut, are presented i» F. g, 5, The maximum cross-sectional mean velocities
for ebb and flood are respectively 2 ft/sec and 1,5 ft/sec, The corresponding flood and ebb volumes a<e
5.97 x 10 cu ft and 9.80 x 10 cu ft, resulting in a net outflow of '1.83 x 10 cu ft per tidal cycle,
For comparison the tidal prism and low water volume of Central Biscavne Bay are respectively 6 x 10 cu ft
and 2,4 x 10 0 cu ft. Examples of surface flow patterns in Bear Cut are presented in Fig. 6.

DISCUSliION

The importance of the tide and associated currents derives from their function as,< transport mech-
anism. The oscillatory nature of the tidal shear flow combined with vertical and transverse mixing leads
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to a horizontal constituent transport. In the presence of gravity circulation the tide through vertical
mixing generates the energy to maintain the circulati.on cells described by Pritchard �955!, Furthermore,
the relatively large values of the ratio of tidal amplitude to depth suggest the presence of residual
currents; i.e., superimposed on the oscillatory motion there exists a mean current.

As an initial step in the investigation of the hydraulic characteristics of the inlets, causeway open-
ings and shallows, it is suggested to develop a simple model making use of the observed uniform rise and
fall of the water levels in each basin; Keulegan �951!. For a camp1ete description of the tide-induced
velocity field it will be necessary to use the vertically integrated equations of motion and continuity.
Velocity measurements with a recording current meter in a number of stations are suggested to gather data
for a proper scale-analysis of these equations. In addition these measurements together with measured
water levels will provide information on the magnitude and direction of the Lagrangian mean current.
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Symbol Period of OperationAgency

NQAA-NO S

USGS Schneider �969!

NOAA-NOS  Florida-
NQAA Coastal Boundary
Napping Program!

1970 � June 2, 197 l
1'970 - Oct 27, 1971

1970 � April 4, 1972
1970 � June 29, 1971

1970 � June 25, 1971
1970 � June 9, 1972

1970 - Aug 27, 1971

Ul
U2
U3
04
U5
U6

USG 8 Since Feb 1959
Feb 1946
Nay 1947
Feb 1967
Oct 1945
Nov 1969

TABLE II

TIDAL RANGES AND PHASE 1.AGS  SCHNEIDER �969! !

Mean Mean T]me l.ag
StationBasin

Tidal Range High Tide I.ow Tide

 FT!  NR!  HR!

Ocean

Central Biscayne Bay

2 44

82
S3
S4

2.02
1.94
l.92

1. 33
1,00
1.50

1,66
1.33
2.00

South Biscayne Bay 85
S6

1,65
1,54

2.33
2,16

2.83
2.66

Card Sound 87 0,74 3.00 3.33

Tl
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
TS
T9
T 1.0
T11
T12
T13
T14
T15

Sl
82
83
84
S5
S6
S7
SB

Nl
N2
N3
N4
N5
N6
N7
N8

TABLE I

WATER LEVEL STATIONS IN BISCAYNE BAY

Name of Station

Hiami Harbor Entrance
Hiami Beach
Hiami 79th St. Cswy,
Miami City Yacht Basin
Miami Causeway,  East end!
Dinner Key Harina
Cape Florida  W, side!
Cutler Biscayne Bay
Soldier Key
Fowey Rocks
Ragged Keys Biscayne Bay
Turkey Pt. Biscayne Bay
Adams Key Biscayne Bay
Angelfish Key
Pumpkin Key  Card Sound!

Miami Beach Primary Tide Station
Biscayne Bey g Coconut Grove
Biscayne Bay I Key Biscayne
Cutler Drain g Structure 123
Biscayne Bay near Homestead
Biscayne Bay near Elliott Key
Card Sound 8 Model Land Canal
Barnes Sound g Card Sound Road

Biscayne Creek
Miami Biscayne Bay
Niami Harbor Entrance
Cutler
Ragged Keys
Turkey Point
Ocean Reef
Card Sound Bridge

Dinner Key
Bayfront Park
North Miami
Card Sound at Nodal Land Canal
Miami Canal at NW 27th Ave
Golden Beach on Intracoastal Waterway

Since Junc 1931
Oct 10, 1934 � Nov 2, 1934
Feb 1, 1935 � F'eb 18, 1935

!

Oct 10, 1934 � Nov 2, 1934

Feb 1, 1934 � June 25, 1934
'!

June l4, 1934 � Sept 12, 1934
Feb 6, 1934 � Feb 8, 1934

July l, 1967 � Jure 30, 1968

April 2,
April 21
See Tl
April 22
Nov 18,
April 23
Nov 19'
April 28
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7 ION SEE TABLE 1

Figure 2. Location of water level and current stations,
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Figure S. Water level and discharge for Bear Cut.
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CIRCULATION AND EXCHANGE PROCESSES IN SOUTHEAST FLORIDA'S COASTAL LAGOONS

THONAS N. LEE

CLAES. G.H. ROOTH

ROSENSTIEL SCHOOL OF MARINE AND ATHOSPHERIC SCIENCE
UNIVERSITY OF NIANI

4600 RICKENBACKER CAUSEWAY
HIAHI, FLORIDA 33l49

A series of field experiments and analytical studies geared toward identifying important circulation-
and exchange-inducing processes and understanding their role in flushing shallow coastal lagoons, such as
Biscayne Bay, were conducted over a five-year period beginning June 1970. We show that wind-induced
circulation coupled with tides in the inlets is the dominant exchange mechanism in these shallow lagoons
and produces mean renewal times ranging from 1 to 3 months. Tidal exchange of interior waters is weak and
essentially concentrated in the direction of tidal flow which is aligned with the basin axis. Density
gradient generated exchange was also found to be weak, due to the shallowness of the lagoons and to the
vertical mixing generated by tidal bottom friction effects.



INTRODUCTION

The water quality of coastal bays and estuaries is controlled by a balance between the rates of influx
and removal of pollutants. The supply rate and quality of the effluent entering the estuary is the onl.y
element sub!eat to our planning and water management. To execute these functions intelligently, with
respect to their impact oa our inshore environment, community planners and enforcement agencies must be
supplied with reliable estimates as to a particular water body's ability to remove pollutants. A precise
quantitative determination of the removal rate is extremely complicated due ta the dependence an many
chemical, biological, aad physical processes which vary in bath time and space. However, the problem can
be simplified if one considers the removal rate to be primarily a physical process and therefore dependent
on the flushing rate or residence time of the receiving water body, with biological and chemical processes
considered as secondary effects.

The Biscayne Bay system of embayments  Fig. I! consists of a series of interconnecting lagoons which
interact across shallow shoals snd through dredged navigation channels. The ma]or axis af the system is
oriented generally in a north-south direction, approximately 90 km in length, with widths ranging from 6
to 16 km. Water depths in the interior of the basins vary from 2 to 4m, Exchange with coastal waters
takes place through a complicated network of tidal inlets and across a broad shoal  Safety Valve!,
honeycombed with narrow flow channels.

Semidiurnal tidal forcing at the seaward entrances ta the embayments is approximately in phase,
because the length of the major axis is small in comparison with the tidal wave length. The semidiurnal
progressive tidal wave entering Biscayae Bay through the tidal passes travels to the south through the
lagoon system with decreasing amplitude and increasing lag due to fri.ctional dampening and reflection by
the shallow shoals  Schneider, 1969!. The mean tidal range in Bis< syne Bay is approximately 60 cm  I.98
ft,! and lags the ocean tide at Government Cut by about 1.5 hours. In Card Sound the mean range is 22 cm
�.74 ft,! and legs Government Cut by approximately 3 hours; in Barnes Sound the mean tidal range is 12 cm
�, 40 ft,! and the lag is 5.5 hours,

Excepting hurricanes, the ma]or wind forcing events occur in he winter with the passage af cold
fronts, which produce a clockwise rotation i.a wind direction and a sharp increase in wind speed lasting 1
to 3 days. Por the remainder of the time the winds are primarily out of the east and southeast with
moderate speeds.

The salinity of the lagoons ie controlled by the pronounced wet-dry seasons of southeast Plorida. The
raiay season occurs in the suxm<er, primarily from late May to September, when the bays are freshened by the
combination of local rainfall and runoff, directed through a system af flood control canals along the
western borders. Dry conditions prevail duriag the winter months of November through April,

METHODS

each
span of
day' s
can
2 km!

In addition to the surface mapping, vertical profiles af temperature and salinity were made in
basin by stopping the boat and lowering a marked hose. Each experiment was conducted during a time
two consecutive days. The Biscsyne Bay survey typically lasted about 6 hours, as did the following
Card Sound and Barnes Sound survey.. The observations are aliased somewhat by tides, but the effect
be shown to be minor, except near the tidal inlets, due to the relatively small tidal excursians   =
in the iaterior of the lagaons.

In April 1975, a cooperative dye experiment was conducted in Card Sound with Dr. J. Carpenter, in an
attempt to measure the renewal rate of the interior waters directly. On Apri1 10, 60 pounds of rhadamine
WT dye in 20% solution, i.e., 300 pounds of dye solution, was released in a 2-mile line along the western
side of Card Sound. Dye was pumped continuously over the transom of a 22 ft. outboard traveling at 2 knots,
The horizontal and vertical distribution of dye in the elongated patch was then mapped repeatedly until it
disappeared abaut April 29. Dye conceatrations were determined with s continuous recording Turner Model 10

Salinity i,s a very useful tracer for investigations of mixing aad exchange properties in lagoons where
large contrasts develop due to seasonal climatic forcing and weak oceanic exchange. In July of 1971, a
standard salinity mapping procedure was established for Card Sound, This procedure consisted of running a
series of traverses across the bay with a small boat equipped with s Bissett-Bermaa, continuously recording,
flow-through thermosalinograph. The traverses were run at constant speed between known ob]acts. In
October 1972, the salinity mapping procedure was expanded ta include Biscayne Bay. The experiments were
canducted at approximately monthly intervals. After s 7~anth delay due to equipment break down, the
mapping experiments were begun again ia May 1974, and were further expanded to include Barnes Sound. Maps
of surface salinity patterns were then produced and used as s basis for analysis of mean conditions and
patterns of variability.



flow-through fluorometer. The sensitivity of this instrument is +0,01 parts per billion  ppb!. A series
of traverses were run perpendicular to the major axis of the dye. Vertical profiles were made at stations
along the traverses by stopping the boat and lowering a marked hose. All positioning was determined by
starting at known locations and running a constant heading and speed, The speed was held steady wfthin
0.1 knots by trailing a General Qceanics flow meter, and direction was known to +5 degrees with a band-

held compass, The error in these two measurements produced an overall positioning error of approximately
+0,1 km. A detailed description of the data and analysis techniques resulting from the above experiments
can be found in a Technical Report by Lee �976!.

RESULTS

Salinit Ha in

A four-year time series of Card Sound mean salinities is shown in Fig. 2, along with the total monthly
rainfall measured et Ho",.estead Air Force Base, which is approximately S km from Card Sound. To obtain the
basins' mean salinity, the surface maps were spatially averaged with a planimeter. The solid dots repre-
sent mean salinities from the mapping technique, and the crosses are mean salinities obtained by averaging
station data from a biological sampling grid during a period when the thermosalinograph was being repaired,
The seasonal salinity fluctuations are clearly in response to the wet.-dry periods of southeast Florida.
The minimum  maximum! salinity usually legs maximum  minimum! rainfall by about one to two months which
indicates that the basins' exchange time is long compared with the rainfall and runoff time scales.

A typical salinity map and vertical profile are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively, A number of
consistent features pertainfng to the lagoons' mixing and circulation properties can be seen by inspection
of these Figures:

1! In Biscayne Bay and, at times, in Card Sound and Barnes Sound, the salinity contours ar, generally
aligned with the major axis of the basins, This feature was previously explained by Lee and Rootn �972!
as the result of reversing tidal currents in the interior of the lagoons being aligned with the major axes,
which enhances mixing in the downstream direction.

2! Seasonal forcing due to the wet-dry periods of southeast Florida is strongly evident in the sign
reversals of the horizontal salinity gradients. Hegative salinity gradients develop during the dry period
from November through April, when precipitation and runoff from the network of drainage cana1s along the
western border of the bays are weak, causing salinities of the f.nterior waters to increase faster than
water on the eastern side where evaporation losses are buffered by oceanic exchange. Positive saLinity
gradients occur shortly after the onset of the rainy season in May, due to canal discharge along the
western boundaries. During this stage, salinity maxima develop in the central regions of the lagoons,
especially in Bisceyne Bay where runoff is greatest.

3! A region of homogenous salinity is frequently present on the east side of Biscayne Bay adjacent to
the "Safety Valve." This region is believed to define the area of direct tidal exchange with the coastal
waters. On many occasions, the homogenous region extends across Featherbed Bank to the south, which
suggests a phase delayed interaction of the tidal flow through the inlets north and south of the bank,
similar to that observed between Caesar's and Broad Creeks across Cutter Bank  Lee and Rooth, 1972!.

4! The Miami River discharge into north Biscayne Bay appears to be generally contained within the
region between Rickenbacker Causeway and the Government Cut ship channel, which is in agreement with
earlier observations by Hela et al., �957!. Rapid exchange of this discharge with coastal waters takes
place through Government Cut and Norris Cut inlets.

5! Card Sound appears to have t' he most complex mixing patterns, Reversing tidal currents in the
basin are aligned with the major axis  Lee and Rooth, 1972!; however, on many occasfons, the fsohalines are
perpendicular to the axis or at a significant angle. These complexities arise because Card Sound is inter-
acting with Biscayne Bay, Barnes Sound, and the coastal waters, in addition to receiving low salinity run-
off from Model Land Company canal and higher salfnity waters from exchange with the bordering wet mangrove
regions. The cross-basin orientation of salinity contours is believed to result during the periods when
Barnes Sound behaves as a high salinity source, as do the broad shallow regions of fringing mangroves;
whereas, downstream alignment of salinity contours tends to occur when runoff is strong.

6! The vertical profiles show that the interiors of the shallow lagoons are vertically homogenous on
almost all occasions. The significance of the vertical uniformity occurring simultaneously with horizontal
gradients will be discussed in a later section  Johnson and Lee, 1976!. Stratification does appear along
the western boundaries of the lagoons during periods of heavy runoff. Also, a salty bottom layer appears
on occasions in Card Sound and Barnes Sound, which is probably due to exchange with the fringing mangrove
regions, where the shallow depths and mangrove evapotranspiration produce high salinities.

The spatial average salinity of each lagoon is plotted as a time series in Fig. 5 along with the
total monthly rainfall, evaporatfon, and canal discharge. The rainfall data was obtained from Homestead
Air Force Base. Canal discharge data was acquired from the United States Geological Survey  U.S.G.S., 1972,
1973, 1974!; however, this data has not been avaflable since September 1974 and there fs no discharge data
available for Card Sound. Monthly evaporation, E, was computed by the bulk transfer method  Roll, 1965!,
using surface temperatures from Card Sound and meteorological data recorded at Turkey Point by Florida
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Power and Light Company. Due to the scarcity of climate data, it wss only possible to compute evaporation
for six-month periods in 1973 end 1974. However, the seasonal fluctuation is still apparent, showing a
maximum of about 17 cm/mo, in the summer when water temperatures are greatest and a minimum of approximately
4 cm/mo. in the winter.

Figure 5 clearly shows the seasonal response of each lagoon to the wet-dry climatic conditions.
Dgring dry periods, the mean salinities of Biscayne Bay and Card Sound increase at s rate. varying fram 1 to
2 !oo/mo,, becoming greater than the shelf salinities and showing na signs of leveling aff until the rainy
season begins. Barnes Sound follows the same trend except that mean salinities are always higher than the
shelf and lagoons to the north. This tendency for the basins' salinity to become greater than that of
the caastal waters suggests poor exchange and long residence times. Of the three lagoons, Card Sound
appears to have the most rapid exchange since the mean salinities are lowest during the dry periods. The
weakest exchange is indicated ta occur in Barnes Sound where the salinities are highest. This i.s not
surprising since Barnes Sound has no openings to the coastal waters and must exchange through Card Sound.
The greatest salinity fluctuations occur in Biscayne Say, which receives the largest amount of canal
discharge. The smallest fluctuations are in the shelf waters which sre a mixture of water from the lagoons
and the Florida Current,

Salt Balance Estimates af L oon Residence Times

Monthly estimates of the residence times of each lagoon were computed with a sale balance model
similar to that developed by Pritchard �960!, This is an integrated approach, giving estimates of mean
flushing times due to the combined effects of exchange mechanisms, Using the data displayed in Figure 5,
the mean residence time of garnes Sound was found to be 3,4 months; Biscayne Bay was estimated at 2.4
months; and, as anticipated, the most rapid exchange was indicated for Card Sound at 1,3 manths. The salt
balance model was found to be too great a simplification of a complex system, and as a result, negative
values occurred. However, the estimates appear to be reasonable if the obvious erroneous values are
neglected, Due to the many uncertainties in this technique, the residence times should be considered
reliable within a factor of 2 to 3.

Card Sound e Ex eriment

The renewal rate of the interior waters of Card Sound was measured directly in a dye experiment which
moni,tored the material balance. Repeated mappinga of the dye line released along the western side of Card
Sound confirmed that wind is the dominant exchange producing mechanism at the time of these experiments,

The total amount of dye present during each experiment was determined by measuring the areas within
dys contours with a planimeter and multiplying by the mesa depth of the area and density of sea water.
These values are plotted as a time seriea  Fig. 6! along with water level measured at Madel Land Company
Canal by the U.S. Geological Survey and wind vectors computed f'rom an anemometer located at Miami Beach.
The error bounds represent the estimated experimental error in determining the total amount of dye. This
error stems from four sources. mapping " +1%; fluorometer ilX; contouring ' +2X; and planimatering +4%;
giving a total error of =+8%. The wind vectors are computed from a 3-hour low-pass, filtered time series
of the U  east-west! and V  north-south! components of the Miami Beach wind data. Since local winds are
coherent over hundreds of kilometers, the Miami Beach winds sre representative of the actual winds at
Card Sound.

Figure 6 reveals that the ma]or reductians of dye were wind-induced. There was a 50X dys reduction in
2 days after experiment Sl, when the winds were out of the southeast, south, and southwest at about 8 m/sec.
This occurred when the dye line was still very concentrated so there was a large dye loss, but the tagged
water volume removed from the lagoon was only about 2X of the mean volume of Card and Little Card Sounds
 Lee, 1976!. If the winds were to continue from the south at the same speed, then a water volume equiva-
lent to the mean volume of Card and Little Card Sounds �.65 x 10l4cm5! would be transported into south
Biscayne Bay in approximately 100 days. After experiment d4, a 33X dye loss occurred in 4 days during which
time the winds were aut of the southeast at speeds ranging from 6 ta 10 m/sec. Since the dye line had be-
come considerably wider than on experiment fl, this dye reduction represents an 11X removal rate of the mean
volume. Thus, it is anticipated that the mean volume of Card and Little Card Sounds would be flushed into
south Biscayne Bay in approximately 36 days if the winds were to remain constant. A transport of water to
the north during these south wind conditions suggests that there should be some compensatory inflow to Card
Sound, either through the tidal inlets  Broad and Angelfish Creeks! or the channel connecting Barnes Sound
to Florida Bay  Jewfish Creek!. A numerical model af the flaw in Biscayne Bay and Card Sound, developed by
Dean �971!, also indicates that a wind-forced inflow should occur through Broad and Angelfish Creeks
during southerly winds. In addition, personal communications with marina operators at Jewfish Creek
indicates that continuous inflow to Baznes Sound occurs during periods of strong winds ftom the south;
whereas, normally, the current reverses with the semidiurnal ti.de. On April 22, a strong wind event began
which lasted about 4 days with speeds, occasionally, over 10 m/sec out af the northeast, shifting to east,
then east-southeast. This event transported almost all of the remaining dye in Card Sound to Little Card



Sound and Barnes Sound. Thus, Card Sound can be flushed by the passage of a single event 1f it has
sufficient strength and duration and the wind dizection has a component along the major axis. However,
most of the exchange is taking place betveen lagoons so that a contam1nant, once introduced, would remain
in the total lagoon system for an extremely long period, This is especially true of strong winds out of
the north. A contaminant injected into Card Sound during north vinds should be transported to Baznes Sound,
which behaves as a cul-de-sac and, thus, results in a very long containment period within the lagoon system.

Winds from the south appear to be the most favorable for lagoon-ocean exchange. Southerly winds
transport Card Sound waters north into south Biscayne Bay, and Biscayne Bay waters are believed to be
advected into the coastal waters through the Safety Valve and inlets to the north. This was also shown by
Dean �971! in his numerical model. Southerly winds normally precede the passage of cold fronts, which are
the dominant winter forcing. Inspection of the 1973 wind records fry. the PAami International Airport
indicate that cold fronts occur in the months of December through April on the average of one per week. If
we assume that approximately 102 of the mean volume of Card Sound is exchanged during the passage of each
cold front, then it would take an average of about 2,5 months to flush. However, as was shown previously,
lagoon exchange is very much event dependent. Cold fronts with wind speeds greater than 10 m/sec, aligned
with the major axis and lasting several days, can flush the lagoon within the passage time of the front.
Wind records reveal that fronts with this intensity occur approximately every 1 to 2 months during the
winter.

DISCI.SSION

Tidal Exch e in the Interior of Estuaries

Tidal currents in the interiot regions of estuaries will normally show a simple longitudinal reversing
pattern aligned with the major axis of the basins. Theoretical tidal analysis suggests that this simple
along-basin tidal flow should result in substantial anisotropic mixing conditions, with mixing being
enhanced in the direction of the flow.

It is well known from studies of exchange in the atmospheric boundary layer, as well as in shallow
estuaries, that the combination of vertical shear in the mean velocity field and vertical turbulent
diffusion leads to a horizontal dispersion effect, which can be described as an anisotropic diffusion
pzocess. As shown in a detailed treatise by Bowden �965!, this induced diffusivity is dependent on the
velocity shear and on the vertical diffusion time scale in such a vay that a stable stratification enhances
the effect. If a diffusing property  pollutant being discharged into an estuary! has little effect on
density, then asymmetric diffusion will result in a distribution of the property vhich resembles a simple
advective outflow. In an embayment such as Biscayne Bay, which has an intermittent freshwater source along
the western boundary, th1s process vill result in salinity patterns aligned with the main direction of
tidal flaw, as shovn in Figure 3.

The diffusion in the crosscurrent direction is given solely by the turbulence in the stream. In the
neutral case, symmetry between vertical and cross-stresm mixing is to be expected, but stable stzatifica-
tion will lead to enhancement of the lateral mixing due to the horizontal spreading of decaying eddies.
Bowden estimates the cross-stream diffusivity, at most, to be a few percent of the stresmwise diffusivity
as long as stratification is subcritical.

It follows from an extension of Bowden's analysis  l.ee and Booth, 1972! that a simple rule of thumb
can be applied to tidal-induced mixing in the interior, vhich states that the equivalent diffusivity is
approximately one tidal prism per tidal cycle. It can be shown from this that an estuary with a central
basin 9 km long and 3 m deep  Card Sound!, and vith a maximum tidal current of 25 cm/sec, would take on
the order of one year to exchange its water by tidal mechanisms alone.

If an estuary consists of several interconnected basins, such as Biscayne Bay, then due to the
preferred direction in tidal mixing, exchange of interior water will be predominantly between the different
basins. Direct exchange with the ocean will be restricted to the regions in the vicinity of the tidal
inlets.

Tidal Exch e in the Vicinit of Inlets

The regions of direct coastal-estuarine interaction are confined to the near vicinity of the seaward
openings, coupling the estuary to the sea. Flow through these passages vill normally be dominated by tidal
forces. The astronomical tidal vave progressing through the coastal waters produces a slope in the water
surface through the inlet. The magnitude of the resulting flow will be directly dependent upon the height



of the slope. The volume of fluid that can be exchanged through a pessage depends also on its width and
depth. The shapes of openings can vary from narrow inlets to braad shallow flats.

The region of the estuary which undergoes direct exchange with the ocean will depend upon the shape of
the seaward opening. In the vicinity of inlets narrow enough to procuce notfceab1e luid jetting, an
induced mixing due to inertial effects on the flaw wf11 arise, The in< oming tide may give rise to a jet-
like motion into the estuary, whiIe on the falling tide, the fjow towards the i~let is sfmflar to an ideal
patential flow toward a sink. The net result, when averaged over a complete tidal cycl.e, is a mean
circulation corresponding to a double vortex sheet along the ecge of a widening jet. Using the standard
type linear entrainment law, which has been found experimentsIIy to work in mos» cases of turbulent jets,
s first order estimate of the jet's penetration distance into the basin can be tound, This penetration
distance was determined to correspond to a semicircle with a radius approximately 500 times the mean depth
of the inlet  Lee and Rooth, 1972!, or roughly about I, 5 to 2.0 km fo< the nnn-dredged tidal inlets
opening into Biscayne Bay and Card Sound,

Circulation Induced b Horizontal Densit Gradients

In the shallow lagoons of southeast Florida, tide and wind mixing are of sufficient strength ta
maintain vertical near-hamageneity in the water column, However, due to freshwater runoff fram drainage
canals along the western side of the lagoons and exchange with the ocean through tidal inlets on the
eastern side, a horizontal density gradient is usually present, This density gradient takes the form of a
horizontal salinity gradient with fresher  lighter! water or the mainland side and saltier  heavier! water
on the acean side af the lagoons. The long term maintenance nf the h< rizontai densfty gz adient fs enhanced
by the anisotropic tidal mixing in the interior of the lagoons discussed previously, which tends to align
the density gradient along the major axis of the basin. The existence of a horizontal density gradient in
the presence of gravitatian induces a circulation which attempts to stratify the basin by moving the
lighter water seaward along the surface and the heavier water toward the mainland along the bottom. Thus,
this density-induced circut,ation ran produce an additional flushing mechanism which tends tn reduce the
residence time of the interior waters.

In order to estimate the significance of this flushfng mechanism in the presence of tide mixing in
shallow estuaries, we undertook an analytical study af a two-dimensional model system  Johnson and Lee,
1976!. A perturbation analysis was made of the equations of fluid motion, scaled to fit conditions in the
Biscayne Bay and Card Sound estuaries. Two cases were investigated: 1'1 the case of density-induced circu-
lation in the presence of tidal mixing; and 2! the case of acceleration in the density-induced circulation
during slack tide when tidal stirring vanishes.

The analysis provides the appropriate scaling relations to estimate, in general, the circulation
induced by weak horizontal density gradients' and ta establish its significance as a flushing mechanism.
For the two cases investigated, it was found that the shallowness of the lagoons and the intense vertical
mixing generated by bottom friction effects led to very weak density--tnduced flows, which were too small to
be considered important in the renewal process.

Wind-Induced Excha e

Our previaus qua1itative analysis of the effects af wind-forcing on Biscayne Bay and Card Sound  Lee
and Roath, 1972! indicated that winds are the dominant exchange-producing mechanism. This was arrived at
partly because of the striking nature of the observations taken before and after transient wind events; and
partly because the other flushing mechanisms analyzed; tides and horizontal density gradients were shown to
produce extremely long residence times. Zn southeast Florida, winds are primarily out of the southeast and
east with moderate speeds during the summer months. During the wfnte t, the normal easterly flow is
repeatedly perturbed by the passage of cold fronts which produce a cia<:kwise rotation in wind direction and
an increase fn speed. Our analysis indicated that the passage of a cold front could generate a mean
circulation, due either to partial sheltering or to irregular bottom topography. This can advect interior
water into the vicinity of tidal inlets where direct exchange w1.th the ocean takes place, It was estimated
that a typical cold front with wind speeds of 5 m/sec and a resulting circulation of 102 of the wind-
induced drift velocity would reduce renewal times in a basin, with a .«.ngth of 9 km and a depth of 3 m
 Card Sound!, to be on the order of one month. However, this estimate has not been verified by quantita-
tive modeling. Our first attempt at modeling wfnd effects was to develop an analytical model for the
simplest case; i.e., steady, spatially uniform winds an<i uniform bottom topography,

Winds which are spatially uniform across the shallow lagoons of Biscayne Bay and Card Sound and which
are steady for a significant period of time will induce a "set up"; i.e., a counter-pressure gradient
formed by piling up of water along the downwind boundary. When thf.s occurs, the vertically averaged wind-driven currents are canceled The time necessary to establish this case is ~ssentially the time it takesfar a barotropfc wave to propagate across the lagoon, which is given hy T. � , where h is the mean depth

~g~
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and g is the acceleration of gravity, Far winds blowing in the x direction  east! this is abour. 20
minutes, and fn the y direction, i.e, north  with L - C�0km! !, about 4 hours.

The analysis consisted of solving the equations of motion and density equation for the steady state
wind case scaled to the Biscayne Bay and Card Sound estuaries. Solutions for the resulting velocity and
density anama!ies were obtained for the interior portions of the lagoons so that horizontal frictian was
neglected, For simplicity, the wind stress and horizor.tal density gradient were defined to be in the
cross � besin direction only and tidal sti.rring was neglected, We then computed the time necessary to
eIiminate the horizontal density gradient, which is equivalent to the residence time. Thfs was found to
be extremely long, indicating that uniform winds aver a shallow uniform basin sre not significant as a
flushing mechanism. However, since it was shown that wind forcing is domfnant ir. regulating renewal rates,
then ir. is reasonable to assume that non-uniform conditions, such as those created by the transient
occurrence of locally intense storms, aze driving the interior water renewal.

On the basis cf field experiments and theoretical analysis of various mechanisms far generating water
exchange effects, we have come to the following canrlusions regarding the flushing of the Biscayne Bay
system of shallow lagoons. Tide- and density-induced motions are ineffective in renewing interior lagoon
waters. Winds appear to be the dominant flushing mechanism however, a quantitative tnderstanding of this
process is still lacking. We believe that the wind exchange is dominated by events of unusually strong
wind conditions which create an intensive transient mean circulation. This conclusior. still needs to be
verified by analyticaL or numerical models. It appears that for quantitative understarding of the
variability expected in pollution effects on this system, the most significant present need is to acquire
data on wind variability, with emphasis an extreme event statisti.cs,
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Figure 3. Sa1inity contoure: 28, 29 October 1974.
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Figure 4, Biscayne Bay vertical temperature and salinity
profiles at section "A" on 29 October 1974.
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ABSTRACT

Biscayne Bay contains several primary producers including many
different species of seagrasses and algae. One of these primary
producers, the epiphytes, is the complex of microalgae attached
to the aeagrass blades. Previous studies of epiphytes in Biscayne
Bay suggest that they play an important role in this subtropical
system. Productivity rates of epiphytes are high; they are a
food source for several organisms; and nitrogen-fixing epiphytes
are involved in nutrient cycling in the seagrass community.
Epiphytes also are potentially useful as indicators of pollution.
Despite the information Chat has been obtained on epiphytes in
Biscayne Bay, much remains unknown. Studies in other locations
suggest potential areas of study necessary to determine the role
of epiphytea in Biscayne Bay.
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I NTRGDUCT I ON

Seagrass systems have been studied for many years but only recently has their important contribution
to the marine environment been evaluated. These systems, which include seagrasses and algae as primary
producers, are widely distributed in coastal areas and aze among the most productive in the ocean  MCROy
and McMillan 1973, %bayer et al. 1975! . The other primary producers in the seagrass systems are benthic
microalgae and macroalgae, phytoplanktan, and epiphytes  those microalgae attached to seagrass blades!.
Unfortunately, litt1e is known of their biomass, productivity, and interrelationship with the seagrasses
and with other components of the system. In this paper, we will discuss the role of one of these produ-
cers, the epiphytes, with an emphasis on Biscayne Bay, Florida. Zn additian, we will discuss what is not
known about epiphytes and wi11 make recosssendations for further study .

DISCUSSION

previous E i te Studies in Bisca ne Ba

Seagrasses in Biscayne Bay support a large number of epiphyte species. Bumm �964! described 92
species of epiphytes on turtle grass, 'i%algesia testu~i s in south Florida waters, including Biscayne
Bay. He noted that certain species occurred throughout the year and others were present only during cer-
tain seasons. A major c<xqgenent of the year-round epiphytes were several species of the Corallinaceae,
calcareous red algae which at times almost completely cover the grass blades. Husm! also reported that the
ePiPhytea Were leaSt abundant in early Suam4ers juet after the raPid grOWth Periad Of Thalaaaia. ReyeS-
Vasquez �970! described 42 species of pennate diatams which colonized Thalassia testudinum in Biscayne
Bay, He noted no direct effect of salinity and tea perature an the distribution and succession of the dra-
tom species and suggested that sediment conditians may affect the seasonal occurrence of diatom species.
Unfortunately, these studies were qualitative and provided no estimates of epiphyte biomass throughout the
year ~ Also, no studies have been made of the epiphyte species attached to seagrass species other than
Thalassia testudinum.

Measurements of epiphyte primary productivity indicated that epiphytes could make significant contri-
butions to the total primary productivity of aquatic systems, Jones �968! estimated that the total
annual epiphytic productivity, 200 g C m yr 1, was 226 of the productivity of Thalassia testudinum in
optimal stands in Biscayne Bay, Florida. Epiphytic pnguctivity varied seasanally with peak rates abser-

February and MatCh  during early Spring Warming! and in July and Octaber  fOllaWing hurriCaneS!,
Estimates of net epiphyte productivity rates were 0.9 q C m 2 day-1 during the sussaer and 0,2 q C m 2
day 1 during the winter,

Ihe productivity study of Jones �968! provioed u  !eful estimates of the importance of epiphytes in
the productivity of shallow  squatic systesmg however, cezt6in technical problems were involved in his
study- 5he e3!ipbytic production data was based on mm9sgz!9mmnts of oxygen production by epiphytes coloniz-
ing dead or dying Thalassia leaves. Inteznal cycli	g of oxygen resulting fram photosynthesis has been
demonstrated for freshwater angiosps~  Eaztman apd Bzcs!a4 1 �7!. If any photosynthesis occurred within
the dying Thalassia, the oxygen production and prahyble recycling could result in erroneous estimates of
oxygen production by epiphytes. Alsop if the dead .or dying leaves supported increased microbial popula-
tions, the resultant oxygen consumption cauld result in an un derestimate of oxygen produced by epiphytes.

Capane and Taylor �975! recentiy tu! ve been studying the rale of epiphytes in the nutrient cycles of
Biscayne Bay, They used the acetylene reduction method to assay nitrogen fixation by epiphytes on leaves
of Thalassia testudinum at several 1ocations in the bay. They conc1uded that Calothrix crustacean, a blue-
green alga, was the smjor nitrogen-fixing microorganism on the grass blades. Rates of epiphytic nitroger
fixation in the bay were generally lawy for exas6!le, the calculated rate at soldier Key was 0.5 kg N ha 1
yr l. They ccmcluded that this amount of nitrogen was probably negligible in the nitrogen economy of the
grass cosauu4ity. Capone and Taylcr also determined that at the center of a Thalassia stand  located at
FOWey I.iqht, juSt OutSide Of Biaaayne Bay! the epiphytiC nitragen fiXatian Supplied 3 to 13% Of the CalCu-
1 tA tt sg q ' t f thai sta. Illthaagh ittagah sl tl by sp'phys. d t app ts pl y

1 g * 1 ' th 't g tsg ts the stag lts*lf, thsy gg t d th t th p 'ght
the growth of other epiphytic species on the blades.

The epiphytes may play an important role in the food web in seagrass systems, In his study of the
grass shrimp Tozeuma carolinense in Biscayne Bay, Esrald �969! noted that shrimp maintained in laboratory
aquaria fed directly on epiphytic algae attaahed to Thalassia blades. Far example, a medium adult could
d td 4d t lt t rt t' t* -1 g blas * state 2 4 days. h d ll �944! poa 4 th p
of epiphytes in the stomach contents of the queen conch  strcmbus giias! in the West Indies. Carr and
hl  lsyl! ps t d th t ! ll t as~i 4'sh patlas sash ~pt 1st h lb ot' ~ ad tt sh d
epiphytes in seagrass beds near Crystal River, Florida, In additian to being a direct food sourae for
marine organisms, epiphytes may be an important constituent of the detrital food chain,

Epiphytic diatam communities have been used to evaluate the influence of thermal effluent waters
south Biscayne Bay, Florida. Sprogis �975! campared the c4XSaunity structure Of diatams attaahed to glass
slides located at five stations near the Florida power and Light plant at Turkey point, Eighty-seven
diatom species were identified and species diversity was calculated over a ane-year period. Diatom
diversity was inversely related to temperature, especially during the summer manths; such a decrease in



diversity with abnormal increase in temperature is often indicative of environmental stress. Diversity was
lowest at temperatures exceeding 32 C. Chlorophyll a concentrations were higher at stations with reduced
diversity; this was most likely due to the observed increase in blue-green algae biomass.

The available information suggests that epiphytes attached to seagrasses are potentially an important
part of the Biscayne Bay system. In summary, previous studies in the bay indicated that productivity rates
of the epiphytes are high. The epiphytes are a food source for several species of vertebrates and inverte-
brates. Epiphytes also play a role in the nitrogen cycle in Biscayne Bay . In addition, epiphytes may be
useful as indicators of pollution.

R d t f F~tSt d

Despite the information that has been obtained on epiphytes in Biscayne Bay, much remains in question.
I.ittle is known of the factors which control the onset of epiphytic growth and subsequent species structure
of tbe epiphyt.ic community. Even a descriptive account of the initial colonization of the seagrasses by
the epiphytes has not been made in the area. sieburth and Thomas �973! made scanning electron micrographs
of the epiphytic colonization of eelgrass  Zostera marina! in Rhode Island. They found that the grass
b1ades were initially colonized by a diatom species, and that the diatoms formed a crust which apparently
was necessary for the further colonization by other epiphytic and microorganisms.

Quantitative estimates of epiphytic biomass are not available from Biscayne Bay; however, on the
basis of other studies, it appears that the epiphytes are important. in terms of biomass of seagrass
Systems  Thayer et al 1975! . FOr eXample, the diatOm biOmaSS attaChed tO eelgraSS in AlaSka Can amOunt
to a., much as 50s of the total leaf plus epiphyte dry weight  McRoy and HcHillan 1973!. The dry weight of
epiphytes on eelgrass on the coast of North Carolina ranged from 17 to 52% of the dry weight of eelgrass
and epiphytes over a one-year period  Penhale 1976! . Certainly seasonal biomass data is necessary to
understand food web dynamics of seagrass systems.

seasonal primary prcductivity rates of epiphytes are also necessary for ar understanding of the food
web in seagraSS systems. Since the previous study of epiphyte productivity in Liscayne Bay  Jones 1968! is
unreliable due to technique problems, further productivity estimates should be made. Estimates should be
based on C uptake measurements, the most reliable method for short term estimaths of epiphyte productivi-
ty. A year-lang study WOuld be neCeeeary tO Obtain adequate infOrmaticn On the SeaSOnal CyCleS Of epiphyte
biomass and productivity, Measurements should be made at different locations within the bay since measure-
menrs made in sny one aiea may not be representative of the entire bay.

Little is known of the factors which affect epiphytic biomass and primary productivity rates,
Envii'onmental factors such as light, temperature, salinity, nutrient levels, and water current may in-
fluence epipliytc processes . ROutine measurements of environmental factors should be made in conjunction
with epiphyte biomass and productivity measurements. In addition, short term laboratory experiments would
be useful in determining the interactions of factors which control epiphyte productivity rates,

The interaction between seagrasses and their epiphytes is poorly understood, Other than the work of
Capone and Taylor, nothing is known of the interrelationship between seagrasses and epiphytes in nutrient
cycling in Biscayne Bay, Studies in other seagrass systems indicate that there is a transfer of nutrients
bi tween seagrasses and their *piphytes . Harlin �973! quali.tatively described the transfer of phosphorus
and products of photosynthesis from eelgrass to its red algal epiphytes. The reverse process from the
epiphytes to the seagrass was also observed. HcRoy and Goering �974! reported rates of carbon ard nitro-
gen uptake by eelgrass roots and the subsequent transfer of this material through the plant to its
epiphytes. Similarly Penhale, �976! observed the root uptake of phosphorus and carbon by eelgrass roots
and the transfer of these nutrients to the epiphytes . The transfer process suggests that seagrasses are
potentially an important source of nutrients for their epiphyt;ic community. For the nutrients phosphorus
or carbon, which are non-limiting in many aquatic ecosystems, this process may not be ecologically impor-
tant. However, in waters deficient ir certain nutrients, the seaarass source of nutrients may enable the
epiphytes to attain hiah biomass and productivity rates,

The biomass and primary productivity cycles of seagrasses and their epiphytes are probably closely
interrelated. Although no in formation is available from Biscayne Bay, such interactions have been
suggested in other studies. Epiphyte biomass followed a seasonal trend similar to that of eelgrass
 Penhale 1976!; this is to be expected since epiphytes are dependent on seagrass fcr a surface for attach-
ment. Ponhale �976! also observed that eelgrass photosynthetic rates were lower than epiphyte photosyn-
thetic rates in a series of laboratory experiments. In these experiments  which were designed to test the
effect of light and temperature on photosynthetic rates! plants were selected for a relatively heavy
epiphyte cover. One reason for the lower eelgrass rates may be that the eelgrass received lower light
levels due to shading by the epiphytes.

Another interaction between seagrasses, epiphytes ard other members of the seagrass community is in
the cycling of dissolved organic carbon  DOC!, Dissolved organic carbon can be utilized as a food source
by bacterial populations in the water and in the sediments, The release or excretion of DOC by seagrasses
and epiphytes has been demonstrated in several marine systems. For example, Brylinsky �971! reported an
average release of 1.3' of the total carbon fixed by photosynthesis by Thalassia testudinum in the Florida
Keys. No information on DOC excretion by epiphytes of Thalassia is available, Excretion rates by
epiphytes of eelgrass are small, generally less than 2% of the total carbon fixed  P. Penhale and W. O.
smith, unpublished data!.

'?be role of epiphytes in food web dynamics is also poorly understood. Although epiphytes are known
to be a food source for certain organisms, they probably are consumed by many other species. Besides
descriptive studies, experiments should be carried out to determine feeding rates and efficiencies of
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various organisms which consume epiphytes. Also, decomposrtion studies emphasizing epiphytes are needed
to understand the role of epiphytes in detrital food chains,

Previous epiphyte studies in Biscayne Bay and in other areas suggest that the epiphytes are an im-
portant part of seagrass systems; however, more information is necessary to clearly understand the role of
epiphytes in seagrass community structure and function . Seasonal biomass and productivity information is
basic to any epiphyte study and is of the highest priority . Determination of the factors which control
these processes is also of high priority. These studies are fundamental to an understanding of the role
of epiphytes in food web in the seagrass ecosystem. Although important, studies of the interactions of
seagrasses and their epiphytes in terms of nutrient and DOc cycling are of lower priority due to the
technical complexity of these studies,

Additional knowledge of the contributions of the epiphytes to seagrass systems is essential to an
understanding of the interactions and cyclic processes taking place in Biscayne Bay.
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TEE BENThIC ALGAE OP BISCAYNE BAY

HAROLD J. HUNH
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ST. PETERSBURG, 33701

ABSTRACT

The many benthic algal habitats in Biscayne Bay support more t.han 33I species
representing a tropical shallow water year around flora and a small group of winter-
spring species. There are 46X red algae, 30Z greens, 14X browne and 11X bluegreens.
All blnegreen species known to exist in world oceans  sensu Drouet! are present in the
Bay. An annotated list of the species is given.
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INTRODU C'f ION

The benthic algae of Biscayne Bay have never been studied as a whol.e. The two most
comprehensive studies were the master's thesis of L, B. Ishars �952!, who recorded 65
species of green and brown algae in the Bay, and that of the writer �964! on the epiph!
of the leaves of the seagrass, Thalassia, 'r. wliicl 92 species were recorded f oe the Bar,

"-everal intensive ecological studies have beer< done that desi w itlr <.he mort. confro<.
species in Card Sound and the effects of the warm water effluent from ehe power plant s
Turkey Point. Zieman �970! dealt with thermal stress on algae at Turkey Point. Thorh
et al, �971! and Roessler �971! studied the effect of water temperature on the green

lg, 9 niclll s ~tc ~ . E 11, Th h g �9bi! p c. d tI: J I p, c.;I
pho logy and b iology of this species in labor at or v and f ield s tu<.' Ie.. Tb<ir hau q and Gare.
Gomez �972! noted that the "dominant" alga in Card Sound is Laur ene ia If or te I and that

P 1 *f ~DL 1, D~, A th ho, G Il 1, ~gh, A t b I ', d
lll t 'b cs signific ntlp t th lg 1 h' . Tt h ~ g <19333

stud'. c". tbe effect cpf thermal effluent on five genera of siphonales that colonize urrcon
lfd t d b tto dl t d A t b 1 I*, B t~h d L ' 9 ic i. Th

upper range of temperature tolerance was determined in a 'Iolythermostatu of species of
Halimeda, Penicillus, Valonia, Acetabularia and Laurencia. Details of the temperature
range of growth were determined for five species of Vaiurfia  Thorhaug, 1975!,
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Card Sound on the principal ben.thic algae present ds a result of having studied the are
prior to ef fluent discharge and for some time after the thermal ef f lucre had begun. Tir
found little damage to the plant and animal community except in en area of two to tlrree
heetares.
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The writer began observations on the aIgaeof Biscayne Bay ir. 1938 a<1<1 Eias continue
to make collections and gather field data at fnveevals since that time. Tire work has be
fortuitous or opportunistic except for the year 1961-62 when the writer was in residenc
at the Rosenstiel School while on sabbatical.
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Ihe algal flora of Jamaica was first detailed by Collins in 1901 who recorded 224
species. Hore recently Chapman �961k 1963! has increased the total to 372.

Bdrgesen �913-20! in his superb work on the algae of the Danish West Indies  Ameri-
  &!f V- rgin Islands! recorded 327 species. The writer and others  unpublished ! have found
~ !its a few adflitionel species at St. Croix and St. John in the past 20 years.

Dawes �967! listed 217 species for the Tampa Bay area  not including bluegreens!,
and later �974! 289 species for the Florida Gulf coast  bluegreens included!.

The richness of the flora of Biscayne Bay, especially when it is realized that the
Bay is too shallow for any truly deep-water specie s, is clearly seen when comparison ie
r!!ade with these records and certain others, as summarized in Table

RESVLTS

The Blue reen Al ae

Probably all species of bluegreen algae  figggq Drouet and Daily 1956, Drouet 1968,
1973, and in preparation! that occur in the oceans and their estuaries occur in Biscayne
Pacific Ocean.

There are several other species of marine bluegreen algae not reported for Biscaynf.
Bay, but all of these belong to the group  Hostocaceae with trichomes have constrictions!
on which Drouet is currently at work as the final volume of his monumental monograph and
revision of the classification of the bluegreens. The writer believes that these species
will be relegated to synonymy with species already known to occur in Biscayne Bay.

The estuarine and generally tolerant species of bluegreens occur along the downtown
waterfront, in and sound the Hiami River mouth and other streams and canals that enter
the Bay. The few strictly marine, intolerant species are found along the eastern margin
of the southern part of the Bay between Cape Florida and Angelfish Creek. The open-sea,
pl kt fc ap 1*, 0 ill t* 1 ~th a a, 1 1 d 1 t ch B y 'th tidal t
during summer and fall when it is often abundant in waters over the continental shelf
and the Florida Current. This species fixes nitrogen.

There are 13 species of coccoid bluegreens in the list that follows and 23 fila-
mentous species. Among the latter, the writer expects Dr. Drouet to place at least four
in synonymy. If so, there are 19 distinct species of filamentous bluegreens in the Bay,
a total of 32, Thus there are probably 33 species of bluegreen algae inhabiti,ng perma-
nently the oceans and estuaries of the world.

Class Hyxophyceae
Order Coccogonalas

Family Chroococcaceae

Coccochloris elabens Drouet and Daily. On seawalls in the intertidal zone of canals in
brackish water; in tidal pools of low-energy beaches.

0 «tl 1. ~fcfa D t d D fly. 1 t tid 1 oc d k d ll 1 th giant
River near the mouth; temporarily in the plankton.

0 hl 1 ~t 1D ~ c d D lly. 0 g t d th oath *t B pp
Creek; usually in brackish water, sometimes in the plankton.

A~cf t  Lightf t! D t d D ily. 1 b ~ ckl h t, 1 t cid 1 d b 1
on woodwork, or forming globular masses on larger plants, usually as forms montana
Drouet and Daily.

~AA tf ~f* D *t d D tly. y 1 g 11 1 p 1 t f ph 1 1
cells on larger algae in quiet waters along mangrove beaches such as the wading
beach at Hatheson Hammock.

~Atf df fdi t  K c 1 g! D t. d D ily. Dfdaly di t tb cad 1 Bi y B y
single cells or 2-4-celled colonies on larger algae and sessile invertebrates.



~A' tl 1 * D t d D ily. 0 1 t tid 1 d k d ll ' i. h kf h
water of the canals, the Hiami River, and mangrove roots.

J t b f.t t f 11 'd 1 yl d D t.. Th 1 t t, a f thf td
species are most often encountered in high Intertidal and stagnant tide pools in
limestone.

roots of red and black mangroves and in tide0 h h 1 ~*t K 't 1 g. 0 t 1
pools in salt marsh and mangrove swamp

~All th le  K t ~ 1 gl D t d D ily, I th. t ~ t'd 1 * e 1 th f
layer of beach sand of protected areas such as the wading beach at Natheson Hammock

~A ~ *11 d li t. B bl ~ . 1 th ddy dt t 1 y ~ *d k d
walls in the intertidal zone of canals, the 5tiami River, and Srtapper Creek in
brackish water.

Family Chamaesiphunaceas

h li confer ta  Kutzing! Drouet and Daily. Throughout Biscayne Bay on larger
algae and seagrasses.

K t~hft d sta Dt t d D ily. 0 f th t b ~ d t .*id blu g 1.
the Bay on stones, shells, and penetrating 11D!estone, within which it forms a pseudo-
filament,

Order Hormogonales
Family Osci.llatoriaceae

~s' 1' b 1 0 t d. Tll gh* t tt Bay b, pili g, ' th 1 t tid 1
sand of beaches  as along the south side of Rickenbacker Causeway!, and on larger
algea.

0 fll t t ~er thtsea  gh b g! K t*t g. Thi ~ t 1 tly pl kt p ies ts
ally abundant in the plankton of the Bay dur ing summer and fall, It is a nitrogen-
f ixer.

Oscillatoria lutea C. Agardh. On larger algae and mangrove roots, especially in the
clearer water of south Biscayne Bay,

Oscillatoria submembranacea Ardissone and Strafforello. Forming a thin layer on old
bottles in brackish water and a turf with wick-like bundles on rocks between Cape
Florida and Angelfish Creek.

Schizothrix arenaria  Berkeley! Gomont. On tidal flats, salt marshes, mangrove swamps,
f tea aix d tth K' 1 ~lb 1 ~ f, shell

Schizothrix calcicola  C. Agardh! Gomont. Probably the mast widely-distributed fila-
mentous bluegreen in Biscayne Bay. I.t is epiphytic on other sl.gae and seagrasses,
on solid surfaces, and i.t bores into limestone,

Schizothrix mexicans Gomont. Common r.hroughout the Bay as an epiphyte on larger algae,
invertebrates, oyster shells, and mangrove roots.

Schizothrix teuerrima  Gomontj Drouet. On muddy iterntidal areas and below, under man-
groves and in selt marshes along the mainland side of south Biscayne Bay.

~ath 1 ~ttt  K t*i g! D t. 0 t tal p phys* f 1 g lg
between Cape Florida and Angelf ish Creek.

Por h rosi hon kurzii  Zel let! Drouet. In crevices of limestone in. the intertidal zone
and among Porites coral around Soldier Key snd the Bay side of Ragged Keys,

i h miniatus  Hauck! Drouet. Forming delicate brown srreamers on seagrass
leaves and other algae and on ald soft corals at Featherbed Shoals in the cleaner
water of south Biscayne Bay.

por h rosi hon notarisii  Meneghini! Kutzing. A more tolerant species found on inter-
tidal muddy sand, on oyster bars, mangrove swamps and salt marshes.
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Mt I* ~ ~tb * *  Il h ! G * t. Ih t b d t P I s f fil t* bl
gree in the Bay, especially during summer and fall. It was a major constituent of
the bluegreen mat that formed in that part of the Turkey Point area where seagrasses
and other. algae were killed by the warm water from the power plant. Many other forms
of this species are present throughout the Bay, and it is occasional in the plankton.

ii' I ~lt  V h ~ ! Go t. A h ki h t p l*s th c g * t ' c tid I
sand near creek mouths and on oyster shells, seawalls and pilings.

Family Nostocaceae

Calothrix crustacea Thuret, One of the most widely distributed bluegreens in Bisrayne
Bay. It is most conspicuous as a black band on see walls high in the intertidal
zone, but occurs at all depths on solid surfaces and as an epiphyte.

t   E lt C. Ag dh. M* c pt ~ htgh 1 tid I t f-Jiks b d
limestone around Saldier Key and the other keys to the south. It also forms a felt-
like layer under msngraves and on muddy sand flats in the southern part of the Bay.

A b ~!l t't ' g. Ia t t tid I d E p t c d b h i. th Bt y
Bay and around Cape Florida

Anabaena torulosa  Carmichael! Lagerhaim. On muddy sand among the aerial roots of black
mangroves, and on the sediment surface in salt marshes, mainland side of south
Biscayne Bay.

Anabaena varisbilis Kutzing. In the muddy sediments adhering to pilings and sea walls
in canals connected ta the Bay and in red mangrove swamps,

g*d I 92* ~h* o  ylc it ! fh t. I 1 ttd I d f p t ~ t d b h h as
wed ing beach at Ma the son Hammock.

Hormathamnian eoteramar haides Grunow. Forming fascicles of tufts of filaments on vari-
ous objects in shallow water including sponges especially around Soldier Key and
southward.

les and molluscs, cal-

the shallow parts of the Bay.

Goniotrichum alsidii  Zansrdini! Howe. On larger algae throughout the shallow parts of
the Bay.

~B1 92 ~hh I  Callla ! B I. I t ttd I Itd f « th fl t o d
Cape Florida and southward in the Bay.

B th I di ~hl t R o I g . 0 I g Ig d g a ~ I ~ I 1 t ally 11
shallow parts of the Bay.

Er throtrichia carnea  Dillwyn! J. Agardh. On larger algae and seagrass leaves to a depth
of one to two meters over most of the Bay.

~ht I  Dtll y ! Ly gby . 0 ll, ptli g, k, f I g htgh
intertidal band in winter and early spring.

Order Nemaliales
Family Acrochaetiaceae
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Mesti acoleus testarum Lagerheim. Penetrating the shells of barnac
careous annelid tubes, and test of Bryozoa throughout the Bay

Brach trichia ~uo i  C. Agardh! Barnet and Flahault. Forming gelat
rocks, pilings, sea walls in full salinity sea water i.n expas
Florida to Angelfish Creek, often part of the "black zone" al
hofmenni and Calathrix crustacea.

Class Ehodophyceae
Order Bangiales

Family Bangiaceae

incus hemispheres on
ed places f rom Cape

g t I ~gt



A h ~ t' ~ Ild g . EoiPhy 1 g d 1 ~ lg th h 1�
low areas of the entire Bay.

Acrochaetium infestans Howe and Hoyt. On acr tularian hyd roid s attached to leaves of
Thalassia in Bear Cut and elsewhere.

0 th d lg, ~LL, f h 11 *t d

0 Pedi, ~Df t t, D tvct t I. h ll t d

Acrochaetium flexuosum Vickers. Though not recorded from Biscayne Bay, the writer feels
that it is present there because of its distribution from New England to the West
Indies in shallow water.

A tl ti ~ft ~  B sen ' g !
water.

A haett ~  h t g ! 8 t. 0 1, f ch ~, ~sf di

Acrochaetium seriatum Bgrgesen. On various larger algae from Bear Cut and around Soldier
Key,

A«octlaeei h eh of i  B t! c lli 0 0 y. 0 ~ct f ltf f Be 0 t.

II h tt hyy  Bd g ! Bdcge . 0 B~ if 1 K the B k,
winter.

Family Helminthoclad iac-eae

~L'a f t ~ L *. 1 h lion h t ~ *ff 0 p* Pl td, ~ d S ldi K y, o
Featherbed Shoals, attached to dead Porites, seagrass leaves, and other objects,
winter and spring,

~LL d La o . 0 li c 1 h 11 c ac II 0 t, B th B
mock, spring.

~Lfa o lid 0 y. 0 li t d shell, fl t th f 0 p Fl la d th-
ward .

f t ho 1 * t ~dllat ~  E ! Ahh tt d D ty. 0 lt * t, Fa ~ th h d Sh 1
spring,

Family Chaetangiaceae

G 1 ~lf d 1  Slit d Eoland ! L *. 0 d d 1 rl flee * th
of Cape Florida and around Soldier Key.

G 1 ~that  Ellt d S 1 d ! L «. Ad ift, h h * f th C p
Florida lighthouse,

Galaxeura obtusata  Ellis and Solander! Lamouroux. Iu shallow water, west side of
Elliot's Key,

G 1 * ~sa  Ellt d S 1 d ! L . 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ h 11, g ~ fl t c
Matheson Hammock, winter.

C 1 * u Lfd Kj 11 ~ 0 ~ ton, h 11, d d 1 d S tdt K y, 1 te
and spring.

Galaxaura subverticillata Kgellman. On stones and shells, seagrass flats near Matheson
Hammock.

Order Gelidiales
Family Gelid iaceae

Galidiella accrues  Forsskal! Feldmann and Hamel, Common from Cape Florida southward on
limestone.
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Soldier Key; spring,

A I tl ~f Bsl g
Soldier Key.
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G lidi E LLL  st kh ! L J li . P ~ 1 ~ b c. 1 y r. f ~ Id  ; 11 d
carals, Bear Cut, west side of Biscayne Key, Matheson Hammock.

 Turner! Lamouroux. On stones and shells in shallow water, Bear Cut,
Cacoplum Beach, Matheson Hammock,

Gel idium cringle
Dinner Key,

Pteraclad in bart lettii Taylor. Around margins af rock reef near mouth of Beer Cut; on
small boat harbor, southwest side of Biscayne Key.seawall of

Order Cryptonemialee
Family Squamiar iaceae

Hild b dl H ~te N t . 0 k 1 lh f, t ~ fd ~ *r Slit tt K y.

~P11. b  G 'll ! J. Ag dh. 0 t ~, h 11, d d 1 d S ldi
key.

Family Corallinaceae

Melobesie membran-cea  Esper! Lamouroux, Epiphitic on seagrass leaves and larger algae
at Bear Cut, Matheson Hammock, and on most seagrass flats in the Bay.

Fosliella atlantica  Foelie! Taylor, On dead corals around Soldier Key.

P li ll ~l' lt lt  R ff! H . 0 g rh gho t ch H y.

Fosliella farinosa  Lamouroux! Howe, On seagraeses and larger algae throughout the Bay.

Ltth h 11 p -c L ct  L * ! po lie. 0 ~ lower stems f ~sa a d cb 1 g
algae around Soldier Key and on Featherbed Shoals; occasional on seagrasses, Bear
CLLt.

~ah k f 111 1  L! L «. Ab d r. g s t B C t od t
Ma thesan Hammock,

~A�ht ~ ~ifd L . 0 o c seagraes beds froc CaPe Pl td t A S lft h 0 k.

~Aht C ib 1  Ell ' d S 1 od ! L . 0 1 1 lt ~ t t P th* b d
Shoals and along the west side of Klliott Key.

0* lllca c bensts  N r. g ! K c 1 g, 0 1 1 1 g lg, p ~ t lly ~Dt
1* 1 ~ * 0 t d ro nd Soldt ~ r Key.

Jania adhaerens Lamouraux. Common on stones and dead corals in Bear Cut, Matheson
Hammock, Cocoplum Beach.

danie ~ca illa H y. 0 1 g lg * d g 1 ~ t ~ h ll c*
throughout the Bay.

0 t 1 ~g d t bi t d S id * K y dJ ' P tl L
along Blliott Key.

Jania rubens  L.! Lamouroux. On larger algae and limestone among seagrasses at Matheson
Hammock and Bear Cut.

Family Crateloupiaceae

~nc 1 t ftlt 1  II lf ! C. Ag dh. 0 t t dge f h 1 t B 0 t.
Among seagrasses at Matheson Hammock. Beside boat channel at Cocoplum Beach.

~Ct * 1 l*t 1 ta J. Aga dh. 0 * f d d ft ~ 1, B C t, th
flats south of Cape Florida.
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Lithathamnium et al. Species of the subfami
Litho h 1 lut., Pa ralithan, and Conic lit
dif f icult and require a specialist for
consultation with Dr. Walter Adey of t
species in Biscayne Bay can be listed,
genera for Florida, most of which are

ly Melobesieae in the genera Lithothamnfon,
hon in the older literature are taxonomically

proper placement. The writer feels that
he U. 5. National Museum is required before

Taylor �960! records 17 species of these
to be expected in Biscayne Bay,



t 1 1 1.  M t ! J. Agardh. 0 f d d ft ! th t I *
the bottom, wear. side of Elliott Key.

Order Gigsrtinales
Family Gracilariaceae

Gracilaria vsrrucosa  Hudson! Papenfuss. Occasional throughout the Bay especially Bear
Cut, MatheSOn HammOCk, alang the Venetian Causebday,

Gracilaria armata  C, Agardh! J. Agardh. Among seagrasses, Matheson Hammock,

Gracilaris cervicornjs  Turner! J. Agardh, On limestone around Soldier Key and southward.

Common in Bear Cut and at Matheson HammockG Il 1 ~  C. Ag dh! G tll
amon.g seagrasses.

G il t* ~LL 0 1 Bll g « . Occasior I F th b a Sh I d I g th 0 td
o f Elliot t Key,

Gracilaria debilis  Forsskal! Bdrgesen, Occasional in Bear Cut, at Natheson Hammock and
around Soldier Key.

Gracilaria foliifera  Forsskal! Bgrgssen,
B iscayne Bay.

The most widely distributed Gracilaria in

G Il 1 t u ~ ~ t t ddsc!!i L  Kylt ! 0 *
and elsewhere.

Oc ca s lanai in Bear Cut, at Ma t he son Hammock

Family Solieriacese

Soliera tenera  J. Agardh! Wynne and Taylor, Common throughout the Bay, especially
d ~ 1 g 1 ~ t 0 p I. g.  Synony: ~ASBL 11 t* ~  J. Ag dh! S I lt .92

Eucheuma isiforme  C. Agardh! J. Agardh. Occasional on Featherbed Shoals, Cheney �975!
regards B, nudum J. Agardh as a synonym.

bed Shoal
Meristie

egards E

Family Rhabdoniaceae

0 t ~ 11 ~ ~ ~  Lightf t! Batters. Inset tid 1 th L f ~ *d g th gh-
out the Bay.

Family Hypneaceae

~H 1 1 J. Ag dl. 0 1 1 1 B 0 c, t 0 coplua I! h, M th ~ H
d * th d.

~H ta t  L o s J. Agardl. 0* 1* L»d S Idt K y d 1 g th t
shore of Elliott Key.

~Hne 1f t ~  w lf ! L ur . 0 1 th ~ t I d t d td ly dt t ib t d
r ed algae in Biscayne Bay.

~H ~ mt a!L �, Ag dh! K t*l g. 0 roche in f * t g r ! t th f
Cape Florida and southward,

Family Gigar t inac sac

~GL rt 1 1 1 ~  W lf ! L ur . On h 1 B C t a d ~ d S*ldt K y.
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G il 1 ~BL d trii II+ y. 0 ~ ! ~ sl in Be t C c d t M tb II

H ~ t ti lls B Ltdt  J. Ag dh! Chancy. Occ ~ 1 1 F th*
west side of Elliott Key. Cheney �975! erected the genus
f 0 guche gslldt  J. Ag dh! J. Ag dh r. tt. Il ~
 HarueyT J, Ag dh y y

s and along the
lia and trans-

acanthocladum



Order Rhodymeniales
Family Champiaceae

~ih ' p ~ 1  C. Ag db! 8 *y. 0 g a, 1 rge lg ~ d k 1 8* 0 r.,
at Matheson Hammock snd elsewhere.

Cha~m ia salicornaides Harve> . Occasional around Soldier Key and southward

bamen taria baileyana  Harvey! Farlow. Comon on seagrasses and other algae in Bear Cut and
throughout the Bsy during winter aad spring.

0 1 th '  ! ! f  8 y! Bd g . 0 1 ~ 1 1 8 C t * d d 8 ldfer R y.
The branches are usually remarkably irridescent.

Order Ceramiales
Family Ceramiaceae

Crouania attenuate  Bonnemaison! J. Agardh. Comman seagrass leaves throughout the Bay.

C 1 ~t f yl . 0 aeagr ~ 1* ff 0 p Pl td d th rd

Antithamnion antillarum Bdrgesen. On rocks along the west side of Elliott Key,

wwwetf ~ ~ M ~ t*g *. 0 * k t 8 ~ c t, 0 p yl rtd, !I th tl k

li ~ p t tll r. C. Ag db. 0 t al on k 1 8 0 t, t 0 pl 8 h, ard
Mathesan Hammock.

Callithamnion cordatum Bdrgesen. On seagrasses in Bear Cut.

Callithamnion hallinae Collins. On sesgrass leaves, other algae and rocks throuthout
most af Biscayne Bay.

Griffithsia barbata  Smith} C, Agardh. Although not known by the writer to have been
collected in Biscayne Bay, it is believed to occur in the southern part of the Bay.

0 'ffteh 1 gl*b ~ ltf w y. 0 ~ g 1 « from fl r *ff 8 th ~ t p t t,
Biscayue Key.

Griffithsia tenuis C, Agardh . On seagrass leaves from flats aff Southwest Point, Bi s-
cayne Key,

S ermathamnion investiens  Crouan! Vickers. On club-spine urchins from Featherbed
Shoals and the west shore of Ellio tt Key,

ftff t*ll uu  Mo t g ! 0 ty d M 0 ~ a. 0 0 di th t ~ 1 * d d tftt g,
Matheson Hammock.

0 ~btd i are y. Bpiphytt ~ g 1 d 1 g r alg ~ . P b bly th
most ccmmon Ceramium in the Bay.

Ceramium corniculatum Montagne. On stones and larger algae at Bear Cut and Matheson
Hammock.

0* t ~f ~ tt 1 t  Both! 8 y. 0 g 1 *a d 1 rll idee thr gh t th
Bay,

8 . A 1*, Ph 1 1 Plant f d t 8 0 t.

Ceramium n.itens  C. Agardh! J. Agat'dh. Common on shells, large algae, and seagrass leaves
throughout the Bay.

Ceramium strictum  Kutzing! Harvey. Occasional on stones and shells in Bear Cut and else-
where during winter and spring,

Ceramium subtile J. Agardh. On large algae at Cacoplum Beach and Matheson Hammock.

Centroceras clavulatum  C. Agardh! Montagne. One of the most widely distributed and
abundant algae in Biscayne Bay, occurring in the intertidal zone and below.
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Qg ldi 1 t  S ht p ! K t 1 g. 0 1 d S ld' K y d t ch th.

ldi 1 t df t 1 g, 0 92 1 t M th H k d P th b d Sh 1

~S* *ldi file at  W if ! H r ey. 0 f th os n f r! d *lp* th gh-
out the Bay.

Family Delesseriaceae

~ct 1 ~tt* tt  M t g ! J. Ag dh. 0 p p f d a g 1 th t r.
tidal zone throughout the Bay, and also on sea walls and ocher structures.

~gl t if*11  H y! J. Ag dh, D g . 1 d th ! t ~ t, B
Cut, Natheson Hammock, and other areas, fall and winter.

~H1 1 1  H ~ y! J. Ag dh. 0 fb 1 1 1, C pl l! h t tt th
Hammock and southwards; ephemeral.

Cottoniella filamentosa  Howe! Bdrgesen. This species was once found i.n abundance around
Cape Florida but has not been seen in the Bay since, apparently. It has never been
seen attached and reproductive structures are unknown. Although reported as an
epiphyte, it merely entangles other algae.

Family Oasyaceae

~Das a collinsiana Howe. On seagrass leaves and other substrata, Bear Cut

D~~bff J. Ag dh. D s ag a 1 d th b t ~ t ~, B * ~ C t, t t

~D ~ ~h' A h d. M th s Haa ock, inter.

~0 ~dt* ll ta  C. Ags dh! C. Ag dt!. C th gh t th* B y t, g
leaves during wincer and spring.

~Das a ramosissima Harvey. Occasional on limestone around Soldier Key and southward,

~0 ~ ~tid 1  Kat 1 g! A dfssone. occasional o stones aro nd Soldier Key and ~ o canard.

Hate 1 tt* 92 gfbb 11  H ~ y! Salk 0 rg. C k !. B C t, t C ~ pl
Beach, Hatheson Hammock and elsewhere.

Heterosi honia wurdemanni  Bagley ex /harvey! Falkenberg. On stones, shells, seagrass
leaves, Bear Cut, Hatheson Hammock, and at many other areas.

Family Rhodomelaceae

s leaves, and at many ocher areas.
Falkenber ia

seagras

Pol si bonis g y, 0 ago o g 1 «1 r.l! tl! p 1 f tl! B y'
de of gllioct Key,west si

Pol si honia
souther

Pol si honia

echinata Harvey, Occasional on seagrass leaves and other substrata in the
n part of the Bay.

exilis Harvey. Abundant in the intertidal zone on a rock ledge near the
f Bear Cut, Biscayne Key side.

in the Bay on sea-H *y. P b bly th st s
eaves,

Elliott

Pol si bonis
out the
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mouth o

Pol si bonis
grass l

Pol si honia

Pol si honia

Harvey. Occasional on scones around Soldi.er Key,

~o aca  C, Agardh! Moris and De Notaris, On rocks along the west side of
Key and on Featherbed ghoals.

howei Hollenberg, Intertidal on rocks, sea walls, mangrove roots through-
Bay,



Hammock. Phia species has in the past been erroneously referred to P. denudate
Dillwyn! Kut zing in Florida.

Pol si honia ramentacea Harvey, On seagrass leaves throughout thc Bay.

Pol si honia havenensia Hontagne. On seagrass leaves and other substrata throughout the
Bay.

s " I d' «dt  J. Ag dh! D 1 t, 0 * k d g ' t, I 1 t tidal
d b*1 , B* 0 r.. M th II 1 d y th

~BL d ' ~th ~  J. Ag dh! g h 't . 0 k t.h tl'. f B ~ 0 t,.Bi y
Key side, low intertidal and below.

~sth ~ 1 ~ ~t' t  G li ! H . 0 ID th b d sh 1 0 0 rh d, th gll ft
found adrift in Bear Cut and elsewhere in the Bay.

~pt t ~tl  W lf C. Ag dh. 0 t d Il ~ 11 ~ g ** g * d I ~
channel margins througl!out the Bay,

M~t ~ t  !I y! lyll . 0 I 1 ~ ~ P t f ~ d
well-shaded and an area of clean, high-salinity water, as at Ragged Keys .

~th 1 dt r. 1 h I d  M ~ t ! s I ~ 't*. 0 I *. f Th 1 i t C pl B h,
January 14, 1946, apparently the arly record from Biscayne Bay.

M~*11 F t 1 d  C. Ag dh! s h tt*. A b r af th * tty g 1 s I. p 0
roots of red mangroves, especially in the shade. Common in Bear Cut.

Bostrichia binderi Harvey, Forming a high, intertidal mat on rocks in exposed situations
as at Soldier Key, Ragged Keys, and near the mouth of Bear Cut, Biscayne Key sidh.

Bostrichia moritziana  Sonder! J. Agsrdh. On !aangrove roots along the wading beach at
Matheson Hammock,

B t ' ht ~t ~ ' I' y. 0 d angra p p t ~ th f H tb H k, d
around the mouth of Snapper Creek.

Bostrichia radicane 'dontagne, On the rock wall of canals connected to Biscayne Bay in
the intertibdai zone.

B I h' ~*t td  G 11 ! M t gne. 0 *d g p p t d bl k g Dpe
aerial roots Cocoplum Beach and southward.

Bostrichia tenella  Vahl! J. Agardh. On seawalls, woodwork, red mangrove prop roots in
the intertidal zone, Bear Cut and elsewhere.

H 1 h ' f t* " t  H y! F lhe I g DE g 1 d ~ t I
shallow water in most areas of the Bay.

Her osi bonis secunds  C. Agardh! Ambronn,
Bay.

Common on seagrass leaves throughout the

Her osi honia tenella  C. Agardh! Ambronn, On rocks low intertidal and below in all parts
of the Bay.

L~hi h t hi* Cnllt * d H y. 0 C dl d tft i B C t.

this area haa since been dredged.
25th Road, but

ch d i ~btl  M* r g ! H y. 0o lid e b t r* d g 1 th gh*
most of the Bay, winter and spring.
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~Wf 't' ll ~DL d ttii  H y! B h lt*. A d s ldi ~ K y d Ragged K y, d p b bly
southwat'd.



Chondria collinsiana Howe. On seagrass leaves, Bear Cut, Matheson Hammock.

ia curvilineata Collins and Hervey. On seagrass leaves, Bear Cut, fall and winter,
erhaps the year around.

Chondr

d~b 11  W d d! C. Ag dh. 0 ~ t d .h 11 ff B th .t y t ~ t,
iscayne Key, December.

Chondr

Chondris floridana  Collins! Howe, Featherbed Shoals.

CII d 1 ~tt *  M 1 ill! 0 f t. 0 I r ~ ~ lg ~ d .e, H t.h H k.

Ch d t ~ ~frhf* Calli d H y. D g 1, B C ~, Mash e tl k.

Chondria tsnuissima  Goodenough and Woodward! C, Agardh.
Cut and at Ns the son Hammock,

Occasional on rocks in Bear
I

A th h ~itf  V hl! Bd g . 0 f th* t. b d t f th 1 g d lg ~
in the Bay and widely distributed� .

L 1 ~ll '  M t ~ g ! Ii . Gccas' ~ nsl n Feecherbed ah 1

Lanranefa g atf * H y. 0 t 1 d B ld' K y d R gg d K y

Laurencis intr icata Lamouroux. Common in Bear Cu t., at Ma the son Hammock and many othet'
Bay areas.

L * ~ t Odtftf  F I 1! 0 111 . 0 * k ' B 0 t, t M th Ila
mock and elsewhere.

L 1 H 'te  L t II! I cire. Illa ~ t * d ld*ly di*t ib t 0 L 1 1
Biscayne Bay,

Laurencia microcladia Kutzing. Occasional around Ragged Keys and on Featherbed Shoals.

Phylum Phaeophat
Class Phaeophvceae
Order Ectocarpales

Family Ectocarpaceae

large algae around Soldier Key and southward. Probably also in Bear Cut.

Bachelotia antillarum  Grunow! Gerloff. On stones, shells, snd probably seagrass leaves
in shallow water, Bear Cut, Natheson Hammock, and many other areas of the Bay.

~gt 1 ht t f 1 Il ~ yd 11. 0 ~ g 1, 0 th lg I. B 0
and also the western shore of the Bay at Coconut Grove and southward .

~gt 1 hilt Vl k ~ . On ~ agrees 1 d 1 g lg f B C t, d
probably widely distributed in the Bay ~

Giffordia conifers  B  !rgesen! Taylor. On stones and shells, Bear Cut, Matheson Hammock,
snd probably generally distributed in the Bay.

Giffordia rallsiae  Vickers! Taylor. Common on leaves of seagrasses throughout the Bay.

Giffordia mitchellise  Harvey! Hamel. On seagrass leaves, stones, shells, seawalls, and
woodwork throughout the Bay the year around.

Giffordia indica  Sander! Papsnfuss and Chihara, On seagrass leaves throughout the Bay
during winter and spring.
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Laurencia obtuse  Hudson! Lamouroux. Common in Bear Cut, at Matheson Hammock, and in most
shallow water areas of the Bay.



Ph 8 ftt u H d 8 yt. 0 h t f Pl t' f t* 8 d b ht d
Agassiz Building, Rosenstiel School, University of Miami, Rickenbacker Causeway,
December, 1961, Probably present in southern Biscayne Bay as a microscopic epiphyte
on various algae.

Order Sphacelariales
Family Sphacelariaceae

~SD 1 ' ~fi K *I g. 0 t, h 11, nd th b 1 p t f 1 ~ lg
h ~8' t 8 C t, t H tl H k d *th f th B*y.

~sh la t t 'b I id M glr . Dl. t fb r.l 1 r.h ~ II y pp tly tl; s.
furcigera,

Order Dictyotales
Family Dictyotaceae

~DL t t ~bt tt 1 ~ . 8 i. g d sI fon-ltk pl t g ~ fl t d
among Pori tee corals on the shallow flats from Cape Florida southward .

~D'c t o 1 I r. »g. 0 t d I ll ' * h t p d ' 8*sr
Cu t and on t I!e west '. ide of Soldier Key, Ragged Keys, El lint t Fey� .

0~it t tlt I r. I; t*l k. 0 1 I k ' 8 sr c t, 8 s th. *r p 92 c f
Biscayne Key, and in protected areas southward.

~pt t d ~ tat' L '. P b bly ~ f h b ' Sh 1 d l. ~ g r.h* t 'd f
Elliott Key.

~pt«t 1 dl h r.  H d ! L . wtd*ly d' h t d 1 hall t clr gh t
the Bay,

~DL t t d' t ~ L *. C asoll on c k d h*ll t ~ 8* C t d f Rick*
backer Causeway along the west shore southward.

~D' t ora lcd lc 8 d . 1 8* 0 t, t M th H k d y th t tl 1 th
Bay.

~oft h 8 t 1  K t*' ~ g! J. Ag dh. A d R gg d Keys, 8 th b d Sh 1, d
along the west side of Elliott Key,

~DL h lt ~ mans J. Ag dh. 0 1 ~ 1 t 8 0 t, b t * od 8 ldl*
Key and southwards.

occurs on Featherbed Shoals and southward.

F dt ~  K *1 g! V' k . 1 8 0 t d d Soldl K y a d so th * d

Padina sanctas-crucis B frgesen. Common in shallow water in most areas of the Bay.

Padina vi.ckersiae Hoyt. In Bear Cut and along the west shore of the Bay from Ricken-
backer Causeway south.

~Lb h ~tt  L *! W 1 y. 0 * ~ t 8 0 c t ~ d h ll
shallow water and at many areas of the Bay.

~gt * *dt * 1  L *! F p f ss. Ph gh t d d f th ~ y, th lc
feels that this species occurs at Featherbed Shoals.

Order Chordar isles
Family Myrionemataceae

~Mt ~tf 0 111 . Alth* gh t k *s tn 81 syne Bay, ite kn di t fh
tion is such that it is highly likely that it occurs in the Bay. It is a microscopic
epiphyte.
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Family Chordariaceae

Stt t I h ~bt I «D ld . C ~ I St y S y as an eptphy f th I f
~DI I rh ~thtft d c t* lly th g ~, f r d apri g nly.

I ea of ~DI lant  ra and ceca I nally th g . 'tht p I* d rh
one above have been shown by culture experiments to be stages in the life cycle of
the same plant  F iore 1968! .

Family Punc ter iac eae

~CI t ~ t  R th! 0 b d S Il . 0 k d S*ldi K y, R gged Keys,
and south01srdp spring.

H droclathrus clathratus  Bory! Howe. Though apparently not recorded for Biscayne Bay,
the writer believes that it may occur on Featherbed Shoals or around Ragged Keys.

~R92. 92 fl td  I ~ yl r! t yl . 0 ~ ~ I* I 1 Bt syne Bay during sp I g st
Coconunt Grove southward.

~R ~ t t t t t  J. Ag dh! Bd g ~ . 1 pl ~ r. h b f* d t R th *
Hammock iu spring, and attached to sesgrass leaves of f Southwest Point, Biscayne Bsy,
winter.

~RI t '* t li  J. AR dh! Bdrges ~ n. Although th It d t k f
collection from the Bay, it probably occurs there during winter and spring.

~s~fflt od I C. Ag *dh. 0 e 1* I t R* C t.

~sight I J. Ag dh. *d tft 1 th s y b t c b d tt h d  th t ty
buxifolium [Chauvin] J. Agardh!.

Nontagne. Occasional in Bear Cut and around Soldier Key.

Crunow. Common on Featherbed Shoals and along the west side of

~s*

Elliott Key.

~Sar assu ~1 ~ c. As dh. 0 a t I * I ~ rd s Id K

~S** fl it Bdrgesen.

Sar assum natans  L,! Neyan. These two strictly pelagic species are often abundant
f oating in Biscayne Bay.

~Ph hil d d ld � ! S tt . A e *pfphyt I g lg d g
throughout the Bay.

Entocladla viridis Reinke. A co amon microscopic epiphyte growing within the surface poly-
saccharidee of larger algae throughout the Bay.
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~C1 d I h td c lt Kyli
during winter and spring.

Abundant throughout the Bsy on leaves of Thalassia

Family Nyriotrichiaceae
Order Dictyosiphonales

Family Striarisceae

Order Fucales
Family Sargaseaceae

Chlorophyceae
Order Olotrichales

Pamily Ulotrichaceae



E t 1 dt ~  Bs! g* r yl . Kh gh ~ r. d d f th 8 y, pp tly, tt
known distribution is such that the writer believes it to occur in Biscayne Bay,

pratoderma marinum Reinke. Forming a high intertidal light green band cl. seawalls and
pilings along tl!e l iami water front and in canals.

Ulvella lens Crauan. A common microscopic epiphvte or larger algae throughout the Bay.

Family Chaetapel tidaceae

~DA 1 h t ltt t G 11' . A * t pl ptphyt 1 g lg * d
grasses in the high salinity areas of the Bay,

Family Gomantiaceae

G* o tl ~!hi � g h 1 ! B t d Fl h lt. P* t tl g ld h 11 d
forms of limestone throughout the Bay and sometimes growing within the tissue of
seagrass leaves,

Family Ulvaceae

K .t ~  K t*t g! D ty. D ~ s, shell, g * 1 1 rh t t
tidal zone in protected areas in Bear Cut, Mathesan Hammock and elsewhere during
winter and spring.

gled in larger algae, fall and winter.

Enteromor ha clathrata  Rath! 3. Agardh. Common during the cooler months throughout the
Bay as an epiphyte and on solid surfaces; present in summer in stunted form.

E t h ~r ~ sss �.! G tll*. I B G d d g*ldt* K y, t t d
early spri~g, on mangrove roots, woodwork, rocks.

Enteromar ba erects  Lynglye! J. Agardh. On racks around Soldier Ksy and Ragged Keys,
winter and early spring,

throughout the Bay; the most conspicl ous E t h during the warmer months.

Erteromor ha intestinalis  L,! Link. Appearing throughout the Bay in November or Dec-
ember with a peak abundance in February or Parch end disappearing in spring.

~E ~ t h ~!t 1 t J. Ag dh. A u bOdtoso g 1 d th f th gh-
out the Bay the year around but best developed during the cooler months.

~Et h lt �.! J. Ag *dh. App 1 g lly t y p ts f th B y 1 1 1
and disappearing in spring.

Enteromor ha minima Nageli, Around the mouth of Snapper Creek and other brackish water
areas forming an intertidal band, winter and spring.

E t * or hs pl K t 1 g. 0 ~ g d lg , t d h*ll , th ~ h t
the Bay, principally during winter and spring.

E t h p t'f  K 11* ! J. Ag dh. o th gt:. t th B y, ~ 1 olslly d t g
cooler months.

Enteromor ha sali.na Kutzing. On red mangrove prop roots, Matheson Hammackp and probably
other mangrove areas.

Ulva lactuca L, Common throughout. r.he lower salinity areas of the Bay and the areas
fy *t d by ~ ffl t.

Ulva fasciata Delile. On rocks exposed to the surf, Bear Cut, Soldier Key, !etties in
the Government Cut, and elsewhere.



Order Cladophor ales
Family Cladophoraceae

Ch t * h h chyc a H y. C ao 1 hall « t 1 g ~ h lt h
as Matheson Hammock.

h clavata  C, Agardh! Kutzing. On rocks in the surf ot in exposed situations,
Bear Cut, Soldier Key, Ragged Keys.

b B ttt K t*' g. A g th 1 1 t f bl k d d g d
other protected places,

h linum  Muller! Kut zing, Forming loose, entangled masses in seagrass beds
and other areas in shallow water, Matheson Hammock, around Chicken Key and elsewhere

h minima Collins and Harvey. A minute epiphyte on larger algae and seagrasses,
Bear Cut, Matheson Hammock, and elsewhere.

Rhizoclonium hookeri Yutzing. Among aerial roots of black and red mangroves, Matheson
Hammock and around the mouth of Snapper Creek.

Rhizoclonium kerneri Stockmayer, On aerial roots of red and black mangroves, oyster bars,
intertidal muddy sand, Bear Cut, Matheson Hammock and southward. Material that
would fit R, kochianum Khtzing with shorter cells is included here as it seems to
be a variety.

Hhi * 1 1 o ~t ~ 1  H*th! B y. 0 g 1 , 1 g lg , g t
and loose on the substrate under mangroves and in brackish water areas of canals and
stream mouths.

~cl d h ibid  li d ! Knt 1 g, 0 1 1 l. sheila ster long the bea b so rt f
Math il k. fht t 1 1 g tth C. gl * ~  G tfflttl ! II y,
synonym, in part.

~C! d h ~ct!t  H th! K"t. 1 g. 0 1 t tld 1 k ~ d g ld' K*y d h-
ward,

~01*d h d 11 t 1 M t g . 0 *g 1, h ll d t in protected ar
throughout the Bay.

~C  d b f 1 1 1  M t ! K" t*iog. C g 1 ' 1 p d
areas and intidal currents as along the edge of the channel in Bear Cut.

~tlado bore flex osa  Grlffiths! Harvey. 0 ~ soda ately exposed r cks 1 B a C r a d
around Soldier Key.

~C  d ll ~fit 1o K'c 1 g. 0o ks 1 p d pl, B ~ c t d i ldl K y.
This plant always has a fungus growing within the outer polysaccharide layer of
the cell walls.

~01 d h g 111  G iffttll ! K tl g. 0 t* 'd h ll 1 sh 11 e, Bear C r.

~Clado hc a h t 0 llfns. Borning de se c ht t k 1 th th f
Snapper Creek.

~01 d Il * 1  H d ! Kot*t g. Hat ' 1 h' h h f d t ht p
collected in Biscayne Bay by Dr. C. van den Hock, but the writer is not clear to its

synonymy. Order Siphonocladiales
Family Dasycladaceae

~8t ~ ho a o t di J. Ag dh. 0 h lie, t, d tl k t h 11 t th gil t
Bi.scayne Bay.

~Oa ld' 1 t  spit!go*.c 1 1 p*dhll *
on stones, rocks, shells in Bear Cut, around Soldier Key and southward.



Neomeris annulata Dickie, Occasional on dead corals and rocks in shallow water in
exposed places such as Soldier Key, Ragged Keys, near the mouth af Bear Cut.

Acetabularia antillana  Solms-Laubach! Eiseman. On old shells and dead corals in more
or less open areas of shallow water in Bear Cut and sauthward. Eiseman �970!
transferred Chalmasia antillana Balms-Laubach to this genus and indicated that A.
farlowii Solms-Laubach! is a form of this species.

Acetabularia crenulata Lamouroux. Common in the Bay along sheltered beaches on shells
and stones in shallow water.

b lant p ttt  H ! C*lli s. 0 t * ~ d h ll ~ ally d oth lg
Featherbed Shoals.

Acetabularia shenckii Hobius. On shells and stones in shallow water in the same areas
as A. crenulata,

Family Valoniaceae

P ', t ~tl C. Ag dh. A d S ldi K y od K gg d K ya.

y I ~ ' ~sacro h sa K t t g. 0 d*ad p* tt I, B ar C t d eh rd

Valonia ocellata Howe. On rocky bottom areas of Bear Cut and around Soldier Key

Valonia utricularis C. Agardh. On rocky-bot tom areas of Bear Cut and southward.

ialcnia ventricosa J, Agardh. On or among dead porites corals around Soldier Key and
southward.

Ernodesmis verticillata  Kutzing! Bprgesen. Along the west side of. Elliott Key, winter.

h 1 d ~td tl . W t id 1 Pili tt K y d I th b d Shoals.

i!ic t os haeria cavernosa  Forsskal! Bylrgesen. Videly distributed in the Bay on seagrass
flats and over rock bottoms in shallow water.

~cl d* I ~*t . r yl . 0 r ck b tt 1 th K ~ osed erase of th B y
including Bear Cut, around Soldier' Key and southward .

grass flats and under mangroves.

~nad o.erie ~ tell c  II lf ! C. Ag dh. Wtd ~ ly dt ~ t*ib t d I th B y g fl r.
especially at Matbeson Hammock and southward.

Order Si.phonales
Family Derbesiaceae

Derbesia vaucheriaeformis  Harvey! J. Agardh, On stones and shells in shallow water
around Soldier Key, and probably Bear Cut.

Family Bryopsidaceae

B ~t d h I~II J. Ag dh. P attlerbed Sho 1, B C t   I t* !

~B' ~vy td L . 0 st, d g * p *p **t, I B ar C c, t pl th
son Hammock and many other areas of the Bay,

1 g t L oron ~ n yili g, se 11, d oth * f t B c
the seagrass flats off Cape Florida and southward.

t ~ pl ~  H d * ~ ! C. Ags dh. 1'hi p 1 h b* P rt d fo Bise y B y by
Isham �952! and others, but the writer doubts that it occurs as far south as
plo lda. plants ef d t* tht *p I** f Pl id pp ~ t b 8. Sen at
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Family Caulerpaceae

~CL ~ h dti Itarvey. Cn a'regress ll ds at d ~ pth af D 5 t 1* ttde d *p
not common.

 West! C. Agardh, Ort seagrass flats and on sandy bottoms in the
Bear Cut, at Matheson Hammock, Soldier Key, and elsewhere.

~CL
outer part of

~CL ~fcf f c. !i t gn . p rai g den t rf � ilk ~ grouch f dd sa d d 1
very protected intert'idal areas, as at Matheson Hammock,

~cf a ~La ' J. Ag dh. 0 sandy ky � dy b tt 1 r leclvely e p *d
situations as around Ragged Keys.

~CL * 1   onde ! J. Agardh. 0, sa dy b te, tf * k, d 1
seagrass beds. The numerous forms or varieties occur throughout the Bay.

~CL p~as *1 id e  E y! 0 e itic. Eoaao eh s g * fl t ff w th B k
but also present in Rear Cut and of f Southwest Point, Biscayne Fey.

~ce le E ltf  p skal! Laa duc. c t ~ h 11 t r thro gho r. Bi y B

c~l *  p k 1! J. Agsrdh. C d id ly dt c fb t*d t th P. y; 11
represented in Bear Cut. Taylor �960! lists 11 forms and varieties.

Ca  ~ler a sar tularioides  Gmel in! Howe. Common throughout the Bay, especially on seagrass
flats.

~c' L rcfcillst ~ J. Ag dh. flit spe 1 1 1 ~ th t p f d d
forming a dense, soft mat that tends to accumulate fine sediments..hroughout the
Bay except in brackish or dirty water.

Cs~ Lier a vickersiae B4rgesen. Usually on racks, this tiny species i.s difficult to find.
Featherbed Shoals,

C~dl I. p tll  C lit ! taylar, Joly, d I!* ~ t 1 . P .1 g h t, f 1 g
turf under mangroves, Matheson Hammock and southward.

Avrainvillea nigricans Decaisne . Occasional on seagras s bed s and sandy bottoms in Bear
Cut, arounun ~o er Key and southward.

Avrainvillea levis Bafbe, Though there may nat be records for the Bay, this species has
been found around Key Largo and probably occurs in south Biscayne Bay.

cd t ~fit r.  Elli d Bdlaader! L o rour.
ad the above species.

From one end of the Bay to the other,

Edot ~tf Il -*. 0 a tonal n a dy b tc n fn B 0 c,, d c ldt K y and
southward ar Featherbed Shoals,

Penicillus ~ca itatus Lamarck, Abundant on sandy bottom in shallow water the enrire
length of the Bay.

penicillus dumetosus  Lamouroux! Blainville. Common on sandy bottom in Bear Cut, along
Matheson Hammock, and southward.

p icill a ~riE 1 A. d E.g. Capp. 0 1 ct 1 * dy b tc t B c t, d
Sa idler Key and southward .

Penicillus lamourouxii Decaisne. Distribution similar ta the above species.

common around Soldier Key and southward.
Occasional in Bear Cut and more

Rhl o h 1 s ~ohio  De a ' ne! Kut*trg. L th th* b . 0 1* ~ 1
Featherbed Shoals and southward.
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Udatea flabellum  Ellis and Solander! Lamouraux, Common in the Ray on seagrass flats and
sandy bottom.



Hal imeda d i sea idea Dec aisne. A dense stand occurs around the rock ledge at the rfouth a f
Bear Cut, Biscayne Key side, Widely distriburad in the Bay.

Halimeda incrassata  Ellis! Lamouroux. Common ta abundant on seagrass beds throughout
the Bay.

Halimeda moni1 e  Ellis ard Sa lander ! Lanouroux . Occasional in Bear Cut; more common
on Featherbed Shoals.

Halimeda scabra Howe. Common in seagrass beds in Bear Cut and many other areas of the
Bay as at Mathesan Hammock.

Halimeda simulans Howe. On sandy bottom and in seagrass beds, sauthern part of the Bay

Halimeda tuna  El!.is and Solander! Lamouroux. Occasional in Bear Cut, on Featherbed
Shoals, and an seagzass flats throughout the Bay but not abundant,

Codium isthmocladum Vickers. Found adrift in the Bay but the writer does not know of
an attached recard.

Codium decarticatum  Waadward! Howe. Occasional in Sear Cut attached and found adrift
along the waterfront at Coconut Grove.

cd'~k*1'01.0* I. 1 k th th f B 0 t,P*hP llf.

Family Phyllasiphonaceae

0 t ht B k ttf 0 t d Pl h lt. ~ f g ' t h 11, 1, d th fdttt
of limestone in shallow water.

Ostreobium constrictum Lukas. Although nat reported for Biscayne Bay, this spec es is
reported  Lukas 1974! as so common in corals from the Florida Keys that it is surely
in Biscayne Bay in similar abundance.

Vaucherie dichotoma  L.! C. Agardh ~ Along the mangrove fringe of muddy-sand bottolffs ~
west side of Biscayne Key and occasionally in Bear Cut.

Vaucheria berfffudensis Taylor and Bernatowics. On a fine sandy bottom along a mangrove
fringe at the foot of S.W. 25th Road, an area that has since been dredged and a sea
wall added. The species is probably still to be found during winter and spring in
the general area.

Phylum Cryptophyta
Class Cryptophyceae

Order and Family Uncertain

on rocks aud other algae in shallow water of f Southwest Point, Biscayne Key, spring.

Phylum Chrysophyta
Class Crysophyceae

Family Phaeothamniaceae

writer believes he has seen this species on stones and seagrasses off Southwest
Point, Biscayne Bay.
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The genus Vaucher
because reproductive m
reproduce for a short
tions must be made at
shorter in tropical ar
occur in Biscayne Bay

Phylum Xanthophyta
Class Xanthophyceae

Order Heterosiphonales
Family Vaucheriaceae

ia, though common in Biscayne Bay, is poorly known primarily
aterial is essential fox determination and these plants usually
period af time each year, usually winter or spring, so that callec-
the proper time. Their period of reproduction seems ta be much
eas than in temperate seas. At least three species are known to
but only two have been determined with reasonable confidence.



PUTURE RESEARCH

As clean-up of Siscayne Bay progreesee, there ere a number of areas of research in
benthic algae that should receive coasideration, especially in ecology and related
problems. A creditable beginning in this kind of research has been made in the southern
part of the Bay by Thorhaug �965, 1974, 1976!, Josselyn �975!, Bach �975!, and others.

Ecological work on the algae is especially needed between the csuseways, around the
Nisei River mouth, along the downtown area, and in the northern part of the Bay.

Research is needed on the extent of grazing on benthic algae by invertebrates and
fishes throughout the Bsy in order to understand its effect on distribution and abundance
of various species and the importaace of benthic algae in various food chains. Algal
grazing is not limited to the larger invertebrates. The writer has seen large plants

Gr tl trl ~, ~Hea, d ~Adhi 11 ~ pl t ly *d ' t d ~ yr by phtp d
less than one cm long. These amphipods ia turn are eaten by small fishes so that even
for carnivorous fishe ~, benthic algae can be pur. one step away in the food chain. How-
ever, we know very little about food chains or "food webe" in the Bay.

The seasonal behavior of benthic algae in the Say is also poorly known. We do know
that there is a winter-spring flora that appears in November and disappears in April or
Hay, but we don't know all the species involved or how most of them survive during the
unfavorable seasoa . We know little or nothing about seasonal reproductive periods ~ the
effect of season on growth rate, or the time of settlement and germination. Yt is appar-
ent that faw species behave in the same way the year around.

The life histories of even the most common species are not understood. Some of these
life histories are profoundly effected by environmental conditions, including water
temperature, and hence season, but we do aot understand any of the details. We should
culture these algae in apparatus Chat provides combinations of light and temperature over
their full range of tolerance as well as under vari.ous deylength regimes and nutrient
concentrations.

Intertidal zonation apparently has asver been stud ied in Biscayne Bay. The flora of
the breakwaters bordering the harbor entrance has not been studied .

We know nothing about the extension of the Bay algal flora into the many canals or
wat airways that enter the bey in which there may be a salinity gradient or gradients of
other environmental factoas.

Theta sr ~ scores of speciee in the Say that produce an abundance
saccharidcs about which we kaow nothing. There are many species that
physiologically active compouads of poteatial value and of environmen
Some of these compounds inhibit grazers, iacluding crustacea and fish
dence that some of these compounds can be absorbed by land plants and
inhibit insect, fungus, and nematode diseases. There are many benthic
of potential economic importance, aad while they may not be naturally
them can be grown in culture on a large scale.

of cell wall poly-
produce various

tel significance.
es. There is evi-

that they then
algae in the Bay
abundant, any of
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Dawes 1967

Dawes 1974

F.orle 1972

Rim 1964

36 152Biscayne Bay

Btatc of Florida
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Tampa Bay area

Fla. Gulf coast
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with the green algae, and yellow-brown species have been included with rite browne

All figures are spec.ies, varieties and forms have not been included� .

Table l. A comparison of tI<e beati'<ic algal flora of Biscayne Bay with certain

other areas or regions of ttte southwestern Fortti Atlantic, In all cases, the number

of bluegreens has been changed to contorm to the taxonomy of Drouet 's monographic

revisions resulting in a reduc t ion in number. 8pec ies of Voucher is have been include





THE VASCULAR PLANTS OF BISCAYNE BAY

ANITRA THORHAUG
DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY

ROSENSTIEL SCHOOL OF MARINE AND ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE
UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI

MIAMI, FLORIDA 33I49

ABSTRACT

The major vascular marine plants found in Biscayne Bay are Thalassia testudinum  turtle grass! a dom-
inans spe 4 s i y, Hal*d le ~ihtli /t b sh l ~ 5, d s yfv*df flllf / t
grass!, The function of these plants is 1! food source 2! shelter and protection, especially for nursery
forms and laying of eggs 3! sediment stabilizer, which helps preserve water clarity and prevent sediment
erosion and 4! an important chemical sink in terms of cycling af elements. The distributional patterns in
areas not heavily impacted by man are as follows: intertidally, a band of Haladule; from sublittoral, a
dense band of Thalassia interspersed with the other two grasses; this thine into a green algal and sand
environment toward mid-Bay, The northern part of the Bay has been highly disrupted and the normal Thalas-
sia community does nat appear above Dodge Island, Seasonal fluctuation af abundance and productivity of
fbi i dHldl ' kd. fearlyprodnctio fbld t il fihl i l f ".5t ll40.5
gdy t/af/yrasanaveragefor ti typ* frhl l bd.ahd fbld ps*
appears the major factor in production rates. In terms of chemical cycling iron, cobalt, zinc, copper,
cadium and lead are in high concentration. The sediment grass interaction is complex and currently being
investigated by Nanless  this volume!. Sediment is generated by the Thalassia community and remova1. of
Thalassia appears to be associated with major modification of sediments. Successional patterns of the
Thalassia community differ as ta bottom type and are discussed. Rate of natural revegetation of Thalassia
in areas impacted by man is slow. North Biscayne Bay has not revegetated from the extensive modifications
begun about 19l0. Restoration of Thalassia on a large scale is now possible, A revegetation effort in
the southwest shoreline shows high success rate four years after reseeding. Areas in north Biscayne Bay
were more difficult to revegetate, because of tidal current, wave action and turbidity. Certain areas of
the north Bay showed excellent restoration potential. A cost analysis is now underway.

The sea grass community is relatively sensitive to pollution, Some types of pollutants have been
studies intensively while there is almost nothing known about the effect of others an seaarasses. The ef-
fect of pollutants on seagrasees often causes mortality with the effect that the whale community dependent
on the seagrasses disappears from that location. Dredge and fill activities have had the greatest impact
on seagrasses in Biscayne Bay; the most extreme example being north Biscayne Bay, where the dominant grass,
Thalassia is absent. Heated effluents have denuded certain areas of Thalassia at the Cutler Ridge and
Turkey Point effluent canals. However, revegetation efforts  after heated effluents were cooled affstream!
have alleviated much of the problem at Turkey Point, Other pollutants include oil, heavy metals, sewage,
pesticides, and radioactivity about which little is known on seagrasses.

In summary, the major submerged plant of Biscayne Bay is the seagrass, Thalassia testudinum. Associ-
ated with it is a rich animal community. This system is vulnerable ta man's activity and management of
this resource is necessary,



INTRODUCTION

The submerged waters of Biscayne Bay generally are dominated by the seagrass Thalassia testudinum
 Konig! commanly called turtle grass. Three other species of vascular plants occur with regularity,
Svyrfn dine filtf tnt fp 1 ly d C feeds ea!, aao t g, Hal d 1 ~htf fp ' ly *d
~Dt 1 the e ~thttt!, n C ban sh 1 d, d ~gal bile balll ni . The tax *ny, g* 1 9 ts f
biology, has been discussed by den hartog, �972! and Phillips �960!.

A series of workers have investigated the seagrasses of Biscavne Bay, emphasizing their importance and
making them the best documented plant group in the Bay. Voss and Voss �955! were the first to define the
Thalassia community, recognizing the dominance of this seagrsss, and Voss �975! has recently published a
field guide to the seagrasses.

Phillips �960! and Tomlinson and Vargo �966! studies aspects of flowering and fruiting of Thalassia
and Tomlinson �969 and 1972! clarified morphological characteristics of Thalassia. Moore, Thomas and Work
�961! studies the effect of hurricanes on Thalassia, finding a great deal of shoreline wrack accumulated
from leaf debris, Although old maps generally indicate lush bottom communities  see Chardan, this volume!
the first detailed mapping of bottom vegetation was carried aut by McNultv �961! from a grid of 65 stations
in North Biscayne Bay, He found vascular plants to be the dominant vegetati.on at that time, but there were
large areas where there was no vegetation. In addition, the <lominant species Thalassia testudinum in un-
touched regions of South Biscayne Bay wss found only in a few locations in North Biscayne Pay in 1961, while
th ndary seanrassee ~HI h'll b 111 1 d Hal d 1 ~fhtft h d b * d w t: ~xl htl p
trated more heavily polluted areas in unusual abundance. The animal cagmmgnities associated with these sea-
grasses appeared to be depauperate. McNulty's attempt to quantify the plant cammunitiee was made in units
of ml displacement volume hand is difficult to relate to the usual quantitative measurements of standing
crap to g dry wt/m or C/m . However, it is clear that substantial standing crops of Palodule occurred in2

North Biscayne Bay. Roessler et al �974! have published maps of the bottom communities  Pig. 1! summarized
by Wilson �975!, which was accomplished by diver observations from a small craft. In comparison to the map
of HcNulty, a large area between Rickenbacker Causeway and Julia Tuttle �6th Street! Causeway was denuded
of plants. McNulty �970! describes heavy siltation during channel dredging at podge Island, which may
accaunt for this. Since McNulty only mapped north of Rickenbacker Causeway, we have no published details of
what the seagrass population of South Biscayne Bay may have been. However, fram studying aid versus my ofsn
aerial photographs and diving observations it is clear that many areas of the western shoreline from the
northern boundary of Biscayne Bay to the Chicken Key area have been disturbed by a series of impacts ranging
from dredging and filling to aerial and channel construction.

Other studies concerning vascular plant cosmgunities have included Humm's �965! study af the epiphytes
of Thalassia, Jones �968! study of productivity of Tbalassia and its epiphytes by the oxygen method  shown
by Westlake to be nota valid method for measuring praduction of vascular plants!, Zieman �970! and Smith
and Tees �976! who documented seagrass denudation respectiveIy at the Turkey Point and Cutler Ridge Power
plants. Work in our own laborataries and in the field have established a realistic concept of the long � term
porductivity, spatially and temporarily, of Thalassia and its associated rylant community,  Thorhaug, 1974;
Th ! a, 1 p s, Th h g, nnssfe nd saga, gys!. Thnrhaget 1 61976! dt t f th ff t f
various levels of heated efflents on the tolerance limits of Thalassia and ma]or macroalgae in the Thalassia
community both in the field and laboratory  Tharhaug, 1974; Thorhaug and Hixan, 1975: Tharhaup and Nixon
in press; Thorhaug, 1976! and determined the combined salinity and temperature upper limits for Thalassia.
Recently we have outlined the dynamics of Thalassia in unpolluted areas and described ma!or animal communi-
ties found in untouched Biscayne Bay Thalassia beds  Tharhaug, Roessler, Seger, 1974; Tharhaug and Roessler,
1976; and Thorhaug et al, 1975!.

RESULT'5 AND DISCUSSION

Ma or Functions of Sea rasaes

The seagrass coiunity, that is, the seagrasees, the plants that grow on seagrasses, and macroalgae
grawing among the seagrasses, appear to be the chief source of food material for the animals living in the
Bay through a detritus food chain. A faw investigators disagree with this since the criti.cal experiments
to trace nutritional compounds through the food web have nat yet been accomplished. Therefore, the fact
that the seagrass community is the base of the food chain is an indirect conclusion based on several
assumptions, net a directly proven fact. In general howeverg most investigators do agree that seagrasses
are of importance to the food chain.

The seagrass community is a place of protection and shelter for many important animal species,
especially during nursery stages, In a series of studies done in polluted and non-polluted areas of
Biscayne Bey we have shown a direct correlation between removal of seagrasses and absence of animal
species and numbers  Ihorhaug, Roessler and Seger, 1974; Thorhaug and Roessler, 1967!. When seagraes
beds are removedg many important commercial end sport fisheries organisms leave the area.
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The seagrasses *re Le>portent in binding and trapping ttii sediment and in the creation of new sediments.
B» their bai fling effect, they increase and maintain water c arity. Therefore, the seagrass community is
iaiportant to water quality in terms of lack of reducing turb dity. In areas where seagrasses have been
removed tire water r«>rains turbid or murky much longer af ter storms; sediments erode more rapidly in these
ar«a:, as shown by 'ig'anless.

Seagrasses are a reservoir for chemicals and function as an iraportant link in cycling of elements,

at ' al Dzstr bi:tiaii

Figure 1 r«presents in general t«rms the distribuf ian o vascul',f plants in Biscayne Bay, although it
presents a broad autline and is not necessarily accurate eroiigh for cecision-making, especialIy along the
western shoreline. it was dane from widely spaced transect« and ther. extrapolations made between the
transects.

Spatial patterns ir, areas relatively untouched i>i man I i south«r n Biscayne Bay show the grasses are
; 1 3 e dense close to the sharclzne, ard sparser in they =antra L por tic:i, especially If there is a bedrock
o itcrap which or ten combines sand with green algae ani spar., Thaia.sia. The wide peaty wedge along the
1 «stern shoreline t ands ta support higher standing ci i I>s of r scalar plants.

In areas with little influence from man there is u thin Llalodule band adjacent to shore, a wide, dense
Tl«lassie band and then an area of less dense Thalassia as one proceeds outward from shore. In areas af
wide salinity fluc tuation, such as th= mouth of streacs or c -ceks, the Halodula often replaces Thalassia
ir the zone of fluctuating salinity. With the number ot new canals and drainage structures along western
I>zscayne bay, the vegetation varies considerably.

In areas wher« man's impact has been greatest, .Long the narth ;iscayn« Bay shoreline, causeway and
illed areas, tiie dominant species of plant, Thalassicd has disappeai ~d. The secondary seagrasses are

found in places here, sometimes in abundance, but usually veri' sparsely.

I»r general, thL southeastern shoreline is more oi less i siirrar image of the western shoreline. 'This
i act g verbal reports from early scientists and f isherr. «n,,is well as early charts reported on by Chardon
 this volume! cause us ta concLude that the area nortti of Diiilge Island on the northeastern shoreline of
Biscayne Bay was once a lush meadow of Thalassia up to the siroreline mangroves. Atter the Collins Bridge
in 1913 and artificial islands and causeways as well as shoreline filling began appearing, the Thalassia
meadows wer«evidently badly damaged. The first detailed report by FIcNulty �961! showed the Thalassia
almost entirely absent.

If one looks, it depth distribution of the seagrasses in Piscayne Bay, one finds the following:
* th th i t d p phy ' f th higll .".ti. t t'd. 1 di Ei 1 d 1 ~fhtff

often the dominant plant from mean low tide to law low tide and sometiiaes to about 1-1/2 feet below this
1-.1; ' * 1 t bi * lt ~gt 1 tdl d*m'tlg'tt th lt tid 1. fh
I'halassia testudinum bed becomes dominant from this point to about sfx to eight feet, depending upon the
i I:: f th t.. Bft't tttt idgb d*f~gf 0' ftllf ~02 hil bill 1 2th

dei per fringe of tlie Thalassia bed. Often a coarse sand with green algae lies along the deeper edge of
the Tiialassia bed.

D spite. the abave generalizations, the seagrasses are vary patchy in growth and are often not found
homogeneously throughout an area, but rather are clumped. F;ir instance, aerial photographs clearly show
round beds of Thalassia throughout the southern central Bay, surrounded by Less dense grass on sand.

The spatial distribution of standing crop of Thalassia ic its natural beds, varies from 250 blades/m 2
to 6000/m2 being mare drnse along the peaty wedge of sI>orelirre. our measurements of Halodule range from
ltldb'd*fft tl 13,300bld fii t ..lyg ig ~gib dimt g f 300bld*
/m to SB600 blad«s/m2. This large natural variation makes quantification of the whole Bay dif ficult.

Tem oral Distrib~tion

The dynamics of Thai«asia abundances has a definite sea!Banal cycle with May-June being months of peak
abundance and about 50i reduction in blades in the whnter  Tliarhaug, 1971!. The abundance of blades is
highly terrrp«rature <i«pendent, so that during warm wint«rs or in low Lncrements of heated ef fluents in the
wincer, abundance is increased above normal. Halodule also .Ls highly seasonal with peaks in May and laws
in December to January  Thorhaug, 1973!. No data is available an the other seagrasses.

~fd tl tt.

The productivity of Thalassia was measured at 30 stati uris in South Biscayne Bay and Card Sound over
a 5 year period. It was measured by marking blades, collecting them for dry weight after 2 weeks and
multiplying this value times standing crop. Various areas r irged fram 0.1 to 3.7 g dry wt/m /day or 36.52
to 1340.5 g dry wt/m /yr, a considerable amount of productivity compared to any plant system  Thorhaug,
IIaess1er and Seger, 19 74; Tbarhaug, in press!. Unfortunately, no similar results are available for the
other seagrasses. Growth of these plants are not knowri; however, standing crop of HaIodule ranges from
4.39 tli>.41 .g d y t>.,2 d ~B' *df f, 4.20 t 120.» g dW tf
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C?iamical clin

A goad deal of the nutrient and trace metal matt lie] i: Biscayn<i Bay ir. ?nctyr Yaiarec fate Thalassiii
 Tharhaug, Segar and Rolssler, 1973; Ghlio, this va.:m>e!, In p<,rr ll'>liar it' ll caba' r, z Inc> I I'ppel,

cadmium and lead were h'I;h in concentration. It has been hy;>c thesizr d rI.at grass ii!dy I>um t pi tr» «>eral.
from the sedliiients aur. intc the warer and detritus fi<d cha!ii  Seger -.r al., la 72; ->1!a si'p Uptake
studies!.

Sediment-Grass Rel.rt Ians

Waul»ss �974; ard this volume! has found generacioii,lf sp<II<ii- l< s bl gra s b«ls.:or>ver.,i ly, wI'er<
grass beds are beirig lost by natur'al or man-introd«cr d pro< e,!es, th< <P is s iia,ar r<!dif >tati:n c' sedi-
r,.ents including erosion and turbidity, a major ef feat n ti,l= etstuary.

Yh siolo ical As eats

Salinir:y tolerances

This subject has been reviewed. by Thorhaug �974! and 'Worha«g »<a Hixon �9>'5!, L.tt1e. work
been done on the salinity tolerance of Thalassia. Xuc.> of the available data oi t?ie pife<.I ot saliiiity
on submerged aquatic grasses has recently been summarized by tbIc<fillan �974!. Tlialas»ia b>as I.ound
have a lower tolerance ta salinity extremes than some other s«agrasst>s such as Haladule. In laboratory
experiments by ?IcMilJ.an and basely �967! on Thalass io f rom Red f ish <! iy, Texas, bath in grawth chamber
and outdoor conditions, I'halassia showed no further gr >wth slave 60 >/oo. Thalassia from Lower Laguna
?fadre in Nexico was exposed to salinities between 5 ta 60 o/l.o by ??c.".illan  l974!, Mc concluded that
Thalassia leaves react slowly to a rapid change in salinity. Yhc iniiuence r.f sa1ir:> ty on flowering of
ThalaSSia WaS Studied by MC?iillan  unPubliahed! and Mrmelatei~b Ct,ll. �366!. PrOPagarlrln IS mainly
due to rhizome growtli, however, levels became an impo=tant =';:cror wi h lowered survival ar 50 o/ao.
However, salinity between 20 a/oo and 45 o/oo dace noc upper>i I o 'I>e at critical a fal tor lr, s~rvival as
temperature.

Temperature tolerances

The effects of temperature on seagrasses has gair«>d receni. atte«t.ion due to the ef I acts of thermal,
effluents from power plants on seagrass communities tiiroughout the UnI red Stares;ind trust terr? tories
 Puerto Rico and Guam!. KaleI<mainen �974! examined s< agrass <ra<>m>un < ies or the south l.aasr of Yuerr.a
Rica at a fossil fuel power plant site. In a two yea< study hl found that the limits of Thalassia sur-
vival were 34 C. In Biscayne Bay we have foun»i that t<ie disappearance of Thalass a iol'owea the develop-
ment of persistent isotherms produced by a power plant sffluen. in So.ith Biscayne Bay. 'I.ice Thalassia
community disappeared in an area of about 9.3 ha adjac»nr to tIie moor>> of the ef fluent I anal. This area
averaged 5 C abave ambient �0 1.5 0! ~ In an area of approrimately 30 ha, 3' t< 4aC abave ambient > the
Thalassia community declined by about 50K and the important ms:roalga., Hallmeda and Yeiiicillus, fell to
about 30%%d of their former population. As a result of r.his ziodificat: or>, selected entities af the animal
population feeding on the dying plant material increased tempa cari ly. Af'ter exploiting t'nis food, these
animals left the area, The denuded area then became covered w ith blu<-grel n alga».

Increased temperature is nat necessarily detrimental to a sur>tral ical ecosysreai; control and limita-
tion is the eSSential faCtOr. For example, in the are>>s of I<i.,Payne ><ay w?iere a +3»C isotherm was mair-
tained the macroalgae and grass populations fell marI edly in he siiiriier as temp»rar.«res ex ceded 30oC,p

oHowever, during the winter months Thalassia blades grew balk, C<nrli iatively speaking i:Iie +2 C isotherm
was extremely productive, exceeding that of the control stations, wh ch were outs>'de th. obvious influence
ot the thermal plume. This may be due to a number of: actors: the ricreascd availability o? nitrogen via
decaying detritus, or a modification of circulation anti elevatt.d winr "i~ temperat«res. Thpsr short-term
tolerance* are several degrees Cel Pius above the pr evil> <sly lli s .«si ed I r>ng-term rolcran<es seen in field
<onditions ~

Temperature tolerances of young plants were the r,<me a. aider i. <inta. Balm:ties o 50 o/oo decreased
high temperature tOl»ran»»S.

Uptake studies  including nutrient*!

Uptake studies have bet.n done in the seagrass Zo era, wh ich is not closely related to I?>alassia and
thuS may take up iOna and O:1«.r Ca..ipOundS in a differ»<it manne.. COr; iderable argurrlent cxista aS tO the
site of the uptake ir: si>bmergcd marina "nd freshwater vascular plant.'.  Sculthorpe, 1967<. Evidence from
studies using labeled isotope! af phospharus and nitrogen indicates I.hat Zastera is capable of absorbing
nutrients across t!ilt aui ?ace i>f leaves or roots  McRoy and Barsdare, 1976!. The acti>el site in nature
appeared to depeiid on kinetics and ttie gradient of drIving f;>rces of rhe specI fic riu< rieiit compoulid. The
sediments appeared to b» the prime site of the nutrienr uptake for Zosr era,

I tdi * Ih& I bth lip g I dl 'h- I ' b t, th dt
d ' t tttll t ti. * Id bl lph.ph t, hibh pp t b =>bi t th
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plant  McRoy et al., 1972; Patriquin, 1972!. The source of nitrogen is more obscure. Patriquin and Knawles
�972! have measured high rates of nitrogen fixation associated with bacteria surrounding the Thelassia root
system and suggest tha t this could account for the nitrogen requirements of the plant. Nitrogen fixation has
aLso been reported by epiphytic  probably blue-green! algae on Thalassia blades  Goering end Parker, 1973;
and Taylor and Capone' 1975!. Research in this area is proceeding by several of the above workers.

Ion uptake has been preliminarily investigated by Kalehmainen �971! in Thalassia blades. Be found
tt tg hid* hd highPHP entrcf f t dd dhld hd ~high I I t tl fc
tor. Composition of metals in Thalassia blades hes already been reported  Thorheug, Raessler and Seger,
1973!. The data are given for metals found in 165 g dry wt of Thalassie from Card Sound of which 62 8 is
carbon, 17 g protein end 1 g lipid.

Further analysis of trace metals in other major components of the Thalassia ecosystems is being done by
Cilia  this volume!. Obviously, much of the mineral content of these depauperate conditions is bound with
Thelassie. The mechanism and kinetics of uptake are not known at present.  Cilia, this volume! ~

Successional Patterns

Thalassia testudinum community appears to be the climax community of submerged Biscayne Bay. When it
is removed by natural ar man-made activities variaus successional patterns appear, depending on substrata
and recruitment potenti"1 of other plants. One successional pattern in peaty law energy bottom is fhcetab-
I I D t + gar hor ttdtt~p I ill ~ft t +A I tll a, «gati eda tn t

Hal d I u~rf tlt d ~gt di ftllf t stf I t t. t dl . A nd succesei I. n tt
h'gh energy s d t p* tll + Ud t - -p~g i. di � y Ih I 1 . Peter erase ft . Hu y pp
to nat have recolonized or returned to a Thalessia-dominated community  Thorhaug and Bach, 1975!.

The rate ar. which Thalassie recolonizes is very slow compared to the other seagrasses because it hes
I I c* R p I I pths shout. I-l/I Itp 'y I d f d p d c d I Ht yn gay. Hatodul

th th h d, h ety rapid I t al e~ I th t le I 1* d t I dl cent areas
ith' y ot t«o, if * dltl t. It t t I if ds fr Hal dul or ~rt odt n*

ever abundant enough in Biscayne Bay to affect successional patterns. Floating segments of rhizomes from
these latter twa plants are frequent and can re-establish themselves.

Restoration of Sea rasses

A major large-scale effort to restore Thalassia testudinum ta Biscayne Bay resulted in thousands of
seeds taking root end rapidly expanding in an area in South Biscayne Bay denuded of vegetation by man
 Thorhaug, 1974!. Four years later, plants are found on an average with blades 18 inches end 5 to 6 feet
lateral rhizome expansion, Nany animals have returned to this rapidly recovering Thalassia successional
zone. Attempts to determine the feasibility of this method in other, more difficult, areas of Biscayne
Bay vas attempted  Thorhaug and Hixong 1975!, The results shoved that many parts of North Biscayne Bey
can now sustain Thalassia growth, although no Thalassia is presently there. Difficult areas to ravegetata
included those with high tidal currents, with frequent wake fram boats, large grain sized sediment, and
high turbidit. An especially promising area of restoration of Thalassia community is the central portion
of the basin, between 36th Street and 79th Street Causeways.

A comparison of the various methods of transplantation hes been made  Thorhaug, 1976!. Sodding appears
feasible in Biscayne Bay only in very shallow areas and where a small  one-fourth acre or Less! area is
to be restored. Seeding is the only feasible method for large scale restoration in Biscayne Bay.

A cost analysis is naw underway ta allow rational decision making as to feasibility of various plant-
ing techniques. This analysis is based on seeding in Biscayne Bay  Thorhaug end Austin, 1965!.

Na work hes been done on restoring the other species of seagresses. There are areas where these grasses
might be the correct ones to restore since they were dominated originally at that location. In addition,
restoration of mixed grass communities might be of economic and biological advantage. This is an important
area of future research.

Pollutian Effects

In general, the seagrass community is quite sensitive to pollutants. Once the dominant species,
Thalessia are removed, a very long period is required for the regrowth. An exenple is North Biscayne Bay
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 above Dodge Island! where almost no Thalassia has returned after decades. Removal of seagrasses increases
turbidity, decreases markedly the animal species present, and therefore decreases the quality of the water.
Removal of Thalassia beds is one of the chief environmental problems of Biscayne Bay. This problem is no
longer irreversible due to restaration techniques. Pollution of seagrasses is discussed further in this
volume in Roessler and Thorhaug.

Dredging and other bottom disturbances.

Dredging of Bay bottom, dredging for channels and canal construction, removal of sediment for borrow
pits and other dredging activities have severe effects on the Thalassia community. In addition ro bottom
scouring activities  such as bottom dredging or trawling for animals!, large or. srrall vessels which touch
bottom and thus leave scars have been documented to have a long � term effect on the seagrssses  Zierrran, in
press! ~ Odum �963! has studied the ecological effects of dredging on Thalassia and Halodule where he
found reduced trowth af these grasses. Commercial fishing using bottom trawls has 'hown to be damaging
to North Carolina grass beds  Thayer and Stuart, 1974!, No similar work has been cone cr. cammerciaI. fish-
ing operations in Biscayne Bay.

The side effects of dredged areas are that suspended matter remains in the water column for lang
periods of time, blocking necessary light for growth of seagrasses, and siltation from dredging ofterr
smothers adjacent grass beds completely, causing them to die.

Bulkheading has damaged extensive areas of very productive areas af seagrass beds since the seagrasses
are particularly dense directly adjacent to shore.

Sand removal fram the Bay bottom destroys the seagrass graw ing on the sand, In one area well studied
by Wanless, the Thalassia removed in a borrow pit did not return after seven years. Some areas are far
better for sand removal than others due to great differences in density of grasses. Areas in the central
Bay with sparse seagrass would be better for borrow pits.

Chemical pollutants.

Little is known about the effects of ail, pesticides, heavy metals or sewage on seagrasses. Oil
spills have been documented to kill Thalassia in Puerto Rico and Jamaica  Diaz � Piferrer ~ 1962 !. Effects
of law concentrations of chemicals such as in non-paint sources of pollution are nat yet studied with res-
pect ta aur local seagrass. However, caution should be used in runoff standards until data is available.
Presently we ars working on oil, copper and chlorine effects an Thalassia in our laboratories.

Thermal pollution

The effect of heated effluents +3aC above ambient in the surrrmez severely damages or destroys the sea-
grass community. This has been well documented at the Turkey Poi~t Power Plant in a series of studies.
 Bader, Roessler and Thorhaug, 1971; Thort aug, 1974; Thorhaug, Roessler and Segar, 1974!. The animal
species decline in diversity and abundance. Lower levels of thermal effluent such as +laC above ambient
appear to stimulate growth. The Cutler Ridge Power Plant has released sffluents into Biscayne Bay over
many years and a large area of 35 hectares is now decimated with respect to Thalassia and other members of
the seagrass community  Tees and Smith, 1976!.

A Lon -Term Investi ation for Understandin the amies of Sea rasa Processes

The seagrasses live in a delicate balance with the cheraical, physical, geological and biotic factors
in their environment. Efforts have been made to understand the effects of many of these factors and inter-
action of environmental factors with Thalassia must be carried out. Extremely little Is known about the
other three seagrasses, and a program to investigate their role, productivity and dynamics should be
initiated.

One important long-term goal necessary to an understanding of seagrasses is ta trace the food chain
from seagrasses through the detritus phase and up through various consumer levels. An important tool in
this study would be radiotracer experiments, loading the seagrasses ~ with, for instance Zinc6> and tracing
its fate.

A. second major goal would be to understand the delicate balance between the presence of the plant con
stituents in the seagrass community and the animals, Absence of the plant community in areas of thermal
effluent  Thorhaug, Roessler and Seger, 1974! and North Biscayne Bay  McNulty, 1961! has shawn a decline
in diversity and abundance of animals. However, as natural and restored plant communities revegetate,
how dies the animal commrrnity restructure itself 7 Detailed studies of declining and successional stages
of Thalassia communities wo~ld provide much useful information far management purposes.

We aLso need basic physiological data an the effects of certain important factors on seagrass produc-
tivity factors such as light levels, turbidity, siltation rates, currents, and law salinities, as well as
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various levels of chemi -I species. In addition, the synergistic effects of multiple stresses on seagrasses
af several sublethal fa; tars must be determined. The only study of this type to date is that of Thorhaug
and Hixan �975! on hig! temperature and high salinity.

Further interdisciplinary work on relationships between growth and abundance of seagrass and �! sedi-
ment types �! chemical constituents in the water and sediments �! physical regime �! man's activities in
the seagrass bed is sore'.y needed. In addition, the process af restoration of seagrasses 'nto those parts
of Biscayne Bay previously denuded by man's activities and the animal communities which result is ciitical
ta managing and protecting Biscayne Bay.
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Figure I. Vegetation map of Biscayne Bay  from Roessler and Beardsely, I975!



PRODUCTIVITY OF BISCAYNZ BAY MANGROVES

HOWARD J. TEAS
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CORAL GABLES, FLORIDA 33124

ABSTRACT

Mangraves of Biscayne Bay have been classified into 5 community types: Coastal Band, which is
p d 1 a tly d g  ~Rhf* h ~1*! g 1 g h d 1 g th h d 1 g tld 1
creeks; Dense Scrub, which is predominantly red mangrove growing very densely on marl soil; Sparse
Scrub, which is predominantly red mangrove forest made up of widely spaced stunted plants; Black
Sp,hlhf ~ t 1 f t dpptftlpallytfhl hg A' 1 AM!;dth
LS ft d Elf* d lty hf h 1 d* p p 92 tp lly f a litt aa g  ~LL 1 !.
Pour of these 5 community types have developed in their present form or location because of saltwater
encroachment that followed draining of the Everglades, the cutting af agricultural and mosquito
ditches, and the blacking of overland freshwater flow by roads and levees,

Estimates of mangrove Crass Primary Productivity  total photosynthesis! p Net Primary
Productivity, and Respiration indicate that the Coastal Band mangrove community along Biscayne Bay
 ar the mangrove forests of southwest Florida! have a Net Primary Productivity of about 10.7 metric
tons of dry matter per hectare per year. Thi.e is low compared to other tropical forests ~hich range
fram 13-123 mt/ha/yr for an average of 25. 3 mt/ha/yr, more than twice that of the most productive
of Biscayne Bay mangraves.

Estimates of seagrass productivity indicate that the whale of Biscayne Bay probably produces 9-12
times as much weight of leaves as do the mangroves along the shore,

Research needs center on the problems of mangroves that are growing under stressed conditions on
farmer freshwater marshlands to which they are poorly adapted. Because of the documented spread of
mangroves into thea* marl lands it may be that in spite of losses to shoreline landfill activities there
is currently a greeter area of mangroves along Biscayne Bay today than there was in 1900.
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INTRODLCTION

Mangroves are trees or shrubs that grow in and along i.he edge»  !I the warn»e,gs .!I the world;
it has been estimated that mangraves dominate about 75'%%u of al] the c is»t lines ht t dee ! 25" North and
South latitude  McCill, 1959! . Mangroves reach their maximum develnl!ment snd greatest luxuriance
in Southeast Asia, Indonesia and Borneo  Macnae, 1968!.

Mangroves are a batanically diverse group all of which have close relatives among ordinary
land plants. Mangraves are therefore considered by botanists ta be Isnd plants that. have  leveloped
adaptions to the salt or brackish water habitat, rather than plants liiat bavt' evolved ie  he sea.
In spite of the abilit, of many mangrove species to grow und fr non-saline condition», they are nat
usually found to be successful competitors in upland or fresln ster e .viranments  Hacnac, i968!.

The mangrove species of the Indian Ocean - Western Pacific area are much e!ora numerous than
those of Flarida; they include 44 species and 14 genera that fall into 11 families. Cliapman �970!
lists a total of 4 genera and 8 species for the mangroves of the wesiern hemisplie re.

Mangroves are usually found between the levels of equinoctial high tIdes and slightly below
mean law tide, Mangroves of the Western Pacific-Indo Pacifl : frequently occur in bands or zones made
up almost solely of a single species or a characteristic spe  ies mix or community a»saciatian.
Actually, the occurrence of a species is not absolutely limited ta a given zone or zones, but its
distribution in typically in specific communities. Zonation is most often attributed ta such factors
as frequency and depth of tidal inundation, salinity of the waters or soil, or sail maturity along
an accreting shoreline  Macnae, 1968 !. Zonation of mangroves is most. marked In areas such as
Malaysia where the average tidal range is great and where there is high, relatively non � seasonal
rainfall  Watson, 1928!. Mangrove zonation does not occur where rainfall is less than 1778 mm per
year  Macnae, 1968!. I i zoned Asian mangrove forests, the tidal ranges are typically 2-4-F 6

Florida and Bisca e Ba Man royce

Florida mangroves are made up on only 3 species in 3 genera, each of which belongs to a different
f 'ly. th* yl td p th ~ ced nangc, ~ght * h* ~t  f lly Rh ph !; bl k

g,A1 1 g 'nans f tlyAt** t !; dch hit R,~L1 t
 f tly c bcetsceae!. th � 11 d b tt. d g  ~c, ! h f. 'th c
water and is rarely found growing where its roots are exposed ta full strength seawater; ir is often
nat classified as a mangrave. In any case, buttonwaod and several other minor species made only a
small contribution to the energy budgets of Dade County mangrove areas and are not considered in this
study.

All three species of Florida mangroves occur in the southern part af the state. Their
distributions were reported by Savage �972!. The white mangroves appear to be the most cold sensitive
of the Florida mangroves; their range extends northward only to Brevard County on the east caast
and Hernando County on the west. Red mangroves are more cold hardy; they extend to Valusia County
an the east coast and Levy County on the west. Black mangraves are the most widely distributed; they
extend to St. Johns County on the east coast and are found as catte.ed plants along the Gulf coast
of Florida and from there to Mexico. Although the annual low and average temperatures .In the Miami
area are less favorable than in the main Indo � Pacific area, low temperature does not appear to limit
mangrove distribution along Biscayne Bay. True zonation would nat bc expected to occur along
Biscayne Bay where the mean tidal ranges vary from 13-62 cm  Schneidar, 1969!, which is very much
less than that of Asian mangraves, The Biscayne Bay rainfall is also deficient for zonation
 Macnae, 1968! Nevertheless, mangrove community differentiation along Biscayne Bay does occur
and is probably based on some of the same factors as are involved in Asian zonation, i.e, soil type,
elevation, drainage, soil salinity and species tolerance, seed suppl" and species competition. That
many factors are involved in the species mix of a given sample of mangrove forest is indicated by
planting experiments of Rsbinowitz �975! in Panama. She discovered that mangrove species were often
found growing at sites where cantrolled experiggents had shown they were not we11 adapted.

Mangrove communities of Davis
Davis �940! studied the mangroves of Florida and described seven community types, as follows:

"Pioneer Rhizophora", which is the community of developing small red mangrove trees growing along
the edge of open water at elevations near mean low water; "Mature Rhizophora Cansocies", which is
dominated by red mangroves, often growing on deep mangrove peat; "Avicennia Salt Marsh", which is
dominated by the black mangrove, is typically found at about mean sea level in basins that are
infrequently flushed by the tides; "Laguncularia Consocies", which is white mangroves at about the
mean high tide level, but often is found at other elevations snd i.n mi.xtures with both the ot'her
species; "Conocarpus Transi.tion", which is above the mean high tide level, inland from the mangrove
communities but seaward of the tropical hammock species; "Mature Mangrove Forest", which is found
at the mean high tide level, is an open forest, typically made up of tall red, black and white
mangroves with other species included such as buttonwood, cabbage palm, sea grape  Caccoloba uvifera!
and others; and the "Dwarf Form" ar "Scrub" camminity, which in the coastal form is typically dominated
by widely spaced red mangroves, and occurs in twa types, one  hat grows below mean low water and the
other which is found near the mean high tide level.
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Lugo and Snedaker �974!
Islands and Rookery Bay area of
the conditions of Biscayne Bay.
groups, but do not indicate the

proposed a system of classification for mangroves in the Ten Thousand
southwest Florida that has merit but does not appear to be useful under
Heald et al. �974! divided black mangrove communities into three

locations of any examples.
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Communities evaluated in this report
Davis' classification was adapted to Biscayne Bay mangroves by Teas �974!, with some renaming of

the community types and the addition of one community type not listed by Davis.
The Pioneer Rhizophora community occurs but is not important in Biscayne Bay. Macnae �968! points

up the importance of pioneer communities in silting shorelines, but the shore of Biscayne Bay is not
accreting. A study of elevarions in a Pioneer Rhizophora community along the western shore in Section 2 of
T56, R40, showed that although many red mangrove seedlings had rooted, no red mangroves were established
as trees at elevations below -4 cm  where the mean low tide elevation was ca. � 11 cm, U.S.C. and G.S. Mean
Sea Level Datum!. Moreover, aerial photographs indicated that this Pioneer Rhizophora Community had not
advanced into the bay in more than a decade, In any case, the area of Pioneer Rhizophora Cozsaunity in
Biscayne Bay is a very small component of the mangrove communities and is not evaluated in this report.

The Coastal Band community of Tees �974! is the Mature Rhizophora Consocies forest of Davis,
dominated by red mangroves. Ihe Coastal Band community is the band of mature mangrove bordering the
bay and edging creeks that lead to Biscayne Bay. Typically this community is from 10-250 m wide.
Coastal Band is usually a mature forest growing on mangrove peat with trees sometimes widely spaced. The
Coastal Band grows taller than the other community types, with an average height of about 10.6 m north of
Turkey Point and 4 m along Card and Barnes Sounds. Typical trunk diameters of the large specimens of
red mangrove are 33-46 cm. black are 76-91 cm and white are 25-46 cm, The black mangroves probably average
at least 1.5 m taller than the nearby red and white mangroves in the Coasral Band, Coastal Band mangroves
are made up of a mixture of species, the average composition of which is 79/ red, 14K white, and 7X black.
Examples of typical Coastal Band mangroves are found at Cocoplum and Black Point.

The soil elevation of the main part of the Coastal Band is about +24 cm. Along the shore there is
typically a berm of sand, shelLs and plant wrack that have been thrown up by the waves. The berm averages
about 15 cm higher in elevation than the more landward portions. The soil in the Coastal Band contains
more organic matter, has a lower pH and contains more soluble phosphate than is the case for the other
communities along Biscayne Bay  Teas, 1974!.

In pre-drainage times stretches of Coastal Band community that were narrow probably contained only
mangroves, However, as reported by Tees et al.  in this volume!, where the Coastal Band mangroves of today
form a broad band they have characteristics suggestive of origin from Davis' Mature Mangrove Forest. That
is, within such Coastal Band communities are found trunks of buttonwood and cabbage palm that were a part
of the forest in pre-drainage times when there was a narrow ribbon of graminoids  juncus-distichlisg i.e.
J ' *deist chil ut tf t die*lyh«hidth c tlg d d pled f tht
cypt *lly * g fct d' j tcecsi l.

Black Swamp  or Black Marsh! is the Avicennia Salt Marsh Associes of Davis �940!, a community
that is most often found in shallow basins that are only occasionally flushed by the tides, See photograph
as Fig. 8 in Teas �974!, Salinities of 80 o/oo and greater have been found in Black Swamp communities
during the dry season. Glasswort  Salicornia spp.!, salt wort  Batis maritime! and sea purslane  Sesuvium
ortulacastrum! are common understory plants in the open parts of Black Swamps. Possibly because of

tolerance to higher salinity levels, black mangroves may form almost pure stands, In. some Black Swamp
area in the Florida Keys salt crystals form on the surface of the soil in the dry season. At these sites
the black mangroves are stunted and scrubby. The average height of trees measured in the Black Swamps was
5,8 m compared with the 12-15 m heights of some black mangrove trees in the coastal red mangrove dominated
Coastal Band communities. There are few examples of Black Swa~p in Dade County; a typical community
was found at Card Point, No soil elevations were available in Black Swamp areas.

The Conocarpus Transition of Davis is upland of the Biscayne Bay mangroves, An example is found
south of the Deering Estate in Section 35 of T55, R40. Conocarpus Transition is not common along
Biscayne Bay and its location is too upland to be of significance in overall Biscayne Bay productivity.

Scrub or dwarf mangrove forests along south Biscayne Bay are predominantly red mangrove. The
two types have in common that they are short in stature. They are readily distinguished however by the
density of growth. The Dense Scrub grows so densely that it is difficult to walk through whereas the
Sparse Scrub trees are widely spaced.

The Dense Scrub of Teas �974! is an induced forest'  Tees, et al., in thi* volume! growing on
former freshwater marl marshlands salinized as a consequence of drainage, Aerial photographs indicate
there was little Dense Scrub at the time of Davis' field studies, 1933-38. Dense Scrub is usually found
immediately behind the Coastal Band along most stretches of Biscayne Bay shoreline, for example at
Gables-by � the-Sea and Black Point. Dense Scrub is sharply separated from Coastal Band  see Fig, 13 in
Teas, 1974!. The typical soij elevation is from 23-30 cm. Dense Scrub trees are closely packed, some-
times more than 8 trees per m . Several groups of Dense Scrub averaged 174 cm high.

Prior to drainage, the juncus-distichlis and sawgrass communities were apparently effective
competitors of mangroves under freshwater or slightly brackish conditions. When saline intrusion forced
the juncus-distichlis back from the shore into former sawgrass area, mangroves began to develop in dense
stands forming the Dense Scrub community. Subsurface mollusc shells found in this area are freshwater
species as described by Craighead �971!  Teas et al., in this volume!. Some of these Dense Scrub
communities can be dated from aerial photographs. For examples, in Section 33 of T56, R40, the heavy
seeding that gave rise to Dense Scrub came after mosquito ditching in 1958 � 59. Dense Scrub is found on
marl soil where the soil salinity may be higher than that of surface water, but the Dense Scrub is



ordinarily washed by high tides. Dense Scrub is probably nutrient stressed in the calcareous soil, The
Dense Scrub community typically has a high incidence of dead trees and branches, ard has smaller leaves
than Coastal Band, As Dense Scrub grows and becomes thinned by natural farces and accumulates litter and
peat it may develop inta a Coastal Band community. Some of the oldest Dense Scrub  as indicated by
aerial photographs! already appear to be transitional toward Coastal Band.

The Dwarf Form or Scrub Mangrove community of Davis �940!, dominated by red mangraves  958 or more!
was designated Sparse Scrub by Teas �974!. As noted by Davis, coastal scrub mangrove communities exist
in two types: a form growing on waterlogged soil, often near or beiow the mean law tide level, and a form
found high in the tidal zone.

Sparse Scrub 'is found principally from Turkey Point southward, landward oE the taller Dense Sci ub
mangroves. Sparse Scrub is very clearly different from Dense Scrub; the transition is frequently scarp
 see Fig. 14 in Teas, 1974!. Patches of Sparse Scrub are found north of Turkey Faint in the almost bare
salina areas, usually whyre the sail is thin, Tree densities found in Sparse Scrub south of Mangrove
Point were ca. 1,7 per m and the trees averaged .98 m high. Some Sparse Scrub averages less than I/10
as many trees per unit area. Examination of Sparse Scrub mangrove forests shows that the individual trees
are sometimes spaced ln almast a regular pattern. The Sparse Scrub mangroves from Turkey Point ta Card
Point and south have invaded the shore since 1900  USDA, Soil Conservation Service, 1946!, being found in
areas that were formerly graminaid. Counts of leaf scars indicate that the ages of these Sparse Scrub
trees are consistent with such recent origins, Sparse Scrub communities can be seen in other mangrove
areas of the world. The Sparse Scrub communities along Biscayne Bay appear to be stable, i.e, there is
usually little evidence of recruitment in the open areas between Sparse Scrub plants.

Sparse Scrub is found on marl soils, sometimes growing where the scil elevatian is less than mean
low tide level. At such sites, along Card and Barnes Sounds, on South Biscayne Bay, the soil is almast
perpetually inundated and the scrub growth form is probably induced by waterlogging as suggesred for
scrub communities in ather parts of the world by Macnae �968! and by Cliapman �969!. Other Sparse Scrub,
which grows in a recognizably different form, is found at higher elevations in areas that are subjected
to high soil salinities. The saline zone is reached only by the very high or store tides. The saline bay
waters evaporate and salt cancentrates in the marl soil. Because the marl sails exchange slowly with
surface waters the roots of these plants are exposed to hypersaline inter. titial water even in the rainy
season  Teas et al., in this volume; Reark, 1975!. This second type af Sparse Scrub appears to be
stunted because of salinity stress. It is notable that the sa-'1 salinity in a  peatv! mangrove hammock
can be the same as, or only slightly elevated over, that of surface water, but a short distance away in the
marl of the Sparse Scrub community the soil interstitial water can be cans derably more saline than surface
water. Soluble phosphate in the soil af the Sparse Scrub is lower than that in the other communities and
the soil of the Sparse Scrub has the highest pH of the mangrove communities along Biscayne Bay.

The White and Mixed community af Teas �974!, which is the "Laguncularia Consocies" of Davis �940!,
is made up principally of white mangroves on marl soil, ordinariiy at higher elevation than the other
communities, and extends upland ta 55-61 cm and higher elevations. See photograph Fig. 16 in Tees �974!.
In at least one area, a population of white mangroves if found landward of a salini.ty dike  L � 31E!, growing
in freshwater,

In the mangrove communit,ies monitored in this study the average heiFht of the White Mixed community
was 5.8 m; however, this figure has little significance compared to the ca, 10,7-12 m height of the white
mangrove trees in some of the Coastal Band. The White Mfxed mangroves werc apparently seeded into former
farmlands along Bfscayne Bay by the high tides associates with hurricanes in 1945 and 1965  Rear' 1975!.
A typical White and Mixed forest community is found in upland parts of Cocoplum.

It is obvious from field observations that the above community classification is useful, but not
every patch of mangroves along the Bay falls sharply into ane of the communities. Transition zanes are
sometimes found between same communities, for example, between Coastal Rand and Dense Scrub. Also
important in classification is that mangrove cammunftfes may undergo changes in character. Examples
have been found  Biscayne Bay and Marco Island! of established "pure" Black Swamp that has an understory
ronsisting of large numbers of young red mangrove seedlings, all of the same age class, likely carried in
by a wind driven high tide. These seedlings may in time replace the black trees because the latter are
intolerant of shading, whereas the red mangroves thrive in partial shade  Macnae, 1968!.

The overall species composition of the south Biscayne Bay mangrove communities is approximately
83X red, 13X white and 4Z black.

Productivity estimates
The gross primary productivity  GPP! of mangroves is the total carbon fixed, Our concern with

productivity related to Biscayne Bay is with the net productivity, i.e. the amount oE carbon found to have
been fixed, after subtracting for respiration  R!, The GPP and R can be esti~ated from metabolic studies
that involve enclosing plants or portions of plants in plastic gas exchange bags. Measurements of
photosynthesis and R have been carried out in Puerto Rico  Galley et al., 1962! and in so«h Florida
 Miller, 1972; Carter et al,, 1973; iifcks and B'urns ~ 1975; Lugo and Snedaker, 1975!. The net primary
productivity  NPP! af mangroves is represented by the photosynthetically fixed carbon that is
accumulated in leaves, branches, trunk, bark, roots, fruits and flowers, etc. Operationally, the
compartment of net productivity which can be readily measured is the litter. Litter measurement requires
periodic collections in pans or baskets during a year. The only mangrove forest trees for which there are
sufficient data, including subsurface roots, for estimating NPP from litter measurements are those af
Galley, et al., in Puerto Rico �962! and Panama �969!. Galley, et al. �962! have also provided
regression data fram which the annual incremental growth of wood can be estimated. I.ugo and Snedaker �975!
recently have calculated a value for annual wood increments in a mangrove farest. Watson �928! and csnakes
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�955! have provided data from which wood increase can be calculated for managed Malayan mangrove forests
over periods of decades.

Alternatively, if litter component distribution data are available, litter can be estimated by
harvests of leaf prisms, from leaf area index measurements, or optically by the use of photocells and
conversion factors that relate percent transmission to standing crop of leaves. The annual yield of
leaf material will equal the leaf biomass if leaves average one year on the tree, which has been reported
to be approximately true for red mangroves Gill and Tomlinson �971!. Our studies of tagged individual
leaves of red mangrove confirmed the average leaf residence time as ca. 1 year. Pool et al. �975!
calculated leaf turnover rates  annual leaf fall � : canopy leaf biomass! for 7 Florida sites and obtained an
average value of 0.97. Sparse Scrub at Turkey Point 'had a rate of only 0.8 and mixed mangrove forests in
che Ten Thousand Islands of southwest Florida had rates of 1-1,4

METHODS

The yield of litter  leaves, twigs, branches, flowers, fruit, seedlings and miscellaneous! was
determined directly by the use of litter pans, except for Dense Scrub communities ~here leaf harvest was
ordinarily used.

The comprehensive estimate of the areas of each of the 5 communities was made for Biscayne Bay
south of Coral Gables. Aerial photography of the mainland side of Biscayne Bay was used as 23x23 cm
aerochrome and fal.se color  FCIR! transparencies with stereo coverage at a scale of approximately
I;10,000. Vegetation analysis of the mainland mangrove areas was carried out utilizing a stereo viewer,
Mangrove areas on the western shores of the offshore islands were estimated from black and white photo-
graphs. Interpretation of mangrove communities was based on ground truth.

The extent of the mangrove communities was marked on a Dade County black and white aerial photo-
graphs  scale 1 cm = 36 m! an > the areas of the marked communities were measured. Mangroves were
classified into the 5 community types, Coastal Band, Dense Scrub, Sparse Scrub, Black Swamp and White and
Mixed. Areas of open marl soil or salina were excluded since they have no or only very sparse mangrove
growth. The White and Mixed mangrove community is the most variable of the five types. Toward the bay
it meets the Dense Scrub and on the upland side, often well above mean high water, it intermingles with
salinity tolerant shrubs, Australian pines and some hasssock species. Relict mangroves upland of salinity
dikes or leveea were omitted from the area estimates because they could have no role in Biscayne Bay's
productivity. Sparse Scrub was subdivided into density classes for productivity estimates.

Elevation determinations require sight lines and bench marks, neither of which is frequently found
in mangrove swamps. Some elevations of community types were obtained by correlating.elevations on
topographic maps with onsite and aerial photographic analysis of mangrove community types. This method
was possible in the case of the Cocoplum and ITT Snapper Creek properties where elevations were available
from surveys. Elevations were known from an east-west transect along the midline of T56, R40 sections
14 and 15, provided by the Metropolitan Dade County Department of Public Works. Elevations were also
available for two transect lines through the mangroves south of Mangrove Point that were recorded on a
topographic survey of Toussaint and Associates. The locations of the cleared lines from this latter
survey are visible on aerial photographs.

Elevations were obtained by sketching onto the above maps outlines of characteristic mangrove
communities as determined from aerial photographs and ground observations. The elevations of the ground
within these designated communities were then tabulated from the reference maps or transects. All
elevations within an identified community were used in calculating the averages except that low points
which obviously represented the bottoms of small creeks were discarded,

Soil samples for analysis were taken with a garden trowel at the surface after removing litter;
they represent the top 5-10 cm. Organic matter was determined by combustion at 500 C; soluble phosphate
was measured by a standard method  Strickland and Parsons, 1968! on samples dried at 70 C; pR was measured
on an aqueous aliquot of the sample dried at 70 C by the procedure of Llewellyn �963!,

RESULTS

Litter production by Biscayne Bay mangrove coneepities is shown in Table 1. The Coastal Band is the
community with the highest yield of litter at 2.93 g/m /da. These data are for litter pans that were
collected every 2 weeks. The total litter values were higher for these stations than from the ones sampled
less frequently. These values for Coastal Band and Sparse Scrub are in the same range as those of Pool
et al. �975! for mixed species forests in southwest Florida and Sparse Scrub at Turkey Point. The species
distribution of trees in the 5 communities are from "typical" examples. Leaves made up 75K of Coastal
Band litter, 66X of Dense Scrub litter, 69X of Sparse Scrub litter, 88K of Black Swamp litter and 86K of
White and Mixed Community litter, Fruit, flowers and propagules were 19X, 29X, 22X, 2X and 6X
respectively. Wood and miscellaneous debris made up 6X, 5X, 9X, 10X and 8Z respectively. Predominantly
red mangrove forests had much larger fractions of their litter as fruits, flowers and propagules  av. 23X!
than did the Black Swamp and White and Mixed communities  av. 3X!. The Dense Scrub has about the same
species distribution as Coastal Band and is usually found at appropyiate elevations for Coastal Band, The
Black Swamp community in this study had a low litter fall �.78 g/m /da! probably because the canopies of
the communities sampled are relatively open, It is predicted that a dense Black Swamp would have 2 or more
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times the litter reported here. The distributfons of leaves and total litter in Table 1 can be used to
estimate the litter compartment of mangrove forest productivity from prism harvest data.

Estimation of the component of NPP that is due to wood is the most diff f cult of the compartments.
Mangrove2GPP estimates fram literature are shown in Table 2. The average GPP for all examples was
6.5 gC/m /da. If the Sparse Scrub an/ the anomalous value for the Turkey Point mangrove hammock are
excluded, the average CPP is 9.7 gC/m /da, Approximately 602 of this is respiyation; the NPP fs divided
between wood and lf.tter. The data are widely spread from GPP of only 1.4 BC/m /da for Sparse Scrub to
12,0 gC/m /da for the average of 3 mfxed species communities in southwest Florida. It should be possible
to estimate the increase in wood from the NPP and litter; however, as is noted by authors of metabolic
studies  Miller, 1972; Carter, et. al., 1973; Hicks and Burns, 1975!, the trees used for experiments are
small and not necessarily representative of the mature forest.

The R component of CPP for a mixed mangrove community in southwestern Florida was found to vary with
surface water salinity that is, with position in the estuary  Hicks and Burns, 1975!. These investigators
concluded that the reduction in community NPP with increasing salinity was a reflection of enhanced R,
whi.ch increased from 36 to 652 af GPP as the salinity increased from 4.7-16 parts per thousand. Inasmuch
as this decrease in net productivity is attributed to salinity stress, it is interesting to see that
Sparse Scrub red mangroves, which are stressed by waterlogging near the Biseayne Bay or by hypersalinity
upland,  Teas et al., this volume! had R that equalled or exceeded the GPP in a short time experiment
 Table 2!', These scrub trees have smaller leaves than do normal trees and show other signs af stress.
Sparse Scrub trees have so little biomass per unit area that the pro-rated increyents of wood for ag
estimated 45 years since their seeding  Tees, et al,, this volume! is ca. 26 g/m /yr or ca, 13 SC/m /yr
which averaged 0.04 gC/m /da as fruit, flowers and propagules  Table 1!. These Sparse Scrub trees are thus
allocating as much of their NPP to reproductive structures as to wood,

The areas, litter fall, and calculated NPP af the south Biscayne Bay mangrove communities are shown
in Table 3. The total litter production is almost 3,8xl04 mt/yr and the NPP approaches 5.7xl04 mtC/yr.
This last number represents an estimate of the amount of carbon fixed in litter plus wood  all af which
wood will ultimately become litter when the trees die!.

The area south of the Coral Cables City line encompasses the great majority of Biscayne Bay's
mangroves. The significant tracts which contain mangroves that are excluded from the estimate are:
Interama, Key Biscayne, Virginia Key, Cocoplumm, Matheson Hammock, the ITT Snapper Creek Property, Gables-
by-the-gea, and the Dade County Chapman Field Park. The total areas of mangroves on these properties, are
ca. 5-62 of the total along Biscayne Bay. The community types are generally Coastal Band, Dense Scrub
and White and Mixed Communities, An approximate correction for the produgtivity of these mangroves wauld
bring the Biscayne Bay totals to ca. 4xl04 mt litter/yr and a NPP of 6x10 / mtC/yr. It should be noted
that half of the mangroves of the barrier islands at the east side of Biscayne Bay are considered in the
present estimates of mangrove area and productivity,

DISCUSSION

Available data indicate the NPP of these Biscayne Bay mangrove forests vary from 1. 28 mt/ha/yr for
Sparse Scrub to 10.7 mt/ha/yr far Coastal Band. This is low for tropical forests which are generally
acknowledged to be more productive than temperate forests. Golley and Lieth �972! estimated that
tropical forests have an average NPP of 25.3 mt/ha/yr, with a range of from 13-123 mt/ha/yr. Temperate
forests average 12 and 28 mt/ha/yr for deciduous and coniferous forests, respectively,

Comparison of Biscayne Bay's mangrove productivity with that of the bay's macrophytes is
interesting, since the likely greater productivity of the seagrass community has been raised by Thorhaug
et al. �972! and others. The area of south Biscayne Bay as defined here ie approximately 42,776 ha, the
total ares of mangroves is ca, 7,876 ha, A value of 2,000 gC/m2/yr was sssumed for seagrass litter
production estimates  Roessler and Beardsley, 1974! and 252 cover of Biscayne Bay by seagrass was assumed
 estimate of Jones, 1968!. The productfvity is a high value, but probably more than 25K seagrass cover is
involved. The approximate seagrass litter production for the bay is 4,2x105 mt/yr. Roughly this means
that for the whole of Bfscayne Bay the average annual litter from seagrasses is ca. 9-12 times as much
as the litter from mangroves,

It is notable that of the 5 mangrove communities which can be recognized as the major types along
Biscayne Bsy, 4 have been found to be madified by man  Teas, et al,, this volume!: The Coastal Band in its
fullest pre-drainage development had other non-sajinity tolerant species within it until reduction of
freshwater flow eliminated the salinity sensitive species; the Dense Scrub is almost completely induced
by man as a consequence of drainage that salinfzed previously freshwater gramfnoid marl land and allowed
dense development of red mangroves; the Sparse Scrub, which was found only near the shore of south Biscayne
Bay in 1900, has advanced 5-6 km inland because of drainage that reduced freshwater flow  Resrk, 1975!;
and White and Mixed, which was seeded on salinfzed marl lands by hurricane high tides. Thus%
mangrove communities present today along Biscayne Bay are either in their present form or owe thefr
existence to salinity induced secondary succession.

It would be useful to reconstruct a picture of the mangrove forest of Biscayne Bay before modern
dredge and fill operations and compare their probably ecological function and area in pre-drainage days
with those of the mangraves of today. It is passible that we have a greater area of mangroves along
Biscayne Bay today than existed fn 1900,

Salinfty is clearly a dominant factor in the evolution and development of Biscayne Bay's mangrove
communities. The effects on the biota of salfnfsatfon af the Whitewater Bay area af Everglades National
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Park as s consequence af opening the Buttonwood Canal has been reported by Tabb et al, �962! and Thomas
�974}. The metabolic influence of salinity on mangroves needs to be investigated. The role of root zone
salinity, as opposed to surface water salinity, is critical for mangroves growing on marl along Biscayne
Bay, The importance of the difference was appreciated by Davis �940!, This value was from Lugo and
Snedaker �974! which based on estimates of both ground area and leave area metabolism. Since the leave
area inde~ for these forests is not available, the magnitude of the estimate is questionable. The lagistics
have been worked out for such investi.gation, Odum and Jordon �970! used a plastic cylinder 20 m high and
18 m in diameter for rain forest metabolic studies in Puerto Rico. Wilson and Simberloff �969! used tents
up ta 18 m in diameter and 10 m high over entire mangrove islands for fumigation experiments in the Florida
Keys.

The response of Biscayne Bay mangroves to freshwater upland runoff and ro inorganic nutrients is
important to understand. Studies of inorganic nutrient, freshwater and salinity effects on Dade County
mangroves grawing on marl soil are the most important aspects to be investigated. The results may well
provide guidelines for the management of the present Biscayne Bay mangroves.
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TABLE 1. Litter produced by south Biscayne Bay mangrove communities

* Estimate< from harvest data

TABLE 2, South Biscayne Bay mangrove productivity estimates  gC/m /da!2

a Average litter for mangrove forests, excluding scrub  Pool et al., 1975!

b By difference

c Data from Tees
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TABLE 3 South Biscayne Bay mangrove productivity

56>505Total 7,876 37,669

Dry wt organic matter, metric tons/hectare/yr

Based on NPF litter x 3  Bray and Gorham, 1964; Golley, 1972! and
litter dry wt x 0.5 = C  Golley et al,, 1962!
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ECOSYSTEM MODELS OF MANGROVE COMKJNITIES IH BISCAYHE BAY

LAWRENCE A. BURNS
2000-120 S.V. 16th STREET
GAIHESVILLE, FL. 32608

ABSTRACT

The systems view of ecological communities provides a holistic perspective for gauging the impact of
human activities on natural ecosystems. This paper emphasizes the use of ecological circuit notation for
the development of biologically sound mathematical models of ecosystems. The conceptual framework under-
lying ecosyatems analysis is defined, and specific models of mangrove caasmnity dynamics are developed with
reference to the pertinent literature on structure and function of this ecosystem, The models emphasize
the following ecological aspects of mangroves in the coastal region: �! productivity of mangroves is con-
trolled by a synergistic interaction between tidal flow and fresh water availability; �! interception and
filtration of surface runoff by mangroves captures nutrients otherwise lost to the open sea, improving
water quality in the process; �! detrital production by mangroves helps fuel food chains supporting fish-
eries and bird populations; �! shallow brackish waters around mangroves are nursery and breeding grounds
for many estuarine dependent animals. The models concentrate on ecosystem processes within the mangrove
community, and serve to point up the many processes and variables needing assessment in the Biscayne Bay
area mangrove ecosystem, Successful use of the ecosystems'approach for natural resource management will
require careful definition of realistic management alternatives, ecologically sound models of the impact
of management schemes on the region, and careful research to calibrate the models to the Biscayne Bay
ecosystem.
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INTRODUCTION

The term "ecosystem" was introduced into ecology by A. G. Tansley in 1935. Since that time ecosystem
ecology has developed into a distinct specialty within the general field of ecology, but the term "system"
has become so diluted in the general culture that its meaning has been nearly lost. In general systems
theory, a system is usually defined as "an arrangement of physical components connected or related in such
a manner as ro form and/or act as an entire unit"  DiStefano et al. 1967! or some equivalent phrase. The
essence of the definition lies in the concept of a unit response of the entire system to perturbation of any
member of the collection of items. General systems theory as a discipline is directed towards abstracting
the principles of organization that lend this property to collections of "physical components". To that end,
systems analysis dissects functional units  systems! into a set of subsidiary conceptua] elements.

Functional Cate pries of Ecos stems Anal sis

System components

The first problem of any systems analysis is to define the system components in terms of their contri-
bution to overall system performance. Since "performance" is usually construed to mean the process of
transformation of system inputs  raw materials, energy, etc,! into outputs  products! and residuals  waste
products, heat!, the system components are usually defined in terms of functional contributions to input-
output dynamics, In an industrial context difficulties are frequently encountered from the tendency of
human organizations to have overlapping responsibilities, as for example when raw material acquisition in-
volves a purchasing, accounting, transportation, and process control division  the latter ensuring that
stocks of many raw materials are in proportion to total needs! of the same industry or firm. In ecological
studies identical difficulties ave encountered when, for example, energy transfer is defined as a signifi-
cant process, and functional units are defined as trophic levels, It then becomes apparent that many of
the species present do not fit conveniently in any of the functional categories, but may shift position ac-
cording to stage of the life cycle, season, or even according to idiosyncratic preferences of individual
animals.

Identification of functional components, then, is the initial task performed in any ecosystems analysis.
However, the ultimate objectives of the study always strongly color this identification process. In partic-
ular, if human intervention and management of the system is contemplated, the definition of we'!.1-defined
and realistic management objectives is extremely important  Thornton, 1975!, Since all models are designed
around a particular set of objectives, no model can accurately predict the outcome of environmental pertur-
bations exceeding the original design parameters and topology.

Resources and environment

Additional attributes of a system include the system resources, environment, and the "goals" of the
system  Churchman, 1968!. The idea of system goals is sometimes disturbing to natural scientists who legi-
timately hold that ascribing "goals" and "goal-directed behavior" tc natural systems constitutes a gross
anthropomorphism. However, in the discipline of systems analysis, the description of system goals has no
connotation of the conscious intentionality that is often a feature. of individual human goal-directed
behavior. Instead, system goals are used to describe operationally what the system in fact does in order
to transform inputs to outputs, and the net result of this process. Thus in ecology, when the goals of
ecosystems are described as a maximization of useful power  energy flow!  H. T. Odum, 1972!, or a maximiza-
tion of standing crop per unit maintenance metabolism  Nargalef 1966, Morowitz 1968!, what is being at. temp-
ted is a general observation of how ecosystems in fact perform, a judgment that, at least ideally, is value-
free. In the industrial example, the set of goals that emerge rom objective analysis are frequently quite
different from the goals perceived and intended by management.

A system has external environmental influences and internal resources. System resources are defined as
those elements, processes, or factors that affect system performance and are under direct system control,
The system environment is defined as that set of elements that affect system operation, but over which the
system has no control except as feedback exchange. For example, in analyzing the ecological process of
autotrophic energy fixation  particularly photosynthesis!, we might consider t: he system environment to in-
clude sunlight, temperature, carbon dioxide and oxygen concentrations, and inorganic nutrient and water
supply, System resources would include chlorophyll content of leaves, leaf and stand morphology, biochem-
ical and genetic structure, enzyme concentrations, and local water and nutrient supplies. The processes
of water inflow, outflow, recycle and conservation are a major part of many ecosystems. Their operation
depends on an environmental component  rainfall, overland and subsurface transport through the system!, and
a resource component with control mechanisms that govern resource allocation and utilization. The inter-
action of water relations and energy fixation by plants is an important feature of many ecosystems and sig-
nificant to any ecosystems analysis. Rosenzweig �968! suggested that neL primary productivity is linearly
related to actual evapotranspiration at the biome level, and Carter et al. �973! have adduced evidence
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that this is true on a more local  intra-ecosystem! level as well.
The discrimination between system environment and resource is often rather subtle, and often depends on

the objectives and time scale of the analysis. For example, studies of fishery populations or benthic inver-
tebrates in Biscayne Bay would probably treat the input of organic matter to the bay  mangrove debris, sewage,
etc.! as part of the system environment, i.e. as a fixed constraint, From the larger perspective of the Bay
watershed, organic input is a variable controlled by extent and vigar of surrounding mangrove forests, engin-
eering policies vis a vis sewage plants, and other factors affected by resource decisions. Many industrial
problems have been salved by sensitizing management personnel to factors that, although perceived as part of
the environmental constraints of the system, in fact lie in the resource domain  Churchman, 1968!.

Limitin Factors and the S stem Environment

The causal functions, driving forces, or forcing functions of an ecosystem constitute the system envir-
onment. The study of causal functions in natural systems has developed from the concept of limiting factors.
This idea was first explicitly presented by Liebig, and was expanded by V. A. Shelford to include excess as
well as deficiency of ecological factors as important aspects in the functioning of biological communities
 Liebig 1840, Shelford 1913; quoted from E, P. Odum, 1971!, The significance and interpretation attached to
limiting factor observations depends ta a degree upon the level of organization from which the system is ap-
proached. Liebig's original observation, that growth is generally controlled by short supply of a single
mineral, was made in an agricultural context of focus on a single cultivated plant species in monoculture.
Even at the single species level of integration, organisms cannot really be said to be completely driven by
environmental conditions, and frequently modify their microclimate or so adapt  acclimate! that the limita-
tions apparently imposed by the physical environments are considerable ameliorated, Examples of this phen-
omenon are provided by ecotypes  Turesson, 1922! that are strongly modified in their responses to local con-
ditions, both in terms of tolerance of extremes of environmental factors and in their maximum growth respon-
ses ta variatian in the average levels af driving forces. The plasticity and 'ingenuity' of both plant and
animal adaptation is sa great that in same senses it is difficult to credit the idea that any individual
organism is very much 'limited' in the habitats where it is actually found  Billings, pere. corn.!. Even a
creosote bush  Larrea tridentata! in the deepest parts of a hat desert, taken as an individual, wall appear
to be well-adjusted and thriving in its "inhospitable" surroundings.

At a populacian and at an ecosystem level, the picture that emerges from study of limiting factors can
be quite different. Shelford's �913! extension of the law of the minimum to a law of tolerance helps to
clarify the situation for populations of organisms. Tolerance  or rather, intolerance! of environmental
extremes often strongly shapes both distribution and abundance of species populations  Andrewartha and Birch
1954!. At the ecosystem level of organization, the correlation of total  above-ground autotrophic! yearly
net production with evapotranspiration has already been mentioned  Rasenzweig, 1968!. This relationship
appears to be a result of actual evapotranspiration being a measure of the coavailability of water and sun-
light, probably the twa most important limiting factors to ecosystems, H. T. Odum �971! has argued that
other 'limiting' factors  e.g. mineral nutrients, temperature, etc.! are with few exceptions susceptible to
successful adaptation on the part of evolving species and ecosystems, Most adaptations, however, involve a
metabolic drain or cost requisite to the process of coping with environmental shortcomings of the habitat.
For example, although desert plants are admirably adapted to hot deserts, their very adaptations unfit them
for Iife in gentler environments. Scleraphyllous growth form, ability to shed leaves under water stress,
ability ta store substantial quantities of water: all these are liabilities in the competitive situations of
mesic environments. Each such adaptation is accompanied by a metabolic expenditure vis a vis the ways mesic
ecosystems deplay their energy base, and in a mesic habitat would result in rapid elimination of species
possessing such characteristics from the system. An example af this process at work at the community level
is shown in Table I, which demonstrates the response of the autotrophic stratum of a mangrove ecosystem in
South Florida ta gradients of salinity and of the auxiliary energy support provided by tidal renewal of the
sail salutian  Carter et al. 1973!. In this case community gross primary productivity increases as the
ocean-front edge af the community is appraached, but salt stress levies an increasingly greater "stress tax"
on the metabolic budget. The balance of these competing processes results in maximum net productivity being
attained in the midreaches af the estuary, where tidal energy and chemical water activity are in some optimal
combination. In a systems context, the dispute over whether nitrogen, phosphorus, or carbon is "limiting"
is perhaps to an extent resolvable by observing that all three are biologically active and important sub-
stances, but what basically "limits" the productivity of ecosystems is the size of the energy base available
ta cape with environmental stresses and shortcomings of all kinds. For example, the generalization that ni-
trogen is "the most limiting factor in estuarine systems" must be tempered by the realization that salt marsh
and mangrove communities fix atmospheric nitrogen  Greene and Edmiston 1974, Kimbell and Tees 1975, Zuberer
and Silver 1975!. Furthermore, E.P. Odum and Fanning �973, quoted from E.P. Odum 1974! have Found that salt
marsh systems respond directly to the energy subsidy provided by tidal action, with a peak response at a ti-
dal range of five ta eight feet. To sum up, it seems that study of the causal functions that drive ecosystems
must to some extent be conducted at the ecosystem level directly, and although mechanisms of action are to be
sought at a more atomistic level of integration  e.g. in environmental physiology!, considerable caution should
be exercised in extrapolating physiological conclusions to the complete ecosystem.
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Emer ent Pro erties and S stem Ta olo

This problem has been expressed in capsule comments such as "the whale is greater than che sum of its
parts" and "'emergent' properties dominate response patterns of whole systems". Such statements have
achieved a mystical aura in the popular press, but really amount to nothing more than the observation that
a list including sodium bicarbonate, flour, and eggs does not adequately express the emergent properties
of a chocolate cake. Emergent properties of this type are obviously real phenomena that arise to bedevil
most land management programs, They are a result of the nature and intensity of functional interactians
among the system components, and are only surprising or unpredictable when the system r.apology and its re-
sulting constraints are ignored  Caswell et al. 1972!.

Madel Validation

A particularly thorny arena that has generated some friction between modelers and managers is that of
madel 'validation'. Our society is currently heavily committed to 'objective' measures af performance,
which apparently typically measure the worth of a model by haw well it fits same set of real data. Even
leaving aside the question of the  usually subjective! criteria for a gaod fit, and the validity of the real
data, there is some doubt that data fitting ~er se is a more than marginally useful exercise. Here we must
distinguish between models that are designed ~onl to provide information an future states of che system, and
models developed fram a systems theory baseline that are designed ca advance aur understanding of the real
system  Wiegert, 1975!. The epitome of the first type is the statistical model  e,g, linear regression!,
which is by definition valid only within a previously measured response domain. In this case the fit of the
model ta the relevant data is usually quite good, but its reliability as a predictor of the response of real
systems to the novel situations brought about by technological environments I management policies is by def-
inition unknown.

By contrast, models based in theory are applicable over a wider range, but can only be dispraven by
systematic c.est of hypotheses generated from the model and its initial conditions. Only a long series af
failed actempts to disprove can be regarded as sufficient to induce faith in the model, and even then one
crucial experiment may suffice to discredit it. In fact, poor fit of a model af this type to observed data
is often a more useful situation than good fit, since parameter optimization techniques may correct the
deviation and thereby suggest further or refined data collection in the appropriate area. In addition, it
is often particularly significant when the aptimization process fails as well, since this suggests that
some important aspect of system topology is not well understood.

If the potential benefits of syscems ecology to environmental enhancement programs are to be realized,
some institutional means must be found af marrying politically responsible authority to reguiace and control
with scientifically responsible evaluation of the results of management policies. 'Models' are always
approximations, useful for extrapolation of the implications of current understanding and for exposure of
gapa in our knowledge. Models are useful tools that can guide our pz.ogress toward the understanding of eco-
systems, but must always change and advance as understanding becomes more comprehensive and incisive,
Models are by no stretch of the imagination a panacea for environmental problems, buc da suggest avenues
for furcher exploration and likely management strategies.

METHOOS OF ECOSYSTEM ANALYSIS

Most of the ecosystem models of mangroves discussed in this paper use the system of ecological circuit
natation developed by H, T. Odum �971, 1972!. A brief discussion of the theory underlying the notational
system and the specific significance of the free-body modules is given here in order co enable the reader
ca follow the diagrams and evaluate the perspective governing model formation .

Ener Transfer and Mineral C clin

An ecosystem can be defined for analytical purposes as a set of functional components, biotic snd
abiatic, which are coupled by flows of energy and material* whose magnitude, direction, and functional form
are amenable to direct investigation, Within this definition there is a major disparity between energetic
coupling and mineral flow coupling that must be borne firmly in mind . It is summarized by the distinction
chsc minerals circulate in ecosyscems; but the flow of energy is one-way through the system. Incoming
energy is ultimately di.ssipaced in heat, A major area of investigation in systems ecology is embedded
within this definition, that of the nature of the interacti.on between these cwa apparently dissimiIar
processes.

The flaw of energy and materials in ecasystems is roughtly parallel. For example, the transfer of
energy along food chains occurs via the consumption of high-energy materials contained in the food. The
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concentration of mineral nutrients in the soil system is paralleled by a dissipation of energy in the detri-
tal food chain. This interaction of energy flow and mineral cycling serves to organize collections of plant
and animal populations into ecosystems: the population gene pools act as an information storage that estab-
lishes and maintains the range of successful interactions we see operating in ecosystems today.

Transformation of energy into useful work is the basic process governing the operation of all systems.
Artificial systems serving man's purposes rely on the ingenuity of the engineer to establish useful path-
ways of energy flow, while natural systems employ selective pressures acting over a lengthy time span to
achieve what may be similar end results. These may include the development of processes that enhance long-
rerm stability, some set of particular resource utilization rates with a balance of throughput and recycling>
and progressively greater internal control of environmental variables. In both cases the laws of thermody-
namics establish the boundary conditions that constrain system operation. These laws help form the under-
lying guidelines for constructing syscem circuit diagrams for ecosystem analysis,

In brief, the first  conservation! lew imposes a requirement that the energy budget be balanced, i.e.,
it is not possible for any incoming energy to simply disappear. This is not so trivial a point as it
appears, for it serves as a means of keeping track of the completeness of a system definition: if major
terms of the energy budget do not appear in the model, this can be taken as an indication that the circuit
is not yet complete. The degradation of potential energy to dispersed forms  second thermodynamic law! ac-
companies every energy transformation, This forces systems to treat the utilization of potential as a prime
resource. Perhaps a profitable way of viewing the second  entropy! law in this context is that potential
represents the opportunity to perform useful work, and some of this opportunity is irretrievably expended
each time it is employed  Sears and Zemansky, 1963!.

These two considerations make possible the calculation of balanced energy budgets for whole systems,
and lend assurance that the opportunity to transform energy to useful work must be apportioned in a system-
atic, regular fashion. The loss of work opportunity with each transformation forces the system to treat
this eminently exhaustible commodity as its most precious resource. Horeover, it assures us that there is
scant likelihood Chat any substantial energy consuming process is incidental to basic system function.

The circulation of mineral elements in ecosystems may act as a feedback governor that helps control the
direction and speed of energy flow. A similar mechanism may be at work in economic systems, insofar as
currency circulation may be said to effect changes in potential work opportunities. Thi: feedback effect
lets us define an energetic value for minerals and nutrients in terms of the energy flows they control. A
similar treatment of dollar flow and energy flow may be possible as well, Dollar flow and mineral flow are
in any case both accompaniments to the flow of energy and its dissipation in the course of the us ful work
that has developed and maintains the world as we know it. This parallelism allows preliminary comparisons
of natural and artificial systems to be made in terms of a common measure of value. For example, a quanti-
tative equivalence between currency and energy can be defined from a ratio of kilocalories of energy to the
U, S. dollar, derivable from available information on the annual real gross national product and total yearly
power consumption in the U. S, economy  N. T. Odum, 1971!,

Ecos stem Processes and Productivit

Photosynthesis, respiration, and matter transport are the basic processes of ecosystems that account for
energy fixation, utilization, and transformation; and for the cycling of crucial limiting minerals. The
primary productivity of the ecosystem represents the energy available to operate all the energy consuming
processes and biological work powered by organic respiration throughout the system. For this reason primary
considerat.ion must be given to direct measurement of gross photosynthesis as a most important system para-
meter; gross primary productivity establishes the magnitude of the organic energy budget available for all
other purposes. Ecosystems may be coupled to auxiliary energy sources as well, and in some cases may be
totally dependent on them  for example, benthic detrital systems!. Auxiliary energy sources provided by
physical and chemical environmental processes may reduce the quantities of energy the system expends in
maintenance, and are often of sufficient magnitude to produce selective pressures that create ecosystems
specifically adapted to utilize them. In general, these subsidies may make additional energies available
for increased complexity of biological organization or increased net productivity. At the other end of the
scale, physical processes often produce conditions that require a commitment of energy resources to counter
destructive effects � this situation serves to define the concept of a "stress" in energetic terms.

The flow of energy through ecological systems begins with the fixation of solar energy by autotrophic
organisms. The rate of storage of radiant energy in organic materials is called "primary productivity", and
i.t is usually estimated by measuring some indirect quantity associated with energy fixation. The production
process utilizes carbon dioxide, water, nitrate, phosphate, and other mineral elements as raw materials, and
releases molecular oxygen as a by-product, Study of the rate of disappearance of any of these source mater-
ials, or rate of by-product accumulation, can yield information about the magnitude of primary productivity.

The production process is composed of a balance among several component processes, each of which has im-
portance in delineating the energetic status of an ecosystem. "Gross primary productivity"  GPP! is the
total rate of photosynthesis, accounting for the energy used in maintenance activities during the period
over which observations are made. "Het primary productivity"  NPP! refers to the gain in bulk of stored
materials within the plant tissues over an observation period. It is the net balance between gross energy
fixation and the concurrent utilization of energy in the life process, Energies expended in growth, repro-
duction, and tissue maintenance activities are referred to as "respiratory metabolism" or "respiration"  R!.
These relationships can be summarized as  NPP ~ CPP � R!.

The precise significance of each of these terms depends strongly upon the context in which it is employed,
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Energy fixation and tissue growth are both complex biochemical processes that are composed of 3.engthy series
of enzymatically controlled reactions, Each step invo3.ves energy losses in the transmission af energy via
intermediate chemical species towards final storage products, and the magnitude of quantitative assessments
of the rate of energy capture thus depends heavily upon which step in the sequence is chosen for study. Far
example, electronic excitation of the chlorophyll pigment molecule is the initial step in photosynthetic
energy capture. Measurement of this step has been accomplished by nusrerous rletailed studies of the molec-
ular physics and chemistry of chlorophyll  Zelitch, 1971! . Every downstream reaction coupled to this ini-
tial energy capture device necessarily involves a thermodynamic ef f iciancy less than unity. In consequence,
the putative "efficiency" of photosynthesis relative to impinging radiant energy, as well as the absolute
magnitudes of measured energy capture rates, is greatest far this solid � state physical process of electronic
excitation and declines steadily through the anabolic sequence. In this sense tire significance of "produc-
tivity" measurements depends on the technique employed in measurement.

The "net production" of a plant community has varying meanings depending on the time frame used to
define measurement. Over the yearly cycle or growing season, it is usually used as the net storage of or-
ganic matter after accounting for heterotrophic consumption  grazing! and mortality. On a daily basis, it
is the net gain  ar loss! over a full diel cycle, that is, net production in daylight hours less respiratory
energy utilization during the night-time. The utility of these definitions is related to the ultimate pur-
poses behind the measurements. Seasonal net community productivity is a concept of great agricu3tural sig-
nificance, and in some ecosystems measures the size of storage accumulations necessary, e.g., ta survive
seasonal unfavorable weather and initiate subsequent re-growth from the stored reserve. It ai.sa serves ta
guide studies intended as estimators of the capacity of particular ecosysteras ta support, inter alia, the
seasonal reproductive activities of dependent animal populations. Such studies are usually performed by
periodic standing crop evaluations, with net production defined as the difference between yearly extremes.
It. should be noted that even in situations where this definition yields zero, or very low va3ues, consid-
erable animal populations may be supported by the daily net production, most or all of which may be rapidly
consumed by grazing food chains and the production of flowers and fruits. In neither the case of a fertile
pasture heavily grazed by livestock, nor that of a mature tropical rain forest, is it very useful to regard
the system as unproductive; but neither shows much standing-crop change over a year's time.

The assimilation of atmospheric carbon dioxide by plant tissue has been widely used as an indicator of
plant productivity, Carbon assimilation fails to account for a number of energy harvesting processes of
probable importance in ecosystem energetics, especially in passible internal recycling of CO2 as an energy
carrier during daylight synthesis of enzymes, nucleic acids, and other important compounds; and in its in-
ability to measure the true rate of daytime respiration, especially in plants in which respiration is ac-
celerated by light  phatorespiration!. However, it is a technique that can be adapted to fie3d survery
work, and it measures a quantity  carbon fixation! that can be used ta consrruct overall ecosystem energy
budgers in equivalenr. terms  based on known fuel values of carbon compounds!. In addition, carbon fixation
is usually  though by na means invariably! a good indicator of the levels af avai1ability of organic fuels
to support heterotrophic ecosystem components  Table 1!,

Free-bod Modu1.es

The modular components used in energy circuit natation for constructing ecosystem models are given in
Figure l. Each module represents a particular cluster of similar ecological entities, and each has a partic-
ular group of associated mathematical functions, Most ecological processes can be portrayed by combinations
of these operators. Unit properties of the modules are described below.

l. a.! The passive storage module stores potential energy as the ba1ance of its inputs and outputs. A
complete definition requires a mathematical expression far the quantity of potentia3 energy stored, and an
expression of storage functions for establishing that quantity, The expressian for the outflow usually is a
function of the circuit connections as well as the quantity stored, that 3s, the flow of energy from the
storage will depend on the process to which it is coupled. The input functions may also be of several kinds.
For example, water stored in a tank against gravity has an energetic value related to its hydrostatic head;
energy in compressed gas is r'elated to pressure by a logarithmic function, These storages are state vari-
ables of the system, and may represent storages of water, chemicals, biological populations, air, money, in-
formation, etc. In an environmental system, with its great diversity of pa~sible utilization pathways, there
are losses inherent in any starage. Almost any concentration of a quantity const.itutes an incipient energy
source by virtue of its low entropy, and tends to be used by one agency or another. For example, a storage
of food tends to develop chemical reactions, populations of consumer insects, etc. Work is done to protect
the source if containers or some other means are used to insulate an energy saurce from losses. This is, in
effect, a drain on the source. Leaf 3itter dynamics in forest ecosystems is an example of a process described
by this module. The input to forest floor litter accumulation, a storage, is given by the simple sum of
leaf-fall rates from the trees. Litter decomposition dynamics are usually adequately described by a rate
equation based on the quantitv af litter available to decomposer populations,

1. b,! The "work gate" represents a control function on the transmission characteristics of pathways of
energy flow. The action of the control factor modifies the input-output transfer of energy through the block
by regulating the conductivity of the contained pathway. Far example, the transport rate of carbon dioxide
gas to plants from atmospheric reservoirs is strongly controlled by wind driven air circulation in the forest.
If the control agent is in short supply, the controlling factor can be represented as a passive storage,
The dynamic behavior of the work-gate module can be shown to be a limiting factor hyperbola under these con-
ditions  Odum, 1961!. For example, photosynthetic production under phosphorus-limited conditions is controlled
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by the rate of supply of phosphorus to the plant communitv. phosphorus supply may be governed by the rates
of accretion from exogenous sources or in situ recycling of previously generated materials,

1. c.! The "self-maintaining consumer population" symbol represents a combination of "active storage"
 Figure l,e.! and a work � gate  Figure l.b.!. In the population module, potential energy stored within the
population is utilized to maintain a continuing input of new potential for growth and reproduction. Several
formularions of the detailed operation of this module lead naturally to mathematical functions that exhibit
"logistic" properties, i.e. populations that grow rapidly at first and subsequently reach a stable plateau
of population size,

1. d.! The "pure energy receptor" symbol represents a coupling of pure energies such as sound, light,
and water wave trains to an energy storage process. Chlorophyll dynamics are an example of this process.

this module incoming energy interacts with some cycling material to produce an excited or activated state,
which then decays to its ground state while transferring energy to the next step in a chain of linked reac-
tions, The ki~etics of this module were first described in terms of enzyme-catalyzed biochemical reactions,
generally labelled "Nichaelis-Menton" kinetics. Its transfer function is hyperbolic. It is usually used in
the present ecological context to depict the reception of light energy by plants in the initial steps of the
photosynthetic reaction,

1, e.! This "active scorage" module expresses the generation of stored potential from an input energy
flow, In 'this case the re � storage requires that some transformation process be performed on the input stream.
In this module work is being done against some resisting force, and the potential may be stored in a new form.
For example, conversion of the kinetic energy of falling water to electric power in hydroelectric engineering
projects can be represented as an active storage. The law of entropy requires that such conversions cannot
be 100 percent efficient, thus some of the input energy is ne.essaril; diverted to the "heat sink" of the
module,

1. f.! The symbol for a self-contained subsystem  example: preen plants'! combines a cycling receptor
module  Figure 1. d.! and self maintaining properties  Figure 1. c.!. In addition, work must be done to
maintain the photosynthetic machinery of the cycling receptor. All this interna1 organization is ummarized
in the bullet-shaped symbol of Figure f.

1. g.! Energy sources from outside the boundaries of the system of interest are indicated with a circle
symbol. Names for this type of module from other system languages include: forcing function, driving func-
tion, environmental variable, etc. In order to completely describe the source, the nature of the energy
flow  whether light, a flow of organic matter, the drying power of an air mass, etc.!, and the manner of i.ts
delivery, must be specified. For example, one class of sources exert a constant driving tendency even when
large flows are being delivered, e.g. the pressure from large water reservoirs, or chemical reactions taking
place under conditions where reactant concentrations are maintained at constant levels. Another class is
composed of sources that deliver a constant flow regardless of the utiIization pattern downstream. Examples
include the flux of sunlight, and water flowing pasr. a waterwheel. kthatever the case, the delivery function
must be indicated mathematically or gr~phically to complete the description of the source.

1. h,! Stress factors require the commitment of metabolic energies to counter their destructive effects.
This symbol summarizes the process as a drain of potential that would otherwise be available for other eco-
logical purposes. Although the rate of energy drain may be a linear function of stress intensity, the re-
sponse of the system to long-term stress may show a lengthy period of minimal effect followed by an abrupt
collapse. Such a pattern could emerge from the gradual exhaustion of energy reserves used in the ecosystem
to weather normal intermittent short periods of unfavorable environmental conditions, such as drought. The
curve for a stress factor might then follow the hyperbolic relationship of a limiting-facror work-gate
draining system potential to the heat sink. The loss rate is controlled by an environmental factor entered
on the opposite side of the gate.

1. i.! The gradient pump or forced diffusion module portrays a bi-directional transport of materials
that may be proportional to a concentration gradient or a causal force operating the gate. The heat sink
allows for conformance of the process to the second law of thermodynamics. Tidal flushing of an estuary is
an example of such a process. Tidal forces move water fn and out of the bay, and net concentration changes
in dissolved materials are a function of concentration differences between estuarine and off-shore waters.

l. j.! Any miscellaneous transfer function appropriate to special cases is represented with this box
symbol. This module is used when the function is unknown or of no consequence to the point being made. It
can also be used when the mathematical transfer function is known but a specific symbol is not available.

1. k.! In a "constant gain" amplifier the input force acts as a tap on an unlimited supply source.
Output dynamics are expressed as a constant increment of the input force called the "gain" of the module.
The exponential growth of biological populations under completely unlimiting conditions can be portrayed with
this module.

1. 1.! Pathways of energy delivery are represented by the interconnecting lines of the circuit diagram.
The existence of the pathway generally implies that work is done to maintain it, and this must be shown some-
where in the diagram. The nature of the causal force producing the energy flow is not automatically defined
by the pathway. As in the case of the energy source, additional notation must be added to define the trans-
mission characteristics of the pathway. However, this question need not be explored if the coupled responses
of the driving agent  source! and the module receiving the energy are known. For example, in creating sets
of differential equations from a circuit diagram for simulation, the time dependent behavior of each module
is frequently derived by writing expressions for the balance of inflows and outflows to the unit. Each alge-
braic term describes a flow as a function of the causal actions,

The second energy principle requires that all spontaneous processes include a dispersal of poten-
tial energy into distributed heat of the environment, unavailable as a driving impetus for any further pro-
cess, The heat sink representing this must flow from every spontaneously operating module of the energy
system. When some simple system such as water flow or electrical current flow is being represented, the heat
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sink receives flow directly from the pathway. In complex modules that represent groups of processes, the
heat sink is a miscellaneous conduit of heat dispersal from the several processes. For example, the respir-
ation of an organism is the sum of many processes of work and heat dispersal. Respiration can be measured
by the oxygen consumption or CO2 production that accompanies these processes,

I m.! The "digital programs" symbol, a special case of work-gate, is used when discontinuities have
been identified in a conductivity control process. The design of complex switching fu~ctions used in modern
high-speed digital computers has provided a thorough theoretical background to the use of this module in
ecological models. Some switched responses are of a simple on-off character, but many reflect the simultan-
eous presence of several necessary conditions for the initiation of an ecological process. Many responses
of ecosystems to environmental variables involve threshold effects. For example, the light ground fires
characteristic of many southeastern ecosystems will not propagate unless standing stock of dry ground litter
is greater than some threshold level.

I. n.! This symbol is used in combination with a work-gate to indicate the transport of dissolved or
suspended materials by a mass flow of some carrier material.

I, o,! The "economic transactor" is used to relate the flow of energy to the flow of money, both in
economic systems and at the interface between economic and ecological systems. Unlike the flow of minerals
that accompanies energy flow, the parallel flow of money is in the opposite direction, as in a grocery store,
The price structure and market mechanisms of the economic system regulate the conductivity and kinetics of
this module. The direct heat losses of these transactions are small since the work involved generally is
small, as for example in the purchase of goods in a market, However, the maintenance of complex regulatory
agencies for controlling the prices of goods and services may induce substantial costs of coupling within
the system,

We can summarize the useFul features of the energy circuit language for compartmental modeling of eco-
logical systems as follows:

l. Information is presented in a diagrammatic form that conveniently summarizes large quantities of data.
2. Energy flow pathways and functional interacti.ons are presented in an explicit form,
3. Energy circuits can be rapidly transferred to a set of mathematical equations for simulation,

Each module implies a particular type of process describable by one of a limited set of mathematical
functions.

5. Research directed toward calibration of the model and calculation of necessary coefficients for sim-
ulation can be coordinated by referring to the diagrams,

6, Circuit diagrams define system topology hv the selection of a set of pathways interconnecting the
components and defining energy snd material exchange patterns among them.

ECOSYSTEM MODELS AND ANALYSIS OF MANGROVE COMMUNITIES

We begin our discussion of mangrove ecosystem models with a brief review of ecosystem level processes
important to the place of mangroves in the natural economy of a region. Following this, we will consider
system components, driving forces, and topological constraints in the context of specific models.

The largest and best developed mangrove forests of the United States occur in south Florida, where they
play an ecological role analogous to that of salt marshes in the temperate zone, Although mangrove trees
are of direct economic importance in many tropical countries [as timber, charcoal, tanbark, and source
materials in the textile industry  Lugo and Snedaker, 1974!j, in the United States the primary benefits to
man have derived from the mangrove's ecological role in the coastal wetland ecosystem.

Man royce and the Coastal Ecos stem

Substrate conditions

The coastal sedimentation environment is important in determining where mangroves can grow  Scholl, 1963!.
The balance between physical energies impinging on a shoreline from wave action and longshore currents, and
the sediment load carried by local waters, determines the likelihood that a mangrove forest will be able to
establish and maintain itself on a given site. Mangroves are generally found only on low energy, accreting
shorelines, and are largely absent from eroding shorelines, although they may help stabilize marginal shore-
line dynamics. Mangrove seedlings cannot take root on high energy coastlines where wave action washes out
the young plants before extensive root systems can develop. On low energy shorelines, extensive mangrove
forests can become established in spite of a lack of water-borne sediments that help build up soil around
the root system, In the forests around Florida Bay, the mineral soi1s consist primarily of calcareous muds
with very little admixcure with sand. We can contrast this situation with conditions further up the coast
in the Ten Thousand Islands. Here wave action is greater, but the area mangrove soils contain large quan-
tities of sand derived by longshore drift from Cape Romano Shoals further to the north. A gradient in the
percentage of sand contained in the soil can be discerned from the Ten Thousand Islands south to Florida
Bay, indicating the nature of the balance between water movement and sediment load that must be found
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for mangrove communities to exist in any given locality.
Once established, the net of prop-roots and trapped debris of the mangrove fringe acts as a sedimentary

weir, slowing water movement and allowing any load of entrained particles to settle out of the water column,
Net production of the mangroves in excess of the remineralization abilities of detrital food chains may then
result in deep accumulations of mangrove peat. Thus we are making a crucial distinction here: although
mangroves can build land ~u , they cannot build land out.

Although mangroves do not "build land" in the sense inadvertently implied by earlier authors, they exert
an important stabilizing effect on areas where they are able to grow. Artificial mangrove plantings designed
to stabilize dredging spoil and other disturbed soil areas in the coastal zone have been studied in Flori.c'a
including the Biscayne Bay area  Tees 1974, 1975; Tees, Jurgens, and Kimbell 1975; Savage 1972!; and mangroves
were introduced into Hawaii  MacCaughey 1917! for the specific purpose of beach erosion control.

Zonation

Upward land building results in a successional sequence that results in a replacement of red and black
mangroves with white mangrove, buttonwood, and ultimately wholly terrestrial or fresh water communities,
However, it should be noted that this process has been unable to keep up with recent rises of general sea
level, as can be seen from the occurrence of areas of drowned mangrove peat in Florida Bay and Biscayne Bay.
Either a rise in sea level, or salt water intrusion due to drainage works and aquifer depletion, can induce
a succession in the opposite direction at the landward margins of the forest, In general, although details
at a given site might vary with elevation, soil structure, and seed availability, we could expect fresh
water communities to be sequentially invaded by but'tonwood and white mangroves and ultimately by a mature
red and black mangrove forest. This idea is supported by observations of red mangroves growing on areas of
white and black mangrove peat  Davis, 1943!, and by the observation of Tees ~ Wanless, and Chardon  this vol-
ume of red mangrove scrub expansion into formerly fresh-water areas following drainage.

Qn! e OF ~qn~r~iiec ln tbe ectuerino o< nwvatom

Mangrove forests are of considerable importance to the integrity of coastal zone ecosystems where they
occur. Mangrove dominated areas are breeding, feeding, and nursery grounds for substantial populations of
spectacular wading and fishing birds, sports and commercial fisheries, and help protect the coastal zone
from devastation by tropical storms and hurricanes, The mangroves themselves are primary food-producing
agents in tropical estuarine ecosystems, producing as much as 80% of the total organic materials available
to the aquatic food chain  Carter et al., 1973!, The transport of mangrove derived organic materials into
the estuary, and the patterns of utilization of these materials by estuarine animals, have been amply docu-
mented by Heald �971! and W. Odum �972! respectively. Considerable recent controversy has arisen, however,
over the relative roles of the several species of mangroves in this process, The drainage basin studied by
Odum and Heald was dominated by red mangroves with about a 1Ã admixture of white mangroves: no black man-
groves were present at all. intact black mangrove leaves are rarely observed floating in the estuary,
which suggests that export of organic matter from black mangrove dominated forest zones may be predominantly
in a dissolved or very finely divided form  S. C. Snedaker, pers. communication!. Whether such dissolved
organic materials have a substantial role in the estuarine ecosystem is an open question, Finely divided
particles in transit through detrital food chains are usually exceptionally rich in protein  geoid, 1971!,
and dissolved compounds may serve regulatory roles within the system  Janzen, 1974!. However, it should be
emphasized that such possibilities are currently pure conjecture,

The internal ecological relations of the black mangrove zones of South Florida coastal forests have been
examined by Tabb et al. �974!, especially in terms of in situ fish production. These authors conclude that
events in this zone, although partially isolated from interchange with the lower estuary, are as important
as red mangrove production in supporting estuarine animal populations, The black mangrove swamps and high
marshes of Everglades park are nursery grounds for tarpon, snook, and other juvenile marine fishes which
derive their nutrition and growth from a detrital food chain based on a feeding sequence with black mangrove
debris as the primary source material. This food chain proceeds through the feeding of mosquito and tendipid
midge larvae on detrital materials, and heavy predation of killifish, mosquitofish, and other "forage" fishes
on these insect larvae. Seasonal dry-downs of these marshes concentrate forage fishes in pockets within the
marshes, which are then intensively utilized by wading birds during the rookery season. During high water
periods or storm floods, considerable quantities of nutrients, including large numbers of fishes, are trans-
ported out of the marsh, providing a seasonal pulse of food nutrients to the lover estuary. This chain of
events is strikingly similar to ecological relationships occurring in freshwater marsh areas of South Florida,
and suggests that black mangrove swamps are intermediate in character between the red mangrove swamp, regu-
larly washed by tide waters, and uplands completely isolated from marine influences. If this view is correct,
the snook and tarpon are in a sense Florida's version of an anadromous fishery, with all the protection
problems such an analogy implies.

Salinit and Forest Develo ent

Mangroves are perhaps best known to temperate zone ecologists as an arboreal curiosity � a forest type
tolerant of high soil solution salt concentrations, Halophytic tolerance is not unlimited however, and in
many areas of the world mangroves in the coastal fringe are backed by land lacking any vegetation whatsoever.
This phenomenon is especially common in areas of low rainfall or s pronounced wet-dry  monsoon! season. <ere
conditions inimical to the survival of any higher plants are created in inner segments of the coastal zone,
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which are washed by only the highest tides and then dry out leaving salt residues behind  Fosberg, 1961!.
Although tolerant of high salinity conditions, mangroves appear to reach their best development in estu-

arine  polyhaline! situations. A study conducted by the U.S.E.P,A. in Southwest Florida  Carter et al. 1973!
showed that maximum net primary production occuzred in the mid-reach of the study zone under the most
strongly polyhaline conditions  Table 1!. Net pzoduction, which represents the arganic fuel available to
dependent wildlife and fishery food-chains, declined both towards the ocean-front snd towards inner fresh
water marshes. It appears that competition for space and nutrients may limit landward extension of mangrove
forests, while salt stress may suppress maximum productivity under fully marine or hypersaline conditions.
If this is the case, the modification of estuarine salinity patterns by upland drainage and other surface
water control policies may have profound effects on the mangrove community and its associated fisheries.
Community net production under fully marine conditions in the study noted above amounted to only 64X af
polyhaline values, and this drop probably indicated a similar drop in carrying capacity of the area for
wildlife. Accelerated transport of upland fresh water to the lower estuary may have several adverse side
effects: poliutionai loadings are nat cleansed by passage through marshes and swamps, sharp salinity shocks
are imposed on the lower estuary, the productivity and carrying capacity of the mid-reach estuary declines,
and brackish water conditions that protect juvenile fishes, shrimp, etc. from predation are destroyed,

Tees  this voLume! has estimated the litterfall component af mangrove net primary productivity for tte
Biscayne Bay area, and has compared the relative magnitudes of mangrove and seagrass litter praduction in the
regional ecosystem. Teas, Wsnless, and Chardon  this volume! have documented systematic soil salinity varia-
tions affecting Biscayne Bay msngroves. It appears that the mangrove scrub community may be poorly developed
due to restricted water exchange in the marl substrates.

Research Plannin Model of a Man rove Estuar

An ecosystem model developed primarily for use as a research design and coordination tool is given in
Figure 2. This model is divided into three major blacks of land area. On the left, contiguous upland ter-
restrial ecosystems are shown simply as s source af fresh water and dissolved nutrients flowing to che
estuary. The bottom central portion of the figure represents mainland mangrove forests and salt marshes,
and the upper right-hand section of the figure shows the estuarine bay ecosystem and its fringing mangroves
and island mangrove forests. The Gulf of Mexico appears on the far right of the madel as the ultimate sink
for fresh water, nutrients, and detritus in the estuary  the model was orienced to conditions in Southwest
Florida!. Mote that this model concentrates on. the role of mangroves and benthic vegetation in the estuary,
especially as this is affected by canal drainage of hydrologically connected uplands, and it neglects any
mention of phytoplankton populations and grazing food chains,

As ln Figure I, n., the flow of water fram the uplands entrains a flow of nutrients in proportion to the
concentrations of nutrients in the water  Figure 2, process Block I!, Under sheet flow conditions, these
waters and minerals enter the mainland mangrove and salt marsh zone, where they act as source terms for
evapocrarspiratian and as a mineral nutrient supply for the photosynthetic activities of the plant communi-
ties. The "fresh water" storages in this model are intended in the sense of a dilution of sea water, that
is, if pure sea water is present in the marsh it would be shown as zero fresh water> and conversely.

Marsh fresh water and nutrients aze exchanged with the estuarine bay by the action of the tides  Block
2!, The net exchange, as shown by the use of a two-way gate  Figure l. i.!, will depend on the relative
salinities and mineral concentrations between the two water bodies and che volume af tidal exchange, Under
drained conditions, the canal network acts as a switch  Block 3! thee bypasses rhe mainland mangrove and
salt marsh ecosystems and delivers fresh water and nutrients directly to the bays, In this case, delivery
of upland fresh water and nutrients ta mainland systems will only occur by tidal exchange from the bays,
and much of it may be lost by tidal exchange with the Gulf of Mexico  Block 4!. The extent of any loss of
this kind would depend on the flushing race of the estuarine bays. The mainland zones would become propor-
tionally more dependent on rainfall inputs for their fresh water supply.

Within the mainland mangrove zone, plant production ultimately results in a production of detritus that
fuels a detrital food chain. The basic sequence of litter decomposition and mineral regeneration ultimately
supporting fish and bird populations is sustained by a major group af organisms summarized in the figure by
the self-maintaining consumer block labelled "detrital food chain". An acceleration of the nutrient regen-
eration sequence is shown by a sequence of process blocks subtended to the populations af salt marsh and
mangrove animal residents  Blacks 5, 6, 7 and 8 of Figure 2!. Fresh water in the marshes controls the rate
of incorporation of detritus into the food chain  Block 9! in the sense described by Heald  l971!. Break-
down of detrital materials was shown by this author to proceed most rapidly under brackish water conditions.
Detrital materials not consumed directly on the marsh are exchanged with estuarine bay systems via the tidal
exchange gate shown as Block 10, JuveniLes of many species  " Juvenile Sport Fishes" population! may develop
within these mainland salt ecosystems where brackish water conditions protect them from predation by pisciv-
arous adults of the same and other species. Eventually they move to the bays, shown here as the transfer
pathway marked urecruitment" in Figure 2.

Within the estuarine bay and island mangrove ecosystems two distinct plant communities produce organic
fuels for the ecosystem. Solar energy fixation by the mangrove fringe and island systems msy be gated by
the availability af water for evapotranspiration and by the mineral nutrient concentration af bay waters
washing this zone  Blocks ll and 12!.

Productivity of the marine "grasses" and algal communities of the bays themselves is controlled by
available nutrients in the bay  Block 13! and the turbidity of the bay waters  Block 14!. The extinction
coefficient of the water governs the transmission of light to bay bottom communities by the well known ex-
ponential relationship

-kz
I = I e  Eq. I!

where if I is taken as visible light input at the water surface, z as the depth of the water column, and
o
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k as the extinction coefficient; then I is the light reaching the bottom community, Turbid waters are pro-
duced within these shallow bays by the action of wind induced stirring of loose sediments from the bottom
into the water column. The transfer of momentum from moving air to the sediment surface is less efficient
as the depth of the water body that must first be set in motion increases, Thus, the t!urbidity of a given
bay is an independent function of the average depth of the bay, assuming the inputs of stirring energy from
wind to any two bays is the same. In this sense, the light intensity reaching bay-bottom communities is a
"double" function of the depth of the bay. First, depth determines the efficiency of the wind in producing
turbid water. Second, light transmission to the bottom is then a function of turbidity  extinction coeffic-
ient! and the path length of incident light energy given by the depth of the bay as in Beer's Law  Equation
1 above!. This situation is summarized by the source term to Block 14 marked "wind and water depth", and
the pathway notation "e

Both the bay bottom plant communities and the associated mangrove communities contribute to the detritus
pool in the bays. Paralleling the situation in the upland mangrove zone, energy flow into the detrital food
chain may be salinity dependent  control line from "Bay Fresh Water" at Black 15!. The remineralization
sequence proceeds as before through the decomposition sequence of Blocks 16, 17, 18 and 19, resulting in
release of minerals bound in detritus for re-incorporation into new plant tissue. Each bLock represents an
acceleration factor in the remineralization sequence, so loss of a block does not halt, but does slow, the
total process.

The bird populations that appear at the top of both the bay and mainland food chains are in many respects
the same population. They have been separated in this figure mostly for the sake of clarity in the figure.
These bird populations may act to transfer minerals from bays back to terrestrial mainland communities.
This factor could be of some importance to counter-current inter-system mineral transfers. A possible mag-
nitude for this process is suggested by the observation that bird rookeries can produce sufficient quanti-
ties of phosphorus in their excreta to result in phosphate rock concretions in nearby waters  Lund, 1958!.

Finally, the sports fish populations of the bay are harvested by an extensive guide and tourist industry
within the region, This industry is portrayed by the economic transactor module at Block 20. The economic
importance and estuarine dependence of the penaeid shrimp populations and commercial fisheries are not shown,
The sports fishery was used as a simple descriptor of man's dependence on estuarine ecosystems for part of
his economic well being.

This model suggests a number of major questions. por example, do canal inputs substantially modify
salinity and dissolved nutrient regimes within the estuarine system". To what extent are minerals merely
exported to offshore waters from these bays, and to what extent are they infused into mainland marsh and
mangrove ecosystems by tidal exchange? What are the relative magnitudes of detrital inputs to bay systems
from the resident plant populations and from the mangrove communities? Research engendered by the concertos
expressed in this model was carried out by the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency and is reported in
depth in Carter et al, �973!. Results obtained suggested a strong dependence of primary productivity of
mangroves on auxiliary energy sources represented by fresh water inflow into the system and tidal mixing
 Carter et al,, 1973, Hicks and Burns, 1976, and Table 1!

Ecos stem Hodel of Wan rove Communities

The causes of the decline in community vigor with loss of a polyhaline environment  Table 1! are not
completely cLear at this writing. The most plausible explanation appears to involve an interaction of water
chemistry with the physical energies of tidal water movement within the mangrove forest, For example, tidal
movement of water, alternately draining and reflooding the intertidal zone, may serve to replenish the soil
so ution from which mangroves derive their water supply. This renewal cleanse* the soil of accumulated salts
and toxic sulfur compounds, and renews the supply of inorganic nutrients for further photosynthesis. The
availability of brackish water for such injection into the soil system would enhance forest productivity by
reducing salt stress and salt inhibition of production. Lahore precisely, the soil solution salt content de-
termines the osmotic pressure gradient between the soil water and the plant vascular system, which partially
controls the rate at which water can be supplied to leaf tissues to support transpiration wacer losses.
When this water supply is deficient, the leaf stomata close to reduce the rate of water export, which also
reduces the uptake of C02 gas from the air, and thus reduces productivity. In addition, glandular excretion
o excess salts from mangrove leaves requires an expenditure of energy  Atkinson et al,, 1967, see also dis-
cussion below! that would otherwise be available for tissue growth.

The model presented in Figure 3 is a formal statement of the major processes by which fresh water input
and tidal mixing may control productivity in the mangrove ecosystem, This model emphasizes the contrasting
physiological adaptations of red and black mangroves to a saline environment. The essential problem for both
species arises from the necessary export of pure water from the leaf surfaces during transpiration, which
could produce a toxic accumulation of salty residues within the leaves and other tissues of the plants. The
numbers in parenthesis in the discussion below provide orientation to the encircled b h dic e num ers on t e agram.

e low of water in higher plants serves two primary purposes. First, inorganic nutrients are trans-
ported to the locus of photosynthetic activity in the leaf tissue �!. Second, the exchange of gaseous car-
on dioxide through the leaf stomata can result in dessication and wilting of the leaf, with a cessation of

pro uct on, if the tissues are not continually remoistened to replace water lost through the sto t , I
dent sunlilight provides the driving force to evaporate water from the leaves �!, as well as providing the

g es omaa, nci-

energy source for fixation of carbon dioxide in reduced organic compounds �!, The magnitude of traospira-
tional water losses is conditioned by two additional environmental variabLes, the s" turation deficit of the
local air mass  i.e. the ability of the air to absorb water vapor!, and the velocity of local winds that re-
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move transpired water vapor from the leaf vicinity. Regulation of transpiration magnitude is also to some
extent directly controlled by the plants themselves, On a short term basis, closure of the stomata occurs
when the water supply to the leaf fails, thus preventing dessication of the internal tissues. This event
would also reduce productivity by interfering with uptake of atmospheric carbon dioxide. Longer-term control
of water loss can be accomplished by morphological changes in the leaves, which govern the internal resis-
tance of the leaf to the diffusion of water vapor. Bowman �921! observed an increase in succulence of R.
~man le leaves on trees growing in salt water over those growing in brackish water. This might imply an in-
creased tolerance for salt in the leaves [water-storing hypodermal cells  inter alia! were largerj and/or
an increase in internal diffusion resistance.

Mangroves are tolerant of high salt concentrations within the cells of the plants, but the transpiration
stream  xylem sap! is close to fresh water, The salt concentration in species like red Inangrove, which do
not secrete salt at the leaf surface, is less than 0.3 0/00 �!.

In Avicenn&, which actively excretes salt residues from the leaves, xylem sap concentrations are about
ten times higher, or 3 0/00 �!  Scholander et al,, 1962, 1966!, The mechanism for this separation of
fresh from sale. water arises from a simple ultrafiltration through the root tissues of mangroves  Scholander
1968!, Since filtration continues when the tissues are killed, this apparently is based primarily on struc-
tural properties of the root membranes rather than a continuo~a energy consuming process. The concentration
of salts in the xylem sap appears to be independent of transpiration rate. Thus, in the model, transport of
chloride to the leaf tissue of black mangrove is showa to occur as a simple proportionality to the volume of
water transported, The chloride in the leaf tissue ia then actively secreted onto the leaf surface, a pro-
cess requiring a metabolic energy expenditure �!  Atkinson et al, 1967, See also Kylin and Gee, 1970, for
evidence that this species possesses ATPases activated by salts!. Chloride secreted onto the leaf surfaces
is returned to the surface water compartment by rainfall and leafdrop  8!. Although some chloride is obvi-
ously transported to the leaves of red mangrove in the same fashion, it is not explicitly represented in the
model since the concentration of the filtrate is a full order of magnitude less in this species, and salt
is allowed to simply accumulate ia the leaf tissue as the leaf ages  Atkinson et al, 1967!,

Soil Chlorides and Transpiration Rate

Although the activity of soil water is always greater than that of water in the mangroves themselves,
chlorides in the soil solutions slow water uptake in proportion to concentration  9!. For example, Bowman
�917! found that transpiration rate of R. ~man le leaves decreased with increasing soil salinity and in-
creased with greater soil moisture, Bowman conducted an extensive series of laboratory experiments with
red mangroves  R. ~nnle! cultured on Tortugas calcareous shell sand. These experiments were designed to
elucidate the affect of salinity on transpiration rate of mangrove leaves. Bowman collected 1st or 2nd year
seedlings in the lower Florida Keys, transported them to the Tortugas Laboratory, aad planted the seedlings
in jars filled with Local coarse sand. Seven dilutions of full-strength sea water were used to water the
experimental series of cultures, and in each case the culture water was completely reaewed daily. The trans-
piration rate of plants grown under each condition was determined using a method developed by Stahl �894,
quoted from Bowman 1917! that involves a measurement of the time required for complete color change of cobal-
tous chloride on a disc of filter paper in contact with the leaf surface. In this method the quantity of
water transpired is constant, although of unknown magnitude. However, so long as the size of the filter
paper used in measurement is the same, and the conditions under which the measurements are obtained do not
significantly vary, a good picture can be obtained of relative transpiration rates. Bowman reported his
findings, representing "about two thousand records", as percentages of fresh  rain! water and time required
to saturate the test disc. These same results, transformed into relative transpiration rate as a function
of chloride concentration, are given in Figure 4, with the addition of a point for 140K seawater that Bow-
man did not include in his main tables because of high mortality ia this set of plants. Inspection of this
figure reveals a steady decline in relative transpiration rate with increasing chloride concentration in
the soil solution.

We can evaluate the physical process controlling this relationship from additional information unavail-
able to Bowman at the time of these experiments, Scholander �968! has demonstrated that mangroves desalin-
ate seawater by a simple ultra-filtration process through the root membranes. This process does aot require
continual direct expenditures of metabolic energies, as can be seen from the fact that it continues even
when the roots are poisoned with dinltophenol. The driving force inducing a continuing flow of nearly fresh
water through the xylem towards the leaf tissues is provided by evaporative processes at the surface of the
leaves  a function of irradiance, saturation deficit, and wind speed!. The concentration of salts in the
transpiration stream  xylem sap! is fairly constant and is independent of the rate of transpiration  Scho-
Lander et al., 1966!. Thus it appears that the energy barrier to water transport posed by high salt concen-
trations in the sail solution is the most significant factor governing transpiration rate for a given value
of the driving forces. However, it will be remembered that changes in succulence, over the longer term,
could change the value of the salt gradient between the external and internal milieu and thus shift the
entire response curve. Zn Bowman's experiments the specimens tested were grown at the relevant soil solu-
tion concentrations, so that adaptation effects are presumably accounted for in his results, In these ex-
periments the magnitude of the driving force and the quantity of work done against the gradient  amount of
water transpired! were constant, and the time necessary to accomplish this given amount of work increased
with increasing soil water salinity. Examination of Figure 4 indicates that a straight-line relationship
adequately describes the control of transpiration rate up to perhaps 23 0/00 chloride, and that a modified
relationship with an asymtote at about 25X of the maximum might be more appropriate to simulation studies of
mangroves growing in hypersaline conditions, The importance of tidal exchange as a mechanism for renewal of
the soil solution has been alluded to already, and is shown by a set of tidal exchange blocks iu the model�0!
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The work of Lewis and Naidoo �970! has directly demonstrated the importance of this factor, Working with
Avicennia marina in South Africa, they found that transpiration responded to morning increases of light in-
tensity and saturation deficit, After midmorning, transpiration decreased despite favorable atmospheric
conditions, but later tidal flooding produced a new increase in transpiration rate. An additional strand of
evidence supporting the importance of chloride in control of transpiration can be found in the work of Connor
�969!. He reported laboratory studies indicating that although maximum growth was obtained with A, marina
grown in brackish �5 0/00! water, loss of height development was considerably more marked than loss of dry
matter production with increasing salinity. Loss of height is generally an indicator of decreasing water
availability.

Nutrient Dynamics

In the model, phosphorus  P! has been used as an indicator for inorganic macronutrients necessary to bio-
logical productivity  Ca, Mg, K, N, etc.!. External source terms include phosphorus in overland flow �1!,
rainfall �2!, and tidal exchange with offshore marine waters �3!. An additional source term is derived
from remineralization of dead plant remains, etc. via a detrital food chain. A considerable amount of lit-
erature on decomposition rates as affected by rewettiag frequency, salinity, estuarine filter feeders that
act to trap nutrients in the swamp, and the role of the sulphur cycle ia regeneration of autrients, is sum-
marized for the purposes of this model by a conductivity control block indicating acceleration by brackish
conditions �4!. Two populations are shown as being trophically connected to the detrital food chain, The
first  Cl! consists of juvenile estuarine-dependent organisms that are seeded from, and recruited to, off-
shore adult populations by seasonal cues. The second  C2! population consists of adult carnivores that may
move into the estuary and feed on the developing juvenile populations under high salinity conditions �6!.
This is a means of modeling the well-kaown protection from predation afforded juveniles by brackish condi-
tions. A most important feature of this model resides in its attempt to integrate the effects of inorganic
nutrition, aad the metabolic  including transpirational! consequences of halophytic tolerance, with environ-
mental forces that are frequently modified by man, Most studies of mangrove growth under varying salinity
regimes have found maximum growth to occur in brackish conditions, indicating that up to a point nutritional
improvements of ambient waters more than compensates for reduced water availability brought about by chloride
increases, as suggested by Kuenzler �974!.

The models developed in this paper treat the mangrove community as a distinct subsystem of the Biscayne
Bay regional ecosystem. These models cauld be used as a framework for developing research to establish the
functional forms and numerical parameters needed to calibrate the models to Biscayne Bay area mangrove com-
munities. They could be used, as well, as a starting point for the genesis of models reflecting feasable
and likely management strategies for the area. Computer simulation studies using the calibrated models
could then be useful as a forecasting tool for exploring the impact of management actions on area ecosystems,

It should be remembered that all models are formed from a specific set of goals and purposes, For ex-
ample, one of the models presented in this paper was designed as a research guide, aad the second was devel-
oped to characterize the implications of that research. Computer simulation models have been used to study
the role of allocthoaous nutrient sources in mangrove community nutrient dynamics  Lugo et ai.,1975!; the
effects of herbicides on mangroves in Vietnam  Odum et al,, 1974!; and photosynthetic response to driving
factors  Miller, 1972!, Models directed at the more general questions of management of Biscayne Bay would
need to consider the roles of other subsystems  e.g, seagrasses, macroalgae, plankton! and specific pro-
posals for management of the regional ecosystem, Lugo et al. �971! constructed a series of preliminary
ecosystem circuit diagrams incorporating this wider perspective as a general guide to needed research ac-
tivities in the South Florida region.
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TABLE l.

Communit Metabolism of Man rave Forest in Southwest Florida Ten Thousand Island Re ion!

Cammunit Metabolism C/m adaSurface Water Chloride tStation

NPP RGPPran emean

3.76.60.44.7 10.3Upper Estuary

Middle Estuary

Lower Estuary

4,37.511.88.812.7

13.916.0 2,0 9.1
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GPP stands for gross primary productivity, i,e. total carbon fixation; NPP for net primary productivity,
the net fixation of organic materials for growth of the forest and support of dependent food chains;
R stands for respiration, the quantity of carbon released by the plant community in the course of mainten-
ance metabolism. Metabolism units are in grams of carbon fixed  or released! per square meter of forested
land surface per day. [Table adapted from  Carter et alea 1973!.]
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ABSTRACT

The shoreline vegetation of Biscayne Bay has suffered from man's activities since the turn of thecentury. Shore vegetation has been eliminated in much of north Biscayne Bay and has been seriously impacted
even along the relatively less polluted and altered south Biscayne Bay.

A vegetation history has been reconstructed for five sites: Interama; Cocoplum; Saga; Section 33 ofT56, R40; and Card Point. The study has involved on-site biological and geological investigations and made
use of historical accounts, maps and aerial photographs. The effects of man are basically of twa types: a! physical, which includes land fill; vegetation removal and erosion by boat wakes, and  b! water qualityand quantity factors. Drainage of the Everglades that began about 1900 lowered the water table and affected
all five sites. With reduced freshwater sheet flaw the high and storm tides made the marl soils salinefarther upland and eliminated freshwater vegetation. Building of roads and dikes that restricted overland
freshwater flow further accentuated salinity problems. Mosquito contxol and agricultural drainage ditchesallowed saline bay waters to penetrate and seed mangrovee in marl areas that had been freshwater marsh. Near
Card Point the saltwater zone has extended 2 to almost 4 miles inland. One section of coastal land, Section33 of T56, R40, has mangroves growing on mare than 300 acres of farmer marshland because of the upland
advance of salinity in drainage ditches and the elimination of freshwater sheet flow by dikes. In severalarms, mangroves are currently growing an land that had been vegetable fields before salinization of the
soils. It is passible, because of this invasion of marshlands by mangroves, that there is a greater acreage
of mangroves along Biscayne Bay today than there was in 1900, although much of the mangrove area that has
been seeded has developed into stunted, scrubby growth because of the marl soil.

Studies of the mangrove communities that have developed on marl marshlands are needed in order to learn
mare about their ecological role, nutrient status and potential management. Also needed are more experiments
with mangrove planting and ecosystem reconstruction.
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IHTRODUCTZOH

The shore vegetation of Biscayne Bay provides a significant component of the Bay's productivity and it
plays an important role in the cycling of nutrients in the course of their transfer from the uplands to the
sea. Shore vegetation has been eliminated in much of north Biscuyne Bay and severely impacted by man' s
activic.ice in even the relatively less polluted and alterned south Bay. The changes in the shore vegetation
of Biscayne Bay brought about by man involve an array of factors from the obvious destruction of habitat by
dredge and fill operations to the more subtle consequences of draining the Everglades and subsequent saline
intrusion. Shore vegetation as defined here covers the emergent plants and those growing near the warer, but
not the seagrasses and algae under the water. The shore is here considered as extending to the freshwater
wetlands near the Bay. Analysis of shoreline vegetation has been carried out using aerial photographs, maps,
and on-site observations. Water supply and salinity are obvious factors in the impact of man on shore vege-
tation,

Na recent systematic review of the shore vegetation of Biscayne Bay is known, but Davis �940! and
earlier botanists have discussed South Florida flora. Teas �974 and in this volume! has covered the man-

Yove.s,

Parker �974! has reviewed the history of the predrainage Everglades, including information on Biscayne
Bay's western shore. He reported that prior to drainage there were high water levels behind the Atlantic
coastal ridge during most years and there were freshwater artesian wells near the share of Biscayne Bay.
Thomas �974! has reviewed the relationship af freshwater table and estuarine salinities. Kahout and
Kolipinski �964! reviewed the recent occurrence of freshwater springs under the western side of Biscayne
Bay. Diking and drainage of the Everglades that began in about 1900 and continued into the 1940's caused a
gradual loss of freshwater head and reduced spill over the caastal ridge  Parker, 1974!. Undoubtedly the
streams such as the Oleta River and Arch Creek as well as the small spring or seepage-fed sloughs received
less water as the inland water source was drained. Reducing the freshwater supply to the shore plant commun-
ities by lowering the water table, reducing the freshwater runoff, and shortening the hydroperiod can induce
secondary succession  Alexander and Crook, 1974!. Although the rise in the sea level is not anthropagenic
it could be involved in some changes in shore vegetation  Alexander, 1974!.

Increasing salinity plays a critical role in recent shoreline vegetational changes. Few, if any, higlter
plants are obligate halophytes ~ but many tolerate high salinities  Barbour, 1970!. Saline soils and media
have been variously defined as ones with salinities in excess of 2.5 o/oo  ppt or parts per thousand! by
Bernstein, or greater than 1X by Kearney and Schofield  Barbour, 1970!. Host crop plants are inhibited by
2.5 o/oo salt  Bernstein and Hayward, 1958!. Salinity serves to eliminate or suppress competition for halo-
phyt b t th t d bt dly t b lt "p t "f Itlgtt 1' lty t 1 . ~ghf h ~t, ttt b
appear to prosper at seawater salinities, have been reported by many authors ta grow batter in brackish than
in full-strength seawater, e.g. Pannier �959!. Davis �940! stated that the best. growth of mangroves was
f d h* th ttlty ldt lp / . R tlylthddb h tht tPht yth 1 fight h
~man le plants is suppressed by increasing salinities beyond brackish  Carter et al., 1973; Hicks and Burns,
1975!. Reductions in the level of photosynthesis or reduction in growth of halophytes sub!ected to increas-
ingly saline environments has been reported for a variety of species  Waisel, 1972!. Salinity imposes
stresses that may alter competirion between species  HcMillanp 1959; Waisel, 1972!. Davis �940! pointed
aut that it is the soil interstitial water, rather than the salinity of the overlaying water, that is crit-
ical for plants. Buttonwood can tolerate some salinity but not high levels or continuously  Craighead, 1971!,
Craighead also noted that buttonwood trees can survive at 1-1.5 ft. above mean sea level in Everglades
Rational Park, which probably corresponds to about the mean high tide level.

The type of soil has been reported ta be important in mangrove salt tolerance. Clay was found to pro-
tect Avicennia seedlings from high salinities  McMillan, 1975!. Calcium has been found to protect against
salt toxicity in beans  LaHaye and Epstein, 1969!, Interactions of soil in salinity tolerance may occur
generally, Restricted salt exchange between surface and interstitial water has been reported in fine marl
 calcitic mud! soils of south Florida. The slow exchange that is found probably results from molecular
diffusion  Scholl, 1965!. Because of the slaw exchange of interstitial and surface water there can be a
retention of salinity in the root zone of the soils for a substantial time after the end of t' he dry season.
At some locations in south Florida high soil salinity continues through the rainy season  Davis, 1940;
Reark, 1975; Teas, 1975!,

Although salinity serves to eliminate competition for halophytes, salinity tolerant species, once
established, may prosper in areas of low salinity. For example, at ans site in Everglades National Park, red
mangroves that werc seeded several years ago by stor~ tides  Craighead, 1971! ax'e growing and reproducing in
a sawgrass area where the surface salinity was found to be 0.02 o/oa  Tees, 1975a!. Indeed, records indicate
that several species af mangroves have grown and reproduced for more than a century in a freshwater lake at
Bogor, Indonesia  Ding Hou, 1958; Hacnae, 1968!.

In south Florida, as in other parts of the world where there is a long dry season and high temperatures
prevail, "salinas" ar "salterns", i,e, saline zones with little or no plant growth, are often found  Fosberg,
1961; Guilcherp 1963!, Typically salinas are found upland of the mangrove band, in areas that are inundated
only by spring tides. The combination of water-holding soil and high evaporation rates makes for zones with
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salinity levels that are toa high for most plants to invade ar survive. Such salinas can be seen in aerial
photographs along south Biscayne Bay, Marl flats, paludal basins and shallow depressions in surface limestone
are mast likely ta become salinas in south Florida. Study of aerial photographs suggests that such salinas
have resulted from secondary succession. Clear cutting mengroves south of Bangkok, Thailand  Macnae, 196B!
and herbicide killing of mangraves in parts of the Saigon River delta in South Vietnam  Tees, 1975a! are
probably other examples of man-induced salinas.

The roots of mangroves typically grow in anaerobic soil. Aeration of mangrove roots through lenticels
in the prop roots or pneumatophares appears to be a survival mechanism  Scholander et al., 1955!. The
requirement of mangrove roots for air has been used ta kill them in preparation for land fill. It has been
standard practice in Florida for real estate developers to kill mangroves by diking and flooding them, main-
taining water levels above the pneumataphores and most of the prop roots for a few weeks. This period of
root anaerobiosis is reported to kill the trees, Craighead �971! concluded that the very extensive mangrove
destruction in Everglades National Park following Hurricane Donna had as its basis the killing of the tree
roots by the anaerobic conditions that followed the storm deposition of a thick layer af fine sediment.

Although Florida mangroves are killed by deep stagnant water, especially if the water has a high BOD
 biochemical oxygen demand!, mangroves can sometimes adapt to Life without tides. The three Florida
p teeefe g,~ahi h* ~L,Ai 1 g t odyl ' * *,h *b g mtn

pots in the absence of tidal circulation, Such plants prosper and have produced viable seed after two years
without tidal flushing  Teas, 1975a!. A mangrove forest in Barbuda, in the Lesser Antilles, has been i.so-
lared for many years  Stoddart et al., 1973!. Tees �974! cited several cases where mangroves in Dade County
were growing on dry land,

Mangroves that are cut off from tidal circulation may die, even without artificial maintenance af a
high water level. As discussed later in this report, a plot of mangroves on the Interama site was cut off
from tidal circulation during dredge and fill activities and subsequently reconnected. The interrupted
circulation appears to have resulted in a selective kill af red mangroves.

Ditching to improve tidal circulation has been used as a means of selectively improving the growth of
~aht* h g t eht y {8 tt928,l N h, 2955l }h . 19881. ln d ttd 1 fl hi g
p bblyf eh g eh*fahi fh ~Ll 1 dAte t t chal tde.

Craighead �971, 1973! has ~oted that fires in coastal marshes, hammocks and tree islands can initiate
secondary succession, especially when they are combined with salinization, In recent years the trend in
south Florida has been to control some spontaneous or arsonist fires and to carry out controlled buring
 Hofstetter, 1974!.

Low-lying coastal marsh and swamp lands often are breeding places for salt marsh sandflies and 55xysqui-
toes. There had been scattered early hand ditching, but in 1935 the Dade County Mosquito Conttol Division
was created as a unit and began using machinery to dig ditches in the coastal insect breeding areas to pro-
mote drainage, The rationale was that ditches provide access for fish that eat the insects during their
developmental stages and also eliminate some insects that do not tolerate salinity. The ditches that intro-
duced tidal waters into the marshes and swamps connected with agricultural drainage ditches and, thus, at the
time of high tides, brought saline water into cultivated fields as sell as the marshes and swamps. As noted
earlier, salinized marl soils lose their salt very slowly to surface waters  Scholl, 1965!. In addition to
salinizing coastal shoreline fields, the mosquito and agricultural drainage ditches provided access whereby
propagules of the Florida mangrove species could be seeded into the open land near the ditched areas by high
tides,

Boat wakes can erode mangroves and other shoreline vegetation. The Intracoastal Waterway at Danie
Beach, south of Port Everglades, is an area of high energy boat wakes, Red and white mangroves and Austra-
lian pine are being undercut and falling into the water. Along the nozth fork of the St. Lucie River,
cabbage palms and woody trees fall into the river from the eroding effect of boat wakes  Teas et al., 1971!.

The present study will evaluate effects of man on the shoreline and ad5acent wetland vegetation of
Biscayne Bay by considering detailed evidence for five sites  see Figure 1 for their locations!. Much of
the information an these sites is derived from unpublished sources.

SPECIFIC SITES OF IMPACT ON VEGETATION

Interama

The Interama site is a property of about 1500 acres �00 ha! along northern Biscayne Bay. This was
known as the Graves Tract until about 1960. It is the location of a planned, but now abandoned, Interameri-
can Center for trade and cultural exchange  see Prestamo, this volume!. Interama lies south of the N.E, 163rd
Street  Sunny Isles! Causeway, between the Intracoastal Waterway and Biscayne Boulevard  U S. Highway 1!.
The property extends southward to approximately H.E. 135th Street. The western one-fourth of the property
had been farmed or otherwise distrubed before 1928, The soils are generally marl or peat. The Interama
property is shown in Figures 2 and 3 �956 and 1969!.
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Today, much of the southern part of the eastern two-thirds of the site has been extensively altered by
ditching and by dredge and fill operations. Aerial photographs of the Interama property were available for
1928, 1940, 1945, 1950, 1956 and most years since 1960. For earlier years, various coast and land surveys
provide some indication of the vegetation on the Interama site, although the degree of precision, with
regard to species and their distributions, is far less than that permitted by the use of later techniques,
such as aerial photograph analysis. Ground elevations were obtained from a 1955 topographic survey by
Bennett �955!. Only minor differences in elevation would be expected in the marsh and swamp areas between
1928 and 1955 and, indeed, up to 1975 for areas not dredged or filled.

1765 � 1770

Surveys of northern Biscayne Bay were carried out in the 1760's by William Gerard DeBrahm, the British
purveyor-General for Florida. These surveys included descriptions of coastal vegetation, and were carto-
graphically summarized by him on maps drawn in 1770  Chardon, 1975, and in this volume!, Among the vegeta-
tion types specifically distinguished by DeBrahm were mangrove, sandbeach vegetation, freshwater marsh,
saltwater marsh, tall grass subject to inundation, and hammock. Unfortunately, the different types are not
always clearly delineated on his maps. The section later known as the Interama tract is shown on DeBrahm's
maps as mixed mangrove and marsh, but the former predominates, especially along the shore. This vegetation
pattern  i,e. mixed! is portrayed from the Diets River south, covering the entire Interama tract.

At that time, there existed an outlet to the sea by way of present Indian Creek, and this tidal inlet,
about 3.5 km �.2 miles! south of Interama, very probably increased the salinity of the waters at the site's
shores. Earliet Spanish maps suggest that the tidal inlet was wider in 1743 and, since DeBrahm's 1770 maps
show an unbroken belt of mangrove on the Biscayne Bay shore opposite Interama, as well as much mangrove on
the tract itself, it seems reasonable to assume that red mangrove comprised at least part of the Interama
vegetation, particularly along its shore, in 1770.

That other plant species existed in addition to the mangrove is indicated by the mixed vegetation
pattern on DeBrahm's maps. However, close examination of the maps, and of DeBrahm's notes, does not pro-
vide a precise identification of that vegetation, other than that it included marsh types and possibly saw-
grass. It would appear, therefore, that the vegetation types described below for 1928 are, in the main,
applicable for 1770. Further precision does not seem possible at this time,

1870-1887

U-S, coast charts of this period generally identify only four coastal vegetation types for the Biscayne
Bay area: sandbeach, swamp, marsh, and upland  in this case woodlands!. By this time, the tidal inlet at
Indian Creek had been closed for some years, but mangrove was apparently well established along the shore of
the Interama site, Charts for the late 1870's and 1880's show a band of swamp vegetation, presumably man-
grove, about 500 meters �500 feet! wide all along the bayshore of the Interama tract. Behind this was an
area characterized on the charts as marsh vegetation, with a narrow mixed transition rone between the two
distinctive types. A si~ilar pattern is indicated by land survey maps drawn in 1870, but these maps may well
have been drawn by coast surveyors themselvesp at least originally, Again, further precision as to species
and their distribution is not attainable at this time,

1928

The borders of the three ponds  designated east, middle and west!, in the southern third of the property
were about 0 ft. elevation  mean sea level!, and the ponds themselves were typically 0.5 to 1 ft �,15 to
0.3m! but in some places 2 ft �.6m! deep. There were mangrove bands at the east and south parts of the
property which were approximately 700 and 2300 ft �10 and 700 m! wide respectively and were on ground ele-
vations of from 0 to +I ft � to +0. 3 m!. The prominent creeks that drained the wetlands and flowed north-
ward into the Oleta River were typically 1 to 4 ft  .3 to 1.2 m! deep, but occasionally 6 ft �. 8 m! deep
near the Oleta River, The marshland-swamp area between the middle part of the property and the 163rd Street
Causeway was generally 0 to +1 ft � to +0.3 m! elevation. Hew spoil piles along the Oleta River along the
eastern third of the Interama property in 1928 indicated recent channel dredging, probably at the time of
deepening the Intracoastal Waterway.

In 1928 the mangrove forest. in the middle portion of the eastern stands was predominantly red mangroves
~hht* h !. fhi 1*1 1 b d * 1 tt ft tt k 1 Sth PtlPtl dtll td
of relatively recently dug �972! mosquito ditches in the area. Aerial photographs indicate that this forest
had been bulldozed about 1962 and covered with fill.

1 lpthth*pb*blybtt d!~to t.!dbbppl lhbhlf2 tt! tth
mangroves at the higher elevations, This conclusion is based on the finding of buttonwood and cabbage palm
trunks in the mature mangrove forest along the Intracoastal Waterway and on the south near Biscayne Bay.

Behind the about +1 ft  +0.3 m! elevation band of mangroves the three shallow ponds were probably fresh-
water-to-brackish according to rainfall and the time of the year. The broad band of mangroves in 1928
probably impeded tidal flow to the extent that the effective mean high water line was probably within the
mangroves. These ponds were generally 1 ft deep �.3 m! or less, with occasional 2 ft �,6 m! depths. The
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~ tddle 9 nd «a shall « th th th r e . Ih ponds were pr b bly bordered ly er tl  nfh
fo]ia!. Adjacent to the ponds were light colored areas that were graminoids such as sawgrass  Cladium
j I *I.! d j  J t* !. A t h k f f p d th t half f
the property revealed that, although the swamps and marshes had been filled, cattail and sawgrass plants
were present, These plants were likely relict flora from pre � dredging and filling days. The ponds drained
into the Oleta River through a maze of marshland, swamps and small creeks. Near the Oleta River and along
the creeks leading inta it along the eastern half of the property there were fringing mangroves and button�
woods and patches apparently developing to solid mangroves. Along the Oleta River the western half of the
property had fewer mangroves and those prinicpally as a fringe along the River and creeks, There is some
direct evidence on pre-Bakers Haulover cut salinities in Biscayne Bay, the Miami River and Arch Creek.
Bowman �917! reported the following salinit ies from August, 1916  in the rainy season; however, 1916 was a
drought year with 43 inches �,092 mm! of rain!; Atlantic Ocean 23 o/oo; Biscayne Bay 17 o/oo; mouth of Miami
River 5 o/oo; Q mile  805 m! up the River 0 o/oo; 2 miles �,610 m! up the River, with scattered mangroves
slang bank 0 o/oo; mouth of Arch Creek  south side of Interama Property! 4.5 o/ao; I mile  805 m! upstream
3 o/oo; and 2 miles �,610 m! upstream 0 o/oo, thus in August of a dry year both Arch Creek and the Miami River
were freshwater at the points where there were scattered mangroves along the shore; however, both of them had
the more saline bottom layers which have been claimed are the reason that mangroves are able ta grow so far
into the freshwater zone  e.g. Bowman, 1917!. Harshberger �914! described the mangrove border of the Miami
sl bl 't f k � / 1' 'ty! btogb k by f tt tl  ~rh ~ast foie'l, d
g  Cl d' j ' ' ! 'th 1 th f  A tt h ! p * p. ' . It I y
likely that Oleta River at the middle of the Interama property, approximately 2. 6 miles �,200 m! upstream
from Biscayne Bay proper, and 1,2 miles �,930 m! upstream from the present Intracoastal Waterway p was
freshwater before l925. This is the approximate upstream extent of mangroves in the U.S. Coastal and
Geodetic Survey  USC&GS! map prepared from 1928 aerial photography. This also argues that the three ponds
and the marshes and swamps along the Oleta River were freshwater. The Oleta River was probably fresh before
1925 and increasingly brackish thereafter. In 1928 there were uniform density patches up ta a few acres in
extent south of the Oleta River and north to the 163rd Street Causeway, Some of these patches were probably
b kt h h g 1. td* h J I, Dl tl hit ~tt, ~grt lr tf1, ~stf

'd, ~sbol ~, M th bio* lttt lt, p I lt t d by D yts  Ipao! ~ f na g
nearly pure stands in open salt marshes or enclosed areas within mangrove swamps. The fresher p.."ts of the
marsh may also have included cattail and sawgrass.

In 1935-36 mosquito ditches were dug through much of the mangrove forest band on the eastern and south-
ern parts of the property. The bottoms of these ditches were typically -1 to -2 ft  -0.3 to � 0,6 m!
although some were -4 ft  -1.2 m! in 1955.

1940

The individuals or clumps of mangroves in the three ponds were more numerous than they had been in 1928.
The middle pond was becoming filled in with mangroves. Much of the light-colored soil adj acent to the ponds
had become dark with vegetation. There was vegetation that appeared to be mangroves, along rhe shore of
the Oleta River and along the creeks leading into it. The irregular shaped patches of what appeared to be
graminoids were more dense than they had been earlier.

1945

The mangroves that had begun ta grow in the marsh areas adjacent to the ponds had become more dense.
The individual mangroves in the ponds increased in size but not appreciably in number. The mangroves along
the Oleta River increased in density and canopy coverage; they appeared to have extended to large areas
along the shore and the creeks that drain into the Oleta River. The irregular graminoid patches near the
River, especially between the River and the 163rd Street Causeway, became mottled in appearance, probably
because they had been invaded by mangrove*.

1950

The three ponds were still present. They still showed scattered individual or small clumps of mangroves.
Much of the shallowest part of the middle pond was closing in with mangroves. The irregular graminoid patches
along the Oleta River had almost disappeared and the area had begun to look like an almost uniform covering
of shrubs between the higher msngroves that lined the Oleta River and creeks.

1956

The entire Oleta River drainage area on the Interama property became dense with trees or shrubs. Field
studies in 1972  Tees! showed that these trees or shrubs had grown up into solid stands or red and white
mangraves. Red mangroves were generally dominant along the creeks. The irregular graminoid patches had
disappeared.

As can be seen in Figure 2, the three ponds near the southern border of the property were still visible
in 1956. The mangrove growth in the former marshland was more dense, The dendritic pattern of the creeks
stood out clearly in the mangrove forests because the trees that lined them were larger and darker in the
photographs.
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The Terama property is a parcel between the Oleta River and the 163rd Street Causeway that is not a part
of the Interama property.  See Figure 2!. In 1956 the Terema property showed recent dredging along its
perimeter. A narrow mangrove covered island abo~t 450 ft �37 m! long and about 75 ft �3 m! wide was left
between the Terema property and the Oleta River.

1963

A major fraction of the Interama property had been bulldozed and dredging and filling begun. The
eastern pond had been obliterated by fill and most af the middle pond had been filled, but the western pon8
was still intact.

In 1963 a plot of mangroves in, the shape of a triangle with rounded corners approximately 17 acres
� he! in area, surrounded by a peripheral ditch about 75 ft �3 m! wide, appeared near the north-western
part of the filled area on the Interama property. This plot was isolated by landfill so that it had uo out-
let and thus no tidal flushing. In 1963 the creeks within the triangle were lined by fairly large red man-
groves and on the land between them was what appeared to be dense, low mangroves, found subsequently to have
been predominantly white mangroves. The aerial photograph showed that many of the red mangroves along the
creeks were defoliated. By contrast, the red mangroves along the same creek system, just across the road to
the north, which were still tidally flushed from the Oleta River, had dense canopies. Examiner.ion of pre-
dredge and fill aerial photographs revealed no difference in mangrove growth between the triangular plat
area and from there north to the Oleta River.

The narrow island at the Tarama property had not changed.

In 1964 or 1965 mosquito ditches were dug through the mangroves at the western side of the property.
At that time, the western pond, the only one remaining of the original three, was ditched for the first time.

The 1963 photograph showed a pattern along the Intracoastal Waterway which suggested that large mengroves
had fallen into the water.

1966

The aerial photographs showed that a cut had been made re-connecting the triangular plot to a creek
that drained into the Oleta River, The fringe of red mangraves along the creeks within the plot showed more
defoliation and dead branches.

The narrow island at the Terama property, shown in Figure 4, appeared to be unchanged.

1969

Photographs showed that the lower end of the remaining mangrove forest at the southwestern part of the
Intereme property had been cut off by the causeway filling of the eastward extension of E.R. 135th Street,
but two 60 inch culverts had been placed under this road to serve for tidal flushing of the remaining man-
groves ~

In 1969 the triangular plot showed earthwork and trenches for four culverts. Recent field check  Tees,
1975a! showed that the one culvert which was obviously functional was connected to the south; others were
filled with trash and at too high elevations to be effective in drainage. In the 1969 photograph, the old
creeks within the triangular plot were lined with what appeared to be dead, red mangroves. The white man-
groves, which filled most of the plat between the creeks, had prospered in the meanwhile.

In 1969 the narrow idland at the Terama property was narrower and along its edges appeared to be trees
that had fallen into the water, Field checks in 1972 confirmed this interpretation.

1972

Field studies by Tees �972! in Harch of 1972 showed that the Oleta River and the tidal creeks were
approximately one third seawater, i.e. had salinities of 11-12 o/oo. The mangroves in the area between the
Oleta River and the 163rd Street Causeway were 90-95% red and 5-10% white, They were af fairly uniform
height, approximately 25-35 ft  8-11 m!. Borings in the area with a soil auger showed 2-5 inches �-13 cm!
of firm mangrove peat and below that a thick ooze of liquid peat that extended to rock at 5-6 ft �.5-1.8 m!.
This fine ooze is similar to the "liver mud" characteristic of isolated mangrove rimmed ponds in the Ever-
glades and is a record of a pond, naw infilled, rather than an old mangrove forest. The 1928 aerial photo-
graph showed that this area had been marsh just being invaded by mangroves.

The east side of the Intersma property at the Intracoastal Waterway was also investigated. This area
showed ce. 12 inches �0 cm! of campact mangrove peat with liquid peat below that to a depth of 5-6 ft or
more �.5-1.8 m! to rock. The trees were predominantly red mangroves with 5-20% whites and occasional black
mangroves, These trees were generally 25-35 ft �.6-10.7 m! high with some larger red and black msngroves
45-50 ft �4-15 m! high. A few of the larger red mangroves had trunks 18 inches �6 cm! in diameter, DBW
 diameter, breast height!. Approximately 800 ft  ca. 250 m! to the west of the Intracoastal Waterway, near
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the present eastern north-south access road, there was more than 6 ft �.8 m! of compact mangrove peat. The
mangroves in this area may have been started or been growing many years earlier when the upper Bay was saline
because of a connection to the Atlantic Ocean through Indian Creek  Chardon, in this volume!. False color
infrared photographs taken in 1972 clearly showed many large dead red mangroves and a few live red mangroves
along the creeks of the triangular plot. See Figure 6.

1973

The narrow island at the Terama property appeared "ragged" and had shortened to about 300 ft  90 m! and
narrowed to a width of about 30 ft �0 m!, There were fallen trees along its periphery. In 1973 it could
also be seen that many Large mangroves had fallen into the Intracoastal Waterway along the eastern side of the
Interams property. Field checks revealed that both the tall  more than 30 ft �0 m! high! mangzoves along
the Intracoastal Waterway and the ones along the narrow island at the Terama property had roots heavily
d gdbyttl b tgt pd,~gh t*bt . go th htt d daog veteteattathed.

1975

The narrow island at the Tezama property wa* smaller and more "ragged"  see Figure 5! and large man-
groves along the Intracoastal Waterway continued to topple into the water.

The dead zed mangzoves along the creeks of the triangular plot were confirmed by field observations.

In 1975 the City of North Miami made application to fiLL 103 acres �2 ha! of the remaining mangrove
and the pond and contiguous wetlands under a proposal that would set aside 138 acres �6 ha! of mangroves as
a nature preserve.

In 1976, studies were made in the area of the western one of the original three ponds where the site of
the 1928 pond, the adjacent marl prairie marsh, highez elevation marl to west and the original mangrove
forest could be located.

The water in the pond was about 3 ft � m! deep at mid-tide and had a layer of organic sediment and
debris at the bottom. The area adjacent to the pond that had been shallow graminoid marsh in 1928 had
mangroves growing on a thin layer of peat overlying calcitic marl, This peat had propbably formed since
mangroves spread into the area after 1935, The more upland portions of the marl zone had a community of
stressed scrub mangzoves; the soil interstitial water was hypersaline; and there was no peat present, The
mature mangrove forest, which had been present in 1928 along the north side of Biscayne Bay at the Interama
property, had widely spaced red mangzoves almost 18 inches �6 cm! DBH and 60 ft �8 m! tall, The soil on
which they were growing was deep mangrove peat. The molluscs found in the spoil piles were freshwater
types  Czaighead, 1971!, consistent with them having been alive on calcitic marl marsh when it was fresh-
water or slightly brackish.

Summary of Interama Shore Vegetation Changes

Several factors were involved in the shore vegetation changes at Interama. One of the early ones was
opening the cut between northern Biscayne Bay and Atlantic Ocean at Bakers Haulover, This inlet was opened
in 1925 "primarily to relieve pollution in the upper reaches of Biscayne Bay"  Bakers Haulover, 1959!.
Opening this cut allowed ocean water to enter the Bay at every tide thereby increasing the salinity of upper
Biscayne Bay. Bakers Haulovez may also have increased the mean tidal levels because of the extra water from
the Atlantic Ocean. Chanelizing the Intracoastal Waterway and the Oleta River would have inczeased salini-
ties because of increased tidal flows. Increased salinity undoubtedly killed the cabbage palms and buttonwoods
and was responsible for the advance of mangzoves in the Oleta River. Mangzoves are more tolerant of salt
than are the graminoids so that when there was an increase in salinity the mangroves began to replace grami-
noids. Once mangroves are established they are successful in competition with graminoids because they shade
out their grassy competitors, Red mangroves are more capable of invading marshland than whites; the latter
apparently require open land to be successful as seedlings, although, as larger trees they are competitive
 Reark, 1975a!. The invasion of marsh by mangroves might have been aided by the extreme drought during
1927  V.S. Weather Bureau! which probably reduced the freshwater flow of the Oleta River and thus increased
its salinity. The drought may also have led to grass fires which could have accelerated secondary succession
in the marshlands.

The internal ponds and mazshes were exposed to Bay salinity in 1935-1936 when the mangroves along the
east and south were breached by mosquito ditches that let Bay water in at every tide. The marshlands adja-
cent to the ponds were rapidly invaded by mangroves, chiefLy zeds, that could outcompete the sawgrass under
conditions of Bay salinity, Invasion of the middle pond, the shallowest of the three, followed. However,
the parts of the ponds that were 1 ft �0 cm! deep or deeper were invaded slowly or not at all, probably
because of the difficulty of mangzove seedling establishment and early growth in water more than about 6
inches �5 cm! deep  Wanless, 1974!. The west pond today, 48 years later, has few more mangroves in it than
it did in 1928, although the individual tree canopies have enlarged substantially over the years.

With the introduction of saline waters into the property through the mosquito ditches, some freshwater
calcitic mud mazshes became salinized and seeded with mangroves by the high tides. Such marshes  for
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example, west of the west pond!, which received tidal waters only occasionally, became hypersaline, i.e.
salina-like. As a consequence of the hypersaline conditions, the mangraves seeded into these azeas grew as
scrub mangroves,

In the course of salinization that resulted from reduced freshwater flow and from the regular infusjons
of oceanwater by way of Bakers Haulover cut, the Oleta River converted from essentially freshwater to
b kth t . I th p th i h gdf tht to fr he. pp t~gh t b
t i i hthgh ppMrta epldd. ~gh tt k b ot « faf het
in selinities up to ca. 4 o oo  Rehm and Humm, 1973; Conover and Reid, 1975; Estevez and Sizxbn, 1975!. The
mangrove fringe along the Oleta River and the Intracoastal Waterway had a sharp edge in the aerial photo-
graphs through 1956. By 1963 some of the large mangroves along the Waterway or River appeared to be falling

th t, ypt faugh r d g, p tally h b t I p id th f *t b kl
d g d *i . rh i 1 d t the fe pr p rty t al f y hfgh ~s hae d~g; b th
red and white mangroves are attacked. The mangroves on this narrow island have almost been destroyed by
~gha r ea *r th toebi t o f boar ak e aed ~gha rosa.

The effect of cutting off tidal waters killed many of the old mangroves in the small triangular island
and probably selected for a higher ratio of white/red mangroves. The small rectangular plot  ca. 16 acres,
6.7 ha! of mangroves between the Terama property and the 163rd Street Causeway is almost cut off from tidal
circulation. The effect of filling the present narrow opening would probably be disastrous for the zmn-
graves,

~C1

The Cocoplum property is a tract of approximately 495 acres �00 ha!, within the city of Coral Gables,
that extends generally between the Coral Gables Waterway and Casuarina Concourse to the south, and from the
coastal ridge at Old Cutler Road to Biscayne Bay to the east. The property includes parte of Sections 32 and
33 of T54, R41,

The history and biology of the tract has been reported by I'eas �971!, Tabb and Roessler �974!, and
Reark �974 and 1975a!. The follawing description is, for the most part, taken from these reports, some of
which utilized old maps, surveys and photographs,

The western portion of the tract is an ooliti.c limestone ridge with thin sandy soil. Ridge elevation
is 19-22 ft �.8-6. 7 m!. Approximately 600 ft �83 m! to the east the elevatian drops and the soil becomes
freshwater calcitic marl  Perrine marl! which slopes gradually toward the Bsy where mangrove peats are found
near the present shoreline. At the outer edge of the mangroves there is some silica sand.

1765-1770

Degrahm's surveys during these years indicate that the present Cocoplum tract contained a band of
predominantly mangrove, specifically identified, along its entire coastline  Chardon, 1975a!. This band,
according to DeBrahm's maps, was relatively thin � less than 200-300 meters  about 600-900 feet! wide. No
specific type of vegetation is identified behind this mangrove border, as DeBrahm left the interior of this
particular coastal section blank.

It so happens, however, that the Cocoplum site was included in another, private survey carried out by
Bernard Romans in 1770, covering the mainland coast of Biscayne Bay from the Miami River south to Just north
of Shoal Point  Frazier, 1975; Chardon, 1975!. Unfortunately, it is extremely difficult to locate precisely
the Cocoplum area on Romans' survey msp, as he apparently "smoothed out" the bayshore between Point View and
Shoal Point  Frazier, 1975; Chsrdon, 1975!. Rozugns identified the area mast likely to be the Cocoplum
section as a narrow belt of "Exceeding Rock marsh or low savannah ground -- Fresh water and Small Rivuletts"
 Frazier, 1975!, The only mention of mangrove on the Romans map is a reference to a patch of "Buttonwood
Swamp", but this is located tao far south to be applicable ta the Cacaplum tract. Along the bayshore, the
open water is described as "Shoals and Sand and Hud-flatts of Biscay Sound"  Frazier, 1975!.

There exist, therefore, some sharp differences in the 1770 descriptions of the vegetation of the Coco-
plum tract, on the basis of the two survey maps drawn by DeBrahm and Romans in that year, Romans shows the
Cocoplum coast as freshwater marsh, while DeBrahm describes the coast as bordered by a band of mangrove. For
reasons explained elsewhere  Chardan, 1975!, it is believed that DeBrshm's maps are generally the more
accurate portrayal and, on the basis of this and later evidence, we may be reasonably certain that there was
a predominant band of mangrove, about 250 meters  800 feet! wide, on the bayshore of the Cocoplum tract in
1770.

Since DeBrahm leaves the area inland from the mangrove belt blank, it may well be that' there, as later,
was a freshwater marsh-type vegetation, but of this we cannot yet be sure. Romans' "Small Rivuletts",
though not precisely located, appear to have existed on the Cocoplum property. Inland from these, Romans
indicates  and DeBrahm describes in his notes! a rocky ridge  i.e. the east side of the coastal ridge!, which
Romans mentions as a "Very High and very Rocky Pine Barren"  Frazier, 1975!.

It is unfortunate that descriptive geographic differences exist between the only two maps of this part
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of Biscayne Bay of which we so far have knowledge. But both DeBrahm and Romans each seem to have accurately,
if the latter somewhat confusedly, described some of the main vegetation elements of the Cocoplum tract, as
they appeared on coast charts about 100 years later.

1878-1904

Various coast charts published by the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey clearly delineate three broad
vegetation complexes for what is now the Cocoplum site. The first, along the coast, is portrayed as
primarily swamp, presumably mangrove, though this is not specified. This band ranges in width from about
600 meters  about 1800 feet! at the northern edge of the site, to a maximum of about 1300 meters  about 4000
feet! along the present Casuarina Concourse, There is no indication of a strand, later described  see below!,
of coastal hardwood, but this may simply be due to the fact that the surveyors did not differentiate between
the various species found in what they represented as "swamp" on the charts.

To the west of, and behind, the mangrove belt, was a narrow band of freshwater marsh, reaching to the
east side of the coastal ridge, which is in turn identified only as having a third, distinct, upland  but
undifferentiated! woodland vegetation complex. The freshwater marsh is less than 200 meters  about 600 feet!
wide along Casuarina Concourse, but broadens to 500 meters  about 1600 feet! at the northern boundary of the
Cocoplum site. Just to the north of the site, mangrove  or at least "swamp"! disappears, and marsh vegeta-
tion  probably freshwater! reached to Biscayne Bay itself.

1922

parker et al. �955! reported that before drainage of the Everglades there had been almost continual
spring flow along the east side of the coastal ridge but that by 1930 the flow had ceased, A 1922 aerial
photograph of the Cocoplum property shows flow meanders bordered by scattered trees which indicated at least
spring-like seepage of freshwater had occurred. The upland approximately one half of the property was under
cultivation at that time. The fields were drained to the Bay by hand-dug ditches. The land was farmed as
late as 1948, at which time salt intrusion forced abandonment of the last fields  Reark, 1975!,

The mangroves formed a band behind a strand of coastal hardwood forest that included cabbage palm,
g|-li+b B i b!,pt d ~Mat*1 t«tf !,*gp C*1*b tE!,btt d,
strangler fig  Ficus sures! and others. In places the strand was 200 ft �0 m! wide. The mangroves formed
a band of matur~e re and black trees that varied in width from approximately 325-650 ft �00-200 m!  Reark,
1975!. There was a freshwater marsh between the coastal ridge and the farmland. Ground level photographs
taken about this time indicated that much of the strand vegetation had been cleared as a beach, This strand
clearing left the shoreline vulnerable to hurricanes, including the very destructive one in 1926.

1935

The Dade County Mosquito Control Division dug ditches through the mangroves snd former farmland begin-
ning in 1935 or 1936. These canals provided access for saline waters into the property and red and white
mangroves began to grow along the edges of mosquito ditches.

1945

A major hurricane with 150 mph �42 kph! winds struck the shore in September, 1945. The storm washed
away the strand at Cocoplum and an artificial beach that had been created, and killed some of the large
mangroves. Saltwater 6-9 ft �-2.8m! deep covered the marl soil for hours. Among the flotsam deposited on
the now salinized marl soils must have been large numbers of white mangrove seed which are ripe at that time
of year. Recent ring counts of white mangrove trunks in the marl ex-truck crop fields showed ages that
correspond to 1945 seeding  Reark, 1974 and 1975a!. The white mangroves of the 1945 seeding were scattered
and developed into low-form multi-forked and trunked trees. Some of the marl zone seaward of the ex-farmed
area became thickly seeded with red mangroves that grew up as "Dense Scrub" community  Teas, this volume!.

In each case, the salinized calcitic marl soiI inhibited growth of ordinary field weeds and upland trees
and shrubs that might otherwise have competed with mangroves. Checks of mollusc shells in soil samples
showed freshwater species as listed by Craighead �971! to be present in the areas where they were expected
from the 1922 aerial photographs.

1965

In September of 1965 Hurricane Betsy struck Biscayne Bay and caused 10.5 ft �.2 m! tides. A recon-
structed beach at Cocoplum was again destroyed. Following Hurricane Betsy white mangroves were seeded which
developed into a thicket-like crop of tall almost unbranched trees that were so dense in places that some of
the stands are still difficult to walk through. It is notable that white mangroves of apparently the same
two age classes and growth form  i,e. 1945 and 1965 seedings! were found in some parts of the Interama
property  Tees, 1972!, on marl soil near old fields.

The shoreline at Cocoplum has probably receded several hundred feet as a result of storm erosion  Tabb
and Roessler, 1974!. Hangrove tree stumps can be found as much as 82 ft �5 m! offshore at low tide  Reark,
1975a!.
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Summary of Cocoplum Vegetation Changes

The effects of man on the shoreline vegetation at Cocaplum are many and complex. They include the loss
of freshwater flow that was cut off by Everglades drainage. The natural strand was cleared for use as a
beach and eroded away by hurricanes: the unprotected mangroves were then susceptible to storm damage. The
interruption af freshwater flow from the upland probably helped weaken the remaining mature mangroves; the
mosquito and agricultural drainage ditches allowed upland penetration of Bay water; and storm tides seeded
the salinized tomato fields well above the mean high water level with white mangrovee.

~Sa a

The Saga property is irregular in shape and covers ca. 2800 acres �135 ha!, It extends between Old
Cutler Road and Biscayne Bay from S.W. 196th Street to S.W. 232nd Street, The Saga property includes at
least parts of Sections 2, 3, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15, 16, and 17 of T56, R40. There is a natural creek, Crab
Claw Creek, that opens to Biscayne Bay at about the line between Sections 11 and 14. Ecological investiga-
tions of the Saga property have been carried out by Teas �974, 1974a, 1975!. Aerial photographs from 1928,
1938, 1940, and several years since I.960 were available. The sail ie Perrine marl.

1765-1770

Wile the accuracy of DeBrahm's mep of this part of the Biscayne Bay shoreline has so far only been
partially ascertained  Chardan, 1975, 1975a!, there nonetheless appears to have been a very different vege-
tation pattern in 1770, from that which existed in both the late 1800's and certainly in 1928, oa the Saga
tract, DeBrahm's msp clearly and unequivocally shows, and specifically identifies, a freshwater marsh lining
the entire length of the bayshore at the Saga site  Chardon, 1975a!. Further north, this marsh was separated
from the Bay by a narrow mangrove strip, also specifically marked and delineated by DeBrahm; the sauthern
extremity of this mangrove strip lay at least one kilometer �,6 miLes! north of the Saga site.

On these points DeBrahm, wbo anchored right at the shore in this section of Biscayne Bay  Chardon,
1975a!, displays no hesitation in either identifying or delineating the extent of the two vegetation com-
plexes. His evidence therefore strongly suggests that, in 1770, there were no significant msngroves or
woodlands anywhere along the bayshore at the Saga site. The implication ie that mangroves or other wood-
lands, identified here later, must have developed after 1770, Vegetation changes may have been accompanied
by actual changes in the shoreliae itself, in the northern part of the Saga tract, although further research
is needed ta resolve this question,

Assuming DeBrahmn's map to be accurate for the Saga site, he shows a freshwater marsh from Biscayne
Bsy inland, varying in width from about 1000 meters �.6 miles! in the northern part of the Saga tract, to
some 3300 meters � miles! in the south, just north of Black Point. The composition of the marsh is not
further specified, but undoubtedly consisted of grasses; there may have been some isolated trees whose
presence, if they existed, DeBrahm would probably not have noted on his map. Beyond the landward edge of the
marsh, DeBrahm identifies no vegetation, as was his custom, since he was concerned primarily with coastal
surveying. Evidence from later military expeditions in the 1830's suggests that the upland vegetation, just
to the north around Cutler, consisted largely of pine and palmetto; perhaps this was also true of the upland
portions of the Saga property.

1870-1878

U.S. coast charts for this period indicate that trees had become established along the bayshore of the
southern portion of the Saga tract, but not along its northern shore. There, "marsh" was represented as
extending to the water's edge. The band of trees, or "swamp", was narrow � aot more than 600 meters  about
1800 feet! at its greatest width. It terminated, and the coastal marsh at the bay edge began, 4.1 km �.6 '
miles! north of Black Point, Inland from the swamp, marsh extended along the entire area behind the ttees,
and averaged at least 2000 meters in width. The marsh was widest where the trees ended  i.e. 4.1 km north
of Black Paint!, and the inward curve of the coast, which may have been eroded some time in the preceding
100 years, narrows the marsh progressively to the north. Unfortunately, the coast charts do not specifically
indicate the landward border of the marsh; they represent it nebulously fading, in one place as much as 3 km
from bayshore, into blank mainland areas.

1928

There wes s canal that entered Biscayne Bay near the aorth end of the property. In addition there were
three agricultural ditches that apparently drained the upland fields into the marshland toward the coast.
There were plowed fields on the Saga property less than three quarters of a mile  ca. 1200 m! from the shore.

In 1928 there were meandering lines of trees that probably represented freshwater springs or seepage
flaw from the uplands along a slough. These trees may have been only relicts of earlier times when there
were freshwater springs.

A 1928 photograph was interpreted to provide map annotation for the vegetation at the time. The USC&GS
map showed a strand of deciduous trees 300 to 900 ft  90-270 m! wide, beginning at the Bay in the position of
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the Coastal Band mangrove community of taday. The map, which was made from the 192S photographs, raised an
obvious question because shoreline forests in south Florida are generally evergreen, not deciduous. Hammocks
known to have contained buttonwood  because of still standing fire-killed buttanwood trees  Reark, 1975!!
were shown on a USCBGS map of the shore south of Turkey Point from the same year as "deciduous hammocks",
Davis �940! noted that in 1938, a drought year, the buttonwoods snd associate hardwoods last their leaves.
In the Coastal band mangroves in 1975 there were dead cabbage palm and buttonwood stumps and trunks, The
1928 photographs for map interpretation were taken in April of that year, before the rainy season began,
The previous year, 1927, had been one of extreme drought in which there was only 33,7 inches  856 mm! of
rain, slightly more than half the average amount  U.S. Weather Bureau!. The present investigators concluded
that in 1928 the band of trees along the coast had a substantial fraction of buttonwood and other tropical
hardwood trees which hsd lost their leaves because of the 1927 drought. This conclusion is consistent with
the somewhat open, mixed forest appearance of the area in 193S aerial photographs.

Behind the coastal strand and mangrove fringe was a slough that' was represented as grasses  graminaids!
with occasional mangroves. Inland of the slough was shown on the USC6GS map as sawgrass, On aerial phato-
graphs this latter area appeared the characteristic white of the Perrine marl soil seasonally replenished by
new calcitic mud precipitation by periphyton  Wanless, 1974!.

Near the northern end of the property in the freshwater-sawgrass zone behind the mangroves there were
three prominent tree islands which probably contained tropical hardwood species. These tree islands fram
north to south were approximately 1800 ft �50 m!, 1500 ft �50 m! and 1350 ft �10 m! west of the shore.

1938

There was a recently dug ditch connecting the agricultural area to the Bay snd there were several
ditches parallel to the shore connecting to the two ditches or canals that connected to Biscayne Bay. The
three tree islands were clearly visible, but all three had had recent ditches cut through them. Most of the
calcitic marl marsh that had been graminoids had become dark colored probably from development of scrub red
mangroves, although somewhat salt tolerant shrubs such as salt bush  Baccharis sp,! may have been involved.
The trees in the band along the shore appeared to be a mixed population.

1940

There were additional ditches that drained into the slough area that extended from Black Point northward
through the basin of Crab Claw Creek, almost ta the northern end of the Saga property. Two of the three tree
islands had changed their texture, and the third had disappeared, The land that had earlier been freshwater
marl marsh seeded with mangroves was more densely covered with mangroves  Dense Scrub community of Tees, in
this volume!. The density of the mangroves growing on the marl appeared to be enhanced in a pattern which
suggested that fertilizer nutrient runoff from agricultural drainage was stimulating their growth. Saliniza-
tion of the agricultural area was probably not yet advanced in 1940.

1963

Beginning in 1957 mosquito ditches were dug at Saga through the coastal strand and mangroves to
Biscayne Bay  Heidt, 1976!. By 1963 there were 5 more such ditches than in 1940, In 1963 three ditches
had been cut into Crab Claw Creek from the upland, which cross-connected with other ditches leading into the
Bay. Also, there was a ditch almost a mile long �610 m! through the coastal band of vegetation from ca,
100 to 400 ft �1-123 m! west of the Bay, This ditch had 8 separate new openings ta the Bay. There was
also a north � south ditch ca. 2200 ft �70 m! long about 1000 ft �05 m! west of the Bay.

The three tree islands noted earlier had disappeared.

Much of the ares that had been white freshwater marl marsh in 1928 photographs was now uniformly
covered with Dense Scrub red mangrove community, None of the fields on the Saga property was being farmed;
however, some of Campbell Fields Just north of Saga were still being cultivated. The latter fields were
provided with pumps at the seaward side to maintain drainage and retard salt water encroachment. It has
been reported that the fields closest to Biscayne Bay were abandoned because af salinity in 1964. The aerial
photograph for 1963 suggests that the last cultivation of the Bayward fields may have been before 1963.

The coastal band vegetation had become more uniform, as mangroves became dominant.

1967

In 1967 less white marl area showed on the aerial photo than previously, i.e. the scrub mangroves had
grown mare dense. Recent field investigation showed that some of the white areas sti.ll evident on the 1967
photograph were rock outcrop with thin soil sparsely vegetated with mangroves, The high salinations in the
dry season make this a salina, The canopy af the coastal band community was more dense.

None of the fields on the Saga property were being farmed. The transition from Coastal Band to the
scrub mangroves was sharp. Dense Scrub dominated the slough area behind the Coastal Band. Soil borings
have shown that in general the dense scrub community is growing on calcitic marl, whereas there ie peat
under the coastal band.
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Molluscs in marl spoil piles from mosquito ditching and from soil auger samples were freshwater types
as listed by Craighead �971! in Dense Scrub and marl upland areas  Tees, 1975!.

1975

A proposal was made by the Saga developers that the Coastal Band and the old slough from ca. 1200 ft
�65 m! to 210Q ft �40 m! wide be left undeveloped as a Crab Claw Creek natural area.

There has been little erosion of the Saga shoreline since 1930 as judged by the positions of two 1930
benchmarks  Campanile, 1975!, and by scaling the position of the Biscayne Bay shoreline with respect to the
mangrove islands in the lake at Crab Claw Creek  Tees, 1975a!.

The mosquito ditches on the Saga property can be efficient in carrying water from Biscayne Bay to the
uplands, Duiing the dry season the authors have obtained salinities of 28 o/oo at a distance of 2400 ft
�32 m! from the Bay shore,

Rainy season surface water salinities in drainage ditches along a transect eastward toward Biscayne Bay
from Galloway Road are shown in Table 1. The line was south of the Saga Property.

The effect of rainfall is event from the lower salinities near Galloway Road. The area of the transect had
been cultivated fields and sawgrass marl marsh in 1928. As confirmation of this we found living sawgrass
plants near Galloway Road. Near the transect line, in an area that had been a cultivated field but had grown
up with sparse scrub mangroves, the surface water had a salinity of 16 o/oo and the soil water was 34 o/oo,
high enough to inhibit all but very tolerant halophytes, High soil salinities in marl of scrub mangrove
areas apparently are to be expected. Dav : ',1940! reported a soil salinity of 84 o/oo in a scrub mangrove
community. However, the salinity of soi' a r within a small mangrove slough at the east end of the trans-
ect was 20 o/oo and surface water was 20 . The difference between the soil salinity in the slough com-
pared to that io nearby marl soils is ob sly due to the porous peat soil of the slough through which
interstitial water can exchange readilv .. r h surface water, In the present case Galloway Road played a role
in the increased salinities in the reg « by forming a barrier to superficial sheet flow of freshwater from
the west,

Summary of Saga Vegetation Changes

Drainage of the Everglades had reduced freshwater flow on the property. By 1938 the freshwater calcitic
marl marsh area had become heavily seeded with red  and some ~hite and black! mangroves, from trees that were
already in the coastal slough area. The mosquito ditches let saline Bay water inland toward the northern
part of the Saga property and into the coastal slough from the upland side. Saline intrusion was evident irt
some parts of the property by 1940. In 1957 � 63, when the mosquito ditches were extended, the marl soils of
the cultivated area became salinized and the graminoids of the marl prairie were killed as were tree islands
and meandering lines of upland trees along old sloughs.

There is, however, evidence that no coastal mangroves existed on the Saga tract in 1770, and that they
had begun to establish themselves in the southern coastal portion of the tract by the 1870's. Apparently,
natural environmental conditions were such as to induce a change in the coastal vegetational pattern prior
to significant human settlement in the area.

The Coastal band of maneroves that is found todav at Sana was a strand of mixed tree species until after
1940. The strand existed at the site because it received freshwater from the uplands. Later, as the mosquito
ditches regularly flushed the Coastal band with saline Biscayne Bay water, mangroves developed and the strand
of handwoods died off,

Section 33 of T56 R40

Section 33 of T56, R40 is south of Black Point and immediately north of Fender Point. Within Section
33 is the outlet of Canal-102, which extends from Biscayne Bay westward through north-south levee �,-31E!
rhat forms the salinity dam. Immediately to the west of L-31E is Canal � 107 of the Central and Southern.
Florida Flood Control District. Within the property on C-102 is a Flood Control District water control
structure,

A handprobing transect by Wanless �969, 1974! shows that the 2 mile wide swamp and marsh margin at
Fender Point is underlain by an irregular Pleistocene limestone surface that gradually rises from -3.5 ft
 from mean low water! beneath the Bay shoreline to an intersection with the oolite limestone ridge of the
Miami Formation  Figure 7!. Core borings through the narrow mangrove coastal band encountered mangrove peat
to bedrock, Cores through the marsh behind contain calcitic mud  Perrine marl! with freshwater snails from
the surface to the bedrock surface. Directly adjacent to the oolitic ridge the calcitic mud yielded to a
oon-marine organic-rich soil. The calcitic mud is precipitated in a freshwater marsh environment in asso-
ciation with blue-green algal mats that carpet the surface  Gleason, 1972; Barron, 1975!. Gleason has noted
that calcitic muds are forming in areas of the Everglades drainage system where calcium carbonate charged
freshwater is flowing off of exposed limestone topography. The calcitic muds are a striking contrast to the
aragonitic and magnesian calcite muds forming in the adjacent marine environment. A calcitic mud accumula-
tion such as this is a record of prolonged and persistent occupation of a algal-mst carpeted freshwater
marsh environment along with active seasonal freshwater discharge across  or through! the oolitic limestone.'
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The U.S, coast charts from 1870-1887, USCSGS maps from 1928 photography, a 1938 photomosaic, and 1963,
1972 and 1975 photographs were studied,

1870-1887

U.S. coast charts of this period do not show soundings very near the shore, except at the tip of Fender
Point; this fact may place the accuracy af the vegetation shown a1ong the bayshore in some doubt, though
probably in the main the complexes portrayed are probably reasonably accurate. The location of three creeks
and twa strings of ponds behind the coast, tends to suggest that the surveyors either surveyed the shore
themselves, or that they had access to detailed maps of that part of the mainland; the authors have so far
not been able to determine which.

The central portion of Fender Point itself is shown as composed of "swamp", with flats ar marsh between
the trees and the Bay, especially along the Point's northern shore. North of the Point is a strip of "swamp",
very likely mangrove; this strip ranges from less than 300 feet �00 m! wide at the southern border of
Section 33, ta a width of 1800 ft �00 m! at the northern edge af Section 33 where, ac the Juncture of this
section with Section 34, a small rounded cape guts out into Biscayne Bay. In between the northern and
southern borders of Section 33, three creeks are shown flowing into the Bay. Inland from these, both ta the
north and to the south, lay two small north-south trending strings of ponds, The southern string wss about
400 meters from the bayshore, while the one north of the creeks lay about 2500 ft  800 m! from the shoreline.

Behind the coastal mangrove strip, marsh is shown as extending all along Section 33, though it came to
an end, merging into mangrove, west-southwest of Fender Point. in Sections 4 and 5 of T57, 140. In Section
33, the width of the marsh varied between 4500 to 6000 ft �500-2000 m!, As in the Saga tract, the marsh,
in the northern part of Section 33, disappears into a blank area an the charts, about 6300 ft �100 m! from
bayshore. In the southern part of Section 33, however, a clump of woodland, 1200 ft �00 m! wide, is shown
beginning shout a mile �800 m! from the shore.

A summary of Section 33 in the 1870's therefore indicates a thin strip of mangrove along the shore,
with three creeks flowing into the Bay. Two strings of small ponds existed, one 400 meters, the oLher 800
meters, inland, within a band of marsh. This marsh was about 3000 ft �000 m! wide in the south, but widened
to 4500 ft �500 m! in the north of Section 33. The marsh lay behind the thin strip of mangrove. Finally,
an isolated woodland is identified, about 4200 ft �400 m! from the shoreline, west of Fender Point,

1928

In 1928 Section 33 had a relatively narrow fringe of Coastal band community mangroves along the shore
and sparsely along 5 small creeks. Between the creeks and to the west was shown assawgzass  graminoids!.
Extending northwest to southeast near the southwest corner of the property was a meandering seepage line
marked by upland trees that did not meet the mangroves, The western origins of this slough were upland
 west! of the section line. Lands shown as cultivated fields extend to within 2400 ft �30 m! of the Bay in
the northern half of the section.

In 1928 there were east-west ditches or canals at the northern and southern borders of the section and
on the three quarter section that lies between.

1938

In 1938 the pattern af ditching in the northern half of Section 33 had b en extended to within 1500 ft
�57 m! of the Bay. This ditching was far mosquito control.

The land between the creeks and between the Bay and the western section line was light colored indicat-
ing that it was probably grsminoids on calcitic marl. This area showed a fine dark pattern from some inva-
sion of plants near the shore, possibly more salt tolerant graminoid species, In the upland area the calcitic
marl showed upland plants. The mangroves had not extended appreciably up the creeks from their position in
1928 and the meandering line of trees on the upland did nat appear to meet the mangroves, Near the center
of the section in the marl marsh was a teardrop shaped tree island about 300 ft  90 m! long that was not
continuous to the bay.

1958-1959

During this period the agricultural and mosquito ditches were extended to the south border of the
property. The center of the teardrop hammock, which fell between two north-south mosquito ditches, was
ditched. The prominent creek near the north border was ditched as was the meandering tree line and creek
across the southwest corner of the property.

1963

In this year the photograph showed that the area between the creeks and their flood plain areas had
become invaded by Dense Scrub mangzoves. Australian pine  Casuarina e uisetifolia! were well established
on the higher parts of the property. The mangraves along the creeks and ditches were more prominent.
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1968

The growth of scrub mangroves had become more dense. Canal 102 had been dug across the property, and
Canal 107 and levee 31E were completed. The teardrop tree island had become "diffuse". There were some
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and buttonwood.

Mangroves had repLaced the upland trees in the meandering tree line across the southwest part of t' he
property. The teardrop tree island had become relatively tall mangroves. The greater growth of mangroves
in the teardrop areas and the meandering tree line than on the former marl marsh is probably because on
these sites of former upland hammock trees organic. matter had accumuLted which served as a better substrate
for mangrcve growth than did the marl.

1972

The narrow bands of Coastal band mangroves along the shore and the creeks and old east-west ditches had
become promineng and between the creeks and for about half a section to the west the land was developing a
stand of Dense Scrub, principally red, mangroves, The scrub mangroves had grown up more dense, Most of t' he
mosquito ditches had been re-dug.

1975

Field studies showed that the teardrop had become tall red and white mangroves with a few buttonwoods.
The Dense Scrub area had become more dense. There was still a smail area of saltgrass and scrub mangrove
where the mangrove had not completely covered, There were dead buttonwoods and a few survivors. Field
studies of the mosquito ditch system in March  dry season! on an incoming tide showed salinities as expected.
They ranged from 4-11 o/oo near L-31E at the western side of the property to 28-33 o/oo in ditches in the
middle portion. Biscayne Bay salinity was 35 o/oo  Tees, 1975a!,

The extent of vegetational change in Section 33 was assessed by comparing patterns in 1938 and 1975.
The Coastal band of mangroves along the shore and the creeks in 1938 was marked on the 1975 aerial photograph
and the areas of the major present plant communities on the property estimated. In 1975 the land area of
Section 33  after subtracting the part in Biscayne Bay, Canal-102 and roads! was 508 acres �06 ha!. Approx-
imately 102 acres �1 ha! of that was dominated by Australian pine. It was estimated that a maximum of 89
acres �6 ha! of Section 33 had been mangrove in 1928. Thus, there are approximately 317 acres �28 ha! of
what had been agricultural fields, sawgrass and other graminoids which has been invaded by mangroves as a
consequence of saline intrusion. A substantial fraction of the ca. 110 acres �5 ha! that had been culti-
vated fields in 1928 has become mangroves.

Summary of Section 33 Vegetation Changes

Drainage of the Everglades probably was responsible for reduced flow of water across the Section 33.
Later the barrier of L-31E restricted surface freshwater flow. Agricultural and mosquito control ditches
allowed saline waters to penetrate the property at high tides which salinized the marl soils, Sawgrass was
eliminated, dense stands of mangroves were seeded and upland hammock vegetation was killed. On higher ground
where there was less salinity, Australian. pines invaded the area of previously cultivated fields.

Card Point

The Card Point study involved an area north and west of Card Point and south of the Florida Power and Light
Co. Turkey Point Power Plant cooling canals. Involved are at least parts of Sections 25 and 26 of T58, R39, and
Sections 28, 29, 30, 31, 32 and 33 of T58, R40.

A hand probing transect  Wanless 1969! across the swamp and marsh environments west of central Card Sound
 along Model Land Canal 5! showed the Pleistocene limestone bedrock surface to be about -10 ft � m!  below mean
low water! at the mangrove shoreline and then rise rapidly to -2.5 ft �6 cm! 0.5 miles  805 m! inland  Figure
8!, To the west the bedrock surface becomes deeper and irregular over the next 2 miles snd then rises onto an
extreme1y flat surface at about -1 ft �9 cm! for the next 2 � 4 miles to the low oolitic limestone ridge of Miami
Limestone,

Core borings through t!he narrow mangrove forested margin of Card Sound encountered mangrove peat from the
surface to bedrock  Figure 8!. This indicates that the mangrove swamp  which accumulated peat on an intertidal
surface! has persisted in this area for several thousand years  see Wanless' paper on sedimentary environments,
this volume!. Core borings at the inland edge of the mangrove forest penetrated calcitic mud beneath 2 feet
�1 cm! of mangrove peat. This documents the gradual expansion of the peat producing mangrove fringe across the
freshwater swamp. Calcitic muds  Perrine marl! form nearly the entire recent sediment package inland from the
mangrove margin. As described in an earlier section, the calcitic muds are a record of prolonged and persistent
occupation of an algal � mat carpeted freshwater marsh environment in an area receiving active seasonal
freshwater discharge from the Everglades across exposed limestone,

The USCSGS map <T"4576! prepared with the use of 1928 photography watd utilized for general features of the
sho~e in this region. Photography from 1969 to 1972 and from 1975 was available. Tees �974! and Reark �975!
have studied the area. The 1928-1973 account is from Reark's 1975 study.
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1870-1887

U,S, Coast charts for these years are the earliest yet found. They show only mangrove for the entire area
around Card Point, which at that time was connected to the mainland. Mainland swamp is shown as e steady strip
3600 feet   1200 meters! wide all along the mainland coast, and including Card Point. The mainland swamp,
however, grades into areas left blank on the charts, and all that can be said for the moment is that the entire
mainland coast for the area here des-ribed was very probably mangrove in the 1870's end 1880's.

1928

There were mangroves or grassy slough along the shore and mangrovee for a short distance along some of the
creeks. To the west the shore was shown as "sawgrass", "sawgraes on rock" or "deciduous hammock". As indicated
above, the deciduous hammocke represented buctonwood and other trees that lost their leaves during the drought
of 1927-28, At several points the 1928 map showed "sawgrase" less than 800 ft �45 m! from the shore end
hamreocks within ca. 2,000 ft �10 m! of the shore. Some of these exist today as mangrove hammocks.

1969-1.973

The aerial photographs showed chat Dense Scrub cosseunicies hed developed behind the narrow coastal band
near shore and behind that there was Sparse Scrub that extended for one mile �,610 m! or mole inland. Reark
�975! has investigated vegetation types end surface and interstitial soil water salinities at a series of
points from ca, 2.6 miles �,000 m! to 300 ft  91 m! from the shore. The stations samples were not on e
straight line. The data frors May 12, 1975, during the dry season, are shown in Table 2,  Sec next page!.

It can be seen that the scrub mangrove near the shore  Stations 11 and 12! is growing on peat where the sail
inceretitiel water salinity is not greatly elevated compared to surface water. However, inland from there the
zone of dwarf or scrub mangroves  Stations 6-10! is generally one of hypersaline marl soils, but not necessarily
of hypersaline surface waters. The Sparse Scrub cosmunity  Tees, this volume! is made up of plants that are
small and exhibit signs of physiological stress such as dwarf size  usually under 3,3 ft � m!!, few leaves,
reduced leaf size, poar leaf color, and precocious fruiting. There is no evidence of litter accu.adulation on a
scale large enough to stain the soil e darker color. The stations for scrub mangrove vary in their relationship
ta canals and surface drainage. Juncus and distichlis areas  Stations 4 and 5! showed lower salinity than
mangrove areas. At the sampling date there was no surface water ac the sawgrass Stations � � 3!; the soil
salinity wes no more than 9 o/oo.

Reark noted that in 1975 the sawgraes freshwater marsh  upland of the sawgrass! zone was to be found at
least 3.7 miles �,000 m! from the shore; that the juncus-distichlis band had grawn from a narrow ribbon to mare
than 3,280 ft �,DDQ m! wide and had moved inland from the shore by 16,500-18,300 ft �,000-6,000 m!. Hammocks
reported as "deciduous" in 1928, and which contain remnants of cabbage palm and buttonwood, are now composed of
nearly IQDX red msngroves that grow much larger Chan the nearby stressed trees on marl soil. The soils in these
ex-hafmfrocks contain considerable leaf mold  to 4 inches   10 cm! thick!. These sites are drained and soil
ealinities are not much higher than surface salinities.

Fire has played a i'ole in the successional changes of the flora at Card Point. Dead trees are notable
features of the study ares, Close examination shows that fire hae killed many buttonwood and also red and white
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mangroves growing in old burns were dated by leaf scars  red! and by ring count  white!. Estimates for both
species indicated that the fire had been 5 years earlier, which fits with the 1970 drought year �4.7 in.,
1135 mm!! during which there were many fires in south Florida,

Construction of canals and roadways polderized low-lying land and led to disruption of the existing flora
by alcering the fresh water flood regimen. The rapid dryout of the polderized sawgrass wet marsh has permitted
invasio~ by Australian pine and buttonwaod.

The zone of white soil et Card Point that is visible in satellite photographs of sor th Florida is the
sparsely growing scrub mangrove zone on the almost white, almost organic free, Perrine mart soil that formed
from the earlier freshwater marsh. This is the salina or saltern zone. There are few plants other than the very
stunted mangroves that grow in the salina area. In the 1975 Rader photograph of che area from Turkey Point to
Card Sound road the relationship between diking  from canal digging! that inhibits freshwater drainage from the
uplands and the white salina areas is very clear. Salina  white soil! is seen in the zone between that or
ordinary high tides and equinoctial high tides. The land rises eo gently  ca. 10 inches per mile, 15 cm per
1,000 re!! chat saline waters at high tides soak into the soil.

The whiteness of soil is increased between the Turkey Point cooling canals and the regularly tidally
flushed shoreline, where upland freshwater drainage has been cut off. In the area south of the cooling canals
where some freshwater runoff is available   from the area up to the Model Land Canal S and Levee 31-8! the salina
zone is not so prominent. The area neer the Bay between the Model Land Canal S and the south border of the
Turkey Point cooling canals hae been cut off from all tidal waters for several years but is also cut off from
freshwater overland runoff. This area appears to be lese of a marl soil salina than ie seen ta the north or
south.
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Summery of Card Point vegetation changes

Drainage of the Everglades lovered the vater table, and barriers to vater flow reduced freshvater runoff.
The result hae been salinieation of the soils. This has been responsible for the elimination of sawgrees or its
replacement with salt tolerant types, the elimination of hardwood hammocks and their replacement by msngroves,
the creation of a broad salina area of Sparce Scrub mangrove in what had been a sawgrass xone, and the invasion
of dried out marshland by Australian pine.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The effects of man on shore vegetation are basically of two types:  a! physical, which included land
fill, vegetation removal end erosion by boat wakes, and  b! water quality and quantity related, vhich includes
reduction in freshvater and increases in salinity.

While there is much evidence for man-induced vegetation changes during the past 80 years, there is also
historical  and coring! evidence that vegetational changes were taking place, at least on some of the sites,
prior to human settlement, The Interama tract was partially influenced by a tidal inlet in existence during the
1770'e and into the 19th century, but which closed as e result of natural events. When Baker's Haulover Cut was
opened in 1923-20, however, salinity of the upper Bay waters increased greatly � probably to higher levels than
hsd existed in the 1770'e. Historical evidence at the Saga site suggests a coastal vegetation succession from
freshwater marsh at the bayshore in 1770, to partial mangrove colonieation along the shore  southern part! and
possible coastal erosion  northern part!. By the 1920's, the marsh was sefhrated from the Bay by mangroves,

The five eiLes selected for this report show a variety of responses to human involvement. Interama has
lost several hundred acres of shore vegetation by filling; and mangroves are stressed by high energy boat wakes.
A plot of mangroves at Interema wes severely stressed by diking. Cocoplum has lost shore vegetation along the
Coral Cables Waterway from filling and has lost mangrove shoreline because of strand clearing and consequent
storm erosion.

Drainage of the Everglades lowered water tables and affected all five sites, Australian pines probably
invaded freshvster marshlands at all sites ss the water tables were lowered. Fires became more prevalent in
drying marshlande. Salinization of the Diets River brought heavy infestation of red and white mangrove with s
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Physical barriers to overland flov of freshwater were obvious at Card Point and Section 33, but may have
been involved at the other sites as well,

A sudden increase in saline water occurred only at the Interama site from opening Bakers Haulover inlet,

The saline intrusion on msrehlsnds resulting from connecting them to the Bey with mosquito or agricultural
drainage ditches eliminated the freshwater marsh plants making these areas unsuitable for any but halophytes.
Interama, Cocoplugt, Saga and Section 33 have become salinieed by drainage ditches. At all four of these sites
mangrove seeding that followed gave rise to stressed scrub red mangrove development veil across calcitic marl
marshes, Seeding of white mangrovee on the more inland salinised marl soils occurred inconnection vith major
Stepember storms, At Card Point the salinisstion of freshwater marsh resulted from draining the Everglades and
from construction of barriers that cut off overland flov of freshwater from upland.

A large area of salina wae created at Card Point by sslinixation of marl soils that are vetted only by
spring or hurricaue tides, The freshwater marsh plant xone hae retreated 2.3-3. 7 miles �-6 km! since the year
1900  Reark, 1975! most of it since 1928: during this century mangroves have advanced inland about the same
distance from the shore. Actually, because of mangrove and salinity encroachment, the total area of mengroves
along Biscayae Bay may be greater today than in 1900.
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probably occurred also along creeks at Saga, Section 33 and Card Point.

The major portion of Biecayne Bay'e shore vegetation has been stressed and altered. There appears to be
little likelihood that saline intrusion can be reversed. However, some reversal of the shoreline mangrove
habitat loss msy be possible by revegetation of built up shorelines. For example, appropriately placed riprap
outside existing concrete bulkhead might be suitable for mangrove planting.

RECONMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY

The productivity eud ecological role of the scrub mangrovee needs to be investigated. There are large
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areas of stressed scrub mangroves that sre making small but unknown contributions to Biscayne Bay's ecology.
Inorganic nutrient cycling in mangroves needs to be studied, Techniques for improving the value of these
stressed mangroves to the Bay would be valuable. Also the related role of seagrass and algal wrack in the
development of mangrove and shore communities needs to be investigated.

Techniques for revegetation of shorelines with mangroves and marsh graminoids nrem ta be developed.
~ati pl t' gh b pl'hdbyg dh t 1. �9747 d g pl t';g::: ' t h b
started in Charlotte and St. Lucie Counties and elsewhere in south Florida  Teas et a' . l. -, 1975b!.
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SalinityDistance from Calloway Road

ofoo

0, 3, 420

275

5001650

162100 640

2550 18777

148252700

223300 1000

2011003600

TABLE 2

Salinities of soil and surface water near Card Point
 Reark, 1975!

istance
from shore

Salinity
o/ooPlan.t

Community
Type

Star.ion
No.  m! Surface Soil

400013500 Sawgrass

Sawgrass

Sawgrass

Juncus

381012500

29759750

22907500

152130 Juncus7000

41272130 Scrub mangrove

1830 Scrub mangrove

1370 Scrub mangrove

1220 Scrub mangrove

1070 Scrub mangrove

7000

60316000

634500 46

50294000

10 313500

150 Scrub mangrove, near Bay* 31

90 Scrub mangrove, near Says 37

43500

3930012

* peat soil
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TABLE 1. Salinities of surface water in drainage ditches
alon transect from Gallows Road eastward  Au t 22 1975!.





FIGURE 2 Interama property in 1956, before dredge and fill.

FIGURE 5 Interama property in 1969, after dredge and fill.

FIGURE 4 Narrow island at the Terama property, 1966.

FIGURE 5 Narrow isla"d at the Terama property, 1975. FIGURE 6 geventeen acre triangular plot, 1972.
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Cross-section of Recent swamp and marsh sediment accumulation
in Fender Paine area. Bottom line is limestone rock surface.
Dots show variation in bedrock depth as determined by hand
probing at each station. Sealevel datum is mean low ~ster.
See Figure 1 for location. Vertical exaggeration x 1000.
Modified from Qanless �969!.
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Cross-section of Reaent swamp and marsh sediment accumulation
ad!scent to Model Land Canal 5 west of central Card Sound.
Bottom line is limestone rock surface. Dots show variation
in bedrock depth at each hand probing station. Sea level
datum is mean low water. See Figure 1 for location. Vertical
exaggeration x 100. Modified from Wanless 0969!.
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THE STUDY OF FUNGI IN BISCAYNE BAY � A SYNOPSIS

JACK W. FELL

DIVISION OF BIOLOGY AND LIVING RESOURCES
ROSENSTIEL SCHOOL OF MARINE AND ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE

UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI
460D RLCKENBACKER CAUSEWAY

MIAMI, FLORIDA 33149

ABSTRACT

Fungi have several roles in nature: as parasites, saprophytes, pathogens, end as fungal-algal composites
 lichen-like associations! ~ This paper briefly reviews these roles, emphasising the available information in
Biscayne Bay. A variety of fungal research prospects have been undertaken during the past twenty years in the
Bay; however, three aspects are considered of primary importance to the ecology of the Bay: �! the possible
use of fungi as indicators of sewage and land drainage pollution; �! the sponge blight which has had a
severe impact on the sponge industry; and �! the role of fungi in the decomposition of submerged and inter-
tidal plants such as mangroves, sea "grasses" and algae. In this decomposition process, the fungi convert
inedible plant materials to microbial proteins that are consumed by a variety of small animals. This process
provides a basic food source for the fishes and invertebrates that inhabit Biscayne Bay and the ad]scent
reefs and near-shore regions.

Considerable research is required on the sponge blight and pLant decomposition; stressing the mechanisms
of the processes and the effects of natural and abnormal ehvironmental pressures. Studies of fungal pollu-
tion indicator species should be coupled with other standard and experimentaL pollution programs.
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INTRODUCT ION

Fungi are generally microscopic organisms that range in appearance from unicellular cells to highly
branched filaments. In addition, their major characteristirs consist of a chitin or cellulose cell wall;
distinct nuclei; and a lack of chlorophyll. This combinatian of characteristics separates these organisms
fram the bacteria snd algae. The fungi are capable of growing on a wide range of substrates and they exist
in virtually every conceivable ecological niche. Their success is due to their rapid growth and reproduction
races; their numerous mechanisms for aerial and water spore dispersal; their ability to utilize a variety of
simple snd complex carbon compounds as well as organic and inorganic nitzogen compounds; and their capacity
to withstand extreme enviranmental conditions such as high osmotic pressure, low pH9 dessication and a wide
range of temperatures. There are certain limitations ta this success; in particular, fungi da not fix atmo-
spheric nitrogen; they do not assimilate CO2, as do green plants; and they are not capable of significant
growth and reproduction in the absence of oxygen.

Fungi have several roles in nature; they may be pathogeas, parasites, saprophytes or they be cammensally
associated with algae. For the importance af these roles in terrestrial environments, the informative and
non � technical book by Large �962! is hi,ghly recommended. Far detailed discussions of these rales in rmrine
environments, the reader is referred to the t.echnical reviews of Johnson and Sparrow �961! and Jones �976!.
The purpose of the present paper is to briefly summarize these roles with specific reference to the exidting
knowledge of Biscayne Bay.

Pathogenic fungi

Fungal diseases of marine plants are not well known, although a dramatic event was che wasting vf the
eel grass 9 Zastera marina, along the coasts of North America and Europe. Ir. the early 1930's the majority of
th 1g bd d peeped. 16 cog ~ieb tthM 1hp11 td,btth c t' g t 1 thedic-
ease was not ggetermined. Because of the important role of the grass beds in marine food webs, the loss had a
severe economic impact.

Orput et al. �964! observed a fungal infection of the turtle grass Thalassia tescudinum in Biscayne
Bay in April 1963. Necrotic symptoms were observed on Thalassia similar to those found on terrestrial
grasses attached by various fungi. Infected tissues of the host blades contained numerous fructificatians
which belonged to a fungus that the authors described as a new species, Lindza thalassiae. Orput et al.
reported an extensive decomposition of Thalassia beds to a depth of about one meter snd that the disease
symptoms developed approximately 7-10 days after spring tides.

An additional pocential pathogenic condition wes indicated by a disease outbreak in Thalassia testudinum
seedlings maintained in laboratory conditions during the planting program of A. Thorhaug  Univ. of Niami!.
The artificial conditions, including overcrawding, probably provided environmental stresses candurive ta
developments of this disease. The meristem area of the seedling was badly infected with bacteria, the fungus
~yet hth* 1 1 d *g i. th get t b 1*1 1g, iecotht . th ti g c
was not determined nor has the conditian been observed in nature.

6 eg* {2962! d 9 71111 �966! p* t d 1 ~ 1 p th*g, ~t*t ~tet*a booth t p ,*d 1: 1
spots on red mangraves. The initial observation was at Fairchild Tropical Gardens, although subsequent stvd-
ies revealed ics distribution throughout South Florida. McNillan reported that the first indication cf the
infection appeared in the form of chlorotic spots which slowly increase in size and often reach a diameter of
5-25 mm, The leaves would often have several spots which would coalesce to involve larger areas and then the
leaves would become severely chlorotic resulting in premature leaf drop. There was no indicatian that the
disease was of significant detriment to the red mangrove systems.

which develops systemic infections in the heart, viscera and lateral somatic muscles. Infected animals
include mackerel in England, rainbow trout in Germany, and herring and mackerel in Canada. It has been postu-
lated that this disease may be che most. important single limiting factor in population growth of herring in
the western North Atlantic  Sinderman, 1970!. As far as we are aware, there have not been any reports of
fungal diseases in fish in Biscayne Bay.

Diseases in invertebrates are considerably more abundant on a world wide basis  for a review see Alder-
1976!. ge pi ' 1 d p '11 1 gg 1 th* bl b by the 1 hg te� tdt 111o t

the mottling disease af lobsters on the Naine coast caused by an undescribed chytrid fungus; the economically
important disease of oysters caused by Dermoc stidium marinum; and diseases of prawns and shrimps caused by
phycomycete-like fungi  Jahnson and Sparrawg 1961; Sinderman, 1970!. Similar diseases probably exist in
Biscayne Bay, buc they have nor. been studied and hence nat zeporced.

The mast important fungal disease of invertebrates in Biscayne Bay is the sponge blight. Sponge fishing
has been an extremely important industry in Biscayne Bay to the extent that there was considerable interest
in sponge culture in the lace 1800's  Nunzoe and Gilpin, 1966!. Blight that struck the Bahamas and Florida
in 1938 and 1939 had a severe economic impact an both regions. An extremely interesting thesis on the
history of the Florida  including Biscayne Bay! sponge industry and the effects of the blight was prepared
by Shubaw �969! ~ The only research on the disease was by Galtsoff �942! who examined the pathogenicity
1 th 1 g,~S' h . Gelt*pit chcloddthi t b*oh ti* g t 1 th di, hihhee

been described by Job~son snd Sparrow �961! as follows: "The first externally visible symptom on all
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invaded animals is a 'bald' patch on the black, horny 'skin.' Beaeath the bald areas is a maes of greenish,
rotting tissue. ALthough the 'skeleton' of infected sponges may be destroyed, spongin itself is not affected.
Internally the damage done by the invading organism is manifested by disiategration of the flagellated cha~
bers and the linings of the canals, cystolysis of mesoglea, and breakdown of the ground substance. In some
specimens, the central cavity is partially filled with a 'plug' of disintegrating fibers that is usually lined
with a tough membrane of mesogleal cells. This membrane supposedly forms a resistant layer of tissue effec-
tively preventing causal organism spread throughout the body of the infected animal. Infestation is confined
to a narrow marginal zone around the lesion  internal to the 'bald' spot! between the healthy and affected
tissue. Invaded tissue invariably has in it long, very slender �.8 p diameter!p aseptate filaments, but
none occurs within the obviously 'aormal' tissues external to the lesion border."

Another fungal disease of invertebrates in Biscayne Bay was studied by Newell et al. �976!. These
th f dtht tt ~ f g'Cary t fth go*at,~get*i*deut hst tt k

nematodes, internally invade the animals and subsequently consume them. These fungi were found associated
with animals'in decomposing plant material, The abundance of the fungi is not known; however they have the
potential of affecting nematode population levels. This becomes significant due to the importance of nema-
todes in plant detrital food chains.

Certain fungi are closely associated with warm-blooded animals and are often pathogenic to humans. Be-
cause of this association they are common constituents of sewage snd other runoff waters. Ia a study of the
y t *f Bt* y B y, P 11 c al. �9609 f d b od f th p th g caadtda taco t alta d c.

era silosis. Subsequent unpublished studies demonstrated the prevalence of the more virulent species,
Candida albicans, which is the causative agent of candidiasis. The yeast wss abundant in areas subjected to
heavy densities of swimmers and bathers, particularly at' the wading lagoon at Mathesoa Haaamck. The presence
of these pathogens is probably not a problem in dissemination of infections because these species are normal
constituents of the human body. Infections are usually associated with some other physiological body dis-
order. Howeverg the presence of these species in the Bay is an indication of the degree that these waters
are polluted. PolLution indicator species of yeasts have also been demonstrated by other investigators in
various parts of the world  reviewed by van Uden, 1967! and by the subsequent studies of Combs et al. �971!
in Long Island Sound, Buck  personal cozmuaicatioa! in New Znglandg and by Spencer et al. �970! in an aquatic
environment.  S. Saskatchewan River!.

Studies have not been undertaken to determine if other human pathogenic fungi, other than yeasts, occur
in Biscayne Bay, although the possibility exists, Dabrowa et al. �964! studied tidally washed coastal

f the Clif 1 di ltd us p 1 *f f gi~tk 6 d sfctm ~sot ih
h kii In~at Htt, Bc la t sis b 1 Mt, d p ci e of ~ae et tll s, Candid, d

~ctth thtpdc tety fcutaneos,abctndyt tf tl .Cp 1 f d-
ical mycology, see Kmmons et al. �970! !.

Parasitic fua i

The distinction between parasitic, saprophytic aad pathogenic fungi in marine systems has not been care«
fully examined. As a working definirion, parasites infest liviag organisms, but do not harm the host;
saprophytes inhabit the dead material; whereas, pathogens infect living material to the subsequent detriment
to the host. The majority of the available information on fungal parasites concerns those associated with
plants.

A parasite that possibly inhabits Biscayne Bay  but has not been studied there! is the fungus
~P1 d h ~dt 1* th . Pht p ti ul pa a it 1 kao t tt I ~Dt 1 th ~itit *
seagrass ~ This particular fungus produces a hypertrophy of the inner cortical internodal cells but does
not appear to have any effect on the development of the plant aor does it affect the populations  Johnson
and Sparrow, 1961!.

Lichen � like associations

Fungi may be associated with algae in lichen-like partnerships in which the two are always found to-
gether and appear incapable of surviving independently. Such an association is common in Biscayne Bay in
ch lg ~ctd*h . Hyph f th f g Bl*d tti d tp t t lga lls,'b t anb
observed ramifying between them, Close exafxlnatioa of other algae ia Biscayne Bay would probably reveal a
more widespread occurrence of this type of association.

Sa ro h tic fun

Undoubtedly the most sigaificant role of fungi ia Biscayae Bay, and similar locales, is their important
contribution to detrital food webs. Ia general, food webe are of two basic types: grazing and detrital.
The grazing food web initiates with green plants that are fed upon by herbivores which in turn are eaten by
carnivores. In the detrital food web, dead organic material is decomposed by microorganisms which are con-
sumed by detrital feeding orgaaiezm that are thea eaten by carnivores. Ia tropical end subtropical estuariae
systems, particularly marshland and benthic bay communities, detrital food webs are the most important
mechanisms of sustaining the large populstioas of animals that are characteristic of these regions.

In south Floridap particularly Biscayne Bay, the major detrital producers are the shoreline plants,
the mangroves and juncus, aad the estuarine marine "grass," Thalassia. Organic production by these plants
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FIGURE 1. Passible Pathways of Energy Flow During the Degradation af Plant Organic Materials

Hany of the soluble nutrients that leach from the leaves can be utilized for growth by heterotrophic
microbes such as diatams, fungi and bacteria. These organisms reside in the sediments and the water coluzm
and are an important food source for a variety of adult larval fishes and invertebrates. In contrast, some
of the organics that leach from plant materials are not utilized for microbial growth and may, in fact,
inhibit growth  Cooksey, personal cafmunicetion!.

Because invertebrates, such as shrimp, utilize microbial-detrital complexes in their natural diet,
Newell and Fell �975! experimented with the production of artificial feeds for mariculture, ~ fer-
mentations of agricultural by-products were used and the results indicated the feasibility of such tech-
niqfre~ 'ar he husbandry of a variety of coznercially impoxtant animals.
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has been measured in various parts of the world, at 750 gms dry wt/m /yr for Juncus roemerianus, 1300-2250
g f* rhlrdf d47-730g fr~ghf hr ~lfr f. dhydd t 1. 19737. 3 d rhf
environmental habitats it is probable that the three plants have different and yet overlapping roles in
maintaining a stable, productive estuary. It is evident that there is little direct grazing of these plants
aud that they become useful as food sources during the degradation process  Odum et ~al. 1973!.

The basic role of plant detritus in supporting food webs is essentially the same in terrestrial, fresh-
water and estuarine areas, hence the mechanisms abserved in Biscayne Bsy are not unique to the system Host
af the available information on food webs comes from research in terrestrial and freshwater regions, not
wholly dissimilar from inland Dade County, which eventually drains to the coast. A generalized overview of
how detrital systems function is depicted in Figure 1. There are essentially three components in the leaf
degradation system, The decomposing leaf with the associated microbial and small invertebrate  meiofaunal!
populations; the leaching soluble organics; and the detrital particles. When the leaves senesce they usually
fall into the water where they are rapidly attacked by microorganisms 3 including bacteria, fungi and a var
iety of meiofauna. In most systems, the leaf material is not readily utilizable by animals in its original
farm, hence the role of fungi is the conversion of leaf campanentsg mostly carbon compounds, to utilizable
proteins. These proteins are consumed by maiofsuna, which in turn are utilized by secondary consumers such
as the commercially and recreatioually important fishes and invertebrates. The types of fungi associated
with the decomposition process wiII vary with the substrate aud state of decay, i.edg degrading juncus will
contain different species of fungi than decaying mangrove leaves and similarly the fungi on mangrove leaves
in efr.=ly stages of decay will differ from those in latter stages of decay. The same rypes of statements csn
be made for the associated meiofauna, particularly in reference to the type of substrate,

With decay the leaves become fragile and break inta detrital particles that are transported by water
movements. The detrital particles, per se, are not a nutrient source for most animals; instead it has been
postulated by Fenchel �970!, from his work in Biscayne Bay, that the particles are coated with microorgan-
isms that degrade the particles. These particles, with accompanying microbes are ingested by the animals.
The microbes are digested and serve as the food source while the particle is defecated intact for subsequent
microbial colonization and animal consumption.



Decom osition studies in Bisca e Ba

The early decomposition studies were directed to the breakdown of manila cordage and wood, a problem
of considerable economic significance, particularly in tropical snd subtropical regions. These studies
included the distribution and taxonomy of the fungi involved  Heyers, 1953; Meyers, 1969; Meyers, 1957;
Moore and Meyers, 1962; Reynold and ayers, 1957; Meyers snd Reynold, 1960; Meyers, 1971a; Meyers and Hoore,
1960; Moore and Meyers, 1959; Meyers et ~al, 1964; Meyers and Reynoldg 1958! ~ and various aspects of the
physiology and biochemistry of the degradation process  Meyers, 1971b; Meyers, 1968; Meyers sud Simms, 1967;
Meyers and Scott, 1968; Meyers and Reynold, 1959a; Heyers and Hoyo, 1966; Meyers, 1968; Heyers and Reynold,
1960; Sguros et ~al. 1962; Sguros and Birnam, 1963; Sguros and Simms, 1964; Meyers et slag 1960; Meyers snd
Scott, 1967; Sguros and Simms, 1963; Heyers and Reynold, 1959b; Meyers and Reynold, 1959c!. These studies
were not' only important in the evaluation of the decay of cordage and wood, but also are of significant
interest, in s comparative sense, in the examination of the degradation of naturally occurring plant
materials.

Other studies in Biscayne Bay, at about the same time, were directed to determining the presence of
fungi in waters snd sediments. These studies included yeasts  Fell et al., 1960, Capriottip 1962a, b, c;
Van Uden and Kolipinski, 1962; Fell and Van Udeng 1963; Van Uden and Fell, 1967!, filamentuous fungi  Roth
et slag 1964! snd some of the physiological properties of the organisms  Ahearn et glop 1960; Ahearn et al.,
1962; Abeam and Roth, 1962; Abeam, 1964; Abeam snd Roth, 1966; Abeam et al., 1968; Buck and Greenfield,
1964!. These studies are also important for comparative background data.

Thalassia decom osition

In an extension of their research on cordage snd wood, Meyers and his collaborators undertook studies of
fungi associated with the decomposition of turtle grass. Orput et al. �964!, as previously discussed,
observed what they considered to be a disease of Thalassia by the fungus LLndra thalassiae. Unfo.'tunately,
they did not quantitate the destruction. In a subsequent paper, Meyers et al.  L965 ! were of the opinion
that L. thalassiae. was a secondary invader of Thalassia leaves and only became established folloving physio-
logical degradation of the plant tissues by associated microbes. They also suggested that a different
ai gant, ~lab zinthvi hed a p* ibi i p i ~ iavader. Neyers et ai. observed ocnsidersbl
variation in the species inhabiting different plants within an area or even on the same blade. They also
reported that there, is seasonal variation and that certain fungal species vere regularly associated with
Thalassia throughout the Bay. Meyers �968! elaborated on these findings sad demonstrated that fungal popu-
lations on submerged wood are distinct from those on Thalassia.

Studies of the primary consumers in the Thslassia decomposition processes in Biscayne Bay  Hopper and
Meyers, 1966a and b; 1967; Meyers, 1971! were directed to nematode populations. These animals are extremely
abundant in the sediments in Thalsssis beds snd on the decomposing grass blades. By the use of some unique
field and laboratory experiments  Meyers et ~al 1963; Meyers and Hopper, 1966; 1967; Meyers et slag 1970;
Meyers, 1968! nematodes were shown to feed directly on fungal mycelia. While certain fungi did not support

extremely effective. Utilization of the mycelia by the animals varied with fungal species and ranged from
100 animals/mg of mycelia to 5000 animals/mg mycelia. While some nematode specied fed directly on the
fungal mycelia, the role of other nematodes was suggested to be a more complex interrelationship. Initially
the fungal degradation of cellulose and other plant components occurs followed by the utilization of these.
fungal by-products by other microbes, such as bacreria and protozoans, and finally the subsequent consumption
of these organisms by the nematodes. This concept is extremely important as it is probably via this indirect
method that a considerable portion of the plant material is utilized in many plane degradation systems.

Ma rove de radation

ih gr p ci s iahabit giscayne gay: th d ng*, ~aha h ~l; th bi h g
d i oi oitid d th hit gr, ~La cvlari ac . Oi rhe, only the red asagro e deg d-
tion system has been studied in deL'ail. This is unfortunate~ although the presence of information has
deservedly fostered concern regarding preservation of the reds, the lack of knowledge has resulted in the
assumption that whites and blacks have little value. Red msngroves are usually continuously tidally inun-
dated; whereas the black and white mangrove regionsg under many circumstances, are only submerged ln high
or storm tides. This results in a continuous outflow of organics from red systems, with periodic to sporadic
pulses from the whites and blacks. The continuous flow is important in maintaining the estuarine ecosystem;
however, the pulses may be equally important both in restoring organic balances and in coinciding with other
important biological activities such as the life cycles of various animals  Snedsker and Fell, 1975!.

The following information is based on the red mangrove system. The degradation of mangrove leaves,
seedlings and woody tissues, initiates food webs that sustain s considerable portion of the marine animal
populations that inhabit the coastal region, This role of mangroves has been documented in the various
publications by Hasid and Udum  Hasid, 1969; Odum, 1970; Odum and Hasid, 1972; Odum et ~al. 1973!. Although
their research was conducted in the Everglades National Park, their results are applicable to Biscayne Bay.
These authors reported that fallen leaves are converted by ad.crobial activity to detrital particles and the
latter support large populations of detrital consumers such as amphipods, nematodes, polychaetes, small
crabs, shrimps and fishes. In turn, these consumers are a primary source of food for game and conzsercial
fishes, such as tarpon, snook, grey snapper, sheepshead and spotted seatrout. Odum and Heald observed,
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during the degradation of the mangrove leaves, a significant increase in the relative amount of protein
similar to that observed by Kaushik end Hynes �971! in freshwater systems due to fungal activities. Odum
and Hasid conjectured that the fungal protein is an important food for the detrital consumers,

The dynamics of the mangrove degradation system are being investigated ia Biscayne Bay and are pre-
sented in the publications of Fell and Hastez �973; 1976!; Fell et sl. �967!, and Newell �973; 1976!.
The general outline follows that as depicted in Figure 1. Following leaf senescence~ the leaves fall in
the water, and are rapidly attached by microorganisms, including bacteria, fungi and a variety of small
invertebrates' The fungi, as in other systems, convert the leaf compounds to utilizable proteins. There is
a sequence of fungal populations correlated with the state of leaf decay and. the composition of the residual
organic compounds. In the early stages of decay, the readily utilizable carbon compounds are consumed by
fug t * th*Phy y t ~Phtahth lwhereaeinad cd tg ofd y h lyvh Pl
organic compounds remain, the fungal ccmmunities are characterized by a variety of lignolytic snd cellulo-
tic species. An indication of the conversion process is indicated by an increase in absolute nitrogen during
the decay sequence. Some of the chemical alreratioas  particularly changes ia amino acids! during this pro-
cess have been examined by Casagrande �970!. One of the limiting factors i.s sn apparent lack of nitrogen
in the surrounding water. Experimental laboratory and field studies have demaastrated that a substantial
amount of nitrogen may be contributed from N2 fixing bacteria  Taylor, personal communication!. A portioa
of the fixed nitrogen is probably utilized by fungi for protein synthesis

In addition to the utilization of leaf components far formation of microbial proteins, there is an
initial rapid loss of materials through leaching into the surrounding water. Mithia the first two weeks
there is a loss in excess of 1/3 of the dry weight. Combined leaching and weight losses ~ due to microbial
activity, iaceease to approximately 60% around 16 weeks. A considerable proportion of these losses can..be
attributed ta a loss ia carbon. The rates of these losses will vary with environmental conditions, subh as
temperature, period of submergeace, wave agitation, etc. However, at the approximate 16-week period, the
leaves are fragile and easily break iato detrital particles.

During the decomposition process a variety of meiofauna inhabit the surface and eventually the internal
layers of the leaves. The animals attach to the leaf surfaces within the first few hours of leaf submer .
genes, As decay progresses, the animals reproduce and attain numbers of 40-70 animals/sq cm of leaf surface.
The majority of the animals are nematodes snd copepods, although numerous other meiofauna are present such
as Polych««s~ foraminifora, ciliates, flatworms, insect larvae, mites, oligochaetes, ostracods, tardigrades
and testacids.The interdependency of organisms in the decay process as described in the flow diagram, suggest that
any perturbation that would alter the functions of one member or step could disrupt the entire process.
Such perturbatloas can be the result of natural environmental fluctuations or can result from maa's inter-
fereuce  Hopper et ~al. 1973!. Therefore, careful consideration must be given to the types of domestic and
industrial effluenrs that are allowed in the Bay.
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ABSTRACT

We have recovered viruses from the Bay and from marine fishes. Most of the time these were viruses
originating from human excrements--raw sewage dischargecL into the sea. Many of these are capable of
causing human disease. When sea foocL becomes contaminated. with these viruses  ancL some shellfish, in fact,
concentrate them! it becomes a potential hasard to human health. We have also found viruses which origi-
nate from fish and which are probably a health hazard to them. The basic question is how much of a risk do
all these viruses present to the Bay? To fish? To the users of the Bay? AncL to the consumers of sea
food? The magnitude of the problem cannot be defined at this time ancL must be subjected to more intensive
study in the light of newly discoverecl aspects of virus distribution, stratification in layers of water,
binding to solid particles and inactivation by substances produced by marine organisms  invertebrates,
algae and bacteria!. Above all there is s, great need to improve the methodology for recovery of viruses
from the Bay and from other marine waters.
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INTRODUCTION

In a recent workshop sponsored. by the Institute of FoocL and Agricultural Sciences at the University of
Florida, at which we reported on the vicissitudes of virus isolations from the sea there was a consensus tha,t
the void.s in knowledge about viral pollution are the major obstacle in the path of decision making, policy
promulgation and law enforcement in the area of safeguarding the environment and protecting human health.
At this conference and at others held in the United. States and abroacL, virologists, engineers and policy
makers invariably reach the same conclusion--that more information is needed. about the many aspects of
pollution, in genera1, and the presentation, distribution and survival of viruses in water, in particular.
While it is usually not too d.ifficult to find. viruses in waste water, method.s in current use do not permit
recovery of all viruses present in an effluent at any one time or the determination of the exact amount of
a particular virus at different times. The problem is more complicated. with viruses in ground waters or in
soils and. it is extraordinarily complex in the marine environment.

Virtually every community on the Eastern Seaboard. has used. the ocean as a receptacle for its waste
wa,ters. This practice was dictated by many considerations. It was the cheapest way of getting rid. of
sewage, and. sometimes the only way. The vast size of the ocean, hence the immense dilution factor, coupled
with the movement of waters was considered. to be a safety device aga,inst the dangers that would otherwise
result from substances discharged into the sea The growth of the population ancL the movement of large
groups of people toward the coastal areas has resultecL in this practice assuming major proportions whereby
hundred.s of millions of gallons of waste water are 'being discharged into offshore waters. This has evokecL
two reactions: 1 . A concern about dangers to human health and to the survival of marine animals including
commercia11y valuable fish and shellfish and. Z ~ an immediate disagreement as to the magnitude of the danger
and. the course of remedial action to be taken. The Irroblem of health hazarcLs has brought a'bout ordinances
d.eclaring certain waters unsafe for swimming or other recreational activities. Outbreaks of hepatitis
traceable to the consumption of' raw or improperly cooked oysters and. clams have led to condemnation of
large stocks of seafoods and. prohibition of harvesting from large estuarine areas. The recent increase in
the incidence of disease and. death among fishes in Biscayne Bay may signify an effect or effects of noxious
substances anger infectious agents released into the sea, The considerations of economic losses to the
fishing and. food processing incLustries have been potent shapers of opinions. Conc' over economic losses
has often outweighecL the fears about the risk to health. There have been demands for complete cessation of
discharges into the sea. Theoretically and even tech'.cally it should. be possible to render waste water
suitable for drinking 'but the costs of such technology are prohibitive. The most practical solution to
waste water disposal in areas such as Dade County based on demographic, geologic, and. economic consider-
ations is construction ancL utilization of modern, secondary treatment plants which include terminal disin-
fection.

Since the practice of discharging waste water into the sea is bound. to continue it 'behooves all in-
terests, governmental, commercial and private citizens to create the means of recognizing and. monitoring
the extent and. intensity of factors  microbial, vira1 and chemical!. There is an overriding need to use
advanced methods and instruments for the gathering of data and facts to assure safety and. productivity of
the marine environment. This inforrrration is vitally needecL to counteract the extremes of propaganda which
eithe~ tend to create a overreaction to pollution or bury any hazard under the sea in the hope that it will
never surface.

Our main objective is therefore to develop in collaboration with industrial groups, mechanical devices
and techniques for the improvement of recovery ancL quantification of viruses from the sea. This presup-
poses not only work on different instrumentsi membranes, fractionation procedures, etc., but also investi-
gations on the factors which facilitate or hinder detection of viruses. Inherent in this objective is the
necessity of recognizing and isolating viruses indigenous to the sea a.s these may be even more important to
the survival of marine species.

Since the number of viruses present, in a given volume of water may be small, it is necessary to con-
centrate the specimens sometimes as much as 500-folcLi ln order to assay for viruses in tissue culture,
viral Imrticles must remain infective, and thus whatever method is used for concentration it must be suf-
ficiently gentle as to maintain virus viability.

Three methods, each based on a different principle, have been used. in our laboratories with at least
some cLegree of success in virus concentration and are described below:

1. Flocculation with polyeleetrolyte 60  PE-60 , Nonsanto!. This involves mixing the specimen to be
analyzed with a proportional amount cf PE-60 �0 mg polyelectrolyte 60 per liter of sample! at low pH
followed by incubation and elution with high Q buffer � ml per liter of initial volume!. This method
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is fairly effective for concentration of acid/alkali resistant enteroviruses.

2 . Adsorption and elution from epoxy-fiber glass filters. The sample is acidified to pH 3 ' 5 by injection
of HCl prior to filtration through fiber glass cartridge filters and. epoxy-fiber glass membrane filters
in series, followed by elution with low volumes of glycine buffer pH 11.5. The Carborundum Company has
manufactured. a unit that operates on this principle. It consists of a series of three clarifying pre-
filter cartridges and. three epoxy-fiber glass � cartridges, one membrane! filt.ers in series. Acidifi-
cation of the sample is accomplished by in-line injection of HCl, The sample is pumped with a centri-
fugal pump at the rate of 1 gallon per minute, After the d.eslred. volume is processeL, viruses are
eluted from the last three filters by injection of glycine buffer pH 11.5. Pre � filtration is necessary
when working with heavily sedimentecL waters  i.e,, sewage effluent! but if the water sample is clear,
the first three filters may be eliminatecL. While this method is somewhat similar in principle to the
PE-60 flocculation proceLure, it has the advantage that larger volumes of wat.er may be processecL  up to
50 gallons!. It now appears that in both methods elution may' be accomplished. by the use of protein
solutions  peptone or albumin! without resorting to high pH.

3, Ultrafiltratlon. A Millipore Pellicon Casset,te system fitted with a PTCC membrane was used. ~ This
system is a thin channel device operated. with a. peristaltic pump to minimize disruptive shearing forces
which would probably decrease the number of infective viruses Luring concentration. In experiments ln
the laboratory, Llstilled water was spikeL with known amounts of poliovirus � to 100,000 viruses/ 10
ml! and. 10OC of the virus was recoverecL upon concentration from 4 liters to 100 ml. While the volumes
of water that can be processed with this device are comparatively small, this method. has consistently
given the best overall recoveries of viruses in artificially spiked. water samples, and thus is the most
promising approach for future work,

~Vital AB BL 8

After concentration, the samples were treated with antibiotics to eliminate bacterial contamination
and. inoculated into tissue culture. During the course of this investigation a number of tissue cultures
have been tested. for sensitivity to infection with enteroviruses. These cultures are Vero, a cell line
derived. from African green monkey kidney; MK, primary Rhesus monkey kidney cells: HEL, primary human em-
bryo lung cells; HEK, primary human embryo kidney cells; and BGM, a Buffalo green monkey kidney cell linc'
Viral isolates from seawater have been obtainecL using the last three types of tissue culture.

All specimens were inoculated in quadruplicate and. in amounts of 0.1 ml per tissue culture tube. The
cultures were incubated horizontally *t 37oC and. observed for cytopathic effects  CPE! dally for 6 days.
Viral isolates were identified according to the ÃIH procedures for using the Benyeah-Melnick serum pools
for typing enteroviruses.

RESULTS

The results presented on Tables I and. II incLicate that viruses capable of causing human Lisease are
being Lischarged into the sea. Positive recoveries of viruses were obtained. in ten instances, The fre-
quencies of isolation range from 1/20 to 6/13. We believe that the differences reflect the degree of
treatment at the plant. It should. be noted. that, only one positive isolate was obtained from the outfall
of the Virginia Key plant, which seems to incLicate that treatment of sewage at that facility is fairly
effective in removing viral contamination from sewage effluent. In contrast, when raw sewage is dis-
charged one can detect human enteric viruses with a relatively high frequency i.e., 46$ in North Miami
Beach and. 5PC in Miami Beach. Several attempts were made to isolate viruses at various distances from the
outfa11s. One positive isolate was obtained from the vicinity of Baker's Haulover Beach. The frequency
of isolations from water Listal to the outfall has been relatively low and we ascribe this difficulty
partly to the inadequate sensitivity of the methods for viral concentration. The efflciency of sewage
treatment on the removal of viral contaminants was further corraborated. in experiments at the Virginia Key
plant, where Echo virus wa.s isolated from primary sewage effluent prior to chlorination, but no viruses
were demonstrated in 50 ga11on samples obtainecL at the plant after chlorination, It must therefore be
concluded that treatment of sewage effluent with chlorine pl@ra an important role in the elimination of
possible viral pathogens from sewage effluents discharged into seawater.

DISCUSSION

Our primary co~cern has been the detection of human viruses in seawater. Some of the viruses re-
covered are known to cause infection of the human intestinal tract. In many instances these infections
are inapparent; nonetheless, they may be associatecL with paralysis, meningitis, diarrhea, fever, ancL
ra.shee.

Using methods based. on principles of electrostatic adsorpti."n and desorption we have demonstrated.
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intermittent presence o virus in the vicinity of ocean outfalls. Why intermittent? Were there periods
when virus was not being dischargecL? Probably not; rather, the intermittency was most likely caused by the
inadequacy of methodogggy. The lack of capability to apply virological techniques has resulted in decla-
rations that viruses/absent in certain areas receiving waste waters. It must be remembered. at this juncture
that viruses cannot proliferate in the absence of living cells and are often lost during the process of de-
tection and isolation due to technical factors. Treatments such as low pH required. for virus adsorption,
high pH for elution, shearing farces, etc. can inactivate viruses and. make them undetectable. It is not
difficult to imagine a situation where 10 million virus particles are discharged. in an hour. If these were
evenly dispersed. and. evenly distributed. along all radii there would be no maj or problem. However, they are
not evenly distributed or homogeneously dispersed and it is a matter of chance whether orre happens to make
the water collection at a. position where the viruses are abundant. Scientists in one Government regulatory
agency have been recommending that safe water must be shown to be free of virus to a point of less than 1
virus particle per 100 gallons. These are better than 400,000 to 1 odds, since there must be at least 1
infectious virus particle in 1 ml used for inoculation of tissue cultures. At this stage it is not known
whether this stringency is justified.. In any event, previously used methods fa11 far short in capability
to achieve a concentration factor of 400,000.

At present it is rrct possible to make precise recommendations because of the vast amount of unknowns
and variables. Unfortunately, while the benefits of pollution abatement are obvious the risks are not
fully known. Economists and. engineers talk cf trad.e-offs but here we run up against the recurrent
question--what are the stakes? There is no information about the magnitude of the problem in general and.
the extent or intensity of viral pollution in particular. To reiterate the stucU.es done to date, partly
under the auspi.ces of Sea Grant of the University of Miami, have provided answers to the effect that human
infectious viruses can be detected. in the vicinity of ocean outfalls. In fact, we have found viruses at
sites distal to the outfalls, such as Baker's Haulover. These viruses could. have come from pollution by
boats, or they may have been transported. from the outfall by the currents and tid.e. Some of the results
obtained by us also indicate that there is a correlation between frequency of detection of viral pollut-
ants and treatment of the waste water. Thus, viruses were isolated frequently from the outfalls of Horth
Miami Beach and. Miami Beach, but only on one occasion from the outfall of Virginia Key which has been sub-
jected. to 21 separate tests. The fixst two discharge raw sewage while the latter applies partial treatment
with chlorination. This treatraent apparent+ suffices to reduce the level of viral contamination to a sub-
detectable point but. even here there is no assurance tha.t dangexous infectious viruses are not being re-
leased.. Moreover, these are only crude correlations as there are no precise methods of quantification at
hand. We can say virus is present or virus is not detectable. But no one using the current methods of
virus detection can tell how much virus is present at a given site. This deficiency is universal and has
been aired repeatedly at internationa1, national and. regional meetings. Furthermox'e, even. if assuming
that peak efficiency of operation of tres,tment plants would reduce the risk of viral and bacterial pol-
lution, there is the ever present problem of inefficient. operation, breakdowns and. bypasses resulting in
discharges of infectious or toxic materials. Moreover, increased levels of chlorinated. hydrocarbons with
potential carcinogenic capability have been recently demonstrated. Some of these arise from the action of
chlorine used to disinfect waste water. This may necessitate modifications in treatrrrent procedure in-
cluding changes in concentrat,ion of chlorine and perhaps substitution by other ciisinfecting agents.

WhXLe these human viruses are probe,bly not pathogenic for fish, we have demonstrated that oysters,
conchs and. other invertebrates may concentrate human. enteroviruses in water. Furthermore, this concen-
tration process is very efficient, and thus marine invertebrates may serve as vectors for infection when
used for human consumption, As a spinoff from these observations, work is now in progress on the use of
co~chs as "senti~ala" in areas of suspected vira1 pollution. Briefly, conchs are to be placed in and.
around the area of the boil and in cana1s d.ischarging into the sea. At periodic intervals, some of the
conchs will be sacrificed ancL virus extractions will be performed on the gut and. other tissues, to assess
the number ancL type of human entexoviruses they may have collected., This is strictly an experimental
approach, yet it may become the best method for monitoring viral pollution in suspected bodies of water.

Very little is known about true fish pathogens of viral nature. One reason for this is the lack of
appropriate fish and marine invertebrate tissue cultures that are needed to grow and. isolate marine
viruses. An attempt is being made in our laboratories to raise shrimp tissue cultures. These cultures,
in conjunction with the already developed. grunt fin tissue cultures vill be used. for screening of fish
pathological specimens which may be suspected of viral infection. It is hoped. that the combined approach
of monitoring for human enterovirus pollution and for detection of viral pathogens in marine organisms
will be of help in assessing the role and importance of viruses in the marine environment.
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THE INVERTEBRATES OF BISCAYNE BAY
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ABSTRACT

The marine invertebrates of Biscayne Bay are living under stress over nest parts of the bay, end many
populations have been decimated through shoreline changes, reduced flushing, eea grass destruction, and
various foane of pollution. Comparisons between life on natural rocky shores, in rip-rsp, and on vertical
bulkheads show t'hat the latter ie the least desirable ae a man~de structure. The sea grass comaualties
are the richest known and their removal through various causes hae greatly reduced invertebrate numbers ia
the bay.

Recommendations for the revitalization of the bay include shoreline restoration by natural landscaping
ead rip-rep, increased flushing by widening channels through the causeways or construction of new water
flow channels, and replaating of barren bay bottom with marine grasses. Pollution must be continually re-
duced, as no known tolerance levels of bay invertebrates can be used for determining safety criteria.
Pesticide problems in south Dade canals must be resolved. A broad scale survey of the invertebrates of the
bay is required as baseline studies for proper bay management.
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INTRODUCTION

Biscayne Bay lies at the meeting place of the tropical West Indian Faunal Province and the temperate
Carolinian Faunal Province. As a result it has a very rich invertebrate fauna. Despite its unique position
its fauna has never been adequately surveyed and no species inventory is available. A review of the a/der
accounts of Biscyane Bay and the surrounding region reveals nothing of importance concerning the inverte-
brate fauna, and even taxonomic lists prior to t' he establishment of the University of Miami yield no infor-
mation on distributions and numbers.

As a result, we are forced to rely for information about the original fauna on rather general state-
ments in the early li.terature, especially on the ecological conditions then existing. Recently, for in-
stance, it was suggested at- a public hearing that the north end of the Bay was formerly a freshwater marsh
and that perhaps the recovery of the north Bay area would be aided if this part of the Bay cound be return-
ed to its supposed freshwater condition. Fortunately, this statement cannot be substantiated. The earli-
est reports known on the Bay show that the north end was lined with dense stands of mangroves, which cannot
live in fresh water. In 1881 Dumbfoundling Bay was a mangrove-lined bracki.sh water mud pond with mud so,
deep that it was alnest impossible to pole across it  Pierce, ms.!. Biscayne Creek was a narrow mangrove
lined estuary which entered into the north end of the Bay beyond which the entire nature of the water
changed. Prom there southward the aspect was of' beautiful sea green waters of the old unpolluted Bay and
the Keys. The bottom varied from white or gray marl supporting meadows of marine grasses to hard rocky
bars on which grew a large variety of sessile organisms including sponges, small corals, alcyonarians, and
other residents of clear, clean seawater.

Habart Smith �896! surveyed Biscayne Bay as the possible site of a government fish hatchery and ex-
periment station and stated "The water of Biscayne Bay is exceedingly clear. In no part can one fail to
clearly distinguish objects on the bottom when the surface is not especially rough. It seldan becomes
roily, and the asaunt of muddy water brought down from the Everglades is too small to have any noticeable
effect on the clearness of the Bay."

In the early l900's the first of the dredgings occurred which brought the fresh waters of the Ever-
glades into Biscayne Bay, These had detrimental effects upon the fauna almost fram the beginning. No
one has documented these but besides bringing in a continuous flow of freshwater, the waters brought' with
them sawgrass rootlets and heirs. These sink to the bottom and form dense mats which smother the bottom
forms and infauna. A case of this occurred in Lake Worth in 1946 when the high waters in the Everglades
brought in such a load of rootlets and hairs that the bottom life in the lower end of the lake was killed
off for several years. It slowly came back only as the fur-like matting was finally flushed out to sea.

Other factors which have effected the numbers and distribution of invertebrates in the Bay have been
the construction of the various channels for vessels, the erection of large islands in the Bay, and the
building of the major causeways , all of which have resulted in severe reduction of water flow and the
resultant reduction of the flushing rate, This is especially true in the northern half of the Bay where
the most drastic effects can be seen. The accompanying vertical concrete seawalling of the shoreline has
eliminated the natural filtering of the land run-off and increased turbidity. This in turn helped in the
extensive reduction of the shallow-water marine grass beds which afford one of the richest invertebrate
habitats known. Finally, sewage and pesticide pollution of the Bay waters accomplished what all of the
other activities could not; they removed large segments of the Bay from habitation by useful and desirable
life forms. Many of the changes have been documented by Thorhaug in this symposium.

The first studies of the distributions of marine life in the Bay and descriptions of life sones were
by Pearson �936! in conjunction with his undergraduate course ia marine biology and dealt with the kinds
and numbers of brittlestars, This was fallowed by a similar paper by Deichmann �938! on the ses cucum-
bers and Smith �943! on the corals, In 1948 Weiss published the results of his studies of the seasonal
occurrence of sedentary fouling organisms in the Bay. The first ecological study was that of Smith et al.
�950! which dealt primarily with hydrography and chemistry and secondarily with plankton numbers.
Stephenson and Stephenson �950! touched upon the Bay in their basic study of the ecology of the Florida
Keys. In 1955 Voss and Voss published their study of the ecology of Soldier Key which hae served too
often as the basis for coxsnents upon an unpolluted Bay area. D. Moore discussed the fauna associated with
turtlegrass �963!. McNulty et al. �962a, 1962b! reported upon the level seabottom cosmunities of the
middle part of the Bay south of Rickenbacker Causeway, while in 1967 O'Gower and Wacasey published upon
the animal communities associated with turtle grass and shoal grass. Voss et al. �969! prepared a report
on the waters of the prapased Biscayne National Monument which included all information obtainable to that
time on the invertebrates of the southern portion of Biscayne Bay. This included a list of the species
known at that time from the region. Since 1969 numerous reports and preliminary reports have dealt with
the invertebrate fauna of various portions of Biscayne Bay from various aspects as t' he need has arisen in
in conjunction with industry and development. Some of the findings are of excellent quality; others are
of dubious value. It can be definitely stated, however, that at present no solid baseline studies af the
invertebrate fauna of any part of the Bay have been conducted with sufficient expertise and with a suffi-
cient variety of sampling gear to give an adequate picture of the invertebrate fauna of any region. Even
McNulty's pollution studies �970! were not based upon sufficiently diverse gear to give the results which
are now needed for an assessment of the invertebrate life af the area studied or its total change,
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DISCUSSION

It will probably be more useful ta survey the faunas from a zonation and habitat viewpoint. This will
also permit better understanding of the problems and priorities. Later changes can be reviewed from the
standpoint of what has caused them and how they can be overcome or reversed.

Intertidal Fauna

Rocky. The tidal range in Biscayne Bay averages 1.9 feet with a spring range of 2. 3 feet. This is a
rather, typical tidal range for tropical areas and greatly reduces the amount of living space foz intertidal
animals in conrrast with areas in high latitudes which may have mean ranges from 12 to 30 feet, or open
coastal areas where wave action may widen the band  Voss and Voss, 1960!. Thus the vertical range of inter-
tidal life is restricted to these figures except where wave action in the bay may extend them upward slight-
ly.

Under natural shoreline conditions in Biscayne Bay, however, this vertical range was supplemented by
the slope of the shoreline. On Soldier Key, for example, the lower platform extends outward and was ex-
posed far up to 12 feet. Behind the lower platform is an eroded platform face which is narrow and vertical
and which occupies much of the vertical range, followed by a very gently slaping upper platform which in
some areas extends shoreward 20 to 30 feet and is covered by water at high tide, Thus on a natural rocky
shore the intertidal area available for attachment or safety of the fauna was a band varying from perhaps
as much as 10 to 50 feet. This was occupied by a wide variety of animals. It included numerous bryazoans,
hydroids, tunicates, anemones, gastropads, chitons, mussels, sponges, echinoderms, crustaceans, and others.
Also, numerous swimming forms such as shrimp lived in large numbers in the small tidepools existing in the
eroded limestone. This type of habitat is densely inhabited. Counts of the animals occurring on a meter
square surface ran into the hundreds per species, especially among such forms as mussels, barnacles, and
false limpets.

Another type of rocky intertidal habitat is shown by a boulder shore exemplified by the Jetties inside
Government Cut and areas along the MacArthur and Venetian causeways. While the vertical range is smaller
in parts because of a more protected location, the volume is great because of the extensive crevices, holes,
and caverns found affxhng the boulders in these structures. These afford not only greater attachment space
for sessile animals but security for smaller invertebrates for brooding eggs or depositing them and pro-
tection for the eggs until hatching,

These two types of rocky shores may be contrasted with the vertical concrete surfaces of seawalls
which are so prevalent throughout the Bay, especially in the northern half, Twa areas were recently sur-
veyed by the writer: Fair Isle south af Rickenbacker Causeway and a seawall in Biscayne Creek just nozth
of the 163rd Street Causeway.

At Pair Isle the northwest seawall, which is protected from wave action, has a band of sessile organ-
isms extending from the foot of the wall, gust below mean low water, to above the high water mark covering
a bond about 3 feet wide. This zone is composed mainly of barnacles, a few com5on oysters near the low
tide mark, and some algal mats and mats of bright orange sponge below the low tide mark. Scattered among
th b rn le f f 1 * liepets ~gt Il rt, ch* 11 N 11, d b* e the htgh mt k th

tl Litt tn ~if . R~t g * the fac f th 11 hmd d of the leep d ~L1 Ma d
a few Qrapsoid crabs.

On the southwest end there was more wave action and the number of animals increased. Herita was less
asrnroo d lt pl grad lly take by th* tl thai . Litt 1 a ~aa llf ta di *pp ed b t
its place was taken by I.. ziczac which prefers a more exposed habitat. There were also a few har'se conchs.

The offshore side of the seawall was more exposed and the zone here was expanded to a height of about
yfet.All fthp* 1*slylitdp te*p t ptNtttasndLttt t ~1Myh.
growths of sponges and attached algae were denser and the oyster populatian larger.

A similarly constructed seawall in Biscayne Creek had an active intertidal assemblage occupying a
zone only about 2 feet high. The vertical face was composed of solidly compacted oysters, Crassostrea,
stth m * b d f th fal liar t ~S1 h t intenei d tth 1 g asber f th* 11, black h 11-
less 11 k On htd*lla. A f nfl, Llrrctin ~lif, f d dh ri. g t tbe 11 b th
high tide mark and a few isopods ranged over the face. The area is entirely protected and the band repre-
sented the tidal range.

Hangtoves. Much of the original shoreline of Biscayne Bay, especially in the northern end and south
Bay, and beck of the Sand Keys, was fringed with mangroves. It might be well ta point out here that the
presence of mangroves in an area now does nat necessarily mean that the area has long had them. When the
first settlers cams to Lake Worth in the mid-1870's there were na msngraves on its shores. It was nat
until an inlet was dug by shovel in the 1880's that msngroves appeared, but by 1930 much of the shore of
the lake was heavily covered with mangroves so that recently it has been suggested that the lake originally
was surrounded by mangroves.
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Mangroves not only offer a substrate for attachment snd a refuge for a host of animals but they also
contribute to both the enrichsmnt of the Bay by decomposition of their leaves and to the filtration of
ground water run-off into the Bay. The prop roots of the red mangrove in the southern part of the Bay are
typical of the growth that may be found in relatively unpolluted areas and consist of not only the prop
roots proper but also massive accumulations of algae and sessile and era~ling animals, the mass of the roots
being increased several times by their accumulated life, In the south end of the Bay and especially along
the seaward side, the growth on the roots consists of masses of red algae' tunicates, sponges, several
klod f *y t , bsraacles, th o 11 hatt 1 , f lse 11 p t, N lt, th b f fhyhp d seaapsa,
several species of isopods, melampid snails ~ hydroids. and bryozoans.

In the northern part of the Bay, the ma!or invertebrates found on the roots of the red mangrove consist
mainly of the oyster Crassostrea. Most of the other forms named are missing except for the boring gribble,
~sh t«eb, wd h ls presest 1 rd bl mab rs.

Sandy and Muddy Shores. Under normal conditions these shores contain numerous burrowing animals
such as the fiddler crab Uca, various marine annelids, and several common mollusks. Few of these beaches
are left in the Bay and most of them are artificial in that they have been formed by dredging. Most occur
in south Bay on the landward side and along Rickenbacker causeway. They are not highly productive of in-
vertebrates except for the microscopic meiofauna occupying the interstitial spaces in the sand. These have
not been well studied in the Bay.

Shallow Water Benthos

Grass Beds. Originally zest of the Bay was covered with grass beds, primarily of rhe turtlegrass
Thalassia but with mixtures and small pure stands of the other tropical species. In order for these to
grow, they must, however, be within the zone of illumination, In clear unpolluted waters, turtlegrass may
grow to a depth of at least 30 or 40 feet, Before dredging, the depth of the Bay in no region was too
deep for the growth of these grasses. At present the distribution of turtlegrass is becoming rather limit-
ed in the Bay, especially in the northern part where channels and borrow azeas have lowered the bottom be-
low the zone of light penetration and particularly the compensation depth which itself has become shallow-
er because of the greatly increased turbidity of the water. In the middle and northern parts of the Bay,
turtlegrass does not generally grow in depths much below 5 oz 6 feet and even then it is rather sparse.

The diminution of the grass beds has had a dramatic effect upon the numbers and kinds of marine life.
Studies in the l960's by the writer assisted by Dr. D. Moore and Mr, R, Work were directed toward deter-
mining the kinds and amount of life in the turtlegrass communities of Biscayne Bay. Our studies tended
to show that the turtlegrass coseunity was one of the richest, if not the richest, marine community in the
world, both in the diversity of life and its numbers. The proliferation of broad, thin leaves greatly in-
creases the available attachment surface for sessile organisms; the leaves and stalks form a refuge for in-
nusmrable swimdng and crawling forms; the deep root mass binds the substrate and forms further refuge for
burrowing animals. The leaves serve as sediment traps and aid in the clarification of the water, The
total assemblage forms such a rich source of food, that the grass beds are nursery grounds for many of our
most important food and game fish.

No final count can be given here of the number of species found inhabiting this community but Dr. D.
Moore unpublished data! found over 20,000 specimens of only three species of mollusks per square meter of
tuztlegrass bottom near Matheson Hazmock. The well-being of this coszaunity of animals is important to the
security of the bait shrimp and spiny lobster fisheries as well as those of many sport fish.

Hard Bottom Communities. The hard bottom areas north of the MacArthur Causeway have largely been
covered over by silt, and the turbidity is such that life conditions are not good. Those south of tbe
Rickenbacker Causeway are still in faizly good condition, even as far north as Mashta Point. The growth
on these rocky or hard bottom bars consists primarily of sponges, alcyonarians, various inshore corals,
red and green algae, and many and varied species of invertebrates which live in, on, and around the others
snd in rocky holes and crevices. Among these are the scone crab and the spiny lobster.

Our l969 survey showed that this habitat was under stress on the western side of the Bay as indicated
by numerous alcyonarians with partially exposed skeletons overgrown with algae and similarly half-dead
sponges. On the eastern side near Elliott Key these same species seemed to be healthy and growing more
luxuriantly; no missing polyps were noted and little infestation with algae was seen. Whether t' he condi-
tion noted on the western side was due to the hot water run-off from the Turkey Point Power plant, the
effluent from the drainage canals, or pollution in general, co~ld not be determined in the scope of our
study.

Soft Bottom Coseaunities. Studies conducted during the 1960's by personnel of the University of
Miami included sampling the faunas of the level sea-bottom communities in Biscayne Bay. Reports by McNul-
ty et al. �962ap 1962b! showed that the level sea-bottom communities, consisting mainly of infauna, in
the middle part of the bay and opposite Bear Cut and Cape Florida channel were comparable in numbers,
types, and associations with those described from other areas of the world by Gunner Thoreon and his dis-
ciples. These commjnities were quite rich and were found in the open marl bottom. These types of bottom
do not seem today to be as rich around the areas of Mercy Hospital and Fair Isle, but this bottom has
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been disturbed by dredging.

A soft bottom area was studied in Biscayne Creek. It was found to be greatly improverished in species,
and only the golden tube worm, Cistenides, was present in any numbers. Two grab samples revealed only one
tube worm and several minute crustaceans.

This brief survey of the general condition of the invertebrates of Biscayne Bay may now be useful in
looking at some of the changes which have occurred, and in trying to determine their causes.

Pesticides

It is difficult to assess the effects of pesticides upon the invertebrates of the Bay, No monitoring
has been done at canal mouths for anything but fishes; fish kills have often been reported at the mouths
of drainage canals in south Dade County, These have been directly associated with the practice of rinsing
out spray trucks and tanks, and even the discard of pesticide sacks into t' he canals from the adjacent farm
lands. For some peculiar reason, most of the concerned agencies seem to think that only fish varrant their
attention, and no invertebrate worker is ever alerted when a kill is announced. Partly this is due to the
fact that dead fish float and are more visible, while invertebrates, having no swim bladder, sink. The

'Hoover Committee report of 1969, drew the County's attention to the pesticide problem in south Dade and ask-
ed that the area be put under surveillance. The problem still exists but in a somewhat different form.
There is no reason to think that the invertebrates have not been as seriously affected as the fish,

When the State of Florida sprayed Dade County in the 1960's in an effort to eradicate the Mediterranean
fruit fly, the spray planes started their work at the water's edge. Within minutes of the passage of the
first plane along the Bay shore, complaints began to come in of heavy mortality of young tarpon and pompano.
Within a few hours the ocean beach from Miami to Palm Beach had a windrow of dead sand fleas, l:merits, about
2 feet wide and several inches deep that stretched in an unbroken line the entire length o ths beach. Sand
fleas were almost completely exterminated from the beaches for several years with a resultant c'ecline in the
sport catch of pompano and other fish which feed upon these invertebrates and for which they are used as
bait.

One has to assume that most of the invertebrates killed by pesticides are then eaten by predators,
probably with further ill effects along the line. It is entirely possible that the poor condition of the
alcyonarians and sponges on the vest side of the Bay, noted in the Biscayne National Monument report, could
have been due to this cause. We have, however, no proof of the causitive agent,

Dred e and Fill

Many of the problems we now encounter concerning the invertebrate life in Biscayne Bay are due to
dredge and fill activities, either directly or indirectly. Direct effect, of course, is the removal of the
animals and the bottom in which they live, the covering over of the bottom and the animals, smothering of
adjacent areas by the sediments, and the erosion of the fill areas before stabilization. Indirect effects
have been the constriction of water flow by artificial islands and causeways, thus reducing flushing, and
creation of stagnant bottoms in channels and borrow pits. These are too deep to be flushed by wave action
and the bottom is too deep for the growth of marine grasses. It is these direct and indirect effects which
have done much to lower the viability of the north end of the Bay and will harm the south end if permitted
to occur under the plea of social exigency.

~Blkh* din

Almost without exception the type of bulkheads used in Biscayne Bay have been of the conventional ver-
tical concrete design. These of course are equivalent to rocky shores but they have the distinct disadvan-
tage that, being vertical, they afford the least possible living space and refuge for animal life. Of the
three types of hard substrate shores described above  seawalls, boulders, and natural rocky shores! the
concrete vertical wall offers the least space for colonization, living, and refuge. In addition, these
bulkheads reflect wave action stronger than any other type and thus assist in keeping sediments in suspen-
sion, thereby further preventing grasses from colonizing and proliferating and deterring growth in colonial
forms of invertebrates,

Sewa e and Industrial Pollution

Sewage pollution was a major problem in the middle and north Bay area until the City of Miami install-
ed the new sewage treatment plant on Virginia Key snd tied the city sewer system to this, closing the many
outfalle. Prior to this, in t' he 1950's and before, the sewage of the city of Miami was dumped without treat-
ment directly into the Bay or into the Miami 1U.ver. McNulty et al. �960! reported upon their studies show-
ing the ecological conditions at that time and the distribution of coliform bacteria in the Bay. In 1960
McNuIty resurveyed the benthos of the Bay and published his results �910!. His studies, carried out main-
ly by grab samples, showed that considerable changes had occurred. Some of these are interesting as they
apply to standing crop and diversity.

On soft bottom in one area there were 21 species with pollution while there were at the same station
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14 species without pollution, a dramatic change. However, on the basis of numbers of individuals per square
meter it only changed from 88.6 individuals to 81,4, hardly a noticeable difference. Iu another soft bottom
area there were 4 species with intense pollution and 4+ without while there were 9.0 individuals per square
meter with pollution and 10.5+ without. An important observation was that with pollutiou some of the stable
members of the community were missing, their places taken by non-community immigrants.

On hard bottom at one station, some distance from an outfall with pollution, there were 46 species com-
pared with 25 without, while the numbers of individuals were 651 and IGB. At an area close to the main out-
fall there were 5 species with pollution and 9 without, while the number of individuals wae 18 with pollu-
tion and 126 without.

These figures show that while it is true that some fertilization of the waters aids the growth of in-
vertebrates, an excessive amount inhibits it. The question then arises: How much fertilization can an area
withstand and still be viable? A further question, and one of far greater importance, is the quality of the
epi- and infauna, Are the faunas composed of desirable species which are important members of the food cy-
cles of larger animals or are they themselves undesirable and are indicators of a polluted environment?
Often au ar'ea may contain large numbers of undesirable species which are not suitable for food or for sport
and which do not support such other species.

Great reliance seems to be placed today on the index of species diversity. While some scientists have
begun to suspect that not only has this bean overworked but is often misleading, many government agencies
are still impressed by these figures and in fact require in some instances that species diversity be calcu-
lated aud included in reports. The question, however, seems to be, with what level of species diversity
will we be impressed'? Because the species diversity is higher in one area than in another indicate that the
area with the higher species diversity is in better shape ecologically than the other? Or does it mean that
a large number of pollution-tolerant species have moved into a formerly unpolluted but impoverished area?
The natural sequence of such a philosophy is that we may be, and in fact now are, apparently protecting some
polluted areas from being cleaned up because they have a reasonable species diversity index. The numbers
game can be dangerous if the ground rules have not been properly established.

Restoration

It seems clear, insofar as the invertebrates are concerned, that a much broader and more detailed
study of the fauna is required both for baseline studies and for an understauding of the causes of the di-
minution of populations. This should be done by undertaking a series of trausects across the Bay covering
all ma]or segments and reaching from the intertidal to the intertidal on each shore. A variety of sampling
gear should be used to obtain as ccxzplete a picture as possi'ble of the faunas involved. For best results,
trensects should be started at each end and worked toward the middle, thus affording early comparisons of
areas under heavy stress with relatively unpolluted and unchanged areas.

It is obvious from the review that the changes in the shoreline have had serious effects upon the num-
bers and distributicsL of intertidal and near shore life. The review clearly shows that rocky shores have
great advantages over vertical seawalls. Since it is impossible to restore natural rocky shores, efforts
should be made to replace the seawalls with rip-rap which affords the next best habitat, Extensive rip-rap
shorelines would also assist in the spread and increase of the spotted spiny lobster which in the Bay area
has only been found in this type of habitat. Where possible the shoreline should be landscaped back to a
combination of sandy beaches, mangroves, and rocks both for environmental improvement and aesthetic qual-
ities.

Flushing restrictions iu the north Bay are serious. Tbe hydrography of the Bay should be studied and
Federal assistance obtained to open up the causeways where necessary in order to increase flow and flushing.

The Bay bottom has been partially denuded of marine grasses by dredging. The feasibility of replant-
ing these areas with sea grasses should be examined and, if plausible, planting should begin as soon as
possible. Replacing the seawalls with better structures, increasing flushing, and continued efforts to
decrease pollution should provide better clarity of seawater, thus encouraging growth of the grasses, As
these become better established, they also will serve as filterere, and turbidity in the Bay should be re-
duced.

All these actions combined should begin the reversal of the trends which have been described here and
eventually bring the invertebrate faunas back to a higher level throughout the Bay. It is impossible to
return the Bay to its pristine condition or back to full productivity. However, with nursery grounds re-
established over much of the Bay, a change iu t' he macro-fauna should take place aud the overall environment-
al conditions be more conducive to the health and welfare not only of the invertebrates but to that most
important of all vertebrates, man,
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ABSTRACT

Biscayne Bay is a lagoon-like estuary with at least 512 fish species recorded from it from a variety
of the Bay's hsbitats. Tropical fishes prevalent in the summer are partially replaced in the winter by
temperate species, Their ecological relationships are also associated with the freshwater runoff from
western Biscayne Bay. Little is known about how the adult fishes of the Bay relate to their physical
environment, to the fishes and invertebrates with which they associate, or about how man-made activities
affect their ecological stability or population dynamics. The relation and contribution of these fishes to
the Bay ecosystem are presently unknown.
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INTRODUCTION

It used to be commonly advercised by promoters of Florida angling that Biscayne Bay is one of
the world's great places to fish. Among local anglers, however, there are some vho more than agree,
while others flatly state that there are no fish in Biscayne Bay. In fact, Biscayne Bsy has no less
than 512 species of fish, and thus the dedicated angler has a wide range of fishes ta seek. And
because they range in length from several inches to over 10 feet, these fishes offer a potential
thrill to the angler wishing to test a variety of tackle.

The total economic and eesshetic values of Biscayne Bay's fishes to men probably can never be
adequately documented. The economic  dollar! value of the commercial fishery in 1972 was
calculated at $100,000  U.S. National Marine Fisheries Service, 1974! > while the value of the sport
fishqry of the bay was estimated as being worth at least $3.1 million, with a capital value to
anglers of not less than $75 million  Stroud, 1962; Route, 1968!, Although several fish species
common in Biscayne Bay are valuable as bait ta sport fishermen, no dollar estimate is available.
The vaters along Key Biscayne, Soldier Key, and Elliott Key are also visited by persons collecting
small and brightly colored reef fishes and the young of some larger fishes for personal aquaria and
also to supply the popular commercial aquarium trade, though the extent and value of this activity
is unknown. And the fishes of Biscayne Bay are valuable both economically and aesthecicslly to the
increasing number of snorkelers and scuba divers who derive pleasure from watching and photo-
graphing them. Scientifically, these fishes are worthy of study because they represent a mixture of
temperate and tropical species in a unique part of the world and whose composition changes in
response to environmental factors, because they interact with organisms along the reefs adjacent to
the bay, and because they certainly must be an important part of the ecosystem that is Biscayne Bay,

PURPOSE

The purpose of this paper is to susssarize what is known about the kinds of fishes occurring in
Biscayne Bay and vhere and when they occur. Emphasis is placed on hov little is known about �! the
interrelationships among these fishes and with other organisms, and �! how they are affected by
environmental changes, both natural and man-induced.

Paradoxically, even though we can document generally what kind of fishes live in the bay and
can determine, sometimes, where they live, only seldom can we determine when and why they occur
there, and haw these fishes interact vith their environment. paramount, too, is the question of how
the fish fauna, or kinds of species, has changed since man first began to modify the bay through his
many activities.

Among the first scientists to describe the waters of Biscayne Bsy was H. M, Smith who' wrote in
1896 that "the vater of Biscayna Bay is exceedingly clear. In no part can one fail to clearly
distinguish objects on the bottom..." .Now, of course, one sees the bottom clearly only in parts of
the southernmost part of the bay, where man's activities have had the least impact. As late as
1920, Simpson wrote that there vere mangroves 100 feet high and 4 feet across at the mouth of the
Miami River. These have, of course, long disappeared. While historical quantitative data &re
unavailable, there are many observations of a qualitative nature which attest to man's modification
of the bay's water quality  see Romans, 1775 and Moore, 1910!.

The lover east coast of Florida represents a dis juncc faunal sane  Lov, 1973!, with the fauna
north of Cape Canaveral being temperate and that from the Florida Keys being essentially tropical,
While the bay is saline because of free tidal exchange with the sea, low salinities are sometimes
found in the western end even central parts of the bay following heavy rains or the opening of canal
flood gates, The result is that the fish fauna of Biscayne Bay is predominantly temperate and
continental in the winter and tropical to subtropical in the summer, with species which may be
euryhaline or which may comprise s number of oceanic visitors.

What fishes are chere in the ba ?

A specific study ta determine the kinds of fishes which occur in Biscayne Bay has never been
made  cf, Smith, 1896; Evermann, 1898; Evermann and Kendall, 1900!. The most complete information
is presented in Voss et al. �969a! on the juvenile and adult fishes of the Biscayne National
Monument. This area encompasses the southernmost section of south Biscayne Bay and the extensive
north portion of Card Sound from the western edge of Biscayne Bay seaward to the 10-fathom curve;
this area is bounded by 25 31' N and 24 17,5' N. Thus, a list of fishes of the monument would
include species typically found on coral reefs, the coastal "green" waters, and the open ocean
"blue" waters. Conversely, it would exclude species which inhabit that part of the bay north of
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Rickenbacker Causeway, which includes a considerable amount of territory influenced and fed by
several tributaries, and hence some estuarine species may be excluded.

A list of 496 fish species from the Biecayne National Monument area, and based on specimens in
the University of Miami Fish Nuseum, is provided in Voss et al. �969a!, which is reproduced here as
Appendix 1. An early list of the fishes of Biscayne Bay wae provided by Smith �896!, but it is
incomplete because the collector specifically identified only the larger species. Up to 1898,
Evermann and Kendall �900! had reported that 129 papers had been written on Florida fishes, some of
which dealt with descriptions of new species or range extensions in Biscayne Bey, In the
intervening years between the report of Smith and that of Voss et al. �969a!, scattered papers have
appeared which deal with fishes of Biscayne Bay, but none synthesizes the knowledge of the bay's
fish fauna as well as that presented in Voss et al. All that can be added since then is a list of 17
additional spec ies that have been reported in the literature  Table 1!.

. The fishes of Biecayne Bay belong to 95 different families. Studies on the larval fishes
occurring in Biscayne Bay by de Sylva �970, 1976! and de Sylva and Scotton �972! show that the
number of families and species known to occur in the Bey will probably increase as better knowledge
on larval fish identification is gained. Althaugh identification of species of larvae is
difficult, it was shown that at least 52 different fish families occur there as larvae.

There are virtually no historical data an which species of fish occurred at the time when Smith
�896! made his observations. We might suspect that the fish fauna of the eastern part of the bay
in the summer was originally ei!eilar to that reported from the Tortugas by Longley and Hildebrand
�941!, but with more temperate species also occurring in Biscayne Bay during the winter. Also, the
freshwater regime hee changed over the years, with much less fresh water entering the bay from run-
off and seepage  Kohout and Kolipinski, 1967!. The rivers on the northwestern part of the bay
formerly carried a far greater volume of fresh water into the bay  Romans, 1775; Smith, 1896: 171-
172!, and hence we may suppose that the western edge of the bay supported a much richer estuarine
fish fauna than it does today, Indeed, Biecayne Bay had once been considered as a site for the
coeeeercial propagation of oysters because of the voluminous freshwater discharges into it  Smith,
1896!,

It appears that Biscayne Bay was never a productive area for fishes, in comparison to the
adjacent coral reefs, because of its relative scarcity of appropriate substrate and habitat,
Indeed, Brice �898! noted that "the coaeeerc ial fisheries of Biscayne Bay have never been
important" and that the only business wae in sea turtles, sponges, and line-caught fish.

The best detailed description of early Biscayne Bay is from Gregg �902! who, with hie fishing
companion and guide Captain John Gardner, made detailed observations of the sport fishes and
fishing in the 1890's,

One fish species mentioned in the early literature of the bay apparently does not occur there
today, and two other species are scarce. Smith �896: 175! reported the eaury  Scomberesox saurus!

b ' g p ' p*t*dt h' byg. P. St 'k, th gh th* ' 'nbtttpbtht th
identification was ever confirmed. Since it is a temperate, pelagic species, possibly it appeared
as a straggler during a cold spell, but it is unlikely that it ever occurred in any numbers, Smith
11SSS: 1�! 1* 4 dthttth bl kd !~p ' ~ ! Pd "th yt. bd
the bay," where it was "common." The species has, to my knowledge, not been taken since 1962 during
a survey of the fishes caught by anglers of f Rickenbacker Causeway, and at that time it wae

'd*d* lt' ly.S'th!d'*tdthtthbddtg!~S!lt!
"abundant at all seasons." While it is still caught by anglers in the south part of the bay, it
could never be considered as "abundant." Presumablyp the diminution of oyster beds on the western
shores hae at least partly been reponsible for the scarcity of drums in this area,

Where do the fishes occur in the ba ?

There are possibly no places in the Bay where some fish species do not occur. It is especially
important to know which seem to be the most important habitats for the most diverse assemblages of
fishes, so that decision~akers can establish priorities in protecting and managing our natural
resources. The follawing ecological subdivisions for juvenile and adult fishes are presented in
Voss et al. �969a! to characterize fishes of the Monument area and in the adjacent Florida Keys.'

Oceanic fishes � 75 species
Rock, coral, and seawall fishes � 250 species
Graeebed and tidal � flat fishes--254 species
Sponge and alcyonarian fishes � 35 species
Open-sand fishes � 53 species
Open~ster and surface inshore fishes � 24 species
Littoral fishes--17 species
Hangrove fishes--57 species
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Estuarine fishes � 44 species
To exemplify the diversity of fishes within these broad ecological I iches, these species were

further divided spatially and temporally into the following categories:  a! Associated with
gets,~Phs I' gby I', j llyfi h, fl gdb ', Ib! D« ly ' th y g

and juvenile stages, 7cT Young often associated with larger fishes or sea turtles,  d! Mainly in
deeper water s i tua t iona, at edge of area,   e! Mainly in c learer !fate r of the outer reef s,   f!
Young conn!on inshore around pilings and sea walls,  g! In pockets of cor.' rubbl ,  h! Burro~s in
sand associated with this type of area,  i! Juveniles found offshore, adul'.s move inshore,  j!
Inhabits live conch during the day,  k! Associated with sponges, isa'.ated carals, shells, ar
obstructions in grassbeds, �! Usually near the surface in these areas,  m! Present during fall
and winter months only,  n! Sandy beach, clear moving water  well oxygena ed!,  o! Still protected
water, often silty bottom,  p! Lives in sea encumbers during the dsyy  9! May live in sponges,

Other studies in Biscayne Bay's waters have been dane in areas tno re. tricted or atypical to be
extrapolated to the waters of Biscayne Bay as an entity  Siebenaler, 1953; Tabb, 1958; Tabb and
Kenny, 195S; Roessler, 1971, et ~se ,; Bader and Roessler, 1971!,

Clearly, the greatest species diversity of juvenile and adult fishes is found in the coral of
the patch reefs and the outer reefs, around the offshore islands, theo decreasing in grassbeds, open
areas of Biscayne Bay, and finally in the mangroves, where the fewest numbers of species are found.
Studying these habitats, Roessler �962, 1963! found the greatest number of species of juveniles
~ d dlc o bsd ofth'chgrothsofthl g ' g' ~ I * d, deb*1* t ogb

1 p ' ' * d d '*t I llh d, 'th ' t d' t b f p ' b ' g
taken in an intermediate habitat. Low �973! intensively studied the fishes of the shoreline
gbd.Pd' tlyllll ''th tt dD~!th.!I * lddtht feb!!!fetes
 largely juveniles! collected by him, about 60 specres were primarily inhabitants of the inshore
grassbeds or at least common there, and of these perhaps 12 are dependent upon the grassbeds for a
part of their life cycle. He emphasised the importance of these beds for cosssercially important
fishes such as mullet, balao, sardines, yellowtail, muttonfish, grey snapper, and white grunts,
while among the sport fishes young snappers, seatrout, and permit used the grassbeds as a nursery
area, and the seatrout used the grassbeds during its adult period. Pish fauna in areas without
rooted vegetation and in turbid, denuded areas appeared to be poor.

A major lack of knowledge has been our ignorance of spawning and nursery grounds. Although the
studies of Roessler and Low determined that grassbeds were important habitats to juveniles and
adults' the studies were limited by necessity, since they were done by financially impoverished
graduate students, ta small sections of the northern part of south Biscayne Bay, near Virginia Key
and Key Biscayne. Whether such areas are representative of the entire bay is unknown,

An attempt to delineate spawning areas and times was made by de Sylva �970, 1976! by towing
plankton nets for postlarval fishes at 39 stations in south Biscayne Bay and Card Sound. Results
 Fig. 1! show that fish larvae occur throughout the bay. These larvae range from 3 co about 20 mm,
and one must infer that they were spawned, and thence grew, somewhere near where they were captured,
II 1 t t ly, I ttl I bo t th g tb t ~t d t I d't'
and because little is known about the speed snd direction of wind � induced and tidal currents in
south Biscayne Bays it is difficult to state from exactly where these larvae originated. It can be
said that, since these larvae usually belong to families which occur in the bay, they probably
continue ta grow and metamorphose into the juvenile stages in the appropriate habitats, which are
often the grassbeds,

Based on preliminary analysis of the larval fish data, it can be seen that the greatest numbers
of larval fishes are found in three areas: �! around the former effluent canal of Florida Power
and Light's Turkey Point electrical generating station, where the water temperature is relatively
high year-round; �! in the northeastern and northwestern part of the south bay, between
Rickenbacker Causeway and Dinner Key, where there is considerable amount of sewage and other
pollution; and �! in the area of the "Safety Valve," just south of Cape Florida. In spite of the
high numbers at Turkey Point, a few samples with large numbers of larvae accounted for the high
average numbers. When species diversity is calculated  number of species compared to number of
individuals!, it is seen that actually this area was among the poorest in the bay. The Rickenbacker
to Dinner Key s tr ip shows a somewhat higher species diversity, reflecting eutrophication from
sewage, though it is not extensively degraded as seen in the high dissolved oxygen values in those
areas, The highest species diversity occurs in the "Safety Valve" area, which represents a mixture
of Biscayne Bay species plus those carried in from offshore by winds, tidal currents, and eddies
from the Florida Current  de Sylva and Scatton, 1972!.

Virtually nothing is known about the spatial  or temporal! distribution of fishes in Biscayne
Bay, There are vague allusions to "runs" of sport fishes by anglers, and these are reported in
general terms by dockmasters and anglers, to be susmarised in fishing columns. But the anglers may
be purposely vague as to exactly where and how many fish were taken, with the result that only
general non-quantitative information is available. The cossaerciai fishery also yields little data,
partly because only a few species can be sought by law, and partly because the fisheries are limited
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to certain areas within or adjacent to the bay. Thus, there is no long-term, near-adequate sampling
of this area's fish populations such as occurs everywhere else in the U.S,, and consequently no data
are available on which to base scientific evaluations.Through the kindness of one of our esteemed and expert angling colleagues, an approximation
has been given of where some of the major sport fishes can be taker�These are based on four years
of extensive and intensive angling and are, therefore, subject to possible criticism. Reverthe-
less, I believe that because this angler fishes in the same areas, with the same gear and the same
techniques, his information is valuable, especially since it is unique  Fig. 2!, to make
comparisons over long time periods to detect shifts in major areas of concentrations.

When do fishes occur in the ba ?

This question can be divided into: �! seasonal, �! day-night  diel!, �! tidal, and �!
ontogenetic occurrence. Seasonal migrations may be associated wirh spawning, and comprise
estuarine, bay, and reef species that move offshore to spawn, such as eels, mullets, jacks, and
groupers. A second group of seasonal migrants consists of temperate species that move southward in
the winter, such as some sharks, croakers, and bluefish.

As mentioned earlier, since few collections have been made during the year on a scientific
basis throughout the bay, the question cannot be answered authoritatively. However, two such
studies can provide some information on juveniles and adults. The first is a sport fishery study
conducted by Dr. Richard A. Wade, with the aid of Dr. Henry A, Feddern, under the supervision of Dr. C
Richard Robins, from 1960 to 1962, with the support of the Sport Fishing Institute. In this study,
done from the Bear Cut bridge and the drawbridge on Rickenbacker Causeway, it was determined that 98
species of fish were caught by anglers. A summary of this study is provided by de Sylva  in Voss et
al., 1969a: 29-34!.

These data have been analyzed further to depict when She important sport fishes occurred at the
causeway, as reflected in angler s' catches during thar. period. It was not possible, however, to
determine fishing effort and to compare it with sampling effort so that relative occurrence of
species and their abundance may merely reflect the number of anglers fishing during a given period.

For both the Bear Cut bridge and the drawbridge, the period from October to April yields the
greatest number of fishes taken by anglers  Tables 2 and 3!. The Bear Cut bridge, ho~ever, is a
relatively more stable environment reflecting a high-salinity regime which has a number of offshore
reef species passing through. Conversely, the drawbridge fishing area is affected somewhat by
polluted, brackish waters from the Miami area, and seems to attract the seasonally migrating
species. Between the two areas, we can obtain a general picture of seasonal occurrence of some
important species.

Evaluation of these tables is difficult because so many factors are involved, These factors
include availability of fish and bait, occurrence of bait schools and their attractiveness to and
satiation of predators, and environmental conditions such as wind force and direction, temper-
ature, and air temperatures. These have been evaluated but without conclusive results.

The second study on the seasonal occurrence of bay fishes is by Low �973!. The lowest number
of grassbed species occurred in the winter. This may have been due to low temperatures, high winds
with resultant high turbidities, or the lack of a correlation of spawning times and juvenile nursery
ground requirements during the winter, or a combination thereof, Then, too, the abundance of fishes
during the early spring and sussser may be associated with the most luxuriant growth of grassbeds,

Dial migrations occur among reef fishes, such as snappers and grunts, which leave the shelter
of corals for the adjacent grassbeds to forage for food, No evidence for diel migration in Biscayne
Bay among grassbed fishes was found by Roessler �962, 1963!, who showed that areas having extensive
to moderate cover of Thalassia contained more fishes at night. However, this may be interpreted to
mean that the fishes of the grassbed communities depended more at night for shelter in these beds
than for feeding, since they already were in areas of ample food supply, in contrast to the offshore
coral reefs, and hence were subject to capture more easily in spite of their ability ro see and thus
avoid the oncoming net,

Tides are known to influence the migrations of some fishes, either by generating currents with
which they or their food swim, by causing them to drift passively with these tides, or by causing
them to be captured more easily by nets as they are pushed against the meshes by the tides. Ho such
difference in number of species caught in trawls in the bay was shown by Roessler   1962, 1963!,
possibly due to the relatively small tidal velocities, but also reflecting the difficulty in
collecting where tidal currents are strong.

Ontogenetic migrants are those that spend their larval or juvenile life within the area,
moving with growth into offshore areas, or being hatched offshore and drifting inshore to bay waters
where they find a suitable habitat for food or shelter. In Biscayne Bay> the studies of Roessler
�962, 1963! and Low   1973! are notable in documenting the importance of the bay as a nursery ground
for juveniles, while de Sylva   1970, 1976! attempted to show the distribution, abundance, species
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diversity, and relation to environmental conditions of fish 1arvae.
Little is known about the importance of the bay as a spawning or nursery ground, and this is by

implication rather than by direct observation, Low �973! concluded that moat spawning in Biscayne
Bay took place during the spring, although some occurred during summer, and that peak abundance of
juveniles was in late spring end summer. Reef speciea spawned somewhat later and their juveniles
were thus more abundant in sneezer and fall. Juveniles of most of the coastal and pelagic species,
except for jacks end sardines, were rarely taken inshore, The seasonal volume of zooplankton shows a
strong relationship to the number of larval fishes  Table 4!, which may be interdependent.

Studies by de Sylva �970, 1976! confirm the observations by 1 ow in that che peak occurrence of
larval fishes  Table 5! in Biscayne Bay was from February to May, dropping sharply thereafter,
which would correspond to the peak occurrence of metamorphosed juveniles observed by Low in late
spring and su|macr.

How do ba fishes interact with and de end on their environment?

This section must be related to papers presented by my colleagues. Yet, it is nearly
impossible to relate the occurrence of fishes to their bay environment because so few studies have
been done. A summary of studies performed on fishes of Biscayne Bay  Table 6! reveals that
relatively few have been undertaken to establish the relation between their occurrence or abundance
and their habitat. Most have been purely descriptive works dealing with feeding, development, or
non-quantifiable ecological parameters. Here is the vacuum that should excite studies for future
research � the how and why,

Only a few studies relate to the ecology of bay fishes, The earliest, by Robins �957! on the
easternmost shore of Biscayne Bay, focussed on the need for a more thorough study of what was there
and on the lack of previous studies. Roessler �962, 1963! showed the relationships between trawl
catches and substrate, time of day, and tidal cycle  vide ~su ra!, while Low �973! related the
distribution> occurrence, and abundance of fishes taken in hau~seinea. Studies on the ecology of
larval fishes by de Sylva �970, 1976! related their distribution to temperature, salinity,
dissolved oxygen, and turbidity in south Siscayne Bay. Specific studies on fishes or fisheries have
not answered the questions on how fish populations in the bay respond to natural or man~de
fluctuations in the environment or in fishing pressure, such as described by de Sylva and Staiger
�975! .

Numerous physico-chemical and biological attributes of the bay interact with, and some are
influenced by, fishes. 1t seems unlikely that any single variable acta alone, except for possibly
temperature, and probably several factors operate synergistically to influence the metabolism of
fishes. The following are the more obvious environmental factors in the bay:

a. Ph sical Attributes

1, Depth, The depth of Biscayne Bay is relatively shallow  Wilson, 1975!, averaging about 6 feet,
with maximum natural depths of 13 feet. Host fish species are found at all depths, and thus do not
seem to be restricted by depth. Depth requirements of fishes here, however, are usually associated
with turbidity, wind speed, light penetration, and consequent growth of grassbeds or lack of it, No
quantitative information is available on depth ranges of fishes in Biecayne Bay, although because
the bay is so nearly uniform it would not appear to be a controlling factor ~er se.

2. Bottom type. As mentioned earlier, Roesaler �962, 1963! snd Low �973! found that this was
extremely important, with grsasbeds -supporting higher diversity of fish species and numbers than
sanded or sand-grass bottoms, Voss et al, �969a! listed the kinds of ecological groupings in the
bay  vide ~su ra!, which clearly demonstrate that greater apeciee diversity occurs over coral,
rubble, or other bottoms with irregularities and shelter. Probably Biscayne Bay has never had a
diverse fish fauna within the bay simply because there is eo much smooth sandy area, with little
shelter or hiding places.

3. Turbidity. No studies have been carried out in the bay on the relationship between water
clarity and the distribution of juvenile and adult fishes, Turbidity affects the fish's ability to
see a bait if one is trying to catch a fish by angling, and thus if one is seeking species which
depend on vision, clear water is advantageous, whereas species dependent upon olfactory and
auditory senses could be taken in turbid water. Pish species are able to detect moving nets and
thus avoid capture; thus, a poor net catch in clear water might be interpreted as reflecting few
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,chambers, when in reality these low numbers reflect net avoidance.
Preliminary studies are underway to determine the relationship between turbidity and the

number of larval fishes caught by plankton net  de Sylva, 1976!. Higher catches are taken in
slightly turbid waters, whereas very turbid waters yield fewer larvae, and clearest waters yield
incermediate numbers. The question of net avoidance, net clogging, and turbidity as an index of
eutrophication has nac been resolved.

4. Salinity, Historically, the northwestern shores of che bay were mare estuarine in nature
 Romans, 1775!, but have become more saline, whereas the southwestern part of the bay, which was
formerly saline  Smith, 1B96!, has become more brackish  de Sylva, 1970, 1976!. It can only be
assumed that the characteiistics of the fish fauna have changed. Additionally, the excensive
freshwater intrusions that once dotted the western edge of the bay  Romans, 1775! have gradually
dried auc through saltwater intrusion  Kohout and Kolipinaki, 1967!. The southwestern edge of the
bay, however, is naw more subject to sudden runoff of fresh ~ster when flood gates are periodically
opened to reduce flooding on land,

The western edge of the bay is characterized during the rainy season by brackish, euryhaline
species, and during the winter. by species moving in from waters of higher salinity and occupying the
mangrave habitat as juveniles and adults. No quantitative data are available on these relation-
ships.

During the summer, the larval fish fauna of the south bay may be divided into three zones of
salinity: the low � salinity, western fringe with its estuai'ine fishes, the central bay with an
admixture of estuarine and coastal species, moving with the tide, and a hypersaline area on the
western side of the upper keys fram Angelfish Creek northward along the western approaches to
Klliott Key. The fish larvae here are usually coral-reef and oceanic species. Wedges of high-
salinity water periodically penetrate the bay from offshore, sometimes bringing with it larvae
belonging to deep-sea fish families from offshore, blue waters  de Sylva and Scotton, 1972!.

5, Temperature, Perhaps the greatest information on the bay's physical properties is available
on the natural regimes af temperature in the south bay, and on the effects of heated effluents from
electrical generating stations upon fishes  de Sylva, 1968; Voss et al., 1969b; Raessler, 1970, et
se .; Bader and Roesslei', 1971; Nugent, 1970; Smith, 1971!, In addition to field studies, Albertson

1973! conducted laboratory studies an temperature tolerances af three species of grunts ta assess
theimal tolerances. The natural fluctuations of temperatures in Biscayne Bay are such, however,
that they do not exceed lethal limits  see Albertson, 1973! under normal conditions in most parts of
the bay. Along the shallow intertidal zones of the mangrove regions, tidal panda, and mud flats,otemperatures probably exceed 34 � 35 C, yet the fish species living here  largely poecil iids and
cyprinodontids! are eurythermal, other factors being equal. It must be noted, however, that the bay
fishes should not be considered truly estuarine eurythermal species, since the bay is not an
estuary, nor must its fish species tolerate the broad ranges of temperature and salinity
characteristic of northern brackish bodies of water. Hence, Biscayne Bay's fishes resemble
stenotopic tropical species in mast of their characteristics.

The relation between temperature and catch by anglers on Rickenbacker Causeway  Tables 7 and.
S! show a distinct pattern of year-round, tropical species taken at warm temperatures, contrasted
with seasonal, temperate species taken during cooler waters,

6. Oxygen. Stressed waters have typically been considered to reflect reduced levels of dissolved
oxygen as indicative of sewage pollution  cf. McNulty, 1970!. Studies on south Biscayne Bay larval
fishes and their environment indicate that dissolved oxygen is ample for fish metabolism in the open
bay and, while lover in the northwestern fringes chan in the open bay, is still adequate for healthy
fish populations and, while lower along the western bay, is certainly not sufficiently low to be
considered as indicative of an environment potentially endangering larval or adult fishes  de
Sylva, 1970, 1976! .

7. Currents, Currents act upon fishes by dispersing them as larvae, juveniles, or adults, by
moving food to them, and by replenishing anoxic or polluted water with new water. Vertical currents
may carry them into favorable areas for feeding, or unfavorable regions so that they may perish,
The horizontal current regime of the bay appears to be more important than vertical water movements,
if indeed they are important to Bay fishes, Inshore movements of deep-sea larval fishes from
offshore areas has already been discussed  de Sylva and Scotton, 1972!, and possibly upwelling of
deep ocean waters may be involved here.
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8 . Tidal currents. These are undoubtedly important in transporting f ish larvae from of f shore
into nursery grounds in the bay. No quantitative data are available on Lhis aspect, nor is any
information available on the flux or qua'ntity of fishes, either ae larvae or as adults carried from
the bay to offshore waters. Similarly, nothing is knovn about the transport of food for fishes, et
any stage of their life cycle, ta and from the offshore area. Both larvae end adults of blue-water
fishes are sometimes transported inL'o Biscayne Bay, Fowler �941! re por ted s 65-me  sailfish
 ~lt'otw lt' ! 6 ' g tt ff 6 t G ve, 9, ' ~ gy, l936, 6 G 6 tl'll*
National Marine Fisheries Service, Miami, reports  personal cosseunicstion! that several years ago
he observed an adult sailfish of 6 to 7 feer. long just west of Virginia Key jumping in water which
was only a few feet deep. Dolphin and flyingfish af 2 4 cm are commonly dipnetted by RSMAS
personnel from their laboratory dock during incoming tides and onshore winds, It is nat known
whether waters transporting these species are influenced by currents, tides, winds, or a combin-
ation thereof.

9, Winds. No studies are available on the relationships between wind velacities and directions
and the species and numbers of fishes in the bay. Anglers are aware of some vague relationship but
no one has been able to document when the best angling occurs in relation to wind, preliminary
studies based on the sport fishery study by Wade  vide ~su ra! suggest that angling  and hence fish
movements! is best during a combination of a northeast wind and a flood tide, or during a southwest
wind and an ebb tide. Since both factors seem also to be influenced by moon phase, water
temperature, and the occurrence of cold fronts, the question basically remains unsolved,

Hurricanes and severe cold snaps which occasionally occur in south Florida both are extreme
examples of south Florida weather, and probably should not be considered as representative ofa
casu!an phenomenon to which the bay fishes sre exposed. Nevertheless, they do occur, yet little
documentation is available on the reaction of the bay fishes, except ta eay that they probably do
not tolerate such extremes very well  Robins, 1957!.

10. Moon phase, This is a much-debated environmental factor which has little to substantiate ite
importance, Yet sport and commercial fishermen and scientists alike realize that there are some
relationships between catches and moon phase, though there are no good data which can relate fish
behavior to moon phases. Some obvious factors such as the brightness of the moon or the occasional
correlation of moon phases vit'h other factors, such as tides or winds, may be erroneously attributed
to lunar cycles.

b. Chemical Attributes

l. Natural runoff subitances. These may accur in runoff as vitamins, hormones, trace elements,
ar minerals which variously interact vit6, predominantly, the lover levels of the food web upon
which larval, juvenile, and adult fishes are dependent. Work by Brook  l975 and in progress! may
shed some lighr. on this extremely complex enigma of the food veb.

2. Nutriente. Nitrates, phosphates, and silicates are the obvious and most common naturally
accurring compounds in the bay vaters. How these may limit or affect fishes or the food supply of
fishes or their habitats is unknown.

c. Biolo ical Attributes

The most important biolagical attributes of Bistayne Bay are theoretically as soutces of 1!
food, 2! shelter and lack of predation, 3! suitable habitat far spawning, and 4! for nursery
areas, 5! interactions with predators, prey, other non-predatory but competitive fish and
invertebrate associates, and 6! interaction with other organisms such as birds, mammals, and
reptiles. In spite of ongoing studies  Brook, personal communication! almost nothing is known
about these interactions either qualitatively or quantitatively, and the ultimate source of energy
far bay fishes is still speculative.

d, Human Attributes

The effecr. of man on the fish fauna of the bay has been alluded to. Although I vish to avoid
repetition, the massive changes in the bay deserve note, such as the alteration of its once-
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pristine, clear waters  Handbury, 1896; Smith, 1896; Brice, 1898; Gregg, 1902, Moore, 1910! to the
level of degradation  Voss et al,, 1969b; McNulty, 1970; de Sylva, 1970, 1976; Scotton, 1972;
Rosendahl, 1975; Wilson, 1975; Bilhorn, 1975; Volker, 1976!. These affects can be broadly
summarized as being due to the introduction of sewage and industrial wastes, insecticides,
herbicides, fertilizers, heavy metals, medicinal compounds, dredging, diking, and filling, canal,
causeway, and bridge construction, removal or destruction of mangroves and sea grasses, and
possibly overfishing, in conjunction with the above, by sport and commercial fishermen.

Regarding pollution, the question of temperature influences upon fishes or thermal pollution
hss been covered extensively in the literature  see de Sylva, 1968; Voss et al., 1969b; Roessler,
1970, et ~se .; Bader and Roessler, 1971; Nugent, 1970; Smith, 1971!, but temperature as a
controlling factor in tropical fishes is especially important to tropical marine fish species
because they are already living very close to their upper lethal temperature limits  de Sylva, 1968;
Vase et al., 1969b; Albertson, 1973!. Thus, the question of heated effluents or thermal pollution,
now mitigated, was an important one since even a slight temperature elevation of a few degrees could
be detrimental to bay fishes. The average annual temperature for August   the hottest month! is0 oapproximately 30 C, and the upper thermal tolerance for these fishes approximates 32 C. Conse-
quently a At of 2-3 0 is potentially lethal to bay fishes, Thermal effluents at both the Turkey
Point plant and the nearby Cutler Po~er Plant af Florida Power and Light Company have had varying
e f fee ts on fishes and their environment which af feet the f ishe s ' we 1 1-being  Roess ler, 1970 et
~se .; Seder and Roessler, 1971!.It is important here to note that Biecayne Bay, like other bodies of water such ee Lake
Michigan, Chesapeake, Delaware, and Galveston bays, and San Francisco Harbor, have all had their
environmental destruction first heralded by opposing fishermen � sport and commercial � each of whom
decried the efforts of the other, while in reality environmental pollution and destruction wae
taking the toll of the spawning, feeding, and nursery grounds. The repeated cries of one faction
against the other seem to occur every decade. Today, the sport fishermen accuse the commercial
seiners of destroying Biscayne Bay  de Sylva, 1975b!.1 An early quote reminds us that fishereen have
always blamed other fishermen, Concerning Spanish mackerel, it was said that "at one time this fish
wae common in the bay, which was a favorite resort, but it is now scarce, and is said to have become
so since the extensive seine fishing by Glaucester   Massachusetts ! vessels began along the keys
about five years ago"  Smith, 1896: 173!, Our memories are short, and we blame the unknown. We da
not admit that natural phenomena and cycles can result in poor fishing, yet we are reluctant to
blame ourselves for destroying the fishing we seek.

This section should be concluded by a discussion of food webs of estuarine fishes, which has
been recently summarized  de Sylva, 1975a!. Except for a study of the adjacent Card Sound fishes by
Brook �975 and studies in progress!, nektonic food webs have not been studied in Biscayne Bay.
More important, the dynamics of these food webs in relation to other processes in Biscayne Bay are
virtually unknown  Snedaker and Brook, this volume!. It seems incredible to me that such a
beautiful and bountiful body of water can exist next to a city of nearly 2 million people, whose
economy and ecology depend extensively upon the bay, without it having received the study, care, and
nurture of those caretakers responsible for ite health and future.

DISCUSSION

The preceding review serves merely to focus on the paradox that there have been nearly 200
studies on the fishes of Biscayne Bay concerning what, several concerning where, even fewer
concerning when, and virt'ually none concerning how. Where do we go from here?

The questions revolve about what we need to know snd what information we can obtain. This is
divided into:

a! What we should have known: �! What species occurred in the bay 80 years ago, what wae
their environment, and how dzd rt function? �! Was the bay ever an important area to fishes, and
if so to what species, and at what stage of their life cycle? RYE What were the early habitats in
the bay? Clearly, we cannot reconstruct the past, for we have no data, and thus we must rely on the
data we have now, which are pitifully small. Hearsay from sport and comercial fishermen and the
few scientific data available will not serve to answer quantitative questions posed by de Sylva and
Staiger �975!,

b! What we should know, To paraphrase the time-worn phrase of science that "we know nothing,"
I sueeearize our knowledge a out the fishes of Biecayne Bay in that "we do know nothing," Therefore,
we must concentrate not on what we should have known, but on what information we must obtain now.
This is, in order of importance: �! What species now occur in Biscayne Bay?; �! What is their
geographical, seasonal, diel, and ontogenetic distribution?; �! What important, distinctive
habitats can be identified in the bay?; �! What are rhe seasonal distributions and migrations of
these fishes?; �! What are the relet'ionships among these species to one another, ta their prey,

1 This paper summarizes current knowledge on the Biscayne Bay coeseercial fisheries and their
effects on the stocks, snd also evaluates the effects of sand and shell dredging.
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predators, and competitors?; �! How are their distributions related ta their physico-chemical end
biological environments such as bottom type, turbidity, temperature, salinity, and dissolvedoxygen?; �! How does species diversity indicate richness of habitat?;  8! How are species
diversity and species numbers related to the environment?;  9! Haw is species diversity related to
the health, degradation, and long-term stability of the bay?; �0! How can we evaluate and predict
short � and long-term changes in species composition and diversity ar species loss in relation to
natural and man-made environmental variations?; �1! How can we determine the relative
contribution of man and natural fluctuations in populations and species diversity?; �2! How can we
determine the normal metabolic activities of the bay fishes such as feeding, spawning, andmigrations, and relate them to natural and man~de changes in their environment?; �3! Haw can we
determine the dynamics of the food web and trophic relationships of the bay species?; �4! How can
we'determine the relative contribution of foods from the offshore ~stere into the bay and, thus, forbay species; and �5! How have pollution, environmental degradation, and sport and commercial
fisheries affected and how might they affect the fish populations of the bay and their feeding,
spawning, and nursery grounds ?The above questions can be answered only through carefully designed sampling programs which
utilize a variety of sampling methods in numerous habitats over a period of time sufficient topermit an analysis of the trends that populations of bay fishes are following, so that an analysis
of such trends may be made and so that concomitant environmental data can be applied to and
correlated with the trends of the fishes.Along with these studies, other processes must be studied concurrently. These include studies
of the:a! Ph eical rocesses: How do such variables as temperature, salinity, turbidity, winds,
tides, moon phase, and combinations of these cause bay fishes to occur when end where they do?
spawning, and migrations.c! Biola ical rocesses: �! Have there been real changes?; �! Was this area ever ~reall
important biologically to fishes?; �! What different life stages of fishes utilize the bay and, if
so, why?; �! What are the critical ecological indicators which may forecast changes in the bay and
why?; �! What are the critical habitats for potentially endangered species, e.g,, snook, tarpon,
and bonefish?; �! How do fishes function in the bey system, and what is thei~ role in the energy-
transfer processes?

can be considered as control areas for fish populations and habitats, and thence to study various
effects of man's activities upon these populations and habitats, Among these are: �! shoreline
alteration, �! mangrove removal ar filling, �! dredging and/or filling, �! graeebed removal,
�! turbidity increase, �! diking, �! creation of causeways, and  8! additions of various
pesticides, trace metals, and heavy metals. Similarly, parts of the bay should be set aside as
experimental areas to permit one to manipulate and monitor the environment in attempts to improve it
for man'e use, i.e., better angling, commercial fishing, underwater photography, such as might be
envis.oned by the establishment of artificial reefs or islands, fishing piers and bridges, or
under 'e er fish habitats.'Io summarize, it is pai'adoxical that so little is known about the fishes of Biscayne Bay, yet
that so much fuss hae been raised about the fishes end fisheries of Biscayne Bay. Little is known
about the what, when, where, and how of these fishes and fisheries, but these answers must be
obtained before intelligent, dispassionate, and objective answers can be given to the public. No
quick answers can answer the question: What has man done to our bay'e fishes?
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250

~pi ta l. Mean nteaker of larval ffekee taken fron 389 plankton
taws using e 1~ net �5-minute taws!, January � December, 1970.
Isopleths are contoured every 50 units, Dots are monthly col-
lecting stations.
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releaseescientific namecommon name

Lucania ~arva  Baird!wain+ster kill if ish

dragonfish

scaleless dragonfish

light f ish

yellowfin menhaden

gizzard shad

southern hake

halfbeak

broad flounder

mushroom scorpionfish

rough triggerfish

lesser smberjack

tomtate

pinfish

Gulf kingfish

sand drum

Ianternfish

Stomias Taffinis Gunther

~Bath ht! p.

~Ccl thous pb* e 92 J . p d pdal g
Brevoortia smithi Hildebrand

D rosoaa ~eeet~  L !

~ll h 1 Pl* Ldaous  Be a Dree 1!

~Horhsm~hus unifasciatus  Ranzani!

~Pr ll. htb e ~s~dl tus J d d Glib *t

~Seo aa 1 earl Cuvt r

Canthidermis maculatus  Bloch!

Seriola fasciata  Bloch!

Basaul a r llo rua c vier

L~doa rhaabo des  Llaaae !

Henticirrhus lit torali's  Holhrook!

Umbrina coroides Guvier

~Mt h p.

Roessler, et al. �971!

de Sylva and Scotton �972!

Low �973!

4 de Sylva �976!
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Table 1 . Addendum to the 496 fish species of the Biscayne Bay area listed by Voss et al.,
�969a!.
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kind of research references cess

keys for identification of skeletons

biology

development

biology

development

life history

morphology

biology & morphology

distribution

parasites

biology

feeding

development

ecology of juveniles

parasites

hearing

development

temperature tolerance

distribution & ecology

distribution & ecology

reproduction

developmental physiology of larvae

developmental physiology of larvae

developmental physiology of larvae

developmental physiology of larvae

ecology

ecology of feeding

parasites

feeding of lazvae

food habits & ecology

food habits & ecology

Hoffett, 1957

Klima, 1959

Courtenay, 1960

Jutare, 1962

Wade 1962

de Sylve, 1963

Green, 1964

numerous

Spanish mackerel

grunts

flounders

tarpon

barracuda

mojarras

clingfish

anchovies

lizardfish

needlefishes

mullet

Gould, 1965

Dsly, 1966

Overstreet, 1966

Eidmans 1967

Odum, 1967

Dean, 1968eel
Wade, 1968

Overstreet, 1969

Banner, 1971

tarpon

numerous

shark

flounder

grunts

numerous

herrings

herring

anchovy

sheephead

herring

menhaden

pompano

snapper

mullet

sheephead

Acbmad, 1973

Albertson, 1973

Low, 1973

Low, 1973

Nartinez, 1973

Rebel, 1973

Rebel, 1973

Rebels 1973

Rebel, 1973

Smith, 1973

Swenson, 1973

Skinner, 1974

Stepien, 1974

Brook, 1975

Brook, 1975
pinf ish

needlefish

pipefish � species!

killifish

food habits & ecology

food habits & ecology

food habits & ecology

Brook, 1975

Brook, 1975

Brook, 1975

Brook, 1975

Charles, 1975

Targett, 1975

mojarra � species!

silverside

mojarra

puffers

food habits & ecology

biology

food & feeding habits
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Table 6, List of fish species on which biological research has been carried out in Biscayne
Bay.



Table 7 . Frequency  in percent! of fishes caught by snglers at a given water temperature at Bear Cut
bridge, kickenbacker Causeway, June, 1960 � October, 1962.

Temperature, C
o

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 3219 20

3
<1

6
2

2
<1

6
19

10
1 3

Table 8 . Frequency  in percent! of fishes caught by anglers at a given water temperature at the
drawbridge, Rickenbacker Causeway, June, 1960 � October, 1962

0
Temperature, C

22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 3216 17 18 19 20 21

5 <2 <2
9 8 5
7 <2 <1

<2 <2

8 7
3 3
8 1

<2
8 3
1 7

7 9 16 21 <1
8 25 4

<2 12 12 48
15 9 32 <1

9 21 11 2
47 3 19 3
12 7 10 4 3
52 15 22 <2

4 5 4 4 <2
11 6 10 4 4
15 34 6
20 5 10 � 5
<9 <9 � � <9

100

<1 9
<3

5
11
30 7

<1 4
<1

<1
28
8

11 <2
6 6

<2
20 3
<2 33

9
5 10

4 31 9
<2

7 27 24
13 4 8

25
25 10
42

<2
<2 <2

6
10
33
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1. white grunt
2. crevalle jack
3. bluestriped grunt
4. sailor's choice
5. pigflsh
6. gray snapper
7. lane snapper
8. planehead filefish
9. tomtate

10. Spanish mackerel
ll. bluefish
12. king mackerel
13. pinfish
14. inshore llsardfish

1. Spanish mackerel
2. crevalle jack
3. king mackerel
4. pinfish
5. pigfish
6. inshore lixardfish
7. bluefish
8. plsnehead filefish
9. gray snapper

10. lane snapper
ll, tomtate
12. white grunt
13. bluestriped grunt
14. sailor's choice

12 17 16 6
6 <1 79 5
7 5 14 13
8 13 12

54 29 14
1 3 7 8
4 6 7 1
6 32 32 3

11 10 <2 <2
42 4 6 30
<3 <3 22

45
64 22
75

7 10
1 <1

10 10
1 1
1

15 4
13 4
22 <2

6 55
4

5 10 10
<1 3 3

2 12 10
5 31 8
1 1
1 35 15

24 6 31
<2 <2

6 � 10
2 � 2

73
55
14

25

<1 396
<1 190

176
85
80

1 74
71
63
53
50
37
22
14

4

<3 <3 878
10 13 3 260

1 <1 � 213
130

98
<2 72

4 67
3 65

55
52
32
20
12

2



DISTRIBUTION AND ABUNDANCE OF MARINE MAMMALS IM SOUTH FLORIDA: PRELIMINARY RESULTS

DANI EI K ODELL

DIVISION OF BIOLOGY AND LIVING RESOURCES
ROSENSTIEL SCHOOL OP MARZNE AN! ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE

UNIVERSITY QF MIAMI
4600 RICKENBACKER CAUSEWAY

MIAMI, FLORZDA 33149

ABSTRACT

The preliminary results of aerial surveys to study the distribution and abundance of the boa lenase
~ tphd I~tu ' thun t I d th t IT ' h hun nnn t I 1 o tl Tto Id p t d. l.ight
aircraft were used to survey the waters of the Everg es Mat anal Park from September 1973 through December
1975 and the waters of Biscayne Bay and vicinity from July 1974 through June 1975. Flights were made
approximately every two weeks and the same flight path was followed on each flight in both the Everglades
National Park and Biscayne Bay. Party �0! flights il00 survey hours! were ccmpleted in the Park and twenty
�0! flights �0 survey hours! in Biscayne Bay. Three hundred eighty-five �85! dolphin herds totalling
1137 individuals were counted in the Park. Sighting rate was 11.37 animals per survey hour, Herd size
ranged from 1 to 25 with a mean of 2 95 animals pez herd, six �! dolphin herds totalling 50 individuals
were seen during the Biscayne Bay surveys. Sighting rate was 1.25 animals per survey hour. Herd size
ranged from 3 to 13 with a mean of 8 animals per herd. Previous data of this type is not available for
either area. Passible reasons for the difference in dalphin abundance in the two are given. These include
geographic differences, foad distribution and abundance, and direct and indirect human-related factors.
Little information is available on the natural history of the bottlenose dolphin in the survey areas and a
research program is outlined. Ha manatees were seen on the Biscayne Bay survey transects. A tatal of 575
manatees was seen during the 100 survey hours in the P&k �.75 per hour!. The number of manatees seen per
flight ranged from 0 ta 75 with a mean of 14.38 per flight. In the cases of both the dolphins and the
manatees, same of the same individuals were probably seen on successive flights. Little information is
available about the natuzal history of the manatee and the research program outline for the dolphin could
apply to this animal as well.
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Public and scientific inter»st in marine sssssals  whales, dolphins, porpoises, seals, sea lions,
walruses, sea cows, dugongsr and sea otters! bas increased in recent years resulting, in .part, fro« the
porpoise-tuna controversy in the eastern tropical pacific  e.g Anon. 1975a! end reeulttuB in legishation
Such aa the Marine Mmmaal PrcteCticn ACt Of 1972 end the Bndangered BpSCiea ACt af 1973.

A great Variety Of marine aamale  «ustly Cataoeana! are kncsn fry FlOrida's watere  e.g. «cure, 1953;
Layne, 1965!. Unfortunately, most of the species are known only f~ dead specimens that have washed up
on the beaches. The twc marine aamals art frequently observed alive in Florida's coastal waters are the
bottlenose dolphin  Tursio!xa truncatus! and the manatee  Trichechus manatus! . Both species occur in
Biscayne Bay. Various literature surveys and sum~isa indicate that little is known about the natural
history of either species  Caldwell and Calchasll, 1972' Muser, 1974 ms; Truitt, l974; Mitchell, 1975a, b>
odell, l975; Qdell, et al. ~ 1975!. Iha hsttl«ncaa dnlphi« ie tbe wet COmely Scu !ht-after
small cetacean for use in scientific research Rxmxgzsms and for public display in oceanaria and si«ilar
establishments.. Florida's waters have been aad are the source of most of these animals �dell, et al., 1975! .
Because the bottlenose dolphin is easily captured and maintained in captivity for extended periods of time,
there have bean numerous sbadies on its behavior and physiology under these conditions  e.g. Caldwell and
Caldwell, 1972; Bidgwny, 1972! . ~s fzcm long-term residents of Miami have suggested a marked decrease
in the abundance of dolphins in Biscayne Bay in zecent years. A series of aerial surveys was initiated in
september 1973 to doc~t the distzibutica and a!m«uRance of bottlannse dolphins in the coastal waters of
south Florida. Other studies cn dolphin bjo+Ry are being carried out through the University of Florida.

The manatee ie an endangered Speoiea and ita Current pnpulaticn in Flcrida ia eatimated at leSs than
2000  Anon., 1975b!. Me can nOt Say if this asti«at» is high or lcw, or if it indicates that the populatim
is increasing or decreasing since there are nc Other data to ccsg»re it with. Current studies underway «t
the UniVeraity Cf Miami and at tha Bational Fish and Mildlife Laboratory, Gainesville, are directed towards
the documentation of distribution, ahuznRance, and other aspects of the biology of the manatee in Florida.

The purpose of this papm is to present a s~ of the preliminary results of so«e of the marine
mmmaal studies conducted in south Florida since 1973 and to consider what further studies must be conducted
in order to understand the biology of these twc species and the role that they play in the Biscayne Bay
ecosystem

Aerial SurVeym Of the Wat»ZS Of the BvergiaRaa Maticnal Park  Fig. 1! haVe been OnnduCted SinCe
september 1973 and will continue at least through Juno 1976. Mtially, Flights were made 1-2 times psr
~th as air time aExl space permitted. Tbmae flights were conducted as a part of othez Park studies and
the «amor purpose was not to census dolpiLins mad manatess. A roya4e series of twice-monthly flights was
initiated in July 1975 for the «pacific puz!!ose of countin R do!phins and «anat«as. Xn both series of
flights the flight path was similar. An ~hibioue aircraft  Lake LA-4! was flown at an altitude of 1000
feet and at an airspeed of 110 miles pez hoor. Bach flight was approximately 3 hams in duration with 2.5
hours devoted to survey. A total of forty �0! flights wes ~lated �00 survey hours! through December
1975.

Aerial surveys of the waters of Bisoayne Bey and vicinity  Figs. 1 and 2! ware initiated in July 1974
under a contract from the United States Marina Maaawal Cemsjssion. Flights ware emducted at approximately
two-week intervals, weather permitting, foz one year. A Cessna 172 or RB2 was flown at an altitude of
1000-1500 feet and at sn airspeed of 120-130 «iles per hour. Bach flight lasted about 3 hours with a man
survey time of 2.0 hours pez flight. The flight path abcwn in Fig. 2 was followed on each flight beginning
at the north end of the track. Temty �0! flights were campleted �0 survey bours! ~

At least two observers  pilot included! were onboazd for both the Bverglades Mational Park flights
and the niscayne Bay flights. All observers wore polarizing sun glasses to ramree soas of the reflection
fran the surface of the water, thus increasing visibility. Several types of data were recorded for each
dolphin or manatee herd sighted, A herd is defined as cne or more ani«als in close proximity. All data
were recorded oa a portable cssatte zapezacordar for later transcription snd analysis. Data taken included
herd size, herd location, behavior, geometric structure, and presence oz absence of calves and their
numbers. Data on weather, tidal conditions, and sea surface conditions were also collected.



RESULTS

Bottlenose Dol hins

The suxveys conducted in the Everglades National Park resulted in numerous dolphin sightings  Fig. 3!.
During this series of flights a total of 385 dolphin herds was sighted for a total of 1137 individuals,
Herd size ranged from 1-25 with a mean of 2.95. The frequency distribution of herd size is shown in Fig. 4.
The number of animals sighted per flight ranged from 0-98 with a mean of 28.4. The mean number of herds
sighted per flight was 9.6, The value of 11.37 animals sighted per survey hour is a measure of sighting
success per unit effort. Although the final analyses have not been completed, approximately 80-904 of the
sightings were made in areas other than Florida Bay  i.e. Whitewater Bay and western inland waters, Fig, 1!.
Well over 50' of the sightings involved animals that were feeding. The final analyses of these data will
include a detailed geographic distribution of the sightings, the behavior patterns observed, and the effects
of tidal and other environmental parameters on dolphin distribution and abundance, and on survey efficiency.

Dolphin sightings in Biscayne Bay were scarce in contrast to the Everglades National Park surveys,
Dolphins w'ere seen on only six �! flights and no more than one �! herd on any one flight, The distribution
of the sightings is indicated in Fig, 2. Herd size ranged from 3-13 with a mean of 8, and accounted for
fifty �0! individuals, survey efficiency was 0.15 herds per survey hour and 1.25 animals per survey hour,
The dolphins were feeding during 5 of the 6 sightings. These 5 sightings were made in the bay.

Several interested individuals reported dolphin siqhtings made from land and boats during 1975  Fig. 2!.
A total of sixty-eight �8! sightings was reported. Sixty-one �1! of the sightings were of herds composed
of 1-10 animals  mean herd size 2.85! accounting for 174 individuals and seven �! sightings of herds
composed of 11-25 animals  mean = 17.43! accounting for 120 individuals. The two categories of herd size
are distinguished because counts of larger herds, particularly by inexperienced observers, tend to be less
reliable and often inflated. Although more dolphins were seen from land and boats than seen during the
aerial surveys, a measure of dolphins seen per unit seaxch effort, if available, would probably be quite
similar to that of the aerial surveys.

In all of the above surveys there are undoubtedly many repeat sightings of the same individuals.

Kanatees

Formal surveys for manatees in Biscayne Bay were not conducted. No manatees were seen on the dolphin
survey transects  Fig. 2!. However, these animals are frequently seen along the shore line and especially
in the rivers, canals, and creeks entering the Bay. As with the dolphins, manatees are frequently seen in
the WaterS Of the EVergladeS NatiOnal Park  Fig. 5! . OVer 90% Of the SightingS Were made in Whitewater Bay
and the inland waters. The number of animals sighted per flight ranged from 0 to 75 with a mean of 14.38
and accounted for 575 individuals. As with the dolphins, many of the manatee sightings on successive
flights are probably of the same individuals. Upon completion of the Everglades National Park series of
flights, the manatee sighting data will be analyzed in a manner similax to the dolphin data.

DISCUSSION

The most obvious difference between the Everglades National Park surveys and the Biscayne Bay surveys
is in the numbers of dolphins and manatees sighted. Even though more flights were made in the Park than in
the Bay, a comparison of flights made during the same time period would yield similar results. Why, then,
is there a difference in abundance between the two areas? Since these studies represent the only data of
this nature systematically collected from these two areas, the past situation is unknown and so there is
nothing with which to compare the new data. We cen only make assumptions, If we assume that dolphin abun-
dance in the Bay has decreased in recent years and that the situation in the Everglades National Park has
remained unchanged, we can speculate about the reasons for the differences. A point that must be kept in
mind is that the boundaries of the areas suxveyed in no way define the ranges of the dolphins  or manatees!
seen in these areas,

Several points can be considered in relation to the different dolphin abundances in the two areas.
The geography of the areas is different. The Biscayne Bay survey area is essentially open water whereas
the Pax'k survey area, particularly Whitewatex' Bay, is broken up by hundreds of small mangrove islands. Put
another way, there is much more 'edge' or shoreline in the Park survey area. This may or may not affect
dolphin distribution and abundance directly, but it could well be related to the distribution and abundance
of some of the dolphins' food items, On many occasions dolphins were seen foraging along the edges of
th ' 1 d . we 1 o 1'ttl el» t th 1 d h&'t 9 ~v' 1 .g. 1 th od, 5995! * ~ h they 'ght
vary among different geographic areas. Differences in absolute and seasonal abundance of food items may
affect dolphin distribution and abundance. Still another factor is man, Biscayne Bay is heavily used by
boaters, much more intensively than the Park is. The Bay is also close to a large population center and
there is easy access to the water whereas the Park waters where most of the animals were seen are very
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isolated. Pollution af the bay and its effects on the dolphins directly or, more likely, on their food is
still another possibility. There are still other possible explanations and similar arguments could be made
for the apparent difference in manatee abundance.

It is guite obvious that we know very little about bottlenose dolphins and manatees and their roles in
the Biscayne Bay ecosystem. Full documentation of these roles will require time, money, and the collaboration.
of investigators in several disciplines  e.g. fisheries and chemistry>,

Plan for Research

The proximity of the Bay and its dolphin and manatee populations ta civilization end to the University
of Miamigs School of Marine and Atmospheric Science make it relatively easy for the field biologist to
observe them and to establish a highly automated data-gathering system. If one were ta plan a research
program to study the dolphins in the bay it would include:  I! An intensive marking program so that
individuals could be positively identified. At the time of marking  freeze-branding! each animal would be
measured, sexed, a tooth pulled for age determinatian, and a blood sample taken for reproductive and popula-
tion studies. Trained observers and the interested public could report the locations and associations of
marked animals. Sacial struc.ture could be studied by determining which animals stayed together and haw these
associations varied with time. �! Attachzmnt of radiotransmitters ta selected individuals would vastly
increase the amount of data collected. Not only could the animals be followed continuausly over time, but
data on water temperature and time duration and depth of dives could also be collected. The animals could be
followed by plane, blimp, or boat and automatic receivers cauld be set up at remote locations  e.g. Cape
Florida, Soldier Kay, Sands Key, and Caesar Creek!. These stations would transmit data from radio-tagged
animals directly back to the laboratory. Similar studies could be conducted using the manatee. Studies
such as these would be valuable in several respects. They would  I! provide much-needed basic information
about the biology of two poorly known species; �! information about their roles in the Biscayne Bay eco-
system; and �! information called for in the Marine Masmml Protection Act af 1972 and the endangered Species
Act of 1973 that could be used in assuring the conservation and well-being of both species,
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Figure l. Outline map of South Florida. Dashed lines indicate approx. boundaries
of the Everglades National Park.
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Figure 2. Map of Biscayne Bay and vicinity indicating location of survey transect,
locations of aerial sightings  unfilled circles!, and locations of shore
and boat sightings  filled circles!.
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TEE AVIFADRA OF BISCAYBE BAY

OSCAR Ta 06tK
DEPART'HEllT OF BIOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF HIAHZ

MIAMI ~ PI,QRIDA 33124

Ecological studies of the avifaunas of subtropical estuaries such ae Biscayne Bay are much needed,
Broad ecological surveys are not possible untilbaaic natural history of estuarine species ie appreciated.
Outline is herein presented of foraging habitats and feeding strategies of birds of Biscayne Bay.
Inventory of species important from population sixes or special ecological considerations is given.
References are made to completed and ongoing research with these taxa, This information is basic to future
work. Recommendations for needed research are made.
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INTRODUCTION

Inventory of birds of a subtropical estuary, such as Biscayne Bay, emphasizes a surprisingly diverse
spectrum of species. Far more than typically aquatic birds must be considered. Birds of the forest
caropy breed in the mangroves; these too are supported by the Bay's productivity. At times the mangrovss
are filled with landbirds, migrants pausing to rest before or after long over-water passages. Raptores
hunt over both the Bay and its fringing habitats. Colonial land birds gather to nest and/or roost at the
Bay and, having foraged inland, add productivity, via their excrement, to the Bay. Many of the Bay's
birds are represented there by more than one population; southern Florida wading birds' for example, are
joined at the Bay in winter by members of their species from a large area of North America. Through local
movements of birds and from long distance migrants, seasonal turnovers of the Bay's avian populations
become complex indeed.

The ecological importance of the Bay's avifauna ls obviously significant. Yet, ecological studies of
this Bay, and of similar situations, are rarely directed to birds. Odum �971!, for example, "conducted
no investigations of the diet of carnivorous birds", although he described them as important components
of the top trophic level. One searches the texts of may seemingly widely inclusive titles of estuarine
rese'arch � for example, "An ecological survey of the subtropical inshore waters adjacent to Miami"  Smith
et al., 1950! � without finding mention of birds. Thus, while birds are acknowledged as important com-
ponents of the subtropical estuary's fauna, surprisingly little actual information backgrounds the acknow-
ledgement.

There are patent explanations for this lack of information. Birds are shy and volant. Their populat-
tlons are not necessarily static. Censusing an avian population is not easy. Cragg �967:83! summarized
the general situation regarding our knowledge of bird populations nicely  albeit with British ones!:
"except for a very few species no attempt has been made to assess population numbers ... of 20O or so
breeding birds ... estimates ... have only been made for 15 species ... in only four have estimates been
made in three or more years ...," Another basic lack of information arises from the lack of autecological
studies of birds within subtropical estuaries or comparable habitats. With but few exceptions  e.g.,
ALLen> 1942 and Kushlan, 1974! such studies are lacking. Significant strides have now been made in bio-
energetic studies of birds  e.g., Paynter, 1974!. But to study energy flows involving an avifauna, one
must have estimates of the populations involved, appreciate the components of the diets of the species,
and know a great deal more about factors which affect energy budgets. It can be misleading indeed to
apply data of these sorts, gathered in ecological communities and in geographical areas not comfortably
comparable withthe subtropics1 estuary to Biscayne Bay.

One fact is clear. Estuarine birds are in large part consumers at upper trophic levels. Volant, they
emphasize the open nature of the estuarine ecosystem to greater degree than most animals. Probably no
animals express productivity of the Bay at more remote portions of the continent  in some cases conti-
nents! than do birds.

Better knowledge of the Bay's avifauna ie important, The birds constitute an enormous biomass, a
biomass varying seasonally both qualitatively and quantitatively. Its place in an overview of the
ecology of the Bay cannot be ignored. Changes in the avifauna will reflect themselves importantly in
the entire ecosystem. Untimate consumers at apices of many of the food chains, birds' roles, if under-
stood could serve as convenient indicators of many aspects of Bay ecology. Tabb et al. �962: 73!
showed this nicely re disappearance of certain birds from areas of changing salinity in Coot Bay. The
time to gain our knowledge, however, is passing. There have been profound changes in the Bay's avifauna.
These changes are ongoing. The time is uncomfortably late at which to be seeking basic information
regarding a major segment of the megafauna.

Knowledge of the Bay's avifauna fs critical to more than the estuarine ecologi.st. Biologists, wild-
life managers, and conservationists remote from Florida are concerned with the species which have
migrated to their areas after wintering in or passing through subtropical estuaries. Florida's conserva-
tioniets, county planning boards, and lawmakers need the ecologist's information so that they may effect
realistic planning for the ecosystem. Finally, and not of least importance, is the naturalist. Know-
ledge enhances esthetic appreciation and, as Davis �943! aptly expressed it, the bird life is "one of
the most attractive features of south Florida."

PLAN OF THIS WORK

The initial step in consideration of an avifauna is an inventory of the major taxa and at least its
most significant species ~ For Biscayne Bay this is fairly routine. The inventory can be compiled from
Howell �932! and from Sprunt �954 and 1963!. Along with this one needs knowledge of the status of the
species in southern Florida and of their population movements or mi.gratiqns. The former can, in general,
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be found in the above references. Infra-peninsular population movements of many species are by no means
well understood. Broad patterns of movement  migrations! have been summarized  A.O.U. 1957!.

The next step is summarization of pertinent aspects of the natural history, What types of residents
are the species at the Bay � permanent, winter, sumzer, migratory, etc.,? What. is known of local
papu1ation movements'? Have censuses been made of Bay populations? For a number of years December
 Christmas! birdcensuses have been made in the northern portion of the Bay. these are published in
American Birds as the "Dade County Count". Do the birds breed at the Bay?, roost at the Bay?, feed at
the Bay ? What are the feeding strategies? What is the general diet,? Have analyses of the diet been
made in Biscayne Bay or at another subtropical estuary? What pertinent research has been achieved with
the species and what is the nature of ongoing research?

It is with such basic information that this contribution is largely concerned. It is information
basic to future wor'k with ornithology or general ecalogy. The information will clearly indicate avenues
for meaningful future investigation.

Htid f~B' c e~8a

Foraging strategies
Before inventory and discusion, it will be useful to categorize the taxa in terms of usage af the

ecosystemi specifically the foraging opportunities presented by the Bay and its ecologically dependent
surroundings. From this the diversity of the avifauna adapted ta utilize the Bay's productivity is
nicely apparent. The outline can also be utilized in construction of models for a variety of studies
of the avifauna

The Bay's birds forage within:
A. Open water of the Bey. Here are found;

1. Bf, d  th theft ~bd f g* f
a. fish  birds such as cormorants and mergansers!,
b. invertebrates  cormarants and diving ducks!,
c. plants  coots, some diving ducks!,
d. animals and plants  coots and some diving ducks!.

2. Birds that ~lun e to the surface from flight and secure prey from upper
inches of surface water. These forage chiefly for.'
a. fish  pelicans, ospreys, terna, kingfishers!,

3, Birds that "skim" the surface and forage for:
a. fish and macroplanktonic invertebrates  skiaumrs!.

4. Birds that either pick up food from the air or land snd swim to the food.
These forage chiefly for:
a. fish  eagles, gulls and frigatebirds!,
b. dead animals and animal refuse  gulls!.

5. Birds that forage from swimming positions at the surface snd reach down. to
feed on objects at the substrate of shallow water. These forage upan:
a. invertebrates  " dabbling" ducks and coats!,
b. plants  dabbling" ducks and coats! ~

H. Shallow perimeters of the Bay and its islands. Here are found:
1. Birds with lang legs, long necks, and long mandibles. These forage for:

a. aquatic vertebrates  herons, spoonbills, etc.!,
b. invertebrates  herons, ibises, oystercatchers!.

C. Shores and exposed tidal flats. Here forage:
1. Birds that ~ick or ~robe for:

a. invertebrates  plovers and sandpipers!,
b. dead organisms and refuse ' vultures, gulls> grackles!.

Di The forest floor beneath the mangroves. Foraged in by:
1, Birds that walk  sometimes wade! for:

a. invertebrates  rails and night-herons!.

E. The mangrove forests  usually not the forest floor! These are foraged in by:
1. Birds that glean the bark or penetrate twigs and trunks to feed upon:

a. insects  woodpeckers, vireos, some warblers ~ etc.!
b. aap  Yellow-bellied Sapsucker!.

2 ~ Birds that forage within the canopy for:
a. insects  cuckoos, vireos, warblers!.
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3. Birds that fly up from the canopy to "flycatch" above it. These forage for;
a. insects  kfngbirds and other flycatchers!,

4. Binds that forage while fn flight above the canopy. These forage for:
a. insects  swallows! ~

F. All of the area within the Bay ecosystem. Such foragers are:
l. Predatory birds which forage upon:

a. assemblages of birds or other animals  falcons, hawks, and owls!,
b. eggs and young at rookerIes as well as food being carried to young by adults  frigatsbirds!.

2 ~ Scavengers upon:
a. dead ani naia, refuse, etc  vultures and gulls!.

~ZCllt f c

The species enumerated below do not constitute a complete inventory of the Bay's avifauna, Discussed
are largely those now represented by sizable populations during some period of the year. Also included
are species the occurrence of which can be regarded ae ecologically significant aside from abundance:
rare, threatened and endangered species I include in this category � these categories were assigned by
the Florida Commfttee on Rare and Endangered Plants and Animals �974!. General fnformatfon important
to an ecologist'e approach ia included as are comments regarding needed information.

Gaviiformes: Gaviidae
Common Loon
Gavfa immer

A winter resident of Florida's coastal waters, this pfscivore ie present in Biscayne Bay fn small
numbers. Large "kills" of the birds have occurred in Florida in recent years  e.g., Stevenson, 1971: 567!.
Causes of many of these remain unsolved. Fresh carcasses of loons and of other aquatic bfrde of the Bay
should be tzanemitted to pollution control authorfties; information of significance can be obtained
from themo

Podfcipediformeen Podicipedidae
Pied-billed Grebe
~pdil m ~di

Fresh-water areas of southern Florida are habitat of a breeding population of this grebe which nests
when water levels are high  they build floating nests!. Large numbers migrate into southern Florfda fn
winter and grebes then become dfstrfbuted in coastal waters as well as fresh. Thus on 22 December, 1974,
41 were observed  American Birds, 1975! about the Bay's north-central portion. Throughout the entire
Bay many more were undoubtedly presento

Food of the grebes, which forage while submerged, fn fresh«ater consists of small fishes, crayfish,
and insects  Howell, 1932!. Stomach analyses from birds fn marine habitats of Florida are needed. To
what extent do the birds move between marine and fresh«ater habftats? Whether post-breeding birds of
south Florida'e population move into estuarine habitats is not known.

Pelecanfformes n Pelecsnf dec
Brown Pelican
Pelecanus occidentalie

nt 1950 ch h *diot 9 f th tct c  p ~ ~ltn t h onttacpad 1 t p t 1
Florida  Schreiber snd Risebrough, 1972! and the subspecfes is designated "endengeredau The birds now
do not apparently breed fn Biscayne Bay  Wfllisms snd Nartinp 1970!. They are cojmnon however, through-
out the Bay; 285 were counted in a portion of the Bay on 21 December, 1974  Amerfcan Bfrds, 1975!. Any
number is obviously important re the total populatfon  estimated by Schreiber et al. ~ 1973! now remaining
in the state. Zvery effort should be made to determfne the s hasonal fluctuatfons and composition  adults:
fmmaturee! of the Bay's population. Areas important to roosting should be determined. Status of the
birds at the Azsenicker Keys, where they once may have nested, should be monitored, Dependence upon
man'e activities  f.ecp fish refuse for feedfng and man-made structures for roosting should be determined!.
Levels of organochlorines, apparently responsfble for the population's decline should be determined from
fresh carcasses which may be found.

Pelecaniformes: Phalacrocoracidae
Double-crested Cormorant
Phalacrocorax auritus

This is one of the abundant piscivorous birds of the Bay where it is conmon vfrt'ually everywhere.
The population fs large throughout the year but it appears to increase in winter when migrsnts of the
notthaa tcn chap 1  P., ttotj jo in th lo al pop 1 tt  P,; ~fl id ot . A p ln
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the University of Hiami Reference Collections  UHRC 6151! found unable to fly in Riscayne Bay ia April 1970
had been banded as s aestling in June 1969 at Port Clyde, Hainea A Uecember count of birds in the north-
central portion of the bay totaled 779 birds  American Birds 1975!; several times this aumber were ua-
doubtedIy present ia the entire bay at this time.

Coo t f g htl «g d. Ctme  lpdy! liat d GS aa b t ~ga e esr ' Ny 1 bc~ha «tf t
a 6 ~gf p. f at tak * Bt ya Bay; Sett go d  IPBC! 11 ted 6 b c*«t d
~tm 1! ~hits f t«a ch f r t t k ya ool . These li t imply th t th «m t pur-
sue some fish and forage at the bottom for others. The numbers of the birds in Bfscayne Bsy, if the diet
here were known, could be used as fndfcators of the fish populations present.

Cormorants nest in the mangroves of West Arseaicker Key. Pierce �962! described a rookery  he did
not specify nesting! at Black Point in 1885 and another at the Arssnfckers.

The hundreds of cormorants perched upon piliags aad other dock-side structures are attractive sights,
Along with the pelicans they are an important part of the picturesque fauna of the bay.
Peleceaiformes: Fregatidae
Magnificent Frigatebird
~yt ~aao f f 1

In 1885 Pferce �962! observed frigatebirde in north Biscayne Bay end fouad them roosting near the
Arsenicker Keys. These portions of the bey are still frequented by the birds, particularly fn spring snd
summer. At these times herons aad ibises are nesting at the Arsenickers. I counted more than 100
frigatebirds about this rookerv fn early sunm!er 1975. The frisatebirds, which roost in mangroves of thecoastal fringe and nearby fslets, are attracted by opportunities to rob adult herons of food they .are carry-in;; to their young; eggs aad smell aestlfngs may be taken es well. Frigatebirds also seize flying � fish andpick up other marine organisms from the water's surface  Bent 1922!.

Their long, forked tails, seven-foot wing-spans, and peerless aerial maneouverings place these bfrde
among the most picturesque of aay avifauna and the bfrdmatching tourist in southern Florida has such
pan-tropical birds high on the list of species to see.

Regarded as a "threatened" specfass much needs to be learned about birds of the local population.
Careful inventory should be made of the bay's birds'

Ciconiiformes. Ardeidae
Herons and Zgrets

Ten species  there are two color morphs of two of these! are of importance about the bay:
Great Blue Heron  Ardea herodias! The white morph or color phase of this species is

known as the "Great White Heron" aad wae uatil recently accorded specific dietinctioa
as Ardea occidentalis  See A. 0 U. I973!.

G He  B to id

lictl Bl garou  Fl* td ~epee

C ttle Sg t  B bu1«1bi*!

Reddish Egret
found.

~fescs gaddt h M !lit rpbs color phases

G r. Bg t  Quluarodi lllb !

sassy Barer  Sf tt ~thol

lr t«a t Ha ~d*

Bl ck*«m d Ni-ght garou  acti as*~tf a*

T 11 r«toed !Nght Ba ~ct ~tt eea

0aly two of these are essentially noa-pfscivoroue, The Cattle Bgretg which has colonized Florida
since 1950, fs probably the most abuadant ardefd ia the world. It aow breeds fa large numbers at West
Arsanfcker Key  several thousand nests fa 1975! and oa mangrove islets ia Greyaolde Park  these mangroves
are a part of the bay ecosystem!. Largely insectivorous, the egrets fly inland to fields and open areasto feed This epeciee has reversed the usual pattern of cfconifforms removing estuarine productivity
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through distributing excreta away from the bay. Brovder �973! analysed stomachs of more than 100 Cattle
Egrets from southern Florida.

Yellow-crowned Night Herons, a species of "special concern"M are at the bay essentially birds of the
mangroves where they feed to a large extent upon crustaceans and molluscs. They probably nest solitarily
in the bay's maagroves; they join the mixed species'assemblage of ardeids nesting at the Arsenicker Keys,

Black-crowned Night. Herons are less abundant about the bay than the preceeding species and, at least
inland, their diet includes fish to a considerable extent.  Howell 1932!. They may breed sparingly about
the bay.

The remaining herons are 1argely piscivorous and occur at the bay in varying abundance. Robertson and
Kushlaa �974: 427! summarized the seasonal movements of the species ia southern Florida. Kigratioas from
outside the state and intra-peninsular population shifts are noteworthy. The species employ different
strategies in foraging  Kushlan 1976! and the spectrum of prey taken is great. Foraging is. virtually
throughout the bay ecosystem: shallow shorelines, within as well as bayvard of the mangroves; along canals
penetrating the bay's perimeters; along tidal creeks; at the shorelines of causeways; aad about the ex-
tensive tidal flats. Important feeding areas exist in the landward swamps which receive freshwater run-
off from the interior  see Wanless 1974: 191!. Where the coastal mangrove svamp gives vay to dwarf red
mangrove svamp aad/or fresh-vater svsmp, ciconiiforms gather to feed, Robertson identified the bight be-
tween Old Rhodes and Totten Key as aa important feeding area of some ciconiiforms.

Although Hasid et al, �974: 184,185! ~ted on the volume of mangrove productivity wadiag birds
consumed there are no actual figures for such that I am avare of and in making their estimates a aoa-

did,tt M ddt tfatt t ~tdttdtdm t* -iio. Dt df ttittid t ttt d
at inland fresh~ster situations.

At this time we are not certain of the main feeding areas of the ardeids from the Greynolds Park breediag
rookery of Little Blue Herons, Snowy Egrets, Cattle Egrets, aad others  J. King ~era. comm.!. Nor do we know
the main feeding areas of the Arsenicker Key breeding birds. Flights of these birds should be tracked to
and from their rookeries. Special consideration or "izmfunity" from development should be accorded prime
feeding areas.

Tvo herons merit special coszzent. The Reddish Egret aad the white morph  PGreat White Heron" ! of the
Great Blue Heron are "threatened" aad "rare" respectively. The most northerly breeding locality oa the
Atlaatic Coast of the latter is at the Arseaickers  Robertson 1964!. The species increases in abundance
southward along the Florida Keys. The former probably breeds at the Arsenickers  adults flushed from the
breeding colony in summer 1975! aad probably  Robertson 1964! at Islandia. Rich Paul mrs, cosm.!M under
auspices of the Nqtional Audubon Society, is currently studying the species in Florida aad elsevhere.
important information can usually be gained from study of species at the periphery of their ranges which in
these cases are, in part, in Biscayne Bay.

Ciconiiformes: Ciconiidae
Wood Stork
M~ti i m

The Wood Stork an "endangered" species, enters the bay at times. The ecology of the species has been
investigated by Kahl �964! and others are conducting ongoing studies of this stork which nests in mangrove
areas elsewhere in southara Florida and at inland points. Ia recent years only small numbers of the birds
have fed seasonally in the bay.

Cicoaiiformes: Threskioraithidae
White Ibis
Eudocimus albus

There are coastal breeding colonies of this species and some birds from the much larger inland breediag
colonies apparently move to the coast after breeding  Kushlan 1974!. West Arsenicker Key, by my counts,
contained well more than 1,000 ibises in the spring of 1975, most of them nesting, Oa certain days out-
flights of ibises from the rookery proceeded north along the west side of the bay to at least Fender and
Black Points before being lost to view. Thus the bay appears to afford this breeding colony foraging areas.
The birds also breed at Greynolds Perk; it is not clear where these forage.

Kushlan  loc. cit.! found that at coastal areas quite different food was taken than at inland habitats.
His estimates of the energy requirements of the birds provide information pertinent to birds of south Florida
estuaries. Major feeding areas of breeding birds of the bay and of those entering the bay at other times of
the year need to be determined. Population censuses within the bay are needed.
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Cinconiiformes: Threskiornithidae
Ro cate Spoonbill
A'�xa ~sa a

This "threatened" species occurs with some regularity about the bay. There are apparently no recent re-
s rds of ffestinS anywhere within the bay's perimeters. Allen's �942! extensive study of the species pro-
vides info~ticn important to any considerations of the ecology of mangrove swamps. Ongoing study of the
birds in Fioride Bay is being conducted by J. Ogden of the National Audubon Society.

AnssrifOisfes: Anatidae
Ducks

Species of waterfowl visiting the bay seasonally, chiefly in winter, are too numerous to enumerate.
th * I glyhtg t,f th tt* dtetd, ltheghth Httldh t,te ~fll I
which breeds in largely fresh water of southern Florida, enters the bay at times. Numbers of ducks in the
bsy today are fnuch reduced, as are duck populations throughout the continent. Pertinent to reductions of
species wintering in Biscayne Bay are, presumably, those factors enumerated by Lindall �973! as threatening
fish resources of southern Florida: reduction. of fresh~ster runoff into the estuaries, pollution, pesticides,
thermal addition, and dredging aad filling activities. Human traffic in and about the bay must also be a
deterrent.

That the Lesser Scaup  ~A th a affinis! was formerly "the most abundant species of duck in winter and
spring" is indicated by Howell s �932; 149! quoted account from 1910 of flocks in the upper end of Biscsyne
Bay "sometimes two or three miles long" numbering "tens of thousandsge In 1973 and 1974 censuses in roughly
the same area recorded, respectively, 182 and 12 individuals  American Birds 1974, 1975!. Lesser Scaups
consume plant and animal food in about equal quantity  Kortright 1942!; They dive when foraging, securing
food while beneath the surface.

th Ild-h tdH get t ~getm~ee t, pi I f* gig hil h gd, 1* ld Ilettd.
It frequents shallow bays and estuaries of Florida in winter. Probably never abundant as the Lesser Scaup
was, the birds are a noticable part of the bay's avifauna In December 1974, 160 were tallied within a
portion of the north-central part of the bay  American Birds 1975!.

Falconiformes: Cathartidae
Turkey Vulture
Cathartes aura

Concentrations of these vultures about the bay have increased as the city has grown. In 1973 a December
census of birds within a circle 15 miles in diameter, including both urban areas and the bay, tallied 1,200
Turkey Vultures  American Birds 1974!. This is probably only a portion of the total present at that time.
II;s concentrations are Largely seasonal. Numbers increase ia fall snd winter, presumably from birds mi-
grating to the city from north of the state and possibly from intra-peninsular populations. The vultures
forage at garbage dumps> sewage disposal areas, and iaciaerators. They also search the bay's shorelines
where they glean refuse, animal wastes, etc. Along with gulls aad some additional scavengers, these birds
are -ubsidized by msn and their concentrations have grown in correlation with man's activities. They are
s conspicuous sight about the bay, roosting on the ground or in trees wherever suitable areas are found;
until Burlingame Island, at the mouth of the Niami River, waa "improved" hundreds of the birds roosted
there. Their actual importsace, in terms of the bay'e productivity, seems largely incidental

Falconiformes: Accipitridae
Bald Eagle
Hlf t ~lhi

To considerable extent piscivorous, the Bald Eagle is sa apex of the organochloriae, heavy metal
residue-concentrating food chain of aquatic animals  Ersatz et al. 1970!, This, along with habitat change
snd illegal shooting, has resulted in substaatial reductions of the eagle's populations in eastern United
States  Braua et al. 1975!. Numbers still breed in peninsular .Florida and Florida Bay. An eyrie existed
ia Biscayne Bay near Bear Cut in 1959-1960  W.B. Robertson, Jrep jhers. comm.! ~ another south of Tahiti
Beach in the fifties aad early sixties, aad in 1974-1975 breeding was attempted near Cutler Eagles con-
tinue to frequent the bay. These are, presumably, birds from nearby areas in Florida; some msy be migrants
from elsewhere. The uahappy status of our national emblem was well described by Zinmermaa �976!. Every
effort should be undertaken to protect the bay'a eagles from molestation aad to insure suitable habitat
for foraging, roosting, and possible future nesting,

Falconiformes: Pandionidae
Osprey
Pandion haliaetus

A fish-eating raptor, the Osprey has also baca severly reduced ia numbers over much of the United
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States and is naw "endangered". The papulation in southern Florida, however, has remained relatively stable
 ttenny and Ogden 1970! ~ Ospreys still nest at points within Islandia.  Robertson 1964! and elsewhere about
the bay. The population apparently increases in winter as migrants arrive.

As with the eagles, every effort is needed to preserve suitable habitat for the birds. Protected zones
should be maintained about nests, nesting success should be determined and populations of the birds about the
bay should be carefully monitored.

Falconifarmes: Accipitridae, Falconidae
Hawks aud falcons

Nangrave forests attract a variety of hawks and falcons. Attention is well directed ta some of these.

The red-eho ld d a k  Iiur. ~llaeaeus, a p t ra id t, 1 ubtqMt* 1 * th pl td . a
characteristic of inland habitats, it nevertheless ranges into the mangroves where it forages, roosts, and
may nest. In the mangroves it prays upon a variety of reptiles, manacle, birds, etc. which are part of the
ecosystem's food webe

tf d ask ~gr ~bh an 1 ly bt d ia pl id b t nd ti t
ia mangrove forests. Zt prays largely upon small birds, foraging along forest edges  Ogden 1974' 97! ~
southern Florida the species becomes more numerous in winter, its population apparently contracting south-
ward iu the peninsula  Ogden ~o, cit,!, I have seen individuals in mangroves at the southern end of the
bay and Robertson �964! suggested that it might nest in Islandia.

a 11.  P   ~lueb t tg t th gh th Fl ld d 1 t h r . Tadt td 1 fre-
quent the mangroves where they hunt small birds and insecm. In spring, marlins perch atop mangI'oves where
they intercept small birds in migration making their way in fram the ocean towards landfall ~

Gruifarmes; Rallidae
Clapper Rail
llsll 1 ngt **t 1

This rail is restricted to salt marshes or marine swamp-forests. Three subspecies have been described
from Florida's coastline. R. 1. scotti is distributed from Pensacola along the southern tip af the peninsula
 excepting the Florida Keys! and northward through Biscayne Bay  Howell 1932!. The loud, harsh calls af
this secretive bird are frequently the only evidence of its presence within the mangrove forests. Arthropads
aud molluscs are among the food items it takes fram about the mangrove roots. Little is known about its
niche within this habitat. Because of the ongoing destruction and alteration of mangrove habitats, there is
concern for the population.

Gruifarmes: Rallidae
American Coot
Fulica americana

Coats, largely winter residents in southern Florida, congregate in fresh, brackish, or sheltered ma-
rine waters. They often become abmdant lacally and flocks exceeding 1,000 are not unusual, During the
December 1974 census about portions of the northern ane-half of the bay, 1,401 were counted.  American
Birds 1975!, Qsaivorousp coots forage along shorelines while afoot, dabble for food while swimming at the
surface, and dive to procure food and will move distances while submerged. A variety of plants and animals
is consumed. Large concentrations of the birds effect considerable impact on an aquatic ecosystem. Infor-
mation, which cauld be easily gained, since the birds are tractable in captivity, ae to their biaenergetics
in a subtropical estuary is apparently lacidng.

Charadriifarmes: Charadriidae
Plovers

Short-legged, running birds, plovers range the tidal flats and beaches of the bay. ttith relatively
short ~ staut bills, they pick up food fram the substrate, securing a great variety of littoral invertebrates.

C tthia th b y: th aeatp laal*d Pl e   h d 1 ~eat sl t 1 uad ud fl t ad
1 ng shorelines as a eigrant end etarsrfag bird; if lie a' ~ Pl  ther dri ~ttsonta, t ~ pre aat t all

seasons and breeds sparingly; its nest is a "scrape' in the sand abave high tide lines; the Black-bellied
Pl  Pl 1 li e 1 1 l, o pi u bird long h* lie* d tidal flare, eig t t breed a
the arctic tundra.

Charadriiformes: Scolopacidae
Sandpipers, yellowlegs,
turastanes, sanderlings, etc.

Nore than 20 species of this much diversified family of littoral-inhabiting birds may be looked for
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within the bay. These range in total length from about 140 mm in the smallest species to more than 500 mm
in the largest. Bills of the smallest are about 16 mm in length, of the largest as much as 180 mm. The
species can, therefore, reach into varying depths of water and substrare, many of them probing for food.
The birds exhibit a variety of feeding techniques  Baker and Baker 1973! which further define their species-
specific niches. The scolopacids, along with other charadriiform taxa, exploit a wide littoral environment
 see, e. g. Hall 1960!. Bnumeratian of some of the species at the bay will emphasize this.

Willets Cato tro harus semi almatus inhabit coastwise marshes and protected shallow water. They
winter in some numbers within the bay; some breed in coastal areas elsewhere in southern Florida an certain
keys in Florida Bay. Medium-sized  about 380 mm in length and with bills 50 mm long! willets wade while
f d t 'd tah a 1 ty 1 g  G, ~B, ther th *p d*, 11, eall fish, 7

Rddyf t *  Arenari ~fnt ! b d t,* pri., 1 gth by' ' trtidl
Flocks of the birds, moving along the shorelines, glean marine invertebrates and their eggs and larvae, from
beneath stones, shells, seaweed, etceg which the birdy overturn with their bills.

The Sanderling  Crocethia alba!, its nesting in the arctic completed, migrates southward over littoral
areas of the world.. Compact flocks hurry along the beaches and exposed flats of Biscayne Bay gleaning in-
vertebrates expased by receding waves.

G it h*  ff d pp.! inter in th* gl fd Rh .1 long bill  bill b t 75, b die
about 285 mm in total length! enable them to probe deeply for a variety of invertebrates.

Charadriiforass: Laridae: Larinae
Gulls

fh* laught g G 11 � ~atriofff b d 1 lly d e ln 1 g b 1o Bf yn eay in 1�
ter. In portions of the upper one-half of the bay, 6,384 were tallied on 21 December 1974  American Birds
1975!. ln 1 t th Rf g bill d Gull  !anur ~dl t i. Mg t th 1 to gl tda d it ~ i.the bay become considerable  from the same count as above> 49972! small numbers of Herring 1'ulls  Larus
~tt ! and Bon Pa t ' G&f � fhhil~ 1 hia! al int abm t th bay.

It is chiefly the Laughing and Ring-billed gulls that farm the very large wintering assemblages of
gulls in and about Biscayne Bay, In January 1973 I estimated that no fewer than 70,000 gulls were present.
These roast at night on mud flats and spoil islands  where they are iss!une from approach by terrestrial
predators!. The birds feed throughout the bay as well as its urban surroundings, The sizes of the flocks
of these birds at their inflighting and outflight+8 over the bay while en route to and fram their roosts
cause no little comment. The gull "traffic" over the area, especially at Miami International Airport and
in its vicinity snd the presence of the birds at the airport where they came to scavenge and rest and sun
in the open areas of the field, create serious problems for aircraft operation.

Wintering gull populations can be controlled to some extent by elimination or alteration of spsil
islands and other man-made areas where the birds roost. Relocating garbage and refuse dumps where the
birds gather to feed or employing different methods of disposal of this refuse will also be effective.
These are the primary attractions far the birds.

It ia obvious that the bay'e productivity is not the important factor attracting this large segment
of its associated fauna. Scavengers, the pulls have discovered superabundant food supplies. Their adap-
tations ta aquatic environmentsp in particular their roosting requirements, and the proximity of food,
albeit of nan-aquatic origin, have concentrated their population at the bay. The guano deposited at the
bay by this extremely large number of roosting birds must be considerable indeed. As with the Cattle Egrets,
the usual process of birds distributing their excreta inland, the bay thus loosing a part of its produc-
tivity, has been reversed here.

Charadriiformea: Laridae: Sterninae
Terna

Terna, primarily piscivorous and plunging to the surface for prey, are represented at the bay by at
least 7 species  some of them in categories of concern!g that appear, at least seasonally, in numbers.
Two are considered here.

th ra t fera  gt alblfro aig at f south ane t d b d ttht litter 1 ea 1 ng
coastlines and riverine systems o t e United States. Colonial in nesting, the birds seek open areas of
high beach for their scrapes. Increasingly in south Florida freshly bull-dazed sandy areas, land fills,
spoil islands, etc. present the anly habitat for nesting. At one time the birds nested abundantly along
the dredged up right-of~ay of Biscayne and other causeways and on the increasing areas of land fills.
Growing human papulations have seriously interferred with Least Tern colonies. The species is naw con-
sidered "threatened".

Unusual nesting sites of these terna were first reported about 15 years ago. At the present time
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"roof-nesting" is well-established aad numbers of locations of such within the urban surroundings of
Biscayne Bay are kaown  Fisk 1975!, These birds continue to forage in bay habitats. There has been, thus,
the unusual situation of a species maintaining its dependence upon the bay's productivity for food, but
shifting its nestiag habitat away from the marine littoral.

Ih B y I I' tn  Ihalas ~Ruat, o p I f "p I I ", I oget buesds in ll id
 Kushlan end Robertson 1974!; it remains, however, cosa!on about the marine littoral aad is variously
abundant in Biscayne Bay throughout the year. Foragiag carries many well beyond the bay to the ocean
littoral. Many roost on spoil islands, flats, and exposed areas within the bay. Those birds which return
to the bay from the ocean are, through their excrement, enriching the bay from the ocean itself. They are,
of course, not the only species to do so. A great many of the fish-eating aad invertebrate-devouring
species forage to some extent along or offshore the coast and seek protected sites within the bay for
roosting.

Charadriiformes: Rynchopidae
Skimmer s

The Black Skimmer  ~Rch~os ~ni ra, a species of "special concern", exploits the bay's productivity
in winter when its numbers may reach several hundred, possibly l,000 or more. It forages from flight with
its lower mandible partly immerseds the bill snapping shut on contact with fish snd invertebrate prey.
Largely crepuscular and nocturnal, the skimmers roost by day on spoil islands, tidal flats, and other open
spaces.

Cuckoos, nighthawks,
kingfishers, and woodpeckers

These species, of diverse taxa, exploit the mangroves or their immediate vicinity.

as certain other birds to be dis-
Its range is still largely that of
present all year. Its diet, as
diet would be of interest with

Ih tl og C ku  CUCIILIPOIIINS: CUCULIDAE: ~tu * ~ ! t
cussed, a species evidently in current colonization of southern Florida.
the mangrove forest  to an increasing extent inland ef this! where it is
with m!st cuckoos, probably emphasizes caterpillars. Close study of its
respect to the msagrove food chains involving insects.

th Balt d EI gfi h  COIIAUIIpoaugs: ALCEUINIDAE : ~Na e le ~cu !, Itt ty h t b dtaa,
defends stretches of tree and shrub-bordered marine and freshwater habitats. From its perches, or from
hovering flight nearby, the birds plunge to the surface for fish,

Dd'o of the several species of south Florida's woodpeckers utilize the mangrove forests. The Red-
b lli d W dP k  PICIPOBNES: PICIDAE: Csatu ua ~liam I Wd p d In Pl tds Ab t Bt .yae Bay
it is commonly seen in the mangroves both of the coastlines aad on nearby islets. It forages, in part at
least, for tree-frequenting invertebrates found on bark and within the wood of trunks aad twigs. At least
t p is ftaOtst,P hi t isNle dgslt* Sutelt, u lyinth gtav
 Banks and Snyder l920! and are no doubt among food sought by these woodpeckers. The Yellow-bellied
Sapsucker ~Shy~ra icus vazius! is a winter resideat in southern Florida. The birds drill rows of smail
holes ia the bark of twigs aad trunks sad visit these sap "wells" regularly to drink the accumulated sap.
While sapsuckers are most frequent in upland situations, that they also forage ia mangroves is indicated
by the numerous trees which bear "scars" of the bird's activities. This is an unusual ramificatioa of the
mangrove food chain.

Passeriformes
Passerine birds

To most people these are the familiar birds of the landscape, the songbirds of city parks and yards.
Where urban areas extend to the bay, these birds become bayside dwellers and are, to an extent, subject to
certain influences of the bay. The Passeriformes to be emphasized in this discussioa are those which under
natural conditions are obvious parts of the food web of the bay. They are, with a few exceptions, con-
veniently discussed as groups and in very general manner.

The migrants which in spring and fall pass along the peninsula often rest and feed in extraordinarily
large numbers in the mangroves and other coastwise vegetation, Anyone in spring who has witaessed the
flocks of warblers  PARULIDAE! flying landward from the open sea appreciates the importance of coastal
forests in affording both shelter and food to migratiag birds. Such birds inhabit, at different seasonsg
different land masses and continents of the hemisphere. A portion of the bay's productivity, thea, sup-
ports population movements of insectivorous birds, as well as those dependent upon fish and aquatic
invertebrates, to and from Florida. In addition to wazblers, vireos  VIREOMIDAE! ~ tanagers  THRAUPIDAE!,
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Crepuscular and nocturnal, the birds forage awing. During the nesting season much foraging is accomplished
about the mangroves where flying insects, which are abuadsat at this time of year, are taken.



finches  FRINGILLIDAZ!, and species of additional fsmiliee may enter or depart southern Florida via the
r!angroves. Swallows  HIRUNDINIDAK! fly Florida's peninsulax raute to and from South America in large
numbers. They forage awing across the air space above the bay and the mangrove forests, feeding while
pae; ning, upon flying, insects.

Certain passerines are resident seasonally within the msngrovea fringing the bay. Small numbers of
some parulid warblers may winter here. Other passerines breed within the forests fringing the bay. The
R d-.t g d I!1 tbi d  tGYERlillg  Ag 1 1 gh lt !, f1* gs f blob forage about th g 11
as inland of them in winter, breeds in considerable numbers in marshes and dwarf red mangrove areas adJscent
to the bay-fringing trees. Breeding is apparently geared to the spring-summer "blooms" of insect life
b t th* t& aagrove areas. A b p 1 f ih p t 1 wa bl � d 1 di 1 fal dt *1 !

one of the characteristic birds of mangrove areas of southern Florida, its song being heard wherever there
are extensive stands of mangroves about Biscayne Bay.

Some passerines, all of which in Florida are more or less restricted to the mangraves, are regarded as
relatively recent colonizers of southern Florida from West Indian areas. These are of more than ordinary
interest to the ornithologist. Because their habitat is a restricted ane that is being rapidly modified,
th b rds sre f o . Yh G y gl gbi d  YYRARRYGAR: n d a 1 ' ~ !, tdeot, 1
the following species probably a recent colonizer  Robertson and Kushlan 1974; 443!. The species is ex-
tending its range inland, particularly into eralogically "disturbed" areas. It feeds largely upon flying
insects it detects and flies for fram perches about the coastal mangroves. The Black-whiskered Vireo
 v' ~&tsi 	 Mg th d ti 1 Ylrida. A td t,it i*i. f d tig
in margroves. Little is known of the i~vertebrates it forages for within the canopy. The West Indian

bp 1 fth*Yll whi  bd 1 fr ht ddt hf! ftrstobd th30y *st
 Greene 1946n 255! in mangroves of the lower Florida Keys. Its northward spread has brought it to the
mangroves of the Arsenicker Keys and the mainland of Card Sound where I encountered singing birds in spring
1975. A canopy-feeder of small invertebrates, it can be expected to breed in mangrove areas northward
along Biscayne Bay.

SUCGZSTIONS FOR RZSZARCH WITH THZ BISCAYNZ BAY AVIFAUNA

Suggestions fall into a number of easily outlined categories: First, a year-long monthly census by
overflight of the bay with respect to a.! the megavifauna and b ~ ! the locations of feeding, roosting, and
breeding concentrations of these megavifauna should be undertaken.

Second, a study should be implemented to locate the feeding areas of the Ciconiiformes from the
breeding rookeries at Greynolds Park and the Arsenicker Keys.

Third, a year lang census of the Charadriiformes  Charadrii! should be undertaken on a monthly basis,
This can be carxied out by visiting concentrations of these populations by foot, car and/or boat. While
it would be impossible to achieve a complete census of these birds, enough could be sampled to allow
meaningful estimates of the total populations,

Fourth, a Judicious sampling on a monthly basis should be undertaken of populations of certain
abundant species of the bay. If ten samples per month were taken of species such as cormorants, coots, and a
medium-sized heron, the following analysis should be made: a.! stomach contents; b.! pesticide levels;
c.! subspecies they represent if there are more than one subspecies of this bird in the bay; d.! breeding
condition and fat deposit. The specimens should then be wet preserved and deposited in a recognized
institutional collection for future reference,

Fifth, life history work should be undertaken with one or more of the passerine species that breed
in the mnngroves.

Sixth, bioenergetic studies af one or more of the estuarine species should be undertaken. Double-
crested Cormorants are easily kept in laboratory conditions  DeLsgonde et al. 1972! and certain base-line
data have already been gathered for these birds  Dunn 1975! ~ Coots would, presumably, be appropriate birds
for such study. Additional species which might be selected should represent taxa with widely different
feeding strategies and diet.

DISCUSSION

Little has been presented here with respect to Biscayne Bay's avifauna as it must have been before
Dade County's urban connnunities grew up about it. Obviously, drastic changes in the water and general
flora snd fauna of the bay, destruction of much of the fringing mangrove forests, and drainage of the
peninsula's interior wetlands � from which populations of aquatic birds nz!ved back and forrh to coastal
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waters - have resulted in enormous changes in the bay's bird populations. The numbers of endangered,
threatened, and rare species of birds cited in the preceding inventory attest to these changes. 'Ihe ecolo-
gist can address himself to the changes by gaining information adequate to 1! acquiring knowledge basic to
understanding the requirements of rare as well as more abundant species, and 2! being in a position to
recommend pLanning which msy encourage a response by the species.

It is patent that many of the endangered snd threatened species are primarily piscivores  Brown
Pelican, Bald Eagle, Osprey!. At the same time other piscivores of the bay  Double-crested Cormorant, Red-
breasted Nerganser, etc,! have not declined drastically. Careful monitoring of these populations and
study of the species' diets will be worthwhile.

It is noteworthy that not all the birds at the bay are decreasing in population. Populations of some
wintering gulls have probably increased significsn.tly. At least one species now pzesent, the Cattle Egret,
was not a part of the avifauna of even thirty years ago. These bring a new dimension to the avifauna one,
as would be expected, intimately associated with human activity. It will be of interest to estimate what
addition to the bay's productivity excrement of the large populations of the species may have brought about.

We can now certainly foresee a threshold in management of some of the bay's bird populations. Areas
where species held to undesirable congregate to roost and feed can be altered. Conditions required for
successful breeding � such as with the threatened Least Tern � can, if we so determine, be created and
protected.

High on the list of priorities is action re: the shrinking mangrove fringes of the bay. These  as
for that matter the whole bay! lie virtually within the metropolitan area and, conveniently reached, can
be a laboratory of meaningful research for the many biologists of nearby institutions.

From an ornithologist's point of view, we face, in a sense, a dilemma circular in nature. We lack
a tremendous amount of basic eco!ogical information about Biscayne Bay's birds. Nuch of this information
we can never gain unless the ongoing degredation of the bay is somehow deaccelerated. But until we have
our basic information it is hard to make recommendations regarding planning for the bay. Preventing as
little alteration of the bay as possible, will, for the moment, buy some time in which to get on with our
ecological studies.
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ECOLOO~ Vm THE rOOn WEB OF BISCAFHE BAT
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ABSTRACT

A review of the knowledge concerning the ecology and foods relationships in Biscayne Bsy
reveals that relatively few studies describe the. interactions between organisms and their environ-
ment.

Biscayne Bay is highly productive, with 43.87 of the bay bottom being covered with nutrient-
contributing seagrasses. Other forms of primary production, as well as the detrital input from the
fringing mangroves, also contribute to a broad base for higher level consumers such as game fishes,

ll 1 bl ' 1 t p ', ' id'ng to b  ~Ne ' ' ! 4
pink shrimp  Penaeus spp. !.

Using the available reservoir of scientific information, it may be possible to analyxe the
Biscayne Bay ecosystem, with some additonal work needed in various specified areas of study,
provided the investigators emphasixe quantitative results within a given period of time.
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INTRDDUCTIOB

This paper evaluates the knowledge of ehe ecology and food~eb relationships of Biscayne Bay to
permit subsequent synthesis and integration and to identify the gapa that must be filled. Like many
natural areas adjacent to scientific institutions, Biscayne Bay has received considerable study by
many marine scientists from a variety of allied fields of interest resulting in numerous profes-
sional publications. In fact much of our knowledge of marine organisms from the southeastern,
subtropical U.S. has been generated by the scientists at the Rosenstiel School of Harine and
Atmospheric Science. Its professional reputation is well known. Times do change, however, and
public goals have swiftly evolved toward a redressment of sundry environmental ills which have
accompanied aa expanding economy and improving. standard of living. In this process, many scientists
in our community, Dade County, have applied their knowledge and unique skills toward resolving
environmental dilesssas, and their contributions .are acknowledged, Row, however, the individual
scientist can no longer provide useful answers to questions relating to ehe management and
uti!ization of a natural resource as large and ecologically complex as is Biscayne Bay. A research
plan is needed which, like all plans, must be baaed oa working knowledge of what is known as a base
for directed research, snd the setting of priorities in that endeavor. The inventory of kaowledge
presented here on the ecology and foods relationships of Biscayne Bay is directed toward that
purpose. In evaluating this inventory, it is not the purpose aor is it feasible to prepare a
complete synthesis aad review of the very large and detailed data and information base. This must
fallow. This inventory of knowledge poiats to the data and information available and calls attention
to the missing links which must be closed for its maximum ueilization. It is a plan for Dade County
citizens to initiate and Dade County scientists to implement.

Biscayae Bay is a single ecosystem in the sense that each of the defined pares is coupled eo,
and dependent upon, all other parts. This coupling occurs through the perpetual circulation of
waters, the movements of marine organisms, and the waste products from Dade County which find their
way to ehe water's edge, thence travelliag toward the Gulf Stream. Through flows of detrital
materials from the intertidal marshlands and through the varied interactions of man, the bay is also
closely coupled to the terrestrial landscape  Baedeker and Fell, 1975!.

To understand the trophic structure of Biscayne Bay it is necessary to know how much organic
matter is available for use by marine consumers, not in isolated parts of the bay, but in the whole
bay itself. This means that measurements of the gross primary production and the quantity of
detrital import must be available for use. Presently, too few studies provide an accurate estimate,
but available data strongly suggest that Biscayne Bay is a highly productive lagoonal ecosystem,

The energy in the organic matter products of photosynthesis results from a variety of pleat
producers. Withia the bay, there are the subsmrged macroalgae and the seagrasses of the benthic
coszsunities, the free-floating phytoplanktoa of the water, and many kinds of photosynthetic smaller
organisms such as bacteria. From Government Cut to the Card Sound Bridge the seagrass beds comprise
some 65,700 acres �6,600 ha! or some 43.B2 of the bay bottom  Roessler et al,, in press!. Substrate
occupied by producers in lesser abundance, and devoid of any producers except benthic microalgae due
to hard botroms, mud, and relatively swift eidal currents, occupy the remaining 56,22, While the
cosssunity productivity of the algal beds is not known, the productiviey of the seagrasses
demonstrates the significant role that ehe beathic coseunities serve in providiag energy for marine
consumers. A mean value for Thalassia  turtle grass! of 1.4gC/m /day  from Thorhaug and Stearns, in
p, nd zieaar, 1970!, lc pll by th p d g ag*, lt gs I t I
production of 13,970 metric tone per year.

Biscayne Bay behaves as a steady-state system in that the eotal inputs of organic matter do not
differ significantly from its output through consumption by consumers at all levels, From ehe
seagrasses alone, some 14,000 metric tons of organic matter are available for secondary production
to fisheries. Assumiag 102 is converted into fish protein, then, these beds may account for an annual
yield of 1,400 metric tons of finfish, shellfish, and crustaceans. However, the seegrasses are a
fraction of Biscayne Bay, and the other areas also contribute to chic estimate.

An estimate for the microalgal productiviey of the sediments  lgC/m /day! by Bunt «t al. �972!
is only slightly less than that of the seagrasses, Clearly, ths total photosynthetic capacity of all
these components of the community is a crucial base for the marine food webs of the bay.
Concentrations of chlorophyll are patchy, but based oa the pi@eat to carbon assimilation of guar. et
al.  op. cit.! productivity from this source is then 0.22gC/m /day, The epiphytes of Thalassia were
estimated by Jones ! 1968! to have a productivity of 20l of the seagrasa which is equivalent to an
additional 0.28gC/m /day. These figures show the broad primary productivity base of the food web of
Biscayne Bay.

These measures and estimates of primary production sad secondary production smst not be
confused with measures of the net yield of fisheries that might be available for sport or cosssercial
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harvesting. Just as a mature climax forest has a high productivity, the energy assimilated in
phatosvnthesis maintains the structure of the forest, diversity of plant and animal species, and its
complex functioning; little remains to be called a yield. However, a "yield" to man does occur in
acsthi ties and panorama and the subtle ways in which that system purifies our water and air and
bii f fe -s man against his own environmental mistakes. 8iscayne Bay, quite possibly, is such an
ecosl,tern, providing many services contributing to our physical and aesthetic senses of well � being
with< it being noted for a large net yield of marine life. Measures of gross primary productivity
tell is how much unseen work is being done by Biscayne Bay irrespective of its yield of sport or
commercial fisheries.

FOOD WEB OF BISCAYNE BAY

The energy available in the organic products of photosynthesis may follow any of several
different pathways, leading ultimately to use by a multitude of different kinds of organisms and its
subsequent dissipation in respiratory metabolism. For instance, some organic production of Biscayne
Bay may be exported to the Gulf Stream and used by "blue � water" animals. Another fraction may enter
directly into decomposer chains powering the activities of those tiny organisms which regenerate the
mineral nutrients needed by the primary producers, and in doing so perfoi'm many kinds of biochemicaL
work for the ecosystem which are only now being documented. Still another fraction may be utilized
by herbivorous marine organisms which are themselves a food resource for the various carnivores and
omnivores. One of the most pertinent questions that one could ask about any ecosystem, and one that
is supremely important for Biscayne Bay, is how does this system allocate its gross primary production
among the many kinds of users? How does one system select for one spectrum of species and another,
almost similar system, reveal a different spectrum of species? The following evaluation of
knowledge reveals that a base exists for answering these questionsi but itlllch work remains to be done
in developing a framework for integrating what is known and what additional information is needed,

It was stated earlier that to prepare a synthesis from the work and inventory already described
was not feasible, However, before searching out those areas of information which require intensive
study to move from a descriptive to a quantitative data base, some definitions are necessary. For
example, if the reference to "food web" means studies of the interaction, both qualitative and
quantitative, among the trophic levels of the Biscayne Bay ecosystem, then research efforts with
this problem as an objective have not been numerous. This is not a criticism of this university
whose marine facility was opened in 1943, but is symptomatic of two general problems in ecological
studies. First, the holistic, or total ecosystem, approach to ecosystem analysis of any marine area,
except the open ocean, is a recent concept, requiring an integrated approach of all disciplines. The
second is a natural corollary: the money required to finance such an approach is far greater than
that for biological investigations of individual organisms or of assemblages of organisms which may
be a part of that system.

The literature on Biscayne Bay contains detailed and ecological studies !f numerous animals and
plants of the bay, with Dr. Hilary B. Moore and his students having examine/ 44 animal and 5 plant
species  Tabb and Iversen, 1971!, With certain important exceptions, most invertebrate and
vertebrate species found in the bay have been identified. The notable exceptions are the polychaetes
and the peracaridean crustaceans  amphipods, isopods, tanaids, mysids, andi cumaceans! which have
been shown to be important links between trophic levels  Fenchel, 1970; Heeld, 1969; Odum, 1970;
Brook, 1975!.

Many general ecological surveys of the area show the diversity of aniijial and plant species.
Smith et al. �950! conducted a survey of the inshore waters adjacent to Miamit Voss and Voss �955!
studied the Soldier Key area. South Biscayne Bay in the vicinity of Turkey Point was examined by
Iversen �969!, Voss et al. �969! reported on the ecology of the prop!sed Biscayne National
Monument. The ecology and distribution of postlarval fishes in southern Bisca/ne Bay were studied by
de Sylva �970!.

Another group of studies was stimulated by the effects of pollution, Nulty �955, et seq,!
wrote on the impact of sewage pollution on the bottom communities of northern iscayne Bay. However,
the largest body of information was probably generated by the possible effec s of thermal pollution
in south Biscayne Bay resulting from the location of a power plant with co ventionai and nuclear
capacity at Turkey Point  Bader, 1969; Bader and Roessler, 1971, 1972; Bader Jind Tabb, 1970!, These
studies were funded by the Atomic Energy Commission and the Florida Power an! Light Company. Most
recently, Roessler and Beardsley �974! discussed the environment and pritblems of the bay and
provided a revie~ of the most iecent studies,

If this literature is examined for studies at the community level, which fs a necessary base for
synthesis, then it is obvious that only a limited number of studies have bee made. Mills' �969!
definition states that a cosssunity is a group of organisms occurring in a p rticuiar enviroiusent,
presumably interacting with each other and the environment, and separable fro other groups by means
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of ecological survey. NcNulty et al. �962a, b! discussed the benthic community in relation to other
benthic organisms and the sediments. Hoore et al, �968! examined the biomass of certain
invertebrates in the flats near the Miami Seaquarium on Virginia Key. O'Gower and Wacasey �967!

d' 1 eh* Leo 'ti ' td ttlTh1 ',~D' 1 th  | 1 d!, d db*d
correlated them with water movements. If this vork had been concentrated in one area of the bay, a
foundation for further integrative vork would now be available, Hovever, for Biscayne Bay, there is
no equivalent to the studies of Heald �969! and Odum �970! which examined the flow of energy in the
North River system of the Everglades National Park. While this work was not entirely quantitative,
the pathway by which primary production in the form of vascular plant detritus moved through the food
web of that system was described, The abundance and biomass of the benthic and cryptic fauna of a
seagrs as bed in Card Sound, which is sometimes included in the Biscayne Bay ecosystem, and its
relationship to higher trophic � level consumers, was described by Brook �975!. However, it w;:s
be1ieved chat the findings should not be extrapolated to Biscayne Bay.

.The bottom types of south Biscayne Bay and Card Sound vere shown by Roessler et al.  in press!.
These areas were delineated by their most obvious visible characteristics. The previous survey work
has described the biota likely to be found in a given area, but with fev exceptions the quantitative
data were not compiled. If data did exist for various areas, it would be highly questionable if
they could be extrapolated to cover the entire bottom type, For example, suction-dredge samples vere
gathered on the same day in three widely separated sites in Biscayne Bay, each fornicated by dense
growth P turtle grass. Near Bear Cut, animal numbers found in two 0 25m symples averaged
10,72S/m . Near West Point, Key Biscayne, 2.4 km south, the average was 4,316/m . However, oy
Featherbed Bank  8 km from Bear Cut!, in an area of equal blade density, this figure was 290/m
 Brook, unpublished data!. In other words, differences of two orders of magnitude in animal
abundance vere shown in areas which had a similar classification. This is an example of the risk in
either extrapolations or generalizations.

! nis review, with names and dates changed, could probably be applied to estuarine and lagoonal
areas throughout the world where a university research facility is located. This problem in Canada
was described quite recently by Hargrave and Levings �975!, vho pointed out the lack of integrative
studies in areas containing valuable fisheries, when such studies vere clearly in the national
interest and could be nationally supported,

We recognize that the small number af integrated studies is probably a function of the funding
available and that, in the past, only goal-oriented research could promote the large grants necessary
for a whole ecosystem analysis. From the broad data-base already accumulated and the experience and
knowledge presented at this meeting, we feel that a constructive effort has been taken toward the
analysis of the Biscayne Bay ecosystem.

The opening portion of this meeting was concerned with the abiatic parameters of Biscayne Bay,
We have discussed herein the biotic components � the producers, consumers, and decomposers. Since we
are concerned with the total system, this represents a logical start. Earlier we described Biscayne
Bay as a single system, but prior to an attempt to analyze its operation, it might be helpful if, for
analytical purposes, this multidisciplinary group would examine if it should be treated as a unit, or
a group of interacting systems, or as several independent systems only interacting on an intermittent
basis.

It is incumbent upon this group to show the areas vhere data are current and readily available
for incorporation into synthesis of the system under discussion, If data on the physical parameters
such as circulation, basins, sediments, winds, and mixing are knavn, then this segment requires
little additional work. If the chemical oceanographers can supply information on this segment af the
system, then there is further reduction in the time required for data-gathering, Finally, from our
fellow biologists, all that is required is to summarize the areas where data exist and to formulat« a
program for obtaining the data still missing.

For example, if there is a section of the bay, except for the immediate vicinity of Virginia Key,
where a large body of information has been accumulated, then ve might concentrate our efforts in
filling in the gapa in our knowledge in that area, While we have information on the contribution of
the various producers to primary productivity, there are no data on the productivity of all kinds of
producers in a given area at s given time, or the contribution af each producer over an annual cycle
in a given location. It has been postulated that seagrass productivity moves into the food web via
the detrital pathway  Darneli, 1959; Odum and de la Cruz, 1967; Odum, 1970; Heald, 1969 and many
others!. The same case is made for the mangrove production  Odum and Heald, 1972!, Yet, we do not
know hov much of this material actually moves into higher trophic levels, either directly or
indirectly, Another problem which requires resolution is the impact of imported materials or, its
opposite, the transport of production out of the community. These examples only illustrate some
questions in s single sphere of research. New data are necessary for almost all biotic components of
the system, The essential material to be gathered prior to synthesis fall into two general
classifications: data must be quantitative and time-dependent, We need estimates of some measure of
potential energy in each compartment, in the form of kilocalories, biomass, carbon, or other
selection, and the rates by which this material moves through the system during a given time, This
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unifying measure is termed the "state variable," and we favor the use of carbon in future studies.
We must obviate a long-term sampling program. Therefore, laboratory and literature values will

be used wherever possible to determine the rates of interaction between the compartments. We believe
that modelling of a system, based on biological insights and representative data, can be useful in
determining the effects of perturbations on that system. Obviously, a model need not be a miniature
replica of the system, only that it behaves similarly. For example, by means of the model it may be
possible to assess the impact of the lose of mangrove shoreline and its attendant input of detritus,
or the ef feet of additional channels and increased boat traffic which might increase turbidity.

Charles Darwin said that... "the problem was not that of finding the correct answer, but rather,
of finding the correct question." Herein lies the value of the holistic approach based on the natural
principles which govern the structure and functioning of our ecaeys terna. The phrase halis tie
approach is frequently misused to mean that everything is studied in ite most infinite and precise
detail, and from the resulting mass of data a knowledge of the ecosystem is obtained. This is both
prohibitively expensive and ignores the importance of asking the cori ect question. Questions such as
what is the best use of this system, or how can this system be best managed, or, even, how does this
system contribute to the local economy, often are not answered by documenting the parts, pieces, and
minutiae of s system. Instead, they are answered by structuring s total ecosystem research project
which is based on the question to be answered even if it mear d that we scientists with our
disciplinary specialties are only able to make a correspondingly sm ill contribution to the solution,
The authors recognize that much research and study must still be done, but also emphasize the
importance of comnunicating the correct question s! to those who must do the work. The background
work has already been done, and now it is time to put it together within the context of the needs of
Dade County and its citizens.
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A GEOGRAPHICAL HISTORY OF THE BISCAYNE BAY AREA

ROLAND E, CHARDON

DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY AND
ANTHROPOLOGY

LOEISIANA STATE L'NIVERSITY

ABSTRACT

Biscayne Bay's geographical history is relatively short, and both natural and cultural environments
are undergoing change. The Bsy's natural history can be said to start ca, 1100 B.C., with its human his-
tory possibly beginning at about the same time. Small settlements along its shores began ca. 300 A.D., and
nonagricultural peoples utilized available resources until ca. 1763 A.D, Little environmental impact oc-
curred, but the balance between populat'ion and food supply was precarious. After an uninhabit. d but ex-
ploitative 40-year period, pioneer agricultural colonization of the Bayshorss began and continued through
the 1800's marked by Seminole and Civil Vars, military operations, and substantial natural coastal changes.
There were also increasing human modifications of the natural environment,

The founding of Miami in 1896, and an expanding national economy, led to a still continuing intense
urbanization of the northern Bay area. Major modifications of the natural environment have resulted, in-
cluding widespread elimination of the biotic cover and considerable dredge and fill in the upper Bay, Much
research remains to be done on the historical natural and cultural relationships in the Bay area, and to
determine precisely the re1ative influences oi natural and cultural processes on the Bay area as a whale.
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INTRODUCTION

So far ss this author is aware, no integrated natural and cultural history of the Biscayne Bay area
has ever been attempted, although individuals have provided useful works on selected aspects of its natural
history  Wanless, 1969!, and of the human history of. some of the communities surrounding the Bay  Mufr,
195"; Redford, 1970; Parks, 1971!. Nor have there been � again so far as the author is aware � any in
depth studies examining the overall natural-cultural relationships emphasizing the Bay region as a whole
geographic entity. A small step, however, has recently been taken in this direction by Wilson �975!, and
na doubt this symposium will add much ta what we know.

Since the present author has, for the past twa years, focused his research on the northern Biscayne
Bay area from the points of view of historical and coastal urban geography, it seems appropriate at this
time to present a very brief summary of what he haa found up to this pofnt, The scope of the topic is vast
aud so this presentation is of necessity a most sketchy tentative � an essay, if you will - of the Biscayne
Bay area's geographical  that is, natural and cultural! history.

DISCUSSION

Probably the best chronological starting point for a summary of the geographic history of the Biscayoe
Bay area fs the approximate date at ~hich it first began to assume its present geographic configuration and
attributes - that is, when its geomorphfc and marine relationships generally fn evidence today were ini-
tfally established. To determine such a date, even roughly, is more difficult than it sounds, for the out-
lines of the Bay itself have been evolving under natural conditions during the past several thousand years,

Wsnless �969: 39! has indicated that marine waters first entered the deepest parts of the Biscayne
Bay Basin, i.e., some 7 m below present sea level, about 5400 B.P. However, he was using the originaL
Scholl and Stufver �967! south Florida submergence curve, which has since been revised somewhat  Scholl et
al., 1969: 563!, pointing to an earlier date for this initial marine penetration. Later, around 4200 B.P.,
basal lagoon mud was formed, when sea level was about 3,0 m below its present stand  Wanless, 1969: 47!.
Somewhat later, i.e,, about 3500 B.P., or 4100 years ago, the world's post-glacial sea level rise slowed
to about 3.5 cm/IOO years  Scholl et al., 1969!. At this time, sea level was about -1.6 m and, while the
sedimentary island barrier complex of north-eastern Biscayne Bay  i.e., from Baker's Haulover to Ksy Bis-
cayne! had not yet been formed, the processes leading to its emergence had begun  Wanless, 1969: 45, 53,55!,

Wanless does not offer a date for the attainment of the island barrier complex's present dimensions,
but he does suggest one for its fnf.tfal formation: about 3000 years ago  Wanless, 1969: 55!. This date
corresponds to roughly 1100 B.C., and can perhaps be used to start the history of the Biscayne Bay area as
it is generally recongized today. Furthermore, Wanless suggests that barrier island erosion has taken
place in the past 1000 years, or roughly since 950-1000 A.D.

Biscayne Bay, in its present general form, is thus a very recent creation, particularly its northern
barrier complex. Moreover, this complex, at least, has been undergoing fairly frequent ecological changes
due to natural environmentaL conditions ever since its formation. Wanless �969: 59! felt that Bear Cut
and Norris Cut were opened some time in the past 1000 years or so, Recent historical research has shown
that, while Bear Cut was in existence prior ta 1743 A,D,, and possibly as early as the 16th century, Norris
Cut was not formed untfl some time between 1829 and 1838 A.D.  Chardon, 1976!. In addition, before rhe
creation of Norris Cut, another inlet existed further north during at least the 18th century and possibly
earlier. This inlet, known to the people of the times as Boca Ratones, was closed due to sedimentation
by 1822  Chardan, 1976a!, thereby forming present Indian Creek,

The evidence, both scientific and historical, therefore conclusively indicates that several substan-
tial modifications have occurred in the Bay area, due to natural causes, during Biscayne Bay's relatively
short existence. These modifications continued to take place in the 150 years immediately preceding ma!or
human settlement of its shores, More precise determination of these modificatfons is needed, and a further
area of research lies in those coastal changes which also appear ta have occurred on the Biscayne Bay main-
land  Chardon, 1975!.

Given the brief geologic duration of the Bay's existence and its dynamic environmental conditions, it
is difficult indeed to provide with any certainty a specific date for initial human accupance of its shores,
or for its first resource utilization by humankind  and to what extent!, or for the early effects of humans
on the natural environment. During the past 30 years, much has been discovered about prehistoric Indians
around the Bay, but the available archeolagical materials have suggested relatively few answers ta the
large number of questions concerning early ma's use of, and effects on, the Bay. However, new sites are
continuously be uncovered, though often they are in very bad shape due to modern construction and other
factors  Laxson, 1968, 1959!, Sites discovered earlier were also largely destroyed before they could be
scientifically examined, such as happened in the case of the largest mound on Biscayne Bay, most of which
was leveled in 1895 to make room for the Royal Palm Hotel, at the mouth of the Miami River  Sewell, 1933!,
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Somewhat similar treatment was accorded the only other known major burial mound on the Bay � at Surfside,
on. the barrier complex  Willey, 1949!,

Nevertheless, going on what we have, latest findings indicate a human settlement in existence some 15
miles north of the Bay, dated as early as 1100 B,C,  Mowers and Williams, 1972; Bullen, 1974!, and it may
be that human activities affecting the Bay began at about the same time. This early human occupance date,
interesti~gly enough, occurs at roughly the time Wanless �969! postulates for the initial formation of the
northern Bay island barrier complex. However, it also appears that those human settlements actually on or
very near the Bayshores were not established until around 300-400 A,D.  Bullen, 1974!; but it may be that
these dates will be pushed back with further research,

Over 140 prehistoric sites have been discovered in Dade County alone, but less than a dozen of these
are located on or very near the Bay. Most of these last are actually a little distance from the Bay itself,
such as those at Arch Creek, Little River, Surfside, and Uleta River  Figure 1!. On the other hand, the
two largest ones, which developed especially in later years, are located almost on the Bay. One was Te-
questa, in present downtown Miami, on the north bank of the Miami River about where the present Dupont
Plaza Hotel stands. The other can be considered in much the same light, for it was located on Indian Creek,
between -91st and 93rd Streets and on Bay Drive, in present Surfside. Most of tbe prehistoric settlements
on or near the Bay indicate occupance from about 500 A,D, almost to Spanish times, and one or two settle-
ments continued up to the 18th century,

The people who inhabited these sites were nonagricultural, and lived by hunting, fishing, and gather-
ing of both land and marine products. Those Indians wh o settled very near the Bay adapted to their imme-
diate environment by depending more and more on shellfish and other marine resources for their livelihood.
Settlements were at first very small, co~sisting at most of 100 people  Willey, 1949!, but with time the
numbers of people and their adaptations to the estuarine environment increased. By the time the Spaniards
arrived in the 16th century, there was at least one substantial village � Tequesta, probably including
several hundred inhabitants � and possibly up to four others on Biscayne Bay  Swanton, 1922; 333!. The
utilization of marine resources must have advanced considerably, for one Spanish source mentions that the
Tequesta Indians hunted the sea cow and went whaling  Lopez de Velasco, 1571-74!.

The paucity and type of archeological remains, and the lack of written documents, make the normally
difficult problem of estimating prehistoric populations virtually unresolvable at present, The first
European documents relating to human settlement on the Bay do not occur until well into the 16th century,
by which time the introduction of Old World diseases and Spanish labor deportations to the Greater Antilles
 which may well have affected south Florida! could easily have reduced to small fraction any large popula-
tions which might have existed along the Bay.

Nonetheless, the available evidence indicates that the population in the Bay area in prehistoric times
was never large. As of the 1560's and 1570's, there was ~ according to Spanish souz'cea  Fontaneda, 1575;
Lopez de Velasco, 1571-74!, only one Indian village  Tequesta! undeniably known to have been located on
Biscayne Bay itself, or very near its shores. Though the Spaniards established a short lived mission
there, garrisoned by about 30 soldiers  McNicoll, 1941!, no estimate of the number of inhabitants has yet
been found; but the village could not have contained more than a few hundred people.

It would seem that the relationships of these primitive peoples with the Bay area's natural environ-
ment were intimate. But lest it be assumed, as ia so often the case, that the Biscayne Bay Indians of the
16th century were living an idyllic life of plenty, it should be mentioned that the balance between popula-
tion and resources was precarious. The first Spanish missionary wrote in 1568  McNicoll, 1941: 15! that
there were severe food shortages of several months' duration, implying that even under normal conditions
there was barely enough to go around. A slight increase in population in the 1500's was apparently suf-
ficient to cause quite a strain on local food resources. In fact, by 1743, the local populace was semino-
madic, and the settlement at Tequesta was then only inhabited during the summer months; in winter, every-
one went to the Keys  Chardon, 1975!, Whether this seminomadism prevailed in prehistoric times, or whether
it wss an adaptation to limited resources after Spanish times, is not yet possible to determine, but it did
exist in the 1700's, until the Indiand abandoned the Biscayne Bay area in the 1760's.

The environmental impact of prehistoric peoples up to about 1600 A.D. is also difficult to evaluate
at this time, but, aside from some possible biotic changes, it could not have been great. Surprising
though it may be, there seems to have been virtually no contact between the Bi.scayne Bay Indians and the
agri.cultural peoples in the West Indies until just prior to the arrival of the Spaniards  Bullen, 1974;
Sturtevant, 1960!, nor much interchange with agricultural Indians in the northern parts of Florida. The
Tequesta Indians remained nonagricultural, their livelihood based on hunting, fishing, and gathering.
Such an economy would have had relatively little effect on the ecology of Biscayne Bay, though the possible
use of fire to drive game may have led to substantial modification of the vegetal cover. Even this is a
moot point, however, for studies have suggested that lightning could have been responsi.ble for the devel-
opment of fire resistant tree cover, indicated by the dominance of pine and palmetto over much of the
landscape  Hofatetter, 1974!, though in part the prehuman vegetation was of the cIimax type  i.e., hammock!.
Further research on this topic is needed.
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In short, the first people to use Bfscayns Bay may have come to the Bay around 1100 B.C., at about the
time of initial development of the island barrier complex. Settlement along the Bay seems to have been
continuous from about 300-400 A.D., and continued, in this phase, to 1763. The settlements were small,
with one center eventually emerging as dominant � Tequesta, at the mouth of the Miami River. The impact
on the Bay area, up to about 1600, was slight, but the population lfved in precarious balance with its
local food and other resaurces. Agriculture was unknown among these Indians.

From about 1550 ta 1760 A,D,, Europeans had made contact, but little change seems to have taken place
in the human occupance of the Bay area. The Indian population continued to be based at Tequesta, maintain-
ing its seminomadic, nonagricultural, sea-oriented existence, The population appears to have fncreased
somewhat by the early 1700's, but, when the Spaniards tried to found a second, even briefer mission at
Tequesta in 1743, it was clear that the Indians were already being substantially reduced  Chardon, 1975!.
By 1763, the last remaining Indians on Biscayne Bay had disappeared, and the Bay remained unpopulated, in
spite of several European attempts to colonize its shores, for the next 40 years, more or less, until the.
first Bahamian, American, and possibly Cuban settlers began to arrive in the early 1800's  Chardon, 1975;
Parks, 1975!.

It is difficult to assess Just what changes were made in the natural environment from 1550 to 1800,
and especially the last 40 years, during which there wes no settlement, but there seems to be no doubt that
some modifications were taking place. First, although no mentfon has yet been found on this sub/eat, the
Spaniards usually introduced plants and animals whereever they established missions, and often even where
they didn't settle at all. To what extent they did so, either in the 1500's or later, in this area in-
habited by nonagricultural Indians, it is not now possible to say, but there may have been quite s few
plants, and possibly some animals, introduced.

Second, by the mid-1700's, frequent contact was being maintained between Cuban fishermen and Indians
along southwest Florida and the Keys, and this may have resulted in considerable alteration of biotic en-
vironments, both marine and terrestrial. Third, in the 1700's some bands of Seminoles were beginning to
make hunting forays into the Biscayne Bay area in search of game for markets further north  Covington, 1968!.
Fourth, the Biscayne Bay area was being frequented, especially during the 40-year period of nonsettlement,
by Bahamian seamen, who came to hunt, fish, catch turtles   and possibly pen them!, and, significantly for
our purposes here, to cut timber. None of these activities  or the wrecks which seem to have occurred
here during this and other times! led to the creatfan of permanent European or other settlements on the
shares of Biscayne Bay  Chardon, 1975!, and from 1763 to 1800 there were no settlements at all. In spite
of this, the effect on the natural environment was certainly greater than at any previous time.

We are fortunate to have maps of the northern. Biscayne Bay area for this time period. In the 1760's,
the British Surveyor-General, William Gerard DeBrahm, surveyed northern Biscayne Bay, and summarized his
findings on several maps drawn in 1770. These are adapted and presented here as Figure 2, Although some
areas are much more accurately portrayed than are othere, the map provides at least a partial baseline for
further geographic and historical analysis, A full discussfon of the background of the map is provided in
Chardan �975, 1975a!, and one application of its features is presented elsewhere  Tees, et al.g fn 'this
volume!.

White settlemsnt � and that of the Seminole Indians � in the Bay area began in earnest in the early
1800's. It fs believed that some timber was cut from the mainland north of the Miami River  Historical
Records Survey, 1940!, and several homesteads were establi.shed along the shore to the south of the Miami
River by white settlers  Parks, 1975!. Pioneer sett'lement in the Bay area, and Seminole use of fts resour-
ces for hunti.ng and some small agriculture, prevafled throughout most of the 1800's, but the various ac-
tivities of each group were marred by a number of conflicts between them, With the transfer of Florida
to the United States in 1821, white settlement appears to have increased somewhat immediately thereafter,
but difficulties with the Seminoles led to not infrequent abandonment of the pioneer homesteads. In turn,
several military bases were established in the Biscayne Bay area, e.g. at Fort Dallas and on Key Biscayne,
with the latter island also the scene of the construction of a lighthouse in the 1820's  Parks, 1975!,
Resumes of the human history during this period are found in Parks �975, 1971!.

The unsettled human conditions during the 19th century had an uncertain effect an the Bay's natural
environment, but some changes undoubtedly were effected, as alternative agricultural and military opera-
tions would suggest. The early pioneers introduced large numbers of plants, including trees, and modified
the vegetation to a considerable extent by their activities, which included the establishment of coontie
mills. The building of the several Fort Dsllases and the consequences of the military operations accom-
panying the Second and Third Seminole Wars also altered the landscape, The environmental effects of all
these human events still remain to be determined, either. qualitatively ar quantitatively, but they cer-
tainly were increasingly significant. They appear to have been greatest on Key Biscayne, and on the main-
land around the mouth of the Miami River and south along the coast,

It should be smntfoned again that the early 1800's, at the very least, saw a number of natural environ-
mental changes take place, notably in the fsland barrier complex, when Boca Ratones closed due to sedimen-
tation and, later, Norris Cut was farmed, probably at the time of the hurricane of 1835  Chardon, 1976a!.

The tempo and permanence of white settlement along the northern Bay increased in the latter part of
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the 1800's, and especially after 1870. So, correspondingly, did the impact on the natural environment, By
1876, about 100 permanent residents lived along the Bay, principally along the Miami River and in rhe Coco-
nut Grave area  Parks, 1975! . Thereafter, settlement expanded north and south, especially in the 1880's
and early 1890's. On the barrier complex, other activities had begun: a House of Refuge was built in the
1870's, and an attempt was made to plant' thousands of coconut palms, though the effort seems to have left
little environmental impact  Redford, 1970!. Pineapple farms were started on the Upper Keys; but much of
the vegetation cover had apparently already been radically changed long before, Hven the Bay itself did
not escape alteration, for small scale dredging of channels was undertaken in the extreme northern parts of
the Bay  U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, 1887!. On the part of some local residents, at least, strenuous
efforts were being made ta attract people to the Biscayne Bay region, most notably by Julia Tuttle; she
eventually, in 1895, succeeded in getting Henry Flagler to extend his railroad dawn to Miami, and with that
event began the period of urban development and massive alteration of the natural environment in at least
the northern part of the Biscayne Bay region.

The story of the beginnings of Miami, and of the subsequent growt'h af population and environmental
change, is one which is complicated, It is relatively well known, having taken place in the past 80 years,
but to summarize it adequately in a few pages is impossible. Sources are here extensive, however; the
more popular ones include Munrae and Gilpin �930!, Sewell �933!, Muir �953!, and Smiley �973!. The
story of Miami Beach is successfully and delightfully covered by Redford �970!, and the earlier years also
by Lummus �944!, A brief but undocumented account of Ksy Biscayne is presented by Woodman �972!, There
are many others, of varying focus and value; for example, this author has summarized cartographically some
af the coastal changes  Chardon, 1976b!, and Parks �971! provides a history of Coconut Grove.

In brief, Miami and its neighboring communities have grown phenomenally, and the impact on the environ-
ment in the northern Biscayne Bay area, at least, has been equally phenomenal. The founding of Miami in
1896 saw several thousand people living there, and from then on the sometimes turbulent growth of the urban
areas has continued to the point where there are now over a million permanent residents. Fueled by an
expanding national population and economy, and especially by increasing affluence, communi.cations, trade,
and advertising, the small communities of the 1890's were soon overwhelmed by the expansion of the metro-
polis,

The effects on the natural environment of Biscayne Bay were immediate and pervasive. The tiny channels
in the northern Bay were abandoned - temporarily, as it later turned out. But the Florida East Coast' Rail-
road, with an eye towards stimulating trade and tourism, in 1896 started to dredge a basin north of the
Miami River  and in the River itself!, and to cut a channel to the sea by way of Cape Florida. With ex-
panding trade still in mind, Government Cut was created in 1905 through the small, natural southern penin-
sular tip of Miami Beach � a pro]ect whose dredgings at the same time built Fisher Island, which previously
had been a very shallow bank.

Mangrovas were cleared, and the areas filled in and bulkheaded at the previous vegetation "coastline".
Other artificial islands had begun ta appear by 1919 in the middle of northern Biscayne Bay, created by
dredging surrounding bottomlands, Baker's Haulover Cut was dug in 1923-24. By 1926, plans had been drawn
up to extend the "Venetian Isles" all the way up the middle of the upper Bay; these plans were never real-
ized, but their relics still remain in the Bay, Several csuseways were constructed across the Bay, and
more communities were created on slightly raised mangrove islands north of Miami Beach. Key Biscayne, al-
ready modified by both natural and human events in the 19th century, was the scene of agricultural, then
partial urban, development. The southern tip, threatened by rapid erosion, was a1so bulkheaded and filled
in to a considerable extent.

A partial indication of the extent to which dredge and fill have altered the northern Biscayne Bay
area since the founding of Miami is provided by Figure 3. This preliminary map was constructed by compar-
ing the shorelines of the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey Chart No. 165 of 1887  the latest pre-1896 chart!
and those on U.S.N.O.S. Nautical Chart 11467 �974!. Minor adjustments were made to compensate for pro-
jection differences and slight discrepancies in cartographic measurement  Chardon, 1976b!.

Men so, this generalized map should be viewed as a preliminary one only; it needs to be field checked
and should be used with cautian. It indicates only those areas of open bay which, so far as the author
knows' have been dredged, and which have been filled and raised above mean high water, since 1887, Also
included are those areas, notably along the Atlantic coast, which have accreted by sedimentation  e,g. the
beach just north of Government Cut!. Dredged bay bottomlands are indicated in general fashion; these for
the most part are close ta the filled areas. The map does not show maqy Bay depth changes, such as may
have resulted from some of the dredging operations. Finally, the dredged portions of the Intracoastal
Waterway and some channels are shown, but many other channels and waterways cannot be shown due to the
scale of this map.

Also, since both the 1887 and the 1974 charts locate vegetation lines as coastlines  i,e., hayward
boundaries of mangrove swamps as limits of mean high water!, Figure 3 does not show the extensive areas
of mangrove snd other intertidal zones which have been cleared and filled. These areas lie primarily on
the bay side of the island barrier complex, from Baker's Haulover Cut to the southern tip of Key Biscayne;
unless they were under open water in 1887, they are not shown here. The. author is presently compiling a
map which will include filled mangrove and other intertidal areas ~ but much more field research is needed
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before this map can be completed satisfactorily  Chardon, 1976b!.

Nevertheless, Figure 3 is useful in providing an areal presentation of the dredge and fill aspects,
along with seaside changes due ta sedimentation and erosion  also partly the result of human activities!
in the northern Biscayne Bay area. Approximately 202 of the 1887 area of open water in the Bay north of
Bear Cut has been filled, and roughly another 202 dredged, as a result of the urbanization of the region
 Chardon, 1976b!,

Thus, about 40K of the Bay north of Bear Cut has been altered by dredge or fill since 1887. And
along the Atlantic side of the island barrier complex, from the northern tip af Biscayne Bay to the south-
ern end of Key Biscayne, almost half �4K! of the shore length has undergone some accretion ar erosion
since 1887; not all of it is due ta the construction of the breakwater extending into the ocean from
Government Cut, but much of it is  Chardon, 1976b!.

On the mainland, coastal changes have not been as significant, but nevertheless are vexy evident.
Downtown Miami grew, and Bayfront Park was created. Other modifications of one type or another took place
alrrost everywhere along the coast, where urban land uses were decided upon. These continue to this day:
witness the high-rises between Brickell Avenue and the Bay, where Silver Bluff has now virtually disappear-
ed  vith a small exception! as a purely coastal feature of the land- or seascape.

Alteration of the landscape i.tself has, of course, been almost total within the urbanized area. The
original hammock vegetation cover is now almost entirely replaced by all types of urban land use, including
parks; the same has happened to much of the other vegetal cover. One somewhat inadvertent change has come
as the result of the introduction of the "Australian Pine"  Casuaria! in the early 1900's; it now is rapid-
ly replacing other types of vegetation over much of the remaining open spaces.

A further comment may be added vith regard to water resources and quality; these have changed drama-
tically, from the first blasting of the Falls of the Miami River, to increased runoff as a result of ex-
tensive paving, to the depletion and degradation of ground water supplies.

All, or most, of the effects mentioned � plus many, many others � have accompanied the rapid urban
growth in the northern Biscayne Bay area. A large number of these effects, to some degree at least, have
been and are being scientifically  e.g. McCulty, 1970! and otherwise examined by persons representing every
discipline, or none at all. But if these enviranmental effects appear as problems to come, it should be
remembered that the elimination or reduction of other problems, apparent ta those living in other times,
are in part responsible. It should also be remembered that over a million people now en]ay Biscayne Bay,
where only a hundred or so were able to do so prior to urbanization. And it should further be remembered
that the Biscayne Bay region is not environmentally static; coastal changes have been taking place for
hundreds, even thousands, of years.

This last statement i.s s situation not at all unusual or uncommon in similar coastal locales  Price,
1968!, snd suggests that tendencies toward further shoreline alterations - and associated ecological chan-
ges � will continue in the Biscayne Bay area for the foreseeable future. Another implication is that not
all of the 20th century changes in the Bay area's natural environment are solely the result of the human
activities which have culminated in the intense urbanization and dredge and fill of its upper reaches.

A broad and ma]or area of research thus appears to lie in trying ta establish the relative influences
of natural and cultural processes on the Bay area as a whole. In other wards to what extent has human in-
teraction affected the Bay area's overall natural environment? And, in turn, how do natural factors affect
the cultural environment which has emerged? These questions are not easy ta answer, as this paper has
shown, even though much research has been and is being undertaken on a number of aspects of this centtal
and fundamental problem, Though the complexities of the many natural and cultural systems involved present
formidable obstacles to bath measurement and analysis, it would appear that only with a good deal of under'-
standing of the overall natural and human processes as they interrelate in the Bay area, can effective
resource use planni.ng be carried out and decisions successfully implemented.

It may be that rather vast and comprehensive modeling and system ar alytical techniques will eventual-
ly permit a quantitative and perhaps accurate method of attacking the problem, but in the meantime one
approach is to viev the Bay area in historical perspective, and this I have tried to present. Clearly, the
scope of the topic is great, as are present limitations of data, research, time, and the author himself,
So this presentation has been, as stated at the outset, a most sketchy tentative. If I have stressed the
earlier phases of this history, it is because they are less well known and yet, I feel, quite significant
for an overall perspective. They are also considerably less complicated than the far more extensive and
rapid changes which have occurred with the advent of 20th century urbanization.

A final nate may be added. A historical perspective increases geographical awareness, since the mean-
ing of a place or landscape is in a way a function of the events of its past, and of how those events are
woven into a story of evolution and perhaps even destiny. With a comprehensive history, the Biscayne Bay
area becomes mare meaningful to those who visit ar live there. Indeed, one might go so far as to say that
the quality of the Bay area's environment cannot help but be enhanced by historical interpretations of its
human and natural character, This paper, it is hoped, is a contribution towards that enhancement,
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Figure 1. Archaeological cites near northern Hiscayne 3ay.



Figure 2. Sources: Inset A from Library of Congress copy of map in

the Houghton Library, Harvard University. Inset B from Dartmouth Ns.
D W	778/II/654, Stafford County Record Office, Stafford England.
Reproduced with permission.
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ABSTRACT

One way of establishing research priorities concerning Biscayne Bay is according to existing
or potential conflicting uses of the bay's resources, This paper reviews some of the major
conflicts among recreational boaters and between recreational boating and other uses of the bsy.
The activities associated with recreational boating are highly dependent on the abundance and
quality of .the bay's natural resources as well as the availability of facilities such as marines.
The objectives of the ongoing boating assessment program are to establish the magnitude, type, and
locations of recreational boating and the relative dependence of recreational boating on specific
natural resources and marina facilities.
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INTRODUCTION

Biscayne Bay offers unique opportunities far marine recreation, particularly activities
associated with recreational boating. There are few other examples of a large, year-round
protected bay that provide such a diversity of natural resources so close to a major metropolitan
area. While it is known that many residents and tourists take advantage of the bay, there is no
detailed information on how recreational boaters utilize natura1 resources and facilities or even
the magnitude of recreatianal boating,

Since there is na substantial literature on marine recreation ta review, this paper discusses
the ongoing cooperative research by the University of Miami Sea Grant Program, Dade County, U.S.
National Park Service, National Marine Fisheries Service, Marine Council of Greater Miami, and
others' to examine various components of marine recreational boating.

METHODS

An assessment of recreational boating in Dade County is presently being conducted �/1/75-
8/30/76!. An inventory of wet-berthed boats was accomplished by visual site counts, Ongoing
destinatian studies combine site interviews at wet berths and launching ramps with mail question-
naires and the monitoring of offshore boating activity. The destination studies collect data on
types and sizes of boats, when boaters use their boats  months of the year, day of the week, time of
the day!, departure sites, offshore destinations, types of recreational activities  cruising,
water-contact sports, fishing, diving!, and expenditures on recreational boating. Where living
natural resources are utilized  line fishing, spearfishing, collecting! ~ additional information is
collected on fishing methods, fishing effort, species sought, species caught, and length/weight
measurements of recreationally important fishes. It is anticipated that a more detailed study of
recreational fishing  boat and stationary! will continue after 8/30/76.

DISCUSSION

It is worth nocing that if all the human uses  including intensities of usages! were compatible
then there would be no necessity for this symposium. The symposium and the need for applied
research arise from unavoidable conflicts between users and uses of the bay's resources. With this
perspective, the ideal pattern of factual information for decision-making would be to assist
decision-makers in more clearly understanding conflicting uses, This is the only way to recognize
the opportunity cost of a particular use which is the cost of ane or more activities in terms of
what activities must be foregone. Therefore, to the extent it is possible, the discussion of
recreational boating is formulated in terms of competing or conflicting uses. These may be
conflicts among recreational boaters or between recreational boaters and other users of the bay's
resources,

Interpreting conflicting uses is not easy because there are three types of conflicts with each
having its own set of unique characteristics. As a frame of reference, recreational boating will be
discussed in terms of these three types of conflicts.

1. User Conflicts Throu h Geo ra hical Exclusivit

Conflicts because two or more activities cannot physically co � exist at the same place at the
same time is the mast recognizable type of conflict. Recreational boating must compete with other
activities for shoreline to provide water access points. This is reflected in the high cost of
marinas, In the cases of public funding, these expensive waterfront facilities must also fiscally
compete with other programs in government budgets,

There are approximately 36,000 Florida-registered boats in Dade County. In addition, as of
December 1975, there were 951 documented yachts snd 103 out � of-state boats berthed in Dade County
that are not recorded in the Florida registrations, Therefore, the total recreational boating
fleet in Dade County is approximately 37,000 boats  Figure 1!.
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A wet-berth inventory completed in December 1975 recorded 5,688 boats berthed in Dade County
waters  Table I!. There are  depending on the measurement criteria! 3,000-3,300 organized  marina-
type! wet berths. They are distributed among 3 City of Miami marines �22!, 5 Dade County marinas
�60!, 12 yacht clubs �97!, and 37 private commercial facilities �,700!, Almost an equal number of
boats is berthed in private wet slips  primarily behind homes!.

It is noteworthy that the proportionately larger number of boats is moored in south bay. This
is particularly the case with sail boats because south of Rickenbacker Causeway offers the best
sailing area, There are so few wet-berthed sail boats in north bay  primarily Dumfoundling Bay!
because there is no protected sailing area and the passage to south bay is too long for day-sailing.
The fixed span, Haulover Bridge �2 feet! prevents exit to the ocean for larger sailboats,

There are definite trends towards boaters launching ot' mooring their boats closer to their
primary offshore destinations, This trend is at least partially influenced by increasing fuel
prices. Most living resources and physical characteristics which attract recreational boating are
in the south bay, which places relatively more demand on marines south of Rickenbacker Causeway,

There are presently two-year waiting lists for wet berths at county and city marinas. In some
cases private yacht clubs have equally long waiting lists, but there is more variability in the
waiting time among private clubs and commercial marinas than in public facilities,

Launching ramps and auto/trailer parking facilities reflect geographic exclusivity that has a
time dimension. At launching ramps congestion is the primary basis of conflict among recreational
boaters. A basic theorem of recreational planning is that recreators have established patterns of
use with respect to time  time of the day, day of the week, season of the year!. There are definite
patterns of use at county launching ramps, First, over 80 percent of aII recreational boating is
done on weekends and holidays. To compound further the congestion problem, there are definite
departure and return peaks at particular times of the day  Figure 2!.

The fact that there are peaks of congestion means that recreational facilities adust be
designed and staffed to accommodate the busiest times  e.g,, mid-day on a Sunday in Ju.'y!. This
does not necessarily imply that facilities should be able to accommodate all occasions  e,g,,
Fourth of July weekend!, but facilities must be designed towards peaking capabilities. Therefore,
average attendance figures  yearly, seasonal, daily! may be very misleading in terms of evaluating
the ability of facilities to accommodate users that have definite patterns of use.

Presently there do not appear to be serious congestion problems at popular offshore destina-
tion sites even though there are definite geographical and time  Figure 3! patterns of use,
However, offshore congestion could conceivably become a problem with the continued growth in the
number of recreational boats. Questions about "maximum utilization rates" and "carrying
capacities" with respect to geographical conflicts could become important issues for certain
recreational boating activities and areas of the bay. The ongoing destination studies will provide
detailed information on activities at offshore destinations.

2. User Conflicts Throu h Ex loitin the Same Resource

Conflicts from users exploiting the same marine resource arise primarily in fishing. This is
more than a minor category of conflicts, The most recent nationwide boating survey  U.S. Coast
Guard, 1974! reported that 72.8 percent of boating households used their boats most frequently for
fishing. Preliminary estimates from the ongoing destination studies at county marines indicate
that at least 50 percent of all boating is associated with some type of fishing.

Recreational fishermen may be competing among themselves or with commercial fishermen for the
same common property fish stocks. The most significant recreational-cosssercial conflict in
Biscayne Bay  including the coral reefs! is over spiny lobster  Panulirus ~ar us!. lobster landings
by Dade' cm ercial lobscer 2 isbery ba 'e 'ccreased oaeiderably si ce l91TTtable 22.

The increase in landings at Dade County ports is a result of Cuban-Americans fishing in the
Bahamas, The 1974 Bahamian Fisheries  Amendment! Act prohibited foreign lobster fishing in the
Bahamas. At the opening of the 1975 season  8/I/75!, Dade County fishermen could not catch lobsters
on the east side of the Florida Current. Dade County' s intensively fished waters  commercially and
recreationally! cannot support the 1975 fleet that had previously fished in the Bahamas, The Dade
County commercial lobster fishery is unquestionably already overcapitalized as reflected by the
number of traps and the brevity of the active fishing season  August-November!. At the opening of
the 1975 season 3,311 buoyed traps were counted within the Hational Monument's offshore reef area
�28 sq km!, indicating an average trap density of 6.7 traps per hectare  U,S. locational Park
Service, 1975!, At an estimated opening season catch rate of 0.5 pounds  whole weight! per trap day
�-day soak time! this would result in a total sxmthly catch of approximately 49,665 pounds.

It has long been recognized that a considerable number of people recreationally dive for spiny
lobster. The high retail market price for lobster coupled with the relatively low monetary costs of
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diving on shallow nearshore reefs and in protected waters have encouraged the recreational fishery.
Most recreational diving is done during the first two months of the season  August-September! .

The reported catch per diver during the 1975 two-day preseason opening  Sunday and Monday, July 20-
21! was low  Table 3!, reflecting the di f f iculty of catching lobster by hand  Austin and Waugh,
1976!,

While the catch per diver is low, it is suspected that the total amount of recreational diving
for spiny lobster is substantial, During the two-day preseason opening it is estimated that 1,289
pleasure craft with 4,138 active divers captured 10,712 legal-size  approximately I pound! lobsters
in Dade County.

Unfortunately these types of isolated observations are not sufficient to make seasonal catch
and effort estimates, but they are sufficient to indicate that the necessary elements are present
for growing conflicts of use between commercial trap fishermen and recreational divers, As with
most user comparisons, much more is known about commercial than recreational activities.

Other conflicts where there is no  or little! information is between commercial netting and
recreational fishing or between spearfishing and line fishing. The preliminary results of the
destination studies indicate that these will be important issues.

3. User Conflicts Throu h the Interde endences of Natural Resources

The final category of user conflicts involving recreational boating arises from the most
pervasive and frequently the most subtle connections between users because natural resources are
ecologically interrelated. For example, land developers may compete with recreational boaters
through competition for shoreline that might be utilized for marinas. At the same time, development
bulkheads may conflict with recreational fishermen by altering the nursery grounds of popular sport
fishes. Ecological considerations also link users that may be geographically removed from the bay
 e.g., using the bay as a sink for street run-off or sewage overflow!.

A somewhat ironic example of natural resource interdependence through the food web is the
present controversy over commercial bait fishing in the bay. The commercial harvest of baitfishes
 primarily by net! may influence the abundance of predatory fish that are the species sought by
recreational fishermen who purchase the bait.

Environmental alit and Marine Recreation

The most important aspect of the three types of user conflicts is their pervasiveness, In some
fashion they connect almost all the users of the bay. Por most policy considerations these links
are a matter of degree, not of kind, Among all the uses of the bay, the activities associated with
recreational boating place the most stringent demands on the abundance and qualities of the bay's
natural resources. It is not coincidental that some of the reported reductions in abundance and
quality of specific resources  e.g., fish, turbidity! have occurred over a time span when very
little was known about marine recreation. It is the writer's suspicion that if the activities
associated with recreational boating  various types of fishing, water-contact sports, cruising,
etc,! would have been monitored over the past 15 years, that trends in recreational activities
 types, locations, and intensities! would have indicated trends in the natural resources that
support these activities, Furthermore, the importance of these natural resources in terms of
supporting economically important recreational activities would have been firmly established. I
believe this would have influenced public policy in the direction of more protection and
enhancement of the natural resources that support marine recreation while simultaneously expanding
the facilities  particularly marines! that service marine recreators,

A General Data Base on User and Scientific Information
for Conflict Resolution

The first..step in developing information to resolve conflicts is to establish and maintain a
general database on existing uses of the bay  types, locations, intensities!. In some cases such
as land-use, this may be done by a simple inventory, In the case of recreational boating, it is
requiring a relatively extensive sampling procedure, General user information is important for
three reasons. First, natural resources can be evaluated and assigned priorities in terms of their
importance to users, Second, users and activities can act as a barometer that records changes in
the status of important natural resources, Finally, user information provides the subjects and
rationales for applied scientific research on important natural resources, The user and scientific
data base required for making informed decisions is undoubtedly extensive. However, costly
research can be kept to a minimum by always orienting applied research towards the objective of
resolving user conflicts.
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The 1975-7i Dade County/See Grant recreational boating assessment program is designed to
provide general user information in terms of the amounts of boating, types of boating, utilization
of natural resources  deetination studies!, and the utilization of facilities  primarily marines!,
A more difficul: problem ie projecting the future demand for recreational boating because the
demand is expect d to be highly dependent on the availability of specific natural resources and
facilities. For example, it is suspected that the sale and utilization of larger pleasure craft
�6-65 ft! in Dade County have been significantly constrained by the shortages of wet berths. The
Canadians have attempted to address the functional relationships between the demand and supply of
recreational facilities near urbe~ centers  Acar, 1973!. This is a difficult task but it must be
done for long-term considerations of umaximum utilization" or "carrying capacities" of the bay with
respec t to alternative uses,

The ongoing boating assessment program indicates that there are two major categories of issues
involving conflicts that concern recreational boatere, The first relates to the shortage of bay
access points for recreational boatere. This primarily refers to the development inc'uurng
funding, siting, and design of marines along the South Dade shoreline.

The second issue is an umbrella category encompassing all the conflicts surrounding the status
and utilization of recreationally important fishes. The majority of recreational fishermen
interpret this as conflicts between recreational and commercial fishermen  e.g., lobster, bait
fishes, mackerel! or between recreational fishing and shoreline land uses  e.g., bulkheads or
effluents!.

These issues provide immediate and demanding challenges for researchers and decision-makers,
In the case of recreational boating, the ongoing destination studies will determine the areas of
conflict. The next steps are to do the necessary detailed research and then make some very
difficult decisions.
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'labia l. DISTRIBUTIVE OF WET-BERThED BOATS BY TYPE, SIZE, AREA, AND RKGISTP VI ION

Organicvd Pr; t,
Decl.ege SI i,

26-40 ft 40-65 ftNo 0-26 ft
Power

Docu-
ment-
ed

65+ fr.SailPower

NORTH BAY
 north of
Haulover! 227 3 "'

I
367 12 3315306 7024 53 145388

611DDLE BAY
'Haulover to
hickenbacker! 46 i649 43625 1622924 273 425 168207629

361 9 112 93116 173 283 137404

MIAMI RIVER
 including
tributaries! 60 716 9 196 600 69798 323 660 254164757

SO /TH BAY
 south of
Rickenbacker! 7361801 48 408 16141246 2831227 7 8171030

TOTAL
 Dade
County! 2 71.-:3894 2970103 911912 1193208 1907 298 1731 2920

Table 2 ~ SPINY iLOBSTER COMMERCIAL LANDINGS THOUSANDS OF POUNDS WHOLE WEIGHT
1

PERCENT FROM
FOREIGN  BAHAMIAN!

WATERS

TOTALMONROE COUNTYDADE COUNTY

Courtesy of National Marine Fisheries Service, Southeasr. Fisheries Cencer

Table 3. LOBSTER CATCHES BY RECREATIONAL DIVERS, DADE AND MONROE COUNTIES JULY 20-21, 1975

Z of Boats Z of Boats from
from Monroe Other Count.ies
County or States

No. of divers Catch Catch per Z of All Boats Z of Boats
per boat Diver Lob ster Fish- f rom Dade

ing County

97 0 03Dade x
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2. 52 443.21 8.31

2.72
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ABSTRACT

This paper reviews the urban growth process in the immediate area to Biscayne Bay, defined by the
walking distance from the bayfront.

The area has been maintaining approximately the same percentage of the total Dade County population,
but it is considered by the authors that this situation will be drastically changed due to the growth cons-
traints in other parts of the County.

The Bay does not attract a substantial number of recreational oriented trips from Dade County residents,
a clear indication that the Bay should be made more accessible and that recreational oriented land uses
should be increased in the study area. If policies aimed at this purpose are considered, they should be
properly evaluated from the point of view of the environmental impact.

Land use patterns around the Bay are the result of tbe poorly guided urban growth process. Recently,
the local government has improved substantially the land control process, but the redevelopment of the Bay
area remains the most important challenge to our community.



INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is ta review urban growth in the area adjacent to Biscayne Bay in order to
identify the interaction between the Bay and the community, In terms of major urban planning issues, the
findings will be presented in the second part of this symposium, as the basis for the definition of a metro-
politan urban policy =or Biscayne Bay area,The area of influence of the Bay could be defined according to an almost unlimited number of parameters,
but this paper uses as a criteria for defining influence a combination of walking distance � -around a half
mile--and/or the existence of a main physical or visual barrier, such as a major road or facility and a dras-
tic change in the use of the land.The boundaries of the study area are Sunny Isles Causeway on the north, Biscayne Boulevard> U.S. 1, S,W.
27th Avenue, Hain Highway and Old Cutler Road to the west, and Hanroe County line on the south. On Miami
Beach the eastern boundary is AIA and Alton Road.

POPULATION

The process of settlement around the Bay was rapid up to 1950. At that time the present distribution
pattern was established, and for the last 23 years the process has primarily been the filling-in of open land
with a very few isolated cases of redevelopment.The most important characteristic of the process of urbanization is that the percentage of the total
population of Dade County living within walking distance of the Bay has declined during the last 23 years, In
1950, 12.8X of the population of Dade County lived in the area, Ten years later, 1960, the figure dropped to
10.5X and in 1970 the same area represented 9.8X of the population. The estimates for 1973, the latest offi-
cial figures, indicate a further reduction to 9.5X of the total projected population.

In terms of absolute numbers, population had grown from 63,482 in 1950 to 98,214 in 1960. During the
next decade the population increased to 124,842. The estimates for 1973 are 130,350 in the census tracts
along the bayfront  see Table I!.As indicated above, suburban areas of the city were growing at a faster rate than areas near the Bay,
A main constraint to development and redevelopment along the bayfront was the small land parcel pattern which
precluded large scale projects without a slow and costly process of assembling land.

On the other hand, the population almost doubled in 23 years, which indicates that a substantial amount
of land was used in rather low-intensity development.

The energy crisis, the friction of ut'ban space, and the constraints introduced by land regulations are
changing the conditions in Dade County. It is expected that in the next five to ten years there will be s
clear emphasis on redevelopment and the Bay may become one of the most attractive areas in Dade County.

The land around the Bay has most of the urban services and facilities required for medium and high�
intensity uses; however, these conditions should be balanced by the environmental constraints and guidelines
identified in this symposium.

TRANSPORTATION

The opening of the Bay to automobile traffic was a major development in the 1910's. The completion of
the Venetian Causeway was a decisive factor in the early success of Miami Beach. The traffic increased and
the land development market required a higher level of accessibility. Within a few years the number of
causeways increased up to the present total of eight,In terms of street patterns, the main problem in the Bay area is the North-South traffic. Inland, Bis-
cayne Boulevard carries a heavy load and the parallel 1-95 can not handle peak hour traffic. The corridor
is saturated with facilities and the only hope is the construction of the rapid transit system,

A similar situation occurs in Miami Beach. To give an idea of the magnitude of volumes, it is important
to notice that Collins Avenue is carrying the same average daily traffic as that of Oakland Branch of the San
Francisco Rapid Transit, in terms of the number of persons moving within the corridor.

In 1950, the County ordered a consultant to prepare a "concept plan" for linking Hiami Beach with Elliot
Key. In 1962, the need for additional North-South facilities led Dade County to propose t' he Biscayne Bay
Expressway, an elevated highway through the middle of the Bay from North Miami Beach to Downtown Miami.

Fortunately, from an environmental standpoint, none of these proposals advanced from the very prelimi-
nary stages. Still, the most pressing problem, from the point of view of the users of tbe Bay, is the lack
of physical accessibility to the waterfront areas, and the opportunity of experiencing the unique qualities
of the Bay,
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The fact that the Bay is not easily accessible is reflected by the relatively low level of recreational
trips attracted to the bayfront areas, Table II shows a comparison of work and social recreational trips.

In 1975, work was the predominant purpose of trips to the study area, for a total of 719,438 person
trips, representing 8,52 of total Dade County trips, Social recreational trips during the same year were
just 5l9,866 person trips. Traffic projections for 1985 and veer 2000 accentuate this gap. It is estimated
that by year 2QQQ work trips will be 1,028,212 persons, and social recreation trips just 642,569 persons,
Most of these higher work trip generations are due to the large amount of office development slang bayfront
areas.

The proposed Mass Rapid Transit could increase the accessibility to the Bay, making it a more widely
appreciated amenity for the residents of the area.

INVENTORY AND ANALYSIS OF THE BAYFRONT AREA

prior ta the beginning of this century several small villages including Coconut Grove, Lemon City,
Fort Dallas and Uiita were in existence. At the turn of the century, expansion of the railroad from Palm
Beach to Miami in 1896 was a main force in providing accessibility to northern markets and bringing tourists
and new population. At the beginning of the century, most of the 5,000 or so permanent residents of Dade
County lived near the Bay and the Miami River,

The process of urban growth was slowly moving north of the Port of Miami and west of the Flagler Rail-
road during the first two decades of the century. The real estate boom of the 1920's accelerated the pro-
cess and generated two irreversible trends; the construction of causeways across the Bay and dredge-and-fill
operations that allowed the development of law lands, Thus, the form and characteristics of the Bay were
changed drastically. From 1920 to 1925 the population of Dade County area increased from 30,000 to 177,000.

Far purposes of this report, Bayfront areas have been divided in three areas; including the North Bay
area, Miami Beach and South Bay area. The South Bay area and the North Bay area are divided in the vicinity
of Venetian Causeway.

The North Ba Area

The North Bay area, North of the Venetian Causeway, was developed as a suburban entity of the City of
Miami. Subdivision after subdivision was added to the City, converting agricultural land to residential
uses.

One large project in this area deserves special mention; the City of Miami Shores.
Developed by two corporations, the Shoreland Corporation and a subsidiary, the Miami Shores Corporation,

the City had originally 26,000 acres and the development plan was based on the extension of Biscayne Boule-
vard from Miami, the construction of the first street with underground electric lines and a very imaginative
link to Biscayne Bay.

The original plans included an artificial island of 500 acres to be created on the Bay, linked to Miami
Shores by a causeway slightly over one half mile long; impressive waterfalls and canals with gondolas, a
combination of yacht and country club and the most common leisure facilities such as a golf course>
hotels, and theaters, Miami Shores was affected by the crash of the real estate market at the end of the
1920's and unfortunately most of the eclectic although imaginative proposals were not implemented. Today a
small city of approximately 10,000 residents is a well-maintained residential ares, but without the original
grandeur suggested in the 1920's plan.

The most visible approach to the urban use of the Bay was the creation of artificial islands, rapidly
subdivided for residential uses with the most utilitarian and narrow approach: to maximize the number of
waterfront lots, without any concern for the public access to the water. The "inner" areas of these islands
do not relate at all to the Bay, lacking even visual access'

The latest of the grandiose schemes in the North Bay area was Interama, which after many years of in-
tensive effort to develop a solid financial base, collapsed a few years ago.

After the failure, part of the land was transferred to Florida International Vniversity for the devel-
opment of a second campus. The City of North Miami is planning a large park in the area, purchased with
funds from a city bond issue.

Although established neighborhoods such as Miami Shores, Bay point and others have na issaediate redevel-
opment potential, other areas of lesser quality or unity of character suggest that a considerable amount of
redevelopment could occur in the relatively near future,

Miami Beach and Islands is the Ba

The area south of Haulover Beach has been developed for single-family residential use with the excep-
tion of Mount Sinai Hospital and some commercial and multi-residential development. Intensive condominium
development dominates the area north of MacArthur Causeway,

The port of Miami is one of the major combined tourist and cargo parts in the U.S, Visual sensitivity
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to the Bay was recognized in the development of this Port.
Virginia Key and the majority of land on Key Biscayne have been retained in recreational uses. This

combined area represents the major recreational complex in Dade County. Unfortunately, high week-end traffic
volumes on Rickenbacker Causeway make the use of these areas difficult for many residents and tourists. The
residential area on the bay side of Rey Biscayne is developed as single-family residences, The possibility
of short � range redevelopment to different uses does not exist.

The South Ba Area

For purposes of this report, the South Bay area begins in the vicinity of the Venetian Causeway.
The Omni and plaza Venetia projects located at Biscayne Boulevard near the entrance to Venetian Causeway

are now under construction and represent one of the largest urban development projects ta be initiated in
Dade County. Unfortunately, visual and physical penetration ta the Bay may be dimished when this project is
campleted. Immediately north of this project are a number of alder single � family homes and multi � family
units. As result of the Omni proj ect a major precedent has been established far mare intensive develapment
of this ar'ea. Visual and physical penetration by the public to the Bay should become a plan~ing policy for
the entire area,

South of MacArthur Causeway is the Bayfront Park area. The northern end of the Park is now under cons-
truction as result of funds from a recently passed bond issue. This site is also under major consideratio~
for the new County Art Museum, The Bayfront Park complex provides a major linkage between downtown Miami
and the Bay, Integrated with Bayfront Park is the Miamarina complex, a combined restaurant and marina,
which incorporates imaginative design in a bayfront area.

A major development potential exists an the property now used for open auto parking at the southern end
of Bayfront Park and to the north of the Dupont Plaza Hotel. The area is planned for office and commercial
uses. South of the Miami River is an area known as the Brickell area, which terminates at the Rickenbacker
Causeway, A transition from single-family to office, botel and condominium uses began in the early sixties,
Today prestigious office uses and the Four Ambassadors Hotels dominate the skyline in the northern part of
the Brickell area. Unfortunately, visual and physical access to the Bay has been diminished at the pedes-
trian level. Future development should incorporate more sensitivity to public bayfront access.

As a result of the Brickell Area Study prepared by the City of Miami Planning Department, zoning ordi-
nances and review board was established which offers bonus provisions for developers who give visual and
physical access to the Bay.

South of the'Rickenbacker Causeway is a high income area of single-family homes, Redevelopment of this
area seems unlikely due to its homogeneous character. No maj or rezoning requests have been initiated in this
area, with the exception of property that fronts on South Miami Avenue. Bay access to the public is provided
by the Alice Wainwright Park. Immediately South of this area is the Viscaya home and gardens. This complex
once owned by the Deering family and naw owned by Dade County is one of the major assets of the community.
South of Viscaya is the Mercy Hospital complex. A considerable amount af acreage associated with this hos-
pital indicates a real potential for further development. Unfortunately this complex already has severely
blacked the view of the Bay.

Fair Isle is an undeveloped island which has undergone extensive zoning battles. Although development
does not seem imminent in the near future, a long range development potential does exist, The intensive
development of Fair Isle could result in the rezoning of. adjacent bayfront properties to intensive uses.
The Coconut Grove Study prepared by the City of Miami Planning Department indicates Fair Isle for multi-
family development.Kennedy park is the next major open space an the Bay. The park was recently completed with funds re-
sulting from approved bond issues. Several yacht clubs south of Kennedy Park give private access to Biscayne
"ay, The Dinner Key area includes the City Hall of the City of Miami and government offices. The City Eall
structure was originally the sea plane terminal for Pan American Air~aye.

The Coconut Grove Bayfront Park terminates the major open space uses in Coconut Grove although some
access is provided at the Barnacle, an historical landmark. West of the Barnacle is an area that fronts on
Main Highway in downtown Coconut Grove which is presently being considered for rezoning to permit residen-
ti al development.

South Coconut Grove is one of the early areas of development in Miami. Old prestigious homes with
several new additions such as the Dupont Estate front on tbe Bay. This is a well established area, begun
before the turn of the century, and redevelopment is unlikely in the forseeable future.

South of Coconut Grave and in the City of Coral Gables are several high-int.ensity multi-family struc-
tures. These units face on the waterway near the waterway's entrance to Biscayne Bay and were the result of
court ordered zoning,

South of the Coral Gables Waterway is the ill-fated Cacoplum project. Original plans for this project
indicated a mixture of housing types around a golf course facility, Zoning was not approved for the project
and the developer decided to use the existing single-family zoning ta build individual homes. At that time
the State intervened, principally the Trustees of the Internal Improvement Fund, the Department of Pallutian
Control and the Coastal Coordinating Council, and prohibited the development of any single � family homes in
low land areas which is a good part of the site. Today, several single-family homes are under construction
on the high ground areas. Tahiti Beach, which was on this site and open to the public, was closed as a
result of construction for the Cocoplum project.

Gables Estates, south of the Cocoplum tract, is a very high income single-family neighborhood. Although
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densities are low, visual and physical access to the Bay is virtually lost for the public.
Hatheson Hammock, a major recreational area for Dade County, is one of the best examples in South

Florida of integrating a public open space facility with the natural quality of the area. A marina, bike
trails, picnic areas and other bayfront passive and active uses are available.

Of receipt origin and of major importance in the South Bay area is the Saga Development. A mixture of
residential types are proposed, with some already completed. A buffer area between the Bay and the Saga
proj ect was retained, This resulted from recommendations included in the South Bay Area Study prepared by
the Dade County Planning Department,

The South Bay area, un3.ike the majority of the North Bay area and the Beach, still has large undevel-
oped land areas that have the option of being planned on sound environmental principles, The Turkey Point
power plant is the only major developed land use south of the Saga project area. The concept of a natural
buffer betwee~ development and the Bay should be utilized as a development policy in the future. In fact,
the recommendations toward very limited development in the South Bay area should be a paramount planning
po3.icy. The Dade Couaty Planning Department has designated all undeveloped bayfront property as an area
of environmental sensitivity on the Year 2000 Plan.

CONCLUSION

Biscayne Bay urban area needs a planning process that couLd coordinate the agencies and organizations
with vested interest in the Bay, those with power and resources to influence decisions, Participants in
this process could be the County, municipalities, and universities and interested community organizations
and citizens.

The future of Biscayne Bay is and should be a main concern for local government and the Dade County
residents, workiag within the framework of state aad federal legislation,
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TABLE I

POPULATION

By Sub-Areas for Years 1950, 1960, 1970 and 1973

1960 19701950

North Bay Area

South Bay Area

Miami Beach Area

Total Bay Area

Total Population of
Dade County 935,047 1,267,792 1,365,550495,084

Bay Population ae X
of Dade County 9. 8X 9.5X10.5X12.8X

*Estimate, Dade County Planning Department.

SOURCE: U.S, Census of Population, 1950, 1960, 1970 and 1973, Metropolitan
Dade County Planning Depart~ant.

TABLE II

TRA!?PIC GENERATION

By Sub-Areas, by Purpose for Years 1975, 1985 and 2000
~17 1985 2000

Social
Recreation Work

Social
Recreation

Social
Recreation Work

642>569 1 ~ 028>212

7.6X8.8X7.5X 7.1X8,5X

SOURCE: Preliminary Data, MUATS Department of Traffic and Transportation, Dade County, 1976.
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North Bay Area

South Bay Area

Miami Beach Ares

Total Bay Area

Total Dade County

X of Total

11,782

10>942

16,188

38,912

519,866

28,843

13,825

20,814

63,482

Work

16,091

20>880

24,511

61,482

719,438

38,157

18,947

41 ' 110

98,214

11,885

12,556

17,348

41,789

585,401

45,503

25,169

54,170

124>842

18,069

33,019

27,182

78,270

888,315

1973+

48,780

26,590

54,980

130,350

12,242

13>547

23,244

49,033

19,733

40,298

26,546

86,577
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THE IMPACT OF NORKS OF MAN ON THE PHYSICAL REGIME
OF BISCAYNE BAY

JOHN F. MICHEL
ROSENSTIEL SCHOOL OF MARINE AND ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE

4600 RICKENBACKER CAUSEWAY
MIAMI, FLORIDA 33149

ABSTRACT

In 1896 when the City of Miami was founded Biscayne Bay existed in a natural condition much as it had
over past centuries. Development began shortly after with the construction of Government Cut ~ an artificial
inlet, and the Miami Ship Channel. The peak of development occurred between 1919 and 1926 with the construc-
tion of two causeways and another artificial inlet, Baker's Baulover. By this time the circulation of the
Bay was completely altered from its original condition and, in fact, water quality was vastly improved.
After a hiatus in development from 1926 to 1946, activities began again on a large scale with the construc-
tion of three causeways and a large 1and fill for the Port of Miami. Although man's impact on North Bis-
cayne Bay has been extremely severe on the biological community, the changes caused by construction of
inlets have resulted in a much greater exchange af water between the Bay and the ocean. This benefit has
been partially offset by construction of causeways which has decreased and constricted the circi lation
within the Bay. In 1974 the State Legislature passed a strict law regulating development of the Bay.
Future activities will therefore be limited and subjected to careful scientific scrutiny.
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INTRODUCTION

In 1896 when the city of Miami was founded, Biscayne Bay existed essentially in a completely natural
state. In spite of the fact that the bay may have been affected by human activities since 1100 B.C. as re-
ported by Chardon  in this volume! the import of such a small primitive population on tidal circulation was
negligible as compared to what happened in the subsequent 80 years of dynamic growth.

Since changes of major significance have been limited to the northern part of the Bay, the area
considered in this presentation will extend generally from Dumfoundling Bay on the north to a line drawn
west of the southern tip of Key Biscayne. This discussion will be limited to the effects of those works of
man that have actually changed the geometry and thus the hydrodynamic characteristics of the Bay. Discus-
sions of other factors such as the introduction af nutrient and sewage effluent will be covered elsewhere in
this volume. Fig. 1 shows a major portion of the area described as it now e~ists, including all af the
development projects discussed.

DISCUSSION

Ph sical Factors

Biscayne Bay is a shallaw estuary separated from the Atlantic Ocean by a chain of spits and islands
formed by accretion of the prevailing littoral transport of sand from the north. Interchange of bay and
ocean waters is driven by the ocean tide through a series of inlets between the islands and around the south
end of Key Biscayne. The acean tide is semidiurnal, having a mean range of 2.5 feet and a spring range of
3.0 feet  National Ocean Survey, 1974!. Swanson �974! indicates that tbe mean sea level at Mi.ami Beach
has been rising since 1924 at a rate of ,012 feet per year  approximately one foot in 80 years!. Analysis
by Marmer �951! of earlier records at Baltimore, Md. and New York, N.Y., indicates that this trend has
existed along the Atlantic Coast of the U.S. at least since 1893 but at a slightly lower rate.

In understanding the effects of the works of man on an estuary such as Biscayne Bay it is important to
understand the effect af the tidal prism on the circulati.on in the estuary and the exchange of waters with
the ocean. The tidal prism is the amount of tidal flow entering and leaving the estuary with each tide,
It can be approximated by multiplying the mean surface area of the estuary by the mean tidal range withi~
the estuary,

Since the oceanic water is generally of better quality than that of the estuary, a large tidal prism
as compared to the volume of the estuary is desirable from the point of view of water quality. If the
surface area or tidal range is increased the tidal prism will increase and decreases in these parameters
will cause decreases in the tidal prism. Increases in surface area may be ~aused by dredging canals or
lagoons, decreases are caused by land fill, either in the form of islands or by marginal fills of inundated
marsh land. Since the tidal range within the. estuary is reduced from that of the acean by frictional
resistance, opening of channels within the estuary ar the enlargement of inlets connecting it to the ocean
will tend to increase the tidal range.

The portion of Biscayne Bay lying north of Cape Florida presently has a surface area of about 2 billion
square feet and a mean tidal range of about 2 feet, giving a tidal prism of about 4 billion cubic feet per
tide. By way of comparison, the Miami River which is the principal sour~a of fresh water has an average
flow of 701 cubic feet per second which corresponds to ,016 billion cubic feet per tide or 1:250th that of
the exchange with the Ocean. This shows the great significance of the tidal prism as the driving force
of the circulation of Biscayne Bay.

In addition to its effect on circulation, changes in the tidal prism have a considerable effect on
the li.ttoral processes along the ocean beaches by way of the inlet. Any inlet interrupts the flow of sand
along the beach causing sand to go aut to sea and sand to go into the estuary. The more flow through the
inlet, the more effective it is as a barrier. Since the net littoral drift in southeast Florida is from
north to south, an inlet will tend to cause accretion to its narth and starvation of beaches to its south.
Inasmuch as the volume of the tidal prism must be carri.ed in and out through the inlets on each tide, its
volume will effect the transport of sand, intensifying or alleviating erosio~ as it increases or decreases.

Bisca ne Ba in 1896

In 1896 Biscayne Bay was not much different than it had been for the last few centuries, Its northern
portion was extremely shallow with the northernmost inlet being Norris Cut, 13 nautical miles to the south
of Dumfoundling Bay. This was then as it is now a shallow inlet with relatively little tidal flow,
Approximately one mile further south was Bear Cut which had a substantial cross-section and contributed
considerablY to the tidal exchange with the Bay, By far the largest portion of the exchange with the
Ocean came across the swash channels south of Cape Florida and flowed northward. Althaugh no data on tidal
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ranges are available, the tidal range in Dumfoundlfng Bay must have been very small while the range at
Cape Florida was very nearly that of the open ocean. Thfs would have given a tidal prism of about half
fts present value aad would have produced a situation of brackish, stagnant water at the north end of
Bfscayne Bay and fn Dumfoundlfng Bay. Charts of the area by the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey �887!
show large marsh areas all along the shores of the bay. With the predominance of tidal flow coming from
south of Cape Florida, the littoral transport of sand to that point would have had little interference.

The 0 enia of Government Cut

On 13 June 1902, Congress authorized the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to provide a channel 18 feet
deep through the peninsula approximately one half mile north of Norris Cut. Thfs project was completed
in 1905 and has been widened and deepened ever since. Iaitially the dredged material was placed on a
spoil bank to the north of the channel to form what is now known as the MacArthur Causeway. Only two
openings were provided in this spoil bank, one along the shore of Miami Beach, and one along the mainland
shore. Both of these openings are the same width today as they were constructed at that time, However,
the openings were shallow and restricted the tidal flow. Depths on the Miami Beach side as shown by the
U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey �919! were only two feet. The westerly opening was only slightly less
restricted. It is interesting to realize that at that time Miami Beach was little more than sand dunes
and mangrove swamps, The construction of Government Cut aad the Miami Ship Channel with its attendant
spoil bank must have greatly reduced the tidal prism of the area north of the spoil bank by restricting
the flow and thus reducing the tidal prism. Although we have no data to confirm this, the water in the
northera area must have been very stagnant as a result of the channel dredging, with significant circu-
lation only along the west side of the bay. With few changes this situation existed until 1919.

As a result of the tidal flow through the Cut, the beaches along Fisher Island, Virginia Key and Key
Biscayne began a cycle of erosion which has intensified ever since as navigational improvements were
made to the channel and the inlet.

The Develo ment of Miami as a Resort Area 1919-1928

The contrast between charts showing the Biscayne Bay area in 1919 and 1921  USC 6 GS 1919 and 1921!
presages the spectacular growth that occurred duriag the next ten years. In 1919 the situation remained
basically as it was on completion of Government Cut and the Miami Ship Channel. The chart shows Star
Island, just north of the causeway as existing or under construction, and a wooden bridge is shown crossing
shallow water in the present location of the Venetian Causeway.

The 1921 chart shows that exteasive dredging and filling has occurred, particularly in the Miami
Beach area south of the Venetian Causeway, This dredging resulted in the opening of a major channel
along the west shore of Miami Beach known as Meloy Channel from the northern portion of the Bay to Govern-
ment Cut. A major improvement in the circulation of this part of the Bay must have resulted, but it may
have been masked by an increase fn sewage pollution due to the rapid1y iacreasing population. At this
time we also see islands constructed along the causeway.

Whatever the situation in 1921, the most' spectacular improvement ia the waters of the northern part
of the Bay occurred when Baker's Baulover, 8 miles north of Government Cut was opened as a tidal inlet
fn 1924, This inlet would have completely changed the environment of the area by increasing the tidal
range and providing large quantities of oceanic water fn each tide to the upper bay area.

Although this inlet improved the water quality in the Bay, it has had disastrous effects in erosion
of the beaches to the south. The effect over the years of this inlet aad other inlets to the north has
all but taken the beach out of Miami Beach.

In 1925 the old wooden bridge connecting Miami Beach to the mainland was replaced by the Venetian
Causeway as it now stands. This causeway, originally constructed as a private toll facility, runs across
five artificial islands constructed at the same time snd Belle Isle which was a natural island. The
waterways between the islands are traversed by bridges aad fill sections. This construction eight have
been disastrous except that fill for the islands was taken from the adjacent shoals deepening the entire
area between the MacArthur and Venetian Causeways from an average of 4 feet to 8 feet and providing e wide
channel 8 feet deep along the north side of the causeway. This would have greatly enhanced the east-
west circulatioa in the area and tended to equalize the flow along the Miami and Miami Beach shores.

As filling activities progressed northward a borrow chanael 8 to 10 feet deep was created along the
entire eastern shore of the Bay. On the west side of the Bay the Intracoastal Waterway was constructed
8 feet deep and 75 feet wide. Land fill along the Miami side was less continuous than on the Beach, so
no definite borrow channel was created, just a series of borrow pits.

During the latter part of this period as the city grew northward, the 79th Street Causeway was constructed.
Although this causeway with this type of construction would normally have constituted a considerable
obstacle to circulation, its effect wes minimized by its location very near the nodal point where tidal
flow from the south meets that from Baker's Haulover.
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During this period, the Miami Ship Channel was improved several times by deepening and widening aud a
line of spoil islands was created along the south side of the channel.

One fortunate aspect af the dredging activities during this period is that the borrow areas were no
more than 8 to 10 feet deep. This was due to the limited depth capabilities of the dredges used and to
their inability ta handle hard material. As a result, only a relatively small portion of the Bay could be
filled whether the developers liked it or not.

In 1928, with the crash of the stock market, the development boom burst creating a status quo until
after the end of World War II in 1945.

The Post War Years 1945-1975

As soon as construction materials became available after World War II another building boom hit the
Miami area. After nearly twenty years of practically no activity, projects began ta be developed to accom-
modate the rising population. One of the first activities to affect the Bay was the construction of the
Rickenbacker Causeway between the mainland and Key Biscayne, This causeway> planned prior to World War 1I,
was mostly on fill with two openings: ane a short span near the west shore of the Bay, and the other a long
span approximately in the center of the Bay. The stretch between these spans was constructed on fill
obtained from a borrow pit located just to the north of the Causeway. This pit was dredged to a depth of
over 20 feet in places so that ii acts as a trap for detritus. In spite of this, the water quality in the
pit is good with only the bottom sediment in an anaerobic condition. Since the area was very close to the
inlets to the Bay, not much change was caused in the circulation of the lower bay.

In 1951 the Broad Causeway was constructed across the northern part of the Bay, Although most of the
solid fill was constructed in shallow water, this causeway restricted the tidal flow enough to reduce the
exchange betwee~ the Ocean and the Bay north of the 79th Street Causeway, This caused a problem in that
flotsam in the vicinity af Miami Shores is not flushed to sea. No significant borrow pits are associated
with this structure.

In 1960 construction was begun on a new port for the City of Miami located just south of the Ship
Channel. This port which is still under construction is situated on an island created by filling some of
the existing spoil islands. At the present time the island contains about 280 acres. It is surrounded by
deep channels and turning basins which tend to increase the circulation in the area.

About the same time, the Julia Tuttle Causeway was built across Biscayne Bay between the Venetian
and 79th Street Causeways, This structure has bridges near the east and west ends designed to accommodate
navigation with a solid fill approximately 1,5 miles long between the bridges, Fill was obtained from a
borrow pit to the north of the embankment. In places this pit is 29 feet deep. The existence of the solid
fill concentrates the tidal flow along the sides of the Bay and tends to restrict circulation in the center.

The Outlook for the Future

Although the construction activities of man in the northern portion of Biscayne Bay have been so
extensive that it can almost be considered as an artificial waterway, the alterations in the tidal prism
and construction of inlets have been such as to improve water quality rather than detract from it. This
is in contrast to areas on the Gulf Coast such as Boca Ciega Bay near Tampa where land fills have blocked
the circulation. Obviously, the activities have completely altered the biological systems.

With this in mind the State Legislature enacted a law designating Biscayne Bay as an aquatic preserve
Thi,s law was signed by the Governor on 11 June 1974. Stating its intent to preserve an essentially natural
condition, the law places stringent controls on future work in the bay. Thus, it is not likely that any
new structures such as those described here will be build. It is likely that old structures such as the
Venetian Causeway will be replaced, but only after careful scientific scrutiny so that the new structures
will be an improvement over the old.
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EFFECTS OF WATER MANAGEMENT ON FRESH-RATER DISCHARGE
TO BISCAYNE BAY

THOMAS J . BUCHANAN AND HOWARD KLEIN
U.S . GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

901 SOUTH MIAMI AVE.
MIAMI> FLORIDA 33130

ABSTRACT

prior to development in southeast Florida, fresh water discharge to Biscayne Bay consisted of flow
through natural drainageways, overland flow, and coastal underseepage from the Biscayne aquifer. Through
the years, the characteri.sties of the fresh-water flow have changed from natural, sporadic, short bursts of
rainy-season flow through the low drainageways and prolonged dry-season coastal underseepage, to regulated
discharge through drainage canals and decreased periods of coastal underseepsge.

The fresh-water flow to Biscayne Bay has been significantly reduced in quantity and in time, due to
extensive flood and water-control measures and water-management practi.ces i.nstituted after the extensive
flooding of 1947. By the end of 1962, surface flows could be fully controlled in the Everglades by a sys-
tem of levees and canals, water-conservation areas, pumps, and flow regulation structures. Thus, since
1953 annual fresh-watsr flow to Biscayne Bay has been reduced by about 2O percent and the duration of storm-
water runoff has also been reduced. Flood control measures in south Dade County have altered the pattern
of fresh-water flow to the Bay, Ground-water leve1 recession rates in south Dade County are twice as rapid
as they were before the implementation of flood control measures there. This means that the Bay receives
fresh-vates runoff for only about half as long after a storm as it did previously.

Implementation of planned water-management practices would result in further reduction of fresh-water
runoff to the Bay, Further changes in south Biscayne Bay could be expected if urbanization in south Dade
County approaches the density of that of Miami and vicinity.
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INTRODUCTION

Biscayne Bay is a shallow tropical lagoon about 35 miles long, as much as 10 miles wide, and 12 feet
deep  see fig. 1!, It is bound on the west by the Mangrave Swamp of the mainland, on the east by a series
of barrier and coral islands, an the south by Card Sound, and on the north by Dumfoundling Bay  U.S. Dept.
af the Interior, 1973!. Tidal range in the Bay is about 2.0 feet at North Miami and Coconut Grave and
about 1,6 feet near Homestead and at Elliatt Key  Schneider, 1969! . Tidal range in the Atlantic Ocean at
Miami Beach is about 2.4 feet.

Biscayne Bay receives fresh water from rainfall and runoff fram the mainland. Rainfall aver the Bay
ranges from 46 inches per year at Miami Beach to 64 inches per year at Homestead and probably averages al-
most 60 inches per year over the entire Bay  U,S. Dept. of Commerce, 1974!. The rainfall is seasonal;
about 70 percent of the annual total falls during the rainy season, narmally June through October. Rain-
fall varies considerably fram year to year. During the last 35 years at the Miami station minimum rai~fall
was 37 inches in 1956 and maximum; 89 inches in 1959  U.S. Dept. of Commerce, 1975!.

DISCUSSION

Under natural conditions in southeast Flarida, fresh-water discharged to the Bay from natural drainage-
ways, by overland flow and by seepage from the Biscayne aquifer. Presenc day inflow to the bay is, season-
al, from controlled canals and seepage.

Under natural conditions most of the land in southeastern Florida> presently utilized for urban, sub-
ground, where flooding during the rainy season was less probable. In the 1900's because of major urban ex-
pansion in the vicinity of Miami, drainage canals were extended inland along, natural drainageways, and
through transverse glades  see fig. 2!. Urban areas expanded westward on land formerly inundated or used
for agriculture, displacing agriculture ta land farther inland to the eastern edge of the Everglades.

The hydrologic regimen of the Lake Okeechobee-Everglades area has undergone continuous modification
since settlement began late in the nineteenth century. Before drainage and land reclamatian in the north-
ern part of the Everglades, water levels in Lake Okeechobee and those in the Everglades adjacent to the
lake were about the same during periods of high water; overflow occurred first at two low places an the
south shore when water stages reached 15 feet - outflow along the south share became general at a stage of
about 18 feet. Modification of overland flaw in the FVergiades began when drainage canals and levees were
built around Lake Okeechobee beginning in 1881. Mast of the excavation for major drainage canals along the
lower east coast was completed by 1932 � canals were either uncontrolled or inadequately controlled, and
continuous drainage resulted in lowered ground-water levels and sea-water intrusion into the Biscayne aqui-
fer in the Miami area  see fig. 3!. After the 1943-45 drought, maj ar canals through the coastal ridge were
equipped with control structures, which prevented overdrainage during dry periods and prevented additional
or reduced existent sea-water intrusion.

Extensive flooding which followed the heavy rains of 1947 demonstrated the need to improve the water-
control systems. The 1947 flooding led ta the establishment in 1949 of the Central and Southern Florida
Flood Control District, whose functions were to furnish flood protectio~ to urban and agricultural lands
during rainy seasons and to provide facilities for conserving water for alleviation of the effects of
drought. Work on new water-control facilities in collaboration with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers pro-
ceeded during the 1950's; water Conservation Areas 1 and 2 were enclosed by levees in Palm Beach and
Braward counties  fig. 1!. By the end af 1962, water Conservation Area 3 was enclosed on the south side
and for the first time, surface f!ow in the Everglades north of the Everglades National Park could be fully
controlled. Conservation Area 3 was considered fully enclosed by July 1967. Additional changes and modi-
fications in the water-management structures are plan~ed for construction as needed. One of the modifica-
tions planned is to provide the capability of moving water to sautl Dade County during dry periods. An-
other planned modi.fication is to backpump to the water conservation areas a part of the excess storm water
that normally would flow to Biscayne Bay, The water conserved by backpumping would help sustain higher
water levels during the dry season.

The prime effect of the water-control. works in south Florida has been ta facilitate the flow of water
out of the Everglades by means of the canal system, thereby changing the spatial and temporal distribution
of runoff from the Everglades. Prior to 1961., flow southward toward the Everglades National Park and south
Dade, County through the Tamiami Canal outlets, baaed on the 194 1-61 record, averaged 252,600 acre-feet per
year through the Levee 30 ta Levee 67A section, 128,900 acre-feet per year through the Levee 67A to 40-Mile
Bend to Monroe section, During 1962-68, average annual discharge through che Levee 30 to Levee 67A section
was reduced to about 63,200 acre-feet, the discharge through the Levee 67A to 40-Mile Bend section in-
creased to about 323,600 acre-feet, and the discharge in the 40-Mile Bend to Monroe section remained about
the same. Adjustments in operation of canal.s and control structures ta meet changing needs have changed
the amount, timing, and distribution af seaward discharge af the Miami Canal which drains the Everglades
and transects the coastal ridge. Reduction in flow ta the ocean began with completion of the levee systems
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east of the three conservation areas in 1953. Discharge ta the ocean through Miami Canal was reduced an
average af 1S5,000 acre-feet per run-off year for 1956-65. Overall reduction of fresh water flow to the
aces~ since 1953 as a result of flood and water-control measuzes is about 20 percent of the fresh water
that otherwise cauld have been discharged to the ocean in southeastern Florida  Leach, et al, 1972!.

Before drainage, water levels were near or at land surface along much of the coastal ridge area. The
principal effect of pre-1945 land-reclamation practices wss the lowering of ground-water levels throughout
the coastal ridge and interior areas. Overdrainage of many coastal areas allowed sea-water intrusion of
canals and the Biscayne aquifer, the source of nearly all potable water i.n the area. During 1945, after a
prolonged draught, salty water moved up the Miami Canal and intruded the Biscayne ac iifer in the vicinity
of the Miami well field, when water was being withdrawn at 30 Mgal/d  million gallon . per day!. The over-
drainage has been arrested and, since 1954, water levels have tended to stabilize in most af Dade County
 see fig. 3!. Yearly peak water levels in coastal areas are considerably lower than in pre-flood-control
times, and yearly low water levels are higher than in pre-management times, Thus, in 1971, in a similar
dry season to 1945, and following installation of the salinity control structure in Miami Canal at North-
west 36th Street, water was being withdrawn at 95 Mgal/d; minimum water levels near the center of the field
were lawer than in 1945, but sea-water intrusion was controlled  Bensan and Gardner, 1974!. The improved
conditions of well-field production and salinity control are results of salinity barriers in canals and re-
plenj.shment of water in well-fi.eld areas from canals. Similar conditions prevail at other near-shore well
fields in the southeast Florida area  Hull, 1975!.

The effects of the new canal system and flood-control practices on the hydrology af south Dade County
were aLso marked by a change in the recession rate of ground-water levels. Figure 4 shows selected graphs
of parts af the water level recorded at well S-182, a short distance north of Canal 1  see fig, 1 faz loca-
tion!, to contrast the recession rates before and after Canal 1 and the salinity control S-21 was completed
in December 1961. The graphs show that the recession rate for part of June 1961  pre-canal construction!
was about 0,2 foot per day, half the 0.4 foot following canal canstruction. The increase in the rate of
recession indicates that the duration of runoff to the bay has been appreciably reduced.
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Figure 1. Central and Southern Fl,orida Flood Control project
Dtructurea and hydrologic features in Scutheastern
Florida.



Figure 2. Florida's lower east coast showing the configurations
of the natural drainageways  transverse glades! md
locations of,major canals through the coastal ridge.
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Figure 3. Miami area in eastern Dade County showing the sea-water
encroachment at the base of the Biscayne aquifer 1904-69.
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MAN'S DIPACT ON THE CHEMISTRY OF BISCAYNE BAY
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ABSTRACT

Hater quality data for Biscayne Bay have been evaluated with respect to man's impact, he major data
collection effort in the Bay has been performed by the Dade County Department of Pollution Control. Three
years worth of data have been evaluated and no real trends can be identified. Lack of long term inforcetion,
plus the a'bsence of data on certain parameters make evaluation of water quality in Biscayne Bay very diffi-
cult,

Pollution inputs to the Bay are probably due to runoff water from the metropolitan areas. These con-
taminants are introduced to t' he Bay v'a canals snd river systems. Data are presented which reflect charac-
teristics of storm~ater runoff, and resultant canal water quality degradation. A summer time peak in most
of the quality pararmters is noted, which reflects stormwater effects.

Data are also presented on specific metals e.g. aluminum and zinc, and the water qualit aspect of
each ie discussed. In addition values fcr oil and grease in a canal system are shown as indicators of con-
ramination from motor craft operation. The Coral Cables waterway hae been used as t::e model canal svstem
in this paper.

In summary no real trend in water quality of Biscayne Bay can be determined. Long term monitoring of
certain water quality parameters has not been undertaken, hence a good data base is non-existent. The
parameters currently being monitored in the Bay area are of questionable use and should be ausmented with
materials which are common to storm water run-off.
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INTRODUCTION

Biscayne Bay, located in southeast Florida is a shallow bay bounded on the west by the Florida main-
land and the east by small barrier islands. To the north the bay extends as far as Dumfoundling Bay and to
the south as far as Card and Barnes Sound. For the purposes of this report only those parts of the bay
north of Card Sound will be considered. Furthermore the bay will be considered to be comprised of two
sections; that is the north section, or north of Rickenbacker Causeway; and the south bay section being
south of Rickenbacker Causeway, As vill be discussed later the north section is characterized by heavy,
and dense development close ta the water. The south section is predominantly undeveloped around the
share areas of the bay.

The temperature of Biscayne Bay varies between a seasonal high in the upper 80's, occurring during
the warm summer months, and low values in the upper 60's in the winter. Winds are predominantly from the
east and southeast; except when coldfronts pass through the area, The physical constraints on the Biscayne
Bay system do not appear to significantly effect the chemistry of the bay, Ihe effects of the wind and
warm temperatures on the bay will be discussed in later papers ia this symposium,

Several agencies have been monitoring the water quality of Biscayne Bay for many years. An excellent
summation of these data collecting efforts has been compiled by Rosendahl  I!, and the reader is referred
to his work for a complete bibliography om the monitoring and research programs in the bay. A few programs
however, have been responsible for collection of most of the water quality data currently available. The
Dade County Pollution Control Department has been manitoring certain parameters in Biscayne Bay since 1971.
They have collected data on dissolved oxygen, biochemical oxygen demand> pH, temperature, phosphates, and
total califorms. Most of the stations monitored by the Pollution Control Department have been in the north
bay section, as defined earlier. Test sites have been located on Key Biscayne, and as far south as Cables
by the Sea. Most of the south bay area is not monitored continually by the Dade County Pollutian Control
Department. In addition the Pollutian Control Department monitors the same water quality parameters in
several of the tributary canals which enter into the bay, Data from these canal systems have also been
collected since 1971.

Several other agencies including the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, the Department of the
Interior, Geological Survey and the National Park Service have monitored various water quality parameters
throughout the bay in conjunction with Florida Pawer and Light's construction of the nuclear power plant at
Turkey Point. Mo'st of the data however, were concerned with assessing the impact of the power plant on
Biscayne Bay. Thus while some inference as to water quality in the system can be made, without long term
monitoring no trends can be determined.

It should be noted here that while this paper deals with man's interference with the chemistry of
Biscayne Bay other parameters will also be discussed. As was noted earlier microbiological indicators of
pollution, i.e. coliforms, will also be discussed as they to reflect mans impact an the bay. The principle
chemicals that will be discussed in this paper are the macronutrients; nitrogen, and phosphorus. There are
very few data available on other elements and their occurrenhe or inputs to the bay.

Figure I shows a composite of water quality data collected fram 1971 � 1973 by the Dade County Depart-
ment of Pollution Control. These data will be discussed briefly here to give the reader some background as
to fluctuations in typical pollutant concentrations at certain stations in the bay. It can be noted that
there are 4 stations represented from the 48 currently being monitored by the Department of Pollution
Control The stations were selected as being representative of the other monitoring stations within the bay
area. Fram a water quality point of view only 2 parameters shown in Figure I are of interest, that is the
total coliform count, and phosphate concentration. Dissolved oxygen, pH and temperature fluctuate quite
randomly, and are purely a functian of the physical forces in the system, The values for BOD are quite Iow
in all cases, and reflect the rather insensitive nature, of the BOD analysis, The total coliform counts, as
shown are useful indicators, even though somewhat insensitive to contamination from various land use forms.
It can be nated that the only station in the south bay i.e. Gablea by the Sea, shows very law values of
coliform throughout the three years, while stations in the north bay section do show values somewhat higher.
It should be also noted that the suggested standard for water contact in Dade County is 1000 MPN total
coliform count. As more data are collected, a better time dependent trend can be determined. Figure I,
however seems to indicate the trend of increasing coliform levels at most stations> probably reflecting
the increased development in the Biscayne Bay area.

The phosphate data are rather constant with time for the 3 years of data presented. There seems to be
a pronounced seasonal fluctuation, with higher values being reported in the rainy summer mon.ths, This
phenomenon will be discussed later, as it is seen that the same type af phenomenon occurs in the canal
systems draining to the bay. The values however do not seem to reflect any trend with time other than
perhaps a slight increase in the north bay section. Throughout most of the year the absolute value of
phosphate is rather Iaw, During the seasons when the levels increase, values are recorded as high as
0.5 . This level is quite high and could allow for an excessive amount of algal grawth if phosphorus is
limiting primary production in Biscayne Bay. Without comparable data on nitrogen values however,

~ ppm ~
it is

difficult to project the limiting situation iu the bay.
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In summary then, it can be seen that certain chemical pollutants in the bay may be on the increase,
probably due to the increased development in the Biscayne Bay area. It also is obvious that very few
parameters have been monitored on a long term basis, thus making it difficult to evaluate the exact water
quality situation in the bay. In addition data that reflect more closely, pollutant inputs have not been
coLLected, and hence are not available for evaluation. Determinations of trace metals and hydrocarbons
are essential as they are principle contaminants in runoff waters which probably represent the main input
to Biscayne Bay. It also appears that the main pollutant inputs to the bay enter through the many canal
and river systems, The rest of this paper will discuss the water quality parameters that have been
monitored in these canal systems.

DISCUSSION

An important consideration in evaluating the chemical composition of Biscayne Bay with regard to water
quality is the input of pollutants. Due to the large metropolitan area surrounding Biscayne Bay several
large chemical pollutant inputs are occurring. Nonpoint sources due to stormwater runoff probably are the
ma]or contributors of chemical pollutants to the bay. In the north bay area where the development is in
close proximity to the bay waters, runoff probably occurs directly from streets and surrounding development.
in the central and south bay area chemical pollutants undoubtedly enter the bay predominantly through canal
and river systems.

Certain quality parameters have been monitored on several canal systems draining to Biscayne Bay by the
Water Quality Laboratory at the University of Miami. Much of the work was centered on the Coral Gables
Waterway, as this system was considered to be a model of canal drainage to Biscayne Bay from a typically
developed section of Miami. The Coral Gables Waterway receives stormwater drainage from a large area of
Coral Gables through stormwater interceptors. These empty into the waterway over its entire length, In
addition much of the area bordering the Coral Gables Waterway is currently being serviced by septic tanks,
and much of the drainage from these tanks reaches the waterway and hence Biscayne Bay. Some of the more
pertinent parameters will be reported on here in an attempt to illustrate the type of loading that could be
expected from canal systems being developed in the same manner as the Gables Waterway,

Figure 2 shows typical water quality data collected at a site midway in the Coral Cables Canal. The
data were collected for a year from the summer of 1974 to the summer of 1975. Representative values of
nitrogen, phosphorus' and indicator bacteria are shown for that period. It can be noted that the indicator
bacteria show very high levels in the canal especially in the summer rainy months. The values then trans-
late to high coliform values in Biscayne Bay. In addition the macronutrients also appear to follow the
seasonality of high in the summez, and lower in the winter. The best parameters' once again, for observing
this seasonality are the phosphate concentrations and total coliform count. These appear to reflect storm-
water input into the canal as well as seepage from septic tank leaching fields during periods of high water
tabLe. Comparing the concentrations in figure 1 with those of figure 2 it is seen that the various chemical
pollutants become more dilute, as the material passes down the canal systems, However, during the seasons
of high rain intensity and high pollutant input, the canal system, as well as Biscayne Bay appear to be
appreciably degraded.

Because the water quality of the Coral Gables Canal System and subsequently Biscayne Bay appears to be
governed by inputs from stormwater runoff, a study was performed to examine the characteristics of storm-
water runoff. Table 1 shows the summation of water quality characteristics from 3 test sites in the Coral
Gables Area. All three of these test areas drain into the Coral Gables Waterway. It can be seen that the
coliform bacteria counts are extremely high in all cases. Orthophosphate and nitrate nitrogen also appear
to be extremely high, and this of course is reflected in the resultant concentrations in the canal itself.
It also should be noted that drainage from area 82 which was LOOX paved appeared to contain the highest
concentrations of pollutants. Thus it appears that paved areas, that is parking lots or streets, pose a
rather high potential for contaminating surface water systems.

Table 2 shows the loading rates of the various pollutants from residential areas of Coral Gables.
It can be seen that over 8 pounds of nitrogen, and 2 pounds of phosphate per acre of pavement per year
drain into the Coral Gables Waterway. Once again these pollutants are readily transported to Biscayne Bay
via the canal system.

As was mentioned earlier, specific chemical pollutants which drain into the canal system, and subse-
quently reach the bay have not been monitored as extensively as have nitrogen, phosphorus and bacteria,
Recent work on the Gables Waterway analyzing zinc and aluminum with respect to water quality has just been
undertaken. Too few data have been collected to date to observe any yearly trend similar to those observed
in other water quality parameters, However absolute values of the concentration of these elements can be
seen in table 3. The data were collected from 10 stations on the Gables Waterway and show relative concen-
trations of aluminum and zinc. It can be sean that aluminum levels vary from undetectable, to as high aa
4ppm. Zinc remains' a little more constant than does aluminum varying only from about .07 to somewhere
around 0.5 ppm. These two elements were chosen for analysis in part because very little is known about
aluminum in natural systems, and it is a rather toxic element. Zinc on the other hand is relatively non-
toxic, and is common in most systems at fairly high concentrations. Table 3 indicates that the overall
zinc level is low in the Cables Waterway, and that the aluminum levels can run very high at certain
stations at certain times of the year, It should again be noted that the samples have only been collected
through the early fall, and hence do not indicate yearly fluctuations. As a point of reference the water
quality standards for Dade County set a limit of 1 ppm zinc; while no standards are written on aluminum.
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Anothe~ parameter that has not received much attention with regards to water quality, is oil and
grease. The Coral Gables Waterway, as is the case with most other water systems draining to Biscayne Bay
receives heavy boat traffic. In addition many boats are moored in these canal systems, which results in
additional input of oil and grease. Because of the variety of hydrocarbons present in oil and grease it
is very difficult to monitor each form. Therefore the most expidient analysis is to use a total extraction
method, and measure the total hydrocarbon content. Table 4 shows a listing of 6 stations in the Gables
Waterway with average values of total extractable oil and grease, The extraction is this case was per-
formed with methylene chloride. It can be seen that values of oil and grease fluctuate between 10 and 20
mg 1 1. As a reference point, the effulent standard for Dade County is set at 30 mgl 1 total oil and
grease. Several sites in the waterway have recordings as high as the effulent standard. Undoubtedly,
stormwater runoff accounts for much of the oil and grease, however, much of the daily boat traffic, and
operation must also account for a sizable portion of the oil and grease present.

The pollutants that have been reviewed in this section ultimately reach Biscayne Bay. The ecological
effect of these chemicals, whi.le being discussed in other papers in this symposium have not been fully
evaluated, Work by Waite 6 Greenfield �! has shown a decrease in pollution tolerant forms of phyto-
plankton towards the Biscayne Bay end of the waterway. This indicates that the Gables Waterway is rela-
tively contaminated, and that Biscayne Bay is less contaminated compared to the Waterway. This is under-
standable, considering the dilution capacity of the canal system as it moves toward the bay. It is more
difficult to evaluate ecological harm due to these chemical contaminents in the bay itself because of so
many overlapping factors.

It appears therefore, that the principal loading of pollutants to Biscayne Bay is via the canal
systems and the Miami River. This iu turn is due to inputs in runoff water from the land use forms in the
Miami Area. Consequently the only procedure for controlling inputs of these contaminants to the bay is
through land use reform and planning. Also much more data are needed to evaluate exactly the effects of
runoff from various land use forms as they impinge on these canal systems and subsequently the bay. Data
that have been collected on the Gables Waterway offer good insite as to potential harm of the various
forms nf development, Recent federal grant money to cities for analyzing stormwater impact will aid in
this data collection. It is obvious however, that careful thought should be placed on exactly which
chemical contaminants should be monitored, as many of the common water parameters do not reflect actual
contaminant input. Many specific contaminants should be monitored such as certain trace metals, hydro-
carbons etc. instead of general indicator type parameters. This will aid in the analysis of the potential
for harm to Biscayne Bay.

While data collected from model systems, such as has been studied here, will aid in planning of new
land use forms in the South Dade area, there should also be concern for control of existing systems. The
north bay area, as well as part of the south bay area are already fully developed, and runoff from these
areas has been draining into the bay for several years. The possible control mechanisms for runoff inputs
however are poorly developed at this time. It is however, imperative that some effort be placed towards
evaluating possible alternatives for treatment of this runoff water.

In conclusion then, it has been shown that the principal chemical contaminants of Biscayne Bay probably
have reached there by runoff from urban activity. This runoff most probably enters the bay through the
canal and river systems feeding the bay. It is therefore quite possible to alter this input by controlling
runoff from existing developed areas, and planning new developments such that runoff is minimized. The
exact environmental harm of these chemical contaminants in Biscayne Bay is very difficult to evaluate at
this time because of the overlapping physical and biological interactions. It is assumed however, that some
environmental harm is going to occur due to the input of these chemicals whether it is defined scientifi-
cally or not. It is therefore advantageous to initiate programs to preclude the entrance of these contamin-
ants to Biscayne Bay while further research on the definition of the system itself is underway,
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Figure 1, Water quality data at selected sites in Biscayne Say 1971 - 1973.
From Dade County Dept. of Pollution Control
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Figure 2. Typical water quality data, midway in the Coral Gablea Waterway
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Table 1. Water quality characteristics of stormwater runoff into the Coral Gables Waterway.

Table 2 ~ Pollucant loading values due to stortswater runoff from residential areas.

Table 3. Aluminum and zinc concentrations in the Coral Gables Waterway ~

Table 4, Total extractable oil and grease in the Coral Gables Waterway
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ABSTRACT

During the past 75 years, man has dramatically modified the morphology, sedimentary environments, and
sedimentary dynamics of Biscayne Bay, especially that portion north of the Key Biscayne-Coconut Grove area,
Man's impact results mainly from five influences- creation of artificial cuts across Miami Beach, obstruc-
tion and modification to the natural sediment movement on the ocean beaches, dredge and fill projects for
waterways and land fill, construction of drainage canals across marginal freshwater marshea, and causing
increased turbidity.

Construction of Baker's Haulover cut �925! and Government Cut �905! across Miami Beach have altered
the shore sediment b�dget and caused changes in the salinity and circulation of northern Biscayne Bay. These
changes have in turn caused erosion along portions of the ocean beaches and major changes in the sedimentary
environments of northern Biscayne Bay.

The construction of inlets through and seawalla, grains, and jetties along the ocean-facing beaches
from Miami Beach to Key Biscayne has obstructed both natural sediment drift along the shore and erosion-
accretion cycles transverse to the shore trend, Most seriously affected aze the beaches south of Government
Cut. These have been cut off from natural beach sand replenishment for the past 50 years and are rapidly
eroding.

Dredge and fill projects in northern Biscayne Bay have dissected this once shallow, elongate mangrove-
rimmed bay into a lagoonal complex in which deep moats and channels border the dredged and seawalled fill
islands and Bay margins. Unbulkheaded environments influenced by dredging are a persistent source for the
gradual re-introduction of turbidity  particulate suspensions! into the water column. Dredge and fill
projects in central and southern Biscayne Bay are scattered and have had only local impact on Bay environ-
ments.

Drainage canals cries-crossing bay margin swamps and margins have caused freshwater marl flats and
swamps to yield to mangrove swamps or upland scrub environments.

A marked increase in turbidity of the Bay waters has accompanied urbanization of the northezn and
central Bay sectors. Although this may have been initially caused by dredging operations in the mid-twenties
and large volumes of raw sewage discharge in the 1920-1955 period, some other influence is perpetuating high
turbidity levels today, Of the possible influences, re-release of dredge spoil and the loss of "turbidity
inhibitors" should receive focused study.

Resultant from this impact there have been major changes in the sedimentary environments of and mar-
ginal to northern and central Biscayne Bay and minor changes to the south Especially serious is �! the
conversion of large portions on the northern Bay bottom from a sea-grass stabilized shelly mud to a mobile
soft to flocculent ooze bottom, and �! the destruction of a major percentage of the turbidity and energy
adsorbing mangrove swamp shoreline along northern Biscayne Bay,

Future research must focus on  a! fine-grained sediment dynamics and  b! mapping the spatial and tem-
poral gradients of the bio-sedimentary environments. Also urgently needed is an effective mechanism to
input present and future knowledge of this unique urbanized Bay system into regulatory guidelines.
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INTRODUCTION

Man's influence on the morphology, sedimentary environments, and sedimentary dynamics of Biscayne Bay
has nearly entirely occurred during the past 75 years. There are five main ways in which man has modified
sedimentation.

1! Creation of artificial cuts across the seaward barrier islands and deepening natural cuts
through the seaward margin have altered the shore sediment budget and caused changes in salini.ty and
circulation af northern Biscayne Bay thus modifying bottom sedimentary environments,

2! Ocean-facing beaches of the sand islands bordering northern Biscayne Bay are severely eroding>
partly because of natural processes and partly because af sand loss into the Bay through artificial
cuts and sand drift blockage of seaward extending jetties.

3! Dredge and fill operations have dissected northern Biscayne Bay into a lagoonal complex, elim-
inated the mangrove swamp fringe from most of the northern and much of the central Bay sector, created
spoil' islands and shoals throughout the Bay, and been both a short-term and persistent source for
increased turbidity.

4! Drainage canals have connected fresh water marshes and marl flats in the marine environment.

5! Increased turbidity in the north and central Bay sectors accompanied urbanization. This has
caused major changes in bottom sedimentary environments, substrate mobility and dynamics of fine par-
ticulate sediment and adsorbed pollutants.

Some of man's modifications have had an inxnediate and direct effect on the morphology, sedimentary
environments and sediment dynamics af the Biscayne Bay area. Other changes, as persistent turbidity and
beach erosion, are indirect results of man's intervention, and the exact cause is difficult ta determine.

In assessing man's influence on the morphology of Biscayne Bay and on the contained sedimentary envi-
ronments and processes, there are four important questions that must be addressed and resolved, These are:

1! What wes it like before man's presence? What was the influence of the environment or process
on the system? What were the natural trends of the system?

2! What were the di.rect effects af a man-induced modification?

3! What were the indirect effects--either to adjacent environments or at a later time? What
indirect effects might a modification cause?

4! Of those detrimental changes to the system, is the original, formative cause perpetuating the
detrimental change, or is the detrimental change now being perpetuated by some other influence of sub-
sequent urbanization.

Each of these questions must be properly addressed and resolved to achieve a meaningful understanding
of man's impact on Biscayne Bay--one that can be used both to design a proper urban development program for
southern Biscayne Bay and to create a cost-benefit evaluation for the recovery of northern Biscayne Bay,

ARTIFICIAL CUTS ACROSS SAND ISLAND BARRIERS

Prior to 1900 Miami. Beach formed a complete sand barrier between the ocean and Biscayne Bay as far
south as Norris Cut at the south end of what is now Fisher Island, Norris Cut was a very shallow washover
that had developed very little since its formation in the great hurricane of 1835  Chardon, this volume!,
Thus, prior to man's development of Biscayne Bay, Bear Cut, separating Virginia Key and Key Biscayne, was the
first major tidal pass through the long sand island barrier.

In 1905 Government Cut was cut across the south portion of Miami Beach  Figure 1!. The separated
southern tip, with fill added in the 1920's on the bayward side, became Fisher Island. The original cut was
small and not supported by jetties. Sand rapidly worked bayward along both sides of the jetties, "Origin-
ally 18 feet deep and 60 feet wide, Government Cut was enlarged to a depth of 20 feet and a width of 300
feet in 1912. The depth was increased to 25 feet in 1925 and 30 feet in 1930. The jetties were extended to
their present length between 1926 and 1929, 4000 feet for the north jetty and 300 feet for the south jetty."
 Herman> e't al > 1972!

The Miami Shipping Channel, extending fram Government Cut across Biscayne Bay to the mainland shore,
was 18 feet deep by 1915, 25 feet by 1925, and 30 feet in 1930  McNulty, 1970!, Between 1920 and 1925 Carl
Fisher constructed deepwater channels on the west end south sides of Fi.cher Island with the hopes of making
the island a great deepwater port. Though never realized, he converted Norris Cut, separating Fisher Island
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and Virginia Key, from a shallow tidal washover to a tidal channel 15 to 20 feet in depth across most of the
pass,

As the shipping channel was extended westward across Biscayne Bay towards the mainland, t.umis and Dodge
islands and NcArthur Causeway accumulated as spoil islands. Subsequent construction of tributary shipping
channels and island bulkheading led to the completion of Dodge Island in 1961. This opened as Miami's port
facility in the late 1960's,

Government Cut and the Miami Shipping Channel are presently being deepened to 42 feet.

Baker's Haulover, the narrow sand neck at the north end of Miami Beach was artificially breached in
1924-1925 to aid fishing boats and tourist charters. Jetties extend seaward from the beach only a short
distance,

Three. striking changes have resulted from the construction of Government Cut and Baker's Haulover.
Natural sand nourishment to adjacent beaches has been disrupted by Government Cut jetties; at Baker's Haul-
over sand is being swept into Biscayne Bay and lost from the beach system; and the salinity, circulation and
sedimentary environments of northern Biscayne Bay have changed as these cuts increased exchange with off-
shore water.

Government Cut, with granite jetties extending three-quarters of a mile seaward of the shore and a 30
foot channel trough, has provided an essentially complete block to the natural southerly drift of beach sand.
Sand has built up along the shore of' South Miami Beach producing an exceptionally wide and stable beach from
the north jetty north to about 14th Street. To the south, sediment starvation has caused serious beach
erosion on Fisher Island and Virginia Key for the past 50 years  Figure 1! and is beginning to adversely
effect the beaches of Key Biscayne. This is discussed in the next section.

The small jetties extending seaward from Baker's Haulover cut are not a serious obstacle to the natural.
southerly drift of sand nourishment in the nearshore zone. Much of the sand passing the inlet, however, is
swept into the channel and deposited as a flood tide sand delta within the Bay. This loss of sand from the
beach system is sufficiently great to necessitate  a! artificial nourishment of the beaches south of Baker' s
Haulover,  b! repeated dredging of Baker's Haulover cut and channel, and  c! occasional redredging of the
intracoastal waterway smothered by the growing sand tidat. delta.

The construction of Government Cut and Baker's Haulover cut and the deepening of Norris Cut has con-
verted Northern Biscayne Bay from a seasonally brackish, seasonally hypersaline shallow environment of
sluggish circulation into a bay in which near normal salinities are maintained. This has had a profound
effect on the bay bottom and bay margin sedimentary environments  Teas, Wanless and Chardon, this volume! ~

SHDRE ERoslo«

There are three main types of natural shorelines in the Biscayne Bay Region � rocky limestone, mangrove
swamp and sandy beach.

Rock Shorelines

Rocky shorelines are along the seaward side of the seaward bounding islands from Soldier Key to Key
Largo and along the mainland shoreline in the Snapper Creek area. This Pleistocene limestone rock erodes
only very slowly through biologic corrosion and is not a problem.

Man rove Shorelines

Mangrove swamp shorelines occur along the more protected portions of Biscayne Bay. They are naturally
eroding or accreting primarily depending on their exposure to storm waves. Berberian  unpublished data!,
studying sequential charts of southern Biscayne Bay and Card Sound, found that northward facing swamp shore-
lines had moderately to severely eroded in historical times, whereas southward and westward exposed shore-
lines had remained stationary or accreted. The mangrove shore fringe provides a very important energy buffer
against burr'icane storm waves but is commonly severely damaged by them  see Warzeski ~ this volume!. Man-
grove shorelines have generally been totally destroyed in areas of hay margin dredge and fill program.
Elsewhere they appear unaffected by urbanization  see, however, Teas, this volume!. The U.S. Geological
Survey estimated that the coastal mangrove forest of about 15 per cent of Biscayne Bay had been destroyed
as of 1973  U.S.G.S., 1973!. Most of this destruction took place in northern Biscayne Bay during dredge
and fill operations of the mid 1920's to late 1940's.

Mainland Beaches

Sandy beaches occur at scattered intervals along the mainland shore of Biscayne Bay from Coconut Grove
south to garnes Sound. Beaches of Biscayne Bay and Card Sound are fine quarts sand; those of Barnes Sound
are shell hash. Except where artificially nourished or maintained, mainland beaches are only a thin veneer
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of sand over an eroding mangrove peat platform or swamp margin. These beaches have fared well during
urbanization except where small boat or drainage canals have disrupted the natural southerly drift of sand
o where dredge and fill operations have directly obliterated them. These beaches are naturally migrating
landward and are in part dependent on sand reworked out of the mangrove peat deposits for nourishment.

Ocean Beaches

Since the 1926 hurricane that ended Miami's first growth boom, beach erosion has been a serious and
persistent problem along the developed ocean facing beaches of Miami Beach, Fisher Island, Virginia Key,
and Key Biscayne. A part of this problem is caused by man's attempting to obstruct the natural trend of the
system; part results from man's modification of send movement.

.Miami Beach is a narrow sand island barrier which was, prior to man's involvement, naturally migrating
slowly landward or stationary. Superimposed on this gradual trend was a shorter term beach cycle. The
beach zone would erode during major storms and the winter season and naturally restore itself during
quieter periods between. Construction of seawalls and hotel fronts near high water mark during the early
1920's left the structures and the beach earmarked for trouble during the 1926 hurricane. These structures
both blocked the natural erosion-accretion cycle of the beaches and obstructed gradual natural landward mi-
gration of the island. Despite the construction of extensive groin systems along Miami Beach, the beach
has never returned to its original state because  a! the seawalls, once exposed to surf action, reflect
much of the wave energy and sand seaward,  b! the groin systems shift the zone of longshore drift to an
offshore bar causing potential sand replenishment to bypass the groined beach zones, and  c! the beach was
dependent on sand recycled by gradual landward migration. Today, sand is carried landward of the beach
system by wind and storm surge and permanently lost from the system.

Baker's Haulover at the north end of Miami Beach has diverted large amounts of the natural beach sand
nourishment into Biscayne Bay causing accentuated erosion along the beach to the south.

Government Cut jetties are an essentially complete block to the natural southerly drift of beach sand
and have prevented natural sand nourishment to Fisher Island, Virginia Key, and Key Biscayne for the past
50 years. The Corps of Army Engineers �96@ estimate that about 50,000 cubic yards of sand per year is
drifting southward past Baker's Haulover every year. Probably about this same amount is being blocked by
Government Cut jetties from nourishing the barrier island system to the south. The direct and indirect
sequence of results from this blockage are striking and over the next ten years will become an extremely
serious problem.

1, The original natural beach of Fisher Island is essentially completely lost, exposing the rub-
ble land fill behind at the shoreline. The shoreline is eroding 5 to 15 feet per year even though
made of rubble limestone and even though shielded by Government Cut jetties from northerly winter
storm waves  Hannon, et al., 1972!. The subtidal sand reservoir seaward of the island has been com-
pletely stripped away exposing the pre-existing limestone surface.

2. All of Virginia Key beaches have severely eroded during the past 70 years. The northern por-
tion has retreated over 300 feet, partly in response to sediment starvation and partly in response to
sand loss to the deep dredged portions of Norris Cut, Two major beach nourishment programs in 1969
and 1973 by the Corps of Engineers have attempted to offset this erosion. The latter program im-
planted 13 granite rubble grnins along the beach and infilled with 100,000 cubic yards of sand.

3. A broad seagrass stabilized platform extended nearly one mile seaward of Virginia Key Beach,
Nearly 80 per cent of the seagrass bed has been lost during the past 30 years because of inadequate
natural sediment renourishment to the offshore platform  Figure 2!. Much of the sand floor exposed
by seagrass bed loss was very fine end has been swept into suspension and carried from the system. As
a result, the shallow seagrass stabilized offshore platform, once protecting the beaches from offshore
wave energy, is now rapidly deepening, leaving the beaches exposed to increased storm waves and erosive
processes  Wanless, 1975!,

4, As sediment is depleted from the northern area, Key Biscayne is beginning to feel the effects
of sediment starvation. Serious shore erosion on Key Biscayne presently is limited to the northern
shore of Key Biscayne  Crandon Park!. This shore was nourished in 1969 and has since been maintained
by a careful recycling program for sand blown landward from the beach system. The sand tidal deltas
on the seaward and landward ends of Bear Cut have been extensively remobilized into the littoral drift
system during the past ten years.

5. Sand for the 1969 renourishment programs on Key Biscayne and Virginia Key public beaches was
derived by cutting a sand borrow pit 1,500 offshore of northern Key Biscayne  Figure 3!. On most
beaches this standard 1,500-foot distance is well beyond the zone of active littoral drift. In this
case, the pit cut into the shallow littoral sand platform, partly taking sand destined for beaches to
the south and partly cutting in the grass stabilized porrions of the platform. Several serious
changes have occurred on this littoral platform since 1969. First, the borrow pit has slowly migrated
landward  van de Kreeke, personal communication! causing additional erosion of the seagrass beds.
Second, sand eroded from the borrow area has, during the past year, spread rapidly across the broad
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seagrass bed landward causing massive smothering of the seagrass carpeted bottom. The author is seri-
ously concerned that this smothering will be followed by a sequence of events similar to that docu-
mented off Virginia Key's beeches.

Beaches along the developed central sector of central Key Biscayne have evolved much the same problems
as the developed beaches of Miami Beach � resulting from bulkhead construction too near high water mark.

A striking zone of beech erosion can be se'en at Cape Florida, the south tip of Key Biscayne, The
lighthouse, built some distance inland in the early 1800's was nearly lost to the sea during Hurricane Betsy
in 1965. Severe erosion at the point probably results from two causes. First, the Cape Florida Channel,
bordering Key Biscayne, was extensively deepened and enlarged in 1949-1950 in deriving land fill for the
southern third of Key Bisceyne. Second, a seawall constructed at that time extends from the lighthouse on
around the bayward side of Key Bisceyne. These two changes  a! create a deep channel into which sand,
carried to the Cape, is easily lost from the beach system and  b! eliminate the narrow beach along the
western side of the Cape which may have served as a landward sand reservoir to the Cape.

DREDGE AMD FILL PROJECTS

Nearly one half of the surface sedimentary environments within and marginal to northern Biscayne Bay
have been directly altered by dredge and fill operations during urbanization. This intensity decreases
southward, and south of Key Biscayne end Coconut Grove dredge and fill modifications are few and scattered.
South Bisceyne Bay, Card Sound, and Barnes Sound are largely in their natural form except for northern
Key Largo, the Card Sound road, the inland marsh sauth of Turkey Point ~ and along U.S. 1 at the south end
of Bernes Sound, Dredgings were for two purposes--to create waterways  with resultant spoil island by-
products! and to provide landfill  with resultant borrow pits!.

~Water@a

The first significant dredging operation in Biscayne Bay was a small channel extending "across the
shallows between the mouth of the Miami River snd Cape Florida in the late 1890's"  McNulty, 1970!.

The intracoastal waterway is maintained as a dredged channel fram the north end of Biscayne Bay, south
along the western side of Biscayne Bay to Rickenbacker Causeway. To the south, it only maintained by
dredging across Featherbed Bank, Cutter Bank at the south end of Biscayne Bay, and Card Bank at the south
end of Card Sound. Unbulkheaded spoil islands and shoals parallel the margins of the dredged portions  see
base map!. Unlike other dredge and fill programs, the intracoastal waterway must periodically be redredged
to maintain navigable depth.

In addition to the intracoastal waterway, numerous smIler dredged waterways with adjacent spoil banks
extend westward from the intracoastal waterway to the mainland. The oldest is perhaps that extending into
the Deering estate just south of Rickenbacker Causeway. Chicken Key  south of Shoal Point! is dredge spoil
from the canal and basin extending into Cutler power plant. A barge canal jaining the intracoastal water-
way and Turkey Point nuclear power plant is the largest and most recent major dredged tributary waterway.

By far the most massive dredging program in the Biscayne Bay area has been the sequential deepenings
and expansions of the Miami Shipping Channel. The present three year dredging project is deepening
channel to 42 feet from the offshore margin of the continental shelf to the mainland turning basin, This
has stressed available sites for dumping spoil. While earlier dredgings have provided spoil for filling
the southern corner of Miami Beach, Fisher Island, McArthur Causeway, Dodge Island and Lumis Island, the
current program has dumped spoil on two large offshore sites, on the beach at the sauth end of Miami Beach,
over e large area at the north end of Virginia Key, on the mainland at the head af the channel and on Lumis
Island. Suitable dredged sands were also used for the 1973 Virginia Key beach nourishment program.

Other dredged channels across Biscayne Bay provide pathways for pipelines and electrical conduits. A
pipeline channel extends from the mainland to Virginia Key and a second pipe corridor crosses Biscayne Bay
to central Key Biscayne.

Land Pill

Dredging operations for the purpose of obtaining land fill have most extensively modified northern
Biscayne Bay, Major modificatians occurred between 1919 and 1927 with the creation of the numerous resi-
dential fill islands bordering McArthur Causeway, Venetian Causeway, and 76th Street Causeway, the filling
and bulkheading of most of the mainland shore from the Miami River north to 76th Street Causeway, and the
bay shore of Miami Beach north to Bal Harbour. Subsequent projects have filled and bulkheaded most margins
of northern Biscayne Bay, the mainland shore from the Miami River sauth past Coconut Grove, and scattered
areas to the south.

Six causeways further dissect northern Biscayne Bay. McArthur Causeway �926! > Venetian Causeway �926!,
76th Street Causeway �940!, Rickenbacker Causeway  started in 1942!, Broad Causeway, and Julia Tuttle
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Causeway �959! each contain long strips of roadway fill bordered by deep borrow channels. Additional
dredging in conjunction with Rickenbacker Causeway created land for the Miami Marine Stadium on the west
side of Virginia Key.

Two land fill operations have significantly modified the morphology of adjacent tidal passes. The
rounded south end of Virginia Key was dredged up from sediment of the sandy tidal bars in Bear Cut, The
southern third of Key Biscayne, once a low complex of sand ridges, mangrove swamps and brackish ponds, was
filled in 1949-1950 with sediment from the adjacent Cape Florida channel and Safety Valve flats, Bulkhead-
ing the bayward side eliminated the narrow sandy beach, inhibiting natural fluctuations of sand around the
Cape.

The bay side of central Key Biscayne was filled and bulkheaded during the late 1940's and early 1950's,
the southern part being molded into a series of finger canals,

This extensive and varied assemblage of dredge and fill operations has caused major direct and indirect
changes on the morphology, sedimentary environments, and sedimentary dynamics of the Biscayne Bay' region.

1! Each dredge and fill operation has directly destroyed the existing bottom sedimentary environment
in the area of dredging and directly smothered an equal or greater area where the spoil or fill was
deposited. In addition, fine muds carried in suspension from the dredging operation blanket a much broader
area, Some dredge and fill projects have carefully controlled the release of suspended sediment and cause
only minor stress on adjacent environments. Other projects have spread tons of silt and clay sized mud
across adjacent grassy bay bottoms. For example, the 1973 shore nourishment of Virginia Key released large
volumes of mud into Bear Cut, Crass beds as much as one-half mile from the project were covered with up to
two inches of mud.

2! The combined result of dredging for island and bay margin landfill, causeways ~ port facilities,
and intracoastal waterways has converted northern Biscayne Bay from a lang shallow mangrove-lined bay open
to the south into a dissected lagoonal complex of highly variable depth, Fill islands and much of the
shoreline are bordered by deep moats, holes, and channels. Wave reflecting seawalls replace the energy
adsorbing mangrove margins.

3! The most serious Iong-term impact of dredge and fill projects appears to be the creation of three
artificial environments that persistently re-release fine mud into the bay waters for many years after the
project.  a! Vnbulkheaded fill islands and shorelines are gradually eroded both by day to day waves and
currents and by storm waves. The large amounts of contained mud are persistently reintroduced into the
water column.  b! Shallow spoil banks are similarly in disequilibrium with the wave and current climate
and, unless stabilized by mangrove or seagrass cove'r, are a persistent source for particulate suspe~sions,
 c! The fine muds spread widely across adjacent sedimentary environments during dredging are only partly
incorporated into that bottom environment. Much is persistently redistributed via the water column during
succeeding years.

DRAINAGE CANALS

Small drainage canals dissect much of the lowlying mangrove swamp, marl flats and freshwater marshes
bordering Biscayne Bay. These were dredged to drain lowlying areas in preparation for agriculture use or
development or for mosquito control,

Sea water penetration of the drainage canal networks has caused mangrove environments to rapidly expand
landward across the scrub mangrove and marl flats behind  see Teas, this volume!. Those fresh water marsh
zones not invaded by salt water have m>stly changed to upland scrub.

SEDIMENTARY ENVIRONMENTS

Early newspaper accounts describe northern Biscayne Bay as having crystal clear waters and a lush sea-
grass carpet on the shallow bay bottom. Core borings confirm that such an environment existed prior to
urbanization. The shelly white muds permeated by seagrass rootlets and holes of burrowing organisms are
similar to those found beneath the seagrass stabilized shelly mud bottoms of central Biscayne Bay today.

Seagrass cover was largely lost from sll but the very shallow portions of northern Biscayne Bay between
1925 and 1956. Today most of the moderate to deeper bottora areas are covered with a soft to flocculent
brownish ooze. Since 1945 seagrass bed loss has spread several miles south from Rickenbacker Causeway.
Loss of this original bay bottom environment is related to three influences--boat scour, turbidity and
silt smothering. �! Aerial photographs as early as 1940 show the seagrass beds of north central Biscayne
Bsy to be disrupted by long streaks paralleling the Bay axis. These reflect erosion by propellers and
bottom contact from large boat traffic along the intracoastal waterway. As seagrass beds recover only very
slowly  Patriquin, 1975!, grass beds have largely been eliminated from areas of heavy traffic by large boats.
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More recently, severe bottom scour f s extending the length of the intracoastal waterway from daily barge
transport of oil between northern Biscayne Bay and Turkey Point. �! Increased turbidity during early
urbanizatian of Biscayne Bay  discussed belaw! reduced light intensity at the bottom causing seagrass bed
loss. �! Siltation from dredge and fill projects may have caused seagrass bed loss in portions of northern
Biscuyne Bay, As suggested by McHulty �970! much of the destruction af bottom environments of the northern
Bay sector may have resulted from the combined stress of urbanization influence and community damage during
hurricanes,

Loss of seagrass stabilization left the muddy to sandy substrate more mobile and prone to winnawing
which in turn depleted the abundant infauna. Seagrass beds have survived or recolonized some of the shal-
lower areas of northern Biscayne Bay. Extensive recolonization cannot occur until turbfdity levels drop
significantly or until an effective program of transplanting is implemented,

The seagrass-carpeted bottoms of central and southern Biscayne Bay and the Safety Valve flats have
remained largely unaffected by urbanization except where small boat traffic has ripped propeller ruts across
the flats. The turtlegrass, Thalassia testudinum, takes 6-8 years to heal these narrow wounds, and, though
each rut is narrow, repeated rutting has seriously damaged local areas.

The beautiful coral-algal flats such as found on the Safety Valve just south of Soldier Key have large-
ly died off in the vicinity of Key Biscayne, but continue to flourish from Soldier Key south. As recently
as 1966, the tidal bars in Bear Cut and at the north end of the Safety Valve had flourishing communities of
coralline algae and finger corals  Parites spp!. The living communities have been absent since 1971, but
coarse skeletal debris of the environment remains.

Marginal mangrove swamps have extended landward in areas dissected by drainage canals and have been
eliminated where directly covered by land fill. Elsewhere, these environments remain largely unchanged
 see, however, Teas, this volume!,

The freshwater marshes and marl flats landward of the mangrove margin have been extensively modified
by man's activities. Salt water invasion along drainage canals has eliminated these environmen .s from most
of Biscayne Bay. Along the mainland coast of Card Sound and Barnes Sound, the broad freshwater marl flats
and swamps have been isolated from freshwater flow fram the Everglades by the fill embankment of highway
U.S, 1, The calcitic mud environment, dependent on influx of calcium carbonate charged fresh water
 Gleason, 1972!, is gradually changing to scrub mangrove or freshwater swamp, The freshwater swamps, no
longer in the main flow of Everglades discharge, have yielded either to mangrove or upland scrub communities
depending on elevation and association with drainage canals.

TURBIDITY

By far the most noticeable, serious, and complex problem associated with urbanization of Biscayne Bay
has been the increase in turbidity of the Bay waters. The influence in turbidity, caused by fine particu-
late matter in suspension, has largely been restricted to northern Biscayne Bay, although in recent years
more persistently turbid waters are noticeable well south of Coconut Grove and Key Biscayne. Barge and tug-
boat traffic to Turkey Point has somewhat increased turbfdity levels in southern Biscayne Bay. The increase
in turbidity of Biscayne Bay is serious because  a! high persistent turbidity levels reduce light intensity
to the bottom inhibiting desirable bottom environments and biotic communities from returning to and flour-
ishing fn northern Bfscayne Bay,  b! ft shows that previously efficient sediment trapping and bottom sta-
bilizing environments are ineffctive, which means that  c! adsorbed pollutants introduced into the Bay may
be widely dispersed through the bay system.

Essentially no attempt has been made to understand and solve the turbidity problem in Biscayne Bay.
There are a variety of possible parameters that may influence turbidity levels. Some progress into the
problem can be gained by approaching faur questions. When did turbidity levels increase in northern
Biscayne Bay? What were the passible causes for initial turbidity increases? What. is the character of the
particulates in suspension? What are the present possible influences that are perpetuating high turbidity
levels in northern snd north central Biscayne Bay?

Causes

Turbidity levels of northern Biscayne Bay appear to have increased during the 1920's and remained high
through the mid 1950's. There ware two main sources for particulate suspensions during this period--dredge
and fill operations and raw sewage discharge, The massive dredge and fill projects within and along the
margins of northern Biscayne Bay during the 1920's must have yielded large volumes of mud to the Bay causfng
a sharp increase in turbidity and severe damage to the bottom communities. Added to thi.s damage was stress
caused by hurricane scouring of the Bay in 1926 and adjustments of the benthic communities in response to
the creation of Baker's Haulover cut and Government Cut.

Superimposed on thfs initial pulse of turbidity were large volumes of particulate suspensions from the
discharge of raw domestic sewage into the Bay. With a steadily increasfng population, this discharge
steadily increased during the 1930's, 40's and early 50's. Minkin �949! observed "A boat trip in the bay
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and out the main chanaal gives the visitor a chance to contrast the dark brown-gray polluted water near the
city with the beautiful green ocean water. The visitor has to go out a mile to get to this clear water,
and during the trip out he can get the cooling breezes and fine spray of dilvted sewage in his face"  see
also Dade County, 1960; Milliken, 1949!. By 1955 as much as 60 million gallons of raw domestic sewage was
discharging into northern Biscayne Bay  McNulty, 1970!. Much of this was focused ar. the mouth of the Miami
River. This influence abruptly ended in late 1955 as the treatment plant on Virginia Key began operation.

These are the likely causes for early turbidity in northern Biscayne Bay. High turbidity levels con-
tinue in many parts of northern Biscayne Bay today probably because of some combination of the following
influences: upland drainage, persistent re-release of muds from unbulkheaded fill islands and spoil banks
 described earlier!, continuing dredge and fill projects, industrial and ship discharge, bottom scour by
boats and ships, and the loss of "turbidity inhibitors".

Turbidit Inhibitors

The natural system of sedimentary environments contained a series of features that tended to rapidly
remove particulate suspensions from the water column and to inhibit remobilization of the muddy bottom.
Seagrass beds drew particulate suspensions out of the water column by blade baffling of wave and current
energy and by trapping particles on delicate epiphyte growths on the blades. The dense seagrass rhizome-
root systems stabilized the mud substrate from winnowing during storms. An abundant bottom grazing and
burrowing fauna packaged much of the bottom mud into sand sized fecal pellets--much more resistant to redis-
persion into the water column than the fine mud. At the bay margins, mangrove swamps served as a permanent
depository for storm muds, and sponges on the arching proproots filtered much of the day to day particulate
suspensions from the water column.

These turbidity inhibitors are largely lost from northern Biscayne Bay. Some mangroves can be
returned by planting artificial spoil islands. Seagrass beds with their important pellet packaging fauna
cannot return to the moderate to deeper zones of northern and central Biscayne Bay until turbidity levels
are reduced. And the author would suggest that turbidity levels will remain high vntil seagrasses
 Thalassia testudinum! has recolonized most of the Bay bottom. Therein lies the major obstacle to the
i'ecovery of urbanized Biscayne Bay, It should also be the lesson to guide the development and utilization
of southern Biscayne Bay,

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

The eedimentary changes in Biscayne Bay associated with urbanization are easily recognized. Shore line
erosion, changing bay bottom and marginal swamp environments, increased turbidity levels and physical
modifications to the Bay's morphology can all be documented by sequential aerial photography, core borings or
comparison with earlier literature description. Future research should focus  a! on quantifying the rate and
magnitude of detrimental changes,  b! on understanding the dynamics of the changed system  and its unchanged
counterpart where possible! and  c! determining the cause for initiating and maintaining the change. There are
two high priority research needs that must be met to have the capability both to minimize damage during future
development and to undo damage from earlier urbanization.

1. Most needed is a workable understanding of the dynamics of the fine-grained sediment system. It is the
fine particulates that are most responsive to change, most rapidly dispersed, the cause of turbidity and
the transport medium for adsorbed pollutants. Research should be in part interdiscipIinary with studies on
storm cii'culation., water column chemistry and trace metal and pollutant analyses, The program should seek
qualitative and quantitative understanding of:

a! Turbidity � what are the particulate suspensions in different Bay sectors through the year and at
different wave energy levels?

b! Fine-grained sediments � what are the fine constituents of the bottom sediment? What have been
historical changes in organized sectors?

c! Turbidity inhibitors � What is the specific influence of sea grasses, pelleters, a~amp margins, etc.,
on drawing suspended sediments out of the water column in different Bay sectors? How has the aerial
distribution of these influences changed through time  See 2b below!?

d! Turbidity accentuatora � What has caused increased turbidity in certain Bay sectors? What is the
relative importance and longevity of these influences?

e! particulate circulation � What are the rates and patterns of fine grained sediment production, influx,
erosion, dispersa1, accumulation, and efflux within and between different sectors of the Bizcayne Bay
sya'tern?
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f! Cumulative sedimentologic record of circulation and trsnsport-1'he geometry, historical changes and
contained at tributes of sediment bodies are  a! a cumulative record of the sediment dynamic s and
 b! an integrated display of these aspects of the hydrodynamic energy spectrum that move and deposit
sediment. This should be carefully studied as a critical compliment to physical oceanographic and
sediment transport research.

2. Also of high priority should be careful documentation of the present distribution of bio � sedimentary
environments and how they have changed with time. This includes:

a! mapping distribution of bio-sedimentary environments within and marginal to Biscayne Bay to
actually determine what is there,

b! determining historical changes in the distribution of bio-sedimentary environments  by sequential
aerial photography and core borings! to see what change has actually been assoc iated with
urbanization, This should focus on the gradient of change from urbanized  north! to unurbanized
 south!; and

c! documenting the character and trends of certain bio-sedimentary environments prior to human
involvement  by historical maps and analysis of core borings! so as to be able to differentiate natural
trends from man-induced influences.

Further research is desired on other problems, such as shore dynamics, but more important is to have what
is already known used. Biscayne Bay is unique in many aspects when compared to other urbanized lagoons and
estuaries elsewhere in the United States, Existing federal and state guidelines and standards were obtained by
studying temperate climate lagoons, river-fed estuaries and open ocean beaches, These standards, in many cases,
either are not sufficient or are not applicable to Biscayne Bay. Those local, state and federal agencies
responsible for guiding future development must seek the wisdom of scientists that understand a sub-tropical
system such as Biscayne Bay.
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FIGURE Historical shoreline changes of South Miami Beach, Fisher Island, and
northern Virginia Key between 1848 and 1972. Partly adapted from
Hannon, et al., 1972. Government Cut was dredged in 1905. The seaward
extending jetties, completed in 1929, have been a nearly complete block
to southerly sand shift causing accretion of South Miami Beach and severe
erosion of Fisher Island and Virginia Key Beaches.
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FIGURE 2. Hap view of historical changes in sea grass bed cover of the littoral
sand platform seaward of Virginia Key beach from sequential aerial
photographs. Extensive loss has caused rapid deepening of the platform
and erosion of the adjacent beaches.
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MAN'S IMPACT ON THE BIOLOGY OF BISCAYNE BAY

A. THORHAUG, «ROESSLER» M.A. and *D,C» TABB

DEPT ~ OF MICROBIOLOGY, SCHOOL OP MEDICINE» UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI
1600 N.W. 10TH AVE.

MIAMI, FLORIDA
33152

*TROPICAL BIO INDUSTRIES
9000 S.W. 87TH CT ~

MIAMI » FLORIDA
33156

Biological pollution in Biscayne Bay is a problem requiring rational decision-making.
Drainage patterns to the Bey have been altered leading to increased point-source drainage. Shoreline

vegetation and vegetation at the mouths of canals has thus been altered. Canals themselves create new
niches for marine organisms and microbial populations. Dredge and fill has had direct and indirect
effects on the biota of Biscayne Bay. The primary example being the changes in flora and fauna of North
Biscayne Bay. Sewage pollution has caused changes at outfalls. Problems of human pathogens  bacteria»
viruses and fungi! associated with sewage outfall are still being studied and patterns of distribution
are not clear, Heated effluents have been studied and provide a model of cooperation between industry»
government and scientists in defining the problem, gathering data adequate for rational decision-making
and finding compromise solutions to pollution of the bay, Pesticides, heavy metals and petroleum
products have not been studied intensively in Biscayne Bay and their effect is not fully understood.

Our recommendations are for continued studies on the distribution of natural resources and basic
research on energy flow and nutrient cycling in the food-web and the effect of pollutants to inhibit or
alter the metabolism of t' he ecosystems of Biscayne Bay. In the interim we recommend that problems which
require decisions should be reviewed by a board of scientists familiar with Biscayne Bay and whose
specialties are in the area under discussion. These scientists should be paid for their services and
responsible to the community for their input into tbe decision-making process.
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IHITRODUCTION

Pollution becomes a problem because living organisms are integrating the environment they live in. If
the chemistry of the water is changed, the organisms respond to it. Response patterns also occur to changes
in physical or geological parameters. Whereas a change in the biological organisms does not necessarily
change the physical ar chemical systems, changes to changing environment is a prime characteristic of the
evolution of organisms over geological hfstory; so that it is nat only man's activities which cause drastic
change, but rather change is an integral part of any living system.

The key is how much man can change the system and not alter it to become a less desirable ecosystem
lies in the tolerance limits af the species present. The individual species are probably of less value
than the role played by the species, but this is a decision-making value judgment for which we need a
good deal of functional information on a scientific level. Each organism has a range of tolerance for a
specific parameter and a certain point at which it cannot tolerate this parameter. As long as the changes
are small and within the tolerance range, the organism will live. A similar pattern is seen for an eco-
system. The key ta rational management fs to understand these limits and to stay within them fn the
changes made to benefit man's use of the ecosystem.

In reviewing the history of Biscayne Bay, little thought has been given ta staying within the
tolezance limits of the ecosystem. We have numerous examples of man's uses of the bay which exceed the
limits of the ecosystem. We will review the major ways in which man has changed Biscayne Bay and then
present our suggestions for future use.

Much af the previous material presented in thfs volume outlines the major biological processes which
occur in Biscayne Bay. Clearly each of the major constituents of the ecosystem have been effected by man' s
use and activities of the shoreline and the bay. We will divide the Pey up into shoreline, south, middle
and north bay far purposes of description. The major changes in the biota of Biscayne Bay and its shore-
lines have resulted from drainage, from dredge and fill, from sewage pollution, from pesticide pollution
and from heat pollution.

RESULTS

1. ~D

prior to major drainage activities in the greater Miami area, during 1900-1925, large quantities of
rainwater collected in the interior flatlands called rocky glades and old drainage swales leading to
Biscayne Bay. This flowed east until it reached the rock ridge which acted as a partial dam that formed
impoundments in the swales, This older fresh-water storage head, which may occasionally have stood 4 to
6 feet higher than at present, poured over and through the ridge of limestone, now knawn as Miami oolite,
creating springs , seeps and surface runs all along the ridge and pushed the salt front far seaward of its
present location  Parker, et al., 1955!. Under those conditions fresh-water marl soils formed in the
eastern "glades" and swales and over most of the coastal flat land between the ridge and Biscayne Bay.

Tequesta Indians occupied the site, perhaps as early as 2,000 years ago and left signs of their cul-
tural evolution which still remain. At that time thefr view to the east would have encompassed broad,
seasonally flooded, grasslands dotted with cabbage palm hammacks thzough which passed Arch Creek, Miami
River, Snapper Creek and other streams. Large mangroves outlined the course of streams along the seaward
end; pond apples and leather ferns probably formed a dense but narrow band in black sofl at the seep zone
along the eastern toe of the ridge, Cypress and other semi-aquatics grew around the lakes inland from the
partially effective rocky barrier of the ridge itself. At very high stages of flooding, cataracts and
large boiling springs flowed over barriers at low spots.

Sea~std of the coastal marl prairie dominated by grasses there was a barrier forest of red and black
mangroves of very advanced age and large size. Since those earlier times most of that early forest has
been eroded away by storms and, perhaps, by a rfsing sea, so that by early 1926 only a small remnant
remained. The great storm of September 18, 1926 seems to have destroyed the remaining old forest. The
peats from that old forest still can be found under Bfscayne Bay at least 600 feet east of the present
shore  Wanless, 1969! and in pockets farther offshore  Zieman, 1972!,  also Tees, this volume!.

Pristine West Indian hardwood hammocks were to be found along the ridge wherever flowing water had
carved sinks, channels and caverns. Most hammocks contained ferns, air plants and orchids, as well as
other moisture-loving plants. Where the stone was mare resistant, hence drier, pines, palmettos and live
oaks grew.

In the mid-1800's ~hite settlers came and built homes and gardens for much the same reasons that had
attracted the earlier Indians, There was water fn abundance, relatively dry, fertile hammock soil, and
access by boat to the Bay via creeks. Earliest plantings of mangos, sapodillos and door-yard plants,
which still persist were their legacy.

In 1912-13 the Snapper Creek Canal, Coral Gables Waterway, Cutler Canal, etc., were excavated. These
canals quickly lowered the water table to near sea level. The lakes dried out and much of the marl soil
was farmed. Later springs failed and salt intrusion became a problem, This culminated, in the 1940's by
inland advance of the salt front by more than 800 feet per year, abandonment of coastal well fields and a
cessation of farming in the coastal marl prairies. Installation of "salt-control" dams near the seaward
ends of the canals halted and then reversed the saline intrusio~ inland, but could not halt the salting of
formerly fresh-water marshes seaward of the ridge  see Kohout, 1960, 1967: Kohout et al., 1964!,

The post-1940 salt front adjusted to a position near the "toe" of the rock ridge, helped no doub t by
numerous farm drainage canals and canals cut during the decades between 1910 and 1940.

There has also been an apparent rise in sea level which, when combined with effects of drainage and
lose of an effective coastal barrier berm, now permits tfdal intrusion onto mast of the Perrfne marl
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prairie, It is not entirely clear to us which major event, rising sea level, diminished fresh water supply,
ditching, or a combination of these, has actually dominated, but we believe that drainage was the major
factor. The results has been a widespread invasion of the entire coastal tract by tide-disseminated man-
groves a !d associated salt-tolerant animals  Teas and Wanless, this volume!.

Prior to drainage the Perrine marl prairie fresh water phase  Figure 1! had sawgrass  Caladium
j t: !, G lf *plk h  El h 1 	&** !, bhaga p 1  g bal ~ltt 	 th f
 Acrastichum!, pond apple  Annana Hlabra!, black rush  Juncus zoemezianus!, cattail  Tyj!ha spp!,and prim-

'll � 1* y t !.1 th b kthph f th lp tt. th* b* plat foie '*d
th ! o h dg  ~ski b k 1!, lt h dg  ~Sti lt if 1 !,b tt **d  ~car
*t !, hlt gtoe ~L1 1 !,bl k g  At 1 n 1 !, lt t Bt'

't.' !,gl- t  E*1' ' ~be!oytt d g. ~tt 1 !, ltg  Dt*tt htt et t !, lt h
ftb'tyli l~p'bttl'~dt !du-oeyediay B'ht f t !.

Relics and living remnants of these plant comnunities still persist in uddeveloped areas along the
coast but farming, development and salt intrusion has generally destroyed most of the fresh water communi-
ties. Drainage of the swales westward of the ridge has reduced subsurface flow and the remaining hammocks
are severely stressed. Ferns, brameliads and orchids no longer obtain sufficient moisture to thrive, and
even the trees show stress and replacement with drier species.

The water budget of Matheson hammock might be restored if a small canal were built from Snapper Creek
Canal ta the hammock edge and water thus diverted from Snapper Creek Canal allowed to flow through the
limestone, via old solution channels, to the Bay, If this attempt at restoration were successful, other
hannnocks might also be restored in a similar manner. There are three reasons for the suggestion. of di-
verting fresh water from existing canal systems to subterranean flow through hammocks, First, the
hammocks would benefit from the increased humidity; second, the underground flow through forests and grass-
land would tend to "scrub" nutrients, pollutants, bacteria and virus from the water entering Biscayne Bay;
and third, the point sources  canal mouths! of fresh water would be partially dissipated to the original
spring and "sheet flow" conditions which were found in earlier times  see Kohout and Kolopinski, 1967! .

Canals with saltwater intrusion have not received a great deal of scientific attention until
recently and these investigations aze still in press  see Sallman et al., this volume; and Seigel et al,,
this volume!. The sediments and water as well as fish and ceztain other organisms are being studied with
respect to their microbiology. Fish diseases such as "whirling fish" and fish kills have been reported
with increasing frequency in the canals. Human bacteria and viruses  human viruses usually die in salt
water! have been found in suprising numbers at times in these canals, The problem of these artificial
drainage structures as a new biological habitat which opens to and mixes with the Bay for organisms pne-
sents a series of problems which are not yet clearly defined, nor resolved. �! Drainage previously was
sheet run off through shallow vegetation and rock, both of which altered the drainage water. Now drainage
comes directly through much deeper canals and is point source run off, These deeper canals contain a
different biological compostion. �! Human and domestic animal microbes survive in the warm water of these
subtropical canals. What is the fate of these microbes, and do they enter other animals, especially
commercially fished species? �! The flushing appears to be slugglisb in these canals which are pre-
dominantly on the western shoreline, especially in northern Biscayne Bay where circulation haa been altered
significantly. However, larger animals such as fish can freely migrate back and forth from anal to Bay.
�! Much of the natural vegetation such as bottom grasses, fringing mangroves etc., was altered when the
canals were constructed and often bulkheaded with fill behind the bulkhead. Often the area has not re-
vegetated so that denuded areas frequently are found,

Hopefully, the studies underway can define the processes occurring in the canals and lead to better
guidelines for managing these man �  nade additions to the Bay.

The interaction of the canals with the Bay ecosystem is complex and not fully understood,
A station in south Biscayne Bay located off Mowry Canal, at which trawling was conducted monthly from

July 1968-December 1968, shows the dramatic effect af point source fresh water discharge. In August 1968
th*d ' t Etc' ~ tie d lg  ~D1. 1 ~tl ! d th b* ddt tty f 1 1 ll t-
ed was high. In October 1968 salinity dropped to 5 ppt and the algae were killed, Table 1 shows the
before and after discharge catches of algae and animals. The number of animal species decreased by about
50K and the number of individuals decreased by a factor of five.

A second station in south Biscayne Bay located off the mouth of North Canal shows the more subtle
effects of point source drainage. Table 2 shows catches from a control station, the station off North
Canal, a station located in the thermal effluent of the Turkey Point Plant and a mid-Bay shallow water
station adjacent to West Arsenicker Key. Vegetation at the control was dominated by Thalassia testudinum

d *pl of dalgae; theat at f1 B thoa 1 d& tdbygtd& ~thttt; th t ti
in the thermal plume was dominated by microalgae, especially blue-greens in summer and the algae Acetabu-
1 1 lt a~et h « tdtt*d Blodleioatt*; dth tdBy ttt hdthl 1
and Laurencia ~oitei  see Thorhaug, 1974a!.

The catches show that the impacts of point sources of fresh water do not dramatically affect species
richness but the numbers of mollusks and crustaceans were lower at the canal station. The heated station,
likewise, showed little difference in species richness, although there were fewer kinds of mollusks and
 nore kinds of polychaetes,echinodezms and flatworms. Numbers were markedly lower even though the catch per
unit of effort reflects winter sampling and sampling after the effluent was diverted to Card Sound. The
mid-Bay station shows greater species richness and most of the gain is in the n'elatively more steno-
haline forms.
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2. Dred e and Fill:

The most direct effect of dredge and fill, which includes channel and canal building, cause~ay and
artificial island construction as well as bulkheading and backfilling, is to remove the bottom cora-
munity in that area. Secondary effects include turbidity and decreased light penetration, causing bottom
vegetation to receive less light for phatosynthesis. In addition, silting effects on surrounding areas is
often severe unless strict precautions are taken, There is an unfortunate cycle to these processes. The
seagrasses, discussed by Thorhaug  this volume! as the dominant Biscayne Bay submerged vegetation, act to
maintain water clarity and cut down turbidity by their baffling effect. However, seagrasses are often
the major plant removed by the dredge and fill process and subsequent increased turbidity and siltation.
Therefore, the baffle disappears and turbidity increases, often making it impossible for seagrasses to
revegetate because of lack of light.

There are short.-term and long-term dredge and fill effects. One additional station in South Biscayne
Bay compared ta those discussed above under drainage was located adjacent to Homestead Bayfront Park
Marina Channel. It illustrates the effect of short-term dredge and fill programs. When the channel was
deepened, silt from the operation reduced light penetration at th e station. Grasses and algae showed tem-
porary stress but recovery was rapid, Animal catches showed na detectable trends. Thus, this short-term
dredge project did not create marked changes in the biota except in the immediate area dredged and filled.

A major long-term result of dredge and fill is continued turbidity and decreased light transmission,
such as found in North Biscayne Bay  see deSylva, 1970!, which will kil] seagrasses and has a marked effect
on the fauna. The works of McNulty �961 and 1970! show the fauna in North Biscayne Bay ta be dominated
by polychaetes, brittlestars and mollusks. From Smith �896!, the photos of La Goree �93 and Chardon
 this volume! we may assume that North Biscayne Bay was similar to South Bay prior to 1900, Thus a com-
parison of the flora and fauna from north and mid Bay described by McNulty �961 and 1970!, McNulty, Work
& Moore �962a, 1962b!, Moore ef al., �968!, O'Gower and Wacasey �967!, Low �973!, and Rasenberg �975!
and that of south Bay by Voss and Voss �955!, Voss et al., �969!, Seder �969!, Bader and Tabb �970!,
Bader and Roessler �971, 1972!, Smith �973!, Thorhaug �974!, Thorbaug et al., �974!, Roessler et al.,
�974, 1975!, Brook �975!, Sprogis �975!, Thorhaug and Roeesler �976! and Hixon �976! can be used to
demonstrate presumed changes which have occurred in North Bay, Also see papers in this volume bv Teas, Humm,
Thorhaug, Penhale and Sprogis, Voss, deSylva, and Snedekar and Brook.

However, we cannot specifically identify the source of the changes in North Biscayne Bay because of
the multiple stresses which include massive dredge and fill  see McNulty, 1970; and Compton, 1970!, cause-
way and island construction and resulting changes in bottom communities and circulation, sewage pollution
adding turbidity as dissolved and suspended solids, excess nutrients resulting in phytoplankton blooms and
reduced light penetration far benthic plants, storm discharge from urban and suburban areas, industrial
pollutants and increased erosion of shoreline areas from boat wakes.

The work of Rosenberg �975! compares mid-Bay stations studied by McNulty, Work and Moore �962! and
McNulty and Lopez �969! in the 1950's and the same area in 1975, The principle changes were an increase
in the total numbers of animals m in 1974 but a decrease in the biomass fram the 1950's. Thus, more
small individuals are present in the area, Animal diversity has increased and polychaetes have increased
in abundance while mollusks have decreased, A shift toward smaller more generalized forms has occurred
in the animals,

The battom vegetation has nat shown the same pattern. Originally, North Biscayne Bay had a relatively
similar bottom vegetation type ta South Biscayne Bay, By 1961, when McNulty published his extensive work
the f1oral community had decreased in species and standing crop compared to South Biscayne Bay. Between
this study and the present time, certain areas have became denuded of bottom vegetation
 Roessler et al., and Thorhaug, unpublished!. Unfortunately no quantitative study of the vegetation of
North Biscayne Bay has been attempted, so that the above patterns are qualitative rather than quantitative,

In general, the North Bay area has a cammunity of filter feeders such as barnacles, "coon" oysters,
tunicates and sponges on piling and scawalls and of small-particle detritus feeders such as polychaetes
and brittlestars. Few of the mollusks, crustacea and larger echinoids, that utilize the larger particles
of seagrass and mangrove detritus found in abundance in the southern Bay now occur in northern Biscayne
Bay. In addition, the clear water, stable salinity forms found near the Biscayne NationalMonument are
absent further north, The middle reach of the Bay is intermediate in nature  turbidity being somewhat
higher than in South Bay! and the trend here is toward the North Bay community, Anything more than a
generalized qualitative comparison is hampered because a synoptic survey of the Bay with identical
gear and methods has not been done except far studies of plankton by deSylva �970! and the cursory survey
of vegetation shown in Roessler and Beardsley �975!.

3. ~Sewa e:

The major study of sewage pollution on the biota of Biscayne Bay by McNulty �970! compared flora and
fauna from November 1953 to July 1961, This was before and after a domestic sewage disposal plant began
operation in the fall of 1956, Changes took place after the plane began operating. In an area 100 to
740 m seaward from the outfall benthic macroinvertebrate populations declined from abnormally large num-
bers of species and individuals to what McNulty calls "normal" numbers on the hard bottom. Soft bottom
populations changed qualitative1y, but not quantitativeiy. Zooplankton volumes decreased to about on@-
half the pre-abatement values. The amphipad tubes declined markedly, but other fouling organisms remained
about the same. McNulty concluded that there was no evidence that improved commercial and sport fishing
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followed abatement, which he interpreted as a long-term detrimental effect from sewage pollution and
dredging.

In microbiological s tudies, human pathogenic enteric viruses have been recovered in and s«und the »v.
There are larger numbers in the sewage effluent area than of Virginia Key in North Biscayne Bay or Miami
Beach  see Seigel et sl., this volume!. This is significant since viruses tend to die in seawater snd
sti11 they are found in numbers.

Bacterial studies summarized by Sallman et al,,  this volume! have shown survival of outfall organisms
indicating the closer to the outfall, the higher the numbers. The warm waters allow longer survival and
higher rates of multiplication of bacteria, presenting problems not encountered in northern waters.

D'amato has shown that even with the present Virginia Key outfall located 4,500 feet offshore that
there is a significant movement of effluent into the Bay via Sear Cut, Norri.s Cut and Government Cut.
Proposed pipeline extension evidently will not eliminate the problem. Proposed expansion of the plant
further complicares this issue.

Other smaller treatment plants in Dade County contribute effluent to the Bay via canal systems, In
addition, viruses have been found in canals in well-severed areas, presumably from dogs and cats, further
complicating the microbial problems in the Bav.

One of the major concerns lies in the safety of humans utilizing water for swimming, wading, etc.,
which has pathogenic microbial flora present. A second concern is the uptake of these microbes by fish-
eries organisms which may be eaten by man. The last major problem is the lang-tern effect of chemical
enrichment by the outfalls in the sediment and water of the Bay and subsequent changes in the biota. Do
lesser levels of outfall than that studied by McNulty have long-term detrimental effects on the biota?
What are the tolerance limits of the Bay to moderate to low sewage pollution levels brought in by tides
and wind conditions from ocean outfalls?

As the population of Miami expands, as does the tourist industry, further answers to these questions
must be found.

4. Heat

Thermal effluents from industry have been emitted into Biscayne Bay since the Cutler Rid,;e Power Plant
reached full capacity in 1956. This plant was only studied before the release of effluents by aerial
photographs. The area which was denuded of vegetation in 1956 was 8.5 ha. By 1973 the area of bare sedi-
ment had reached 35 ha. Evidently, this plant acts as a sump for fine sediment. The relationship of this
silt to destruction of bottom vegetation is not clear  Smith and Tees, 1976!.

The most extensive study of the effects of heat has been done at the Turkey Point Power Plant complex.
This is one of the only examples in Biscayne Bay, where the underlying tolerance limits of major organisms
were studied along with the effects of the pollutant on the ecosystem. The data was utilized in rational
decision making about the siting of the mouth of a second effluent canal.

It is to the great credit of the concerned governmental agencies as well as the industry itself that
a final decision was made for disposing of effluents in such a way as to do minimal harm to the ecology of
the Bay. In addition, the far-sightedness of the U.S. Energy Research and Development Cossnission  formerly
AEC!, Sea Grant, and Florida Power 6 Light Corporation allowed an opportunity to revegetate the 25 ha
denuded by heated effluents. This is the only large-scale example of restoration of a seagrass community
in the U.S. today, and provides a model for Biscayne Bay restoration efforts as well as throughout the U.S.

The Turkey Point plant did not have a quantitative investigation prior to the opening of the Grand
Canal, However, the events after the initiation of heat were as follows: The Thalassia community disap-
peared in an area of about 9,3 ha off the mouth of the canal, 5oC above ambient, In an area of approx-
imately 30 ha 3 to 4 C above ambient, the Thalassia community declined by about 50K and important macro-
algae fell to about 30 of the former populations, As a result, selected entities of the animal population
increased temporarily, due to feeding on dying plant material. After exploiting this food many mobile
forms departed, This, coupled with strong current from the effluent removed considerable nutrienta from
the area, which then became covered with blue-green algae.

Increased temperature is not necessarily detrimental to a subtropical ecosystem: control and limita-
tion in the essential factor. For example, in the areas were a +3oC isotherm was maintained the macroalgae
and grass populations fell markedly in the summer as temperatures exceeded 31 C. However, during theo

winter months Thalessia rebounded. Comparatively speaking the +2oC isotherm was extremely productive,
exceeding that of the control stations outside the obvious influence of the thermal plume. This may be
due to a number of factors, the increased availability of nitrogen vis. decaying detritus, modification of
circulation and elevated winter temperatures, etc, Regardless of the reason it does indicate that with
sufficient understanding and adequate control, man's activities normally detrimental to the environment
can be put to productive use.

The catch of animals correlated well with the data on benthic macroplanrs. Predictive models based
on 350 species of animals caught with a 10-foot otter trawl over a period of two and a half years near the
Turkey Point effluent indicate that maximum numbers of species and numbers of individuals of benthic macro-
invertehrates and fishes will occur near 26 C. About ha1.f the species are excluded at 33 C, 75X above 37oC.
Laboratory studies on the macrophytes show an optimum near 28 C. Laboratory investigation on lethal
temperature limits corroborated filed data on both plants and animals.

Multiple regression analyses of dominant species of mollusks echinoderms, and sponges indicated that
the principle variables related to catch were vegetation and salinity. Those species most closely related
to vegetation were near-shore forms, while those related most closely to sali.nity were offshore forms such
as echinoderms, sponges, wormshell gastropods and the checkered pheasant shell. Analysis of variance of
the mean number of animals per trawl drag  approximately 100/m2! indicated that areas elevated 4 to 5oC
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above ambient produced few specimens of those species of animals which comprised one per cent or more of
the total number of macroanimale.

Stations located in areas elevated between 3-4oC had low numbers of animals in the summer, but showed
some recovery in winter; however, the average annual standing crop was lower than at control stations.

At stations elevated between 2-3 C, the catches were low in summer, but high in winter and spring;
this produced above average annual standing crops. At stations elevated less than 2 C, no statistical
differences between controls and affected stations could be detected.

Analysis of total number of individuals of ma!or taxa comprising 80 species of fishes, 147 of mal-
luske, 66 of crustaceans, 23 of echinoderms and 22 of sponges, showed similar results ta those found for
the dominant indicator organisms.

Preliminary results from studies of the Card Sound effluent canal, opened in February, 1972, indi-
cated the effluent was 2 C above Bay ambient and carried a considerable load of suspended matter, In
the immediate area of the canal mouth, the macroplanr coassunity in approximate1y 2-3 ha disappeared. In
the area where the water contained noticeably more suspended matter, the seagrasses decreased in produc-
tion of dry weight blade material from 20 to 30X that in 1971. Control stations increased LOX compared
with' 1971, probably due to a slightly warmer winter. However, the animal populations in L972 at the
affected stations were similar in abundance and diversity to those found prior to the canal mouth opening ~
 Thorhaug, Roessler & Seger, 1974!.

A second 9.7 km canal was constructed to discharge hest into Card Sound, and the Grand Canal was
closed. The decision of siting of the canal mouth was made by Florida Power and Light Company with input
from scientists at the University of Miami, AEC  now ERDA!, EPA and Department of Interior as well as
state and county agencies, A study before, during, and after release of effluents from this canal was
made  Tharhaug et al., 1976!. Except in an area of 2 to 3 ha adjacent to the canal mouth, little
damage to the benthic community was observed  Thorbaug et al., 1976!. This was quite different from the
effect of the first canal at Turkey Point and points out the benefits of rational decision with co-
operative input from industry, government and concerned scientists.

The thermal tolerancee for many of the majer species affected by heat disposed in Biecayne Bay have
been determined in the laboratory and correlated to field data  Thorhaug, et al., 1971: Tharhaug and
Hixon, 1975; Tharhaug, 1976: Thorhaug and }lixon, 1976; Albertson, 19 ; Hoberg, 1975!. This is one
of the few examples where exact limits of tolerance have been ascertained so that decisions may be made
based on quantitative data.

5. Pesticides:

Few studies have been made in Biscayne Bay as to levels of pesticides in the water, Mayer �972!
and Corcoran  unpub.! have found levels of certain chemicals such ae DDD, DDE dieldrin, PCB and Silvex.
Present work of SaILman et al.,  this volume! promises mora dare. Toxic levels in certain fishes and
invertebrates have been studied at other locations both in field and laboratory. Qualitative indica-
tion of pesticide kills of marine invertebrates  Vase, this volume! are available, but no quantitative
study has been done to dare.

6. Other Pollutants:

Certain other toxic substances such as ail, heavy metals, radioactive materials, chlorine, etc,, da
enter the Bay waters and could be affecting organisms, I.ittle is known on their affect on tropical or
subtropical species or their distribution and levels in Biscayne Bay.

7. Restoration:

Sinre man's early activities in Biscayne Bay were carried out with almost total disregard for the
marine ecosystem there are many areas where the, only solution for a viable, natural bay is restoration.
Many other areas are marginaL and restoratian efforts along with cessation of activities causing damage
might bring back a natural community, Cost of restoration also provides a measuring stick for the cost
of measures designed to ameliorate the pollutant in an area where the decisian-making an a new impact
ie being made.In general, the bottom and certain phyeico-chemical parameters must be suitable for restoration.
The problem then is to restore the ma]or vegetation to provide a suitable food, shelter and water quality
base into which the animals may return. Restoration techniques presently underway in Biscayne Bay
include eeagraeses, mangrove and shoreline modi,fications such as rip-rap and less bulkheading.

Seagrass restoration is naw possible on a large scale. Efforts in North and South Biecayne Bay
 Thorhaug,1974; Thorhaug & Nixon~ 1975! have shown that thousands of seeds have taken root and grown inareas previousLy denuded by man's activities. 'Q~Lass~i the dominant species in the Bay is most feasibly
planted by seed, althougha technique for pluggfng has been devised by the Florida Department of Natural
Resources. plugging has the fallowing unfortunate features: �! existing beds of seagrassea are utilized
to obtain the plugs, thus doing damage �! plugs do,not expand laterally ta create growing beds as do
seeds �! the present method is limited to warer in which one can wade �! prodigious amount af hand
labor which creates a high cost per acre.The seeding method af Thorhaug, has none of the above drawbacks. Optimum location for revegetar.ion
is a peaty sediment such as found along the Western side of Biscayne Bay. Studies show that areas of
high current, extensive wave action or very coarse sediment are lese optimum for planting; although
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these areas, once planted, are often excellent for expansion of the community.
Qualitative observations have shawn a large recolonization of these replanted areas by certain

invertebrates and fish which are members of the Thalassia cossaunity. Na quantitative study has been
undertaken in this area, but it is necessary to ascertain the restoration potential of the Thais'ssia com-
munity. Planting of other grasses is also underway,

North Biscayne Bay ia capable of being resto'red in many areas based on our results at 10 stations. The
best place ta begin restoration would be between the 36th and 79th Street C auseways and work outward from
this area.mangrove restoration is also a highly viable technique as accomplished by Tees  this volume! in a
series of locations around Biscayne Bay. Prapagules of three species have been planted in a series of
locations including different bottom types, various energy regimes, tidal levels and geographic areas
 including Viet Nam via helicopter!. Success of growth and maturity has been high, so that a fairly
extensive technology now exists in this area. It appears to be an excellent tool far restoration of
shoreline in many Biscayne Bay areas.

Other methods for physical restoration of parts of Biscayne Bay have been mentioned in this volume
which include causeway, canal, and shoreline modification. Mast notable fram a biological point of view
is the discussion by Voss  this volume! on replacing bulkheaded sea walls by rip-rap. This makes a far
better habitat for organisms and in some cases in Biscayne Bay has shown a lobster fisheries potential,

DISCUSSIOH

An in tensive survey of biological resources in Biscayne Bay, especially North Bay would be a valu-
able first step in evaluating changes which have occurred. However, even these studi.es would nat lead
to the capability to predict changes in biota which will occur as the result of management decisions an
use of the Bay. The basic processes  photosynthesis, detri.tus production, nutrient uptake and cycling
through the biological feed web! must be learned first and then the effect of pollutants on these processes
and tolerance limits of major organisms to each pollutant must be understood before impact csn be quanti-
fied or predicted.

Thus basic scientific research in food webs, cycling of matter, flow of energy and effects on these
systems by pollutants is needed. In the meantime, the advice of competent scientists must be sought and
utilized in deciding if a proposed use of the Bay will be a biologicai catastrophy as predicted by the
preservation extremists or an economic boon, comparable to introducing tourists to Florida, as claimed
by backers af the proposed use,

In the event that hard management decisions must be made in the absence of the above-named definitive
research, then such decisions probably can best be made using a review board composed of responsible lay-
men and scientists working together.

A recommendation for the intermediate period before a full scientific understanding is available for
management is a review board of professional scientists balanced as to familiarity with various aspects
of Biscayne Bay, wha could evaluate permits for controversial projects if local and/or state scientists
and developers could nat agree. Such a panel should be paid for their time and must also be held respon-
sible for their decisions so that proper decisions are rewarded and improper ones would be a liability.
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TABLE 1

CATCHES OF VEGETATION AND ANIMALS AT A STATION OFF MOWRY CANAL
BEFOHEAND AFTER FRESH WATER DISCHARGE

TABLE 2

COMPARISON OF CATCHES  NUMBER OF SPECIES AND CATCH/XOW! AT A MAINLAND SHORE CONTROL STATION, A
STATION OFF NORTH CANAL, A STATION ELEVATED + 4.5 C OFF A POWER PLANT DISCHARGE CANAL

AND A MID-BAY SHORELINE CONTROL STATION

Mid-bay control Mainland Shore Control Heated EffluentCanal

Effortl/ 380247247268

0.16.75.7Vegetation  lbs/tow! 6,3

Species Ind/towInd/towSpecies Ind/towInd/tow SpeciesSpecies

19.1127120 159. 1 11982,2180 99. 5Total

- Effort for polychaetes - 36 taws at mid-bay control; 0 tows mainland control, 35 tows at canal and1/

210 tows at heated effluent.

2/Polychaetes only identified to family.
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Pisces
Mollusks
Crustacea
Polychaetes-/
Porifera
Coelenterate
Echinoderms
Misc.

27
79
34 6
16
4

12 2

1.5
37,1
39. 3
0.1
1.3
0.07
2. 84
0.02

22
58
28

N/D

5 1
4 2

3.1
112. 3
43.0
N/D

0.47
0.01
0.18
0.03

22
57
23 5
4 2
4 2

3.5
64 ' 6
26.7
4.3
0.05
0.04
0.08
0,05

19
49
24

17 3 2
9 4

1.0
8.6
2 ' 1
6,8
0.01
0.02
0.88
0.42
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